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VACCINES SAVE LIVES:
WHAT IS DRIVING
PREVENTABLE DISEASE OUTBREAKS?
Tuesday, March 5, 2019

U.S. SENATE,
HEALTH, EDUCATION, LABOR, AND PENSIONS,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in Room
SD–430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lamar Alexander,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Alexander [presiding], Isakson, Paul, Cassidy,
Roberts, Scott, Braun, Murray, Casey, Baldwin, Murphy, Warren,
Kaine, Hassan, and Smith.
COMMITTEE

ON

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALEXANDER
The CHAIRMAN. The Senate Committee on Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions will please come to order. Senator Murray and
I will each have an opening statement, and then we will introduce
our witnesses. After the witnesses’ testimony, Senators will each
have five minutes of questions.
It was not long ago, when I was a boy, that I remember the terror in the hearts of parents that their children might contract polio.
I had classmates who lived in iron lungs. The Majority Leader of
the United States Senate, Mitch McConnell, contracted polio when
he was very young. He has a poignant story about his mother, did
not know what to do, but she took him to Warm Springs because
that is where President Roosevelt went. And for a long period of
time, when he was two or three years old, she massaged his legs
several hours a day, which is hard to imagine if you remember toddlers. And that is why he is able to walk today. Thousands of others are not so lucky.
Following the introduction of a vaccine in 1955, polio was eliminated in the United States in 1979, and since then, from every
country in the world except three. Polio is just one of the diseases
we have eradicated in the United States thanks to vaccine. Before
the vaccine for measles was developed, up to four million Americans each year contracted the highly contagious, airborne virus. In
2000, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC, declared measles eliminated from the United States. In the 1980s,
smallpox was declared eradicated from the world by the CDC and
the World Health Organization. These stories of polio and measles
and smallpox are a remarkable demonstration of what modern
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medicine can accomplish in the lives of millions of people in our
country and in the world.
Four years ago, this Committee held a hearing on vaccines. That
was following the 2014 outbreak of measles, the worst outbreak
since the disease was declared eliminated in 2000. Even though 91
percent of Americans had been vaccinated for measles in 2017, according to the CDC we continue to see outbreaks of this preventable disease because there are pockets in the United States that
have low vaccination rates. Last year, there were 372 cases of measles, the second highest number since 2000.
So far this year, there have been 159 cases reported and outbreaks confirmed in Washington State, New York, Texas, and Illinois. We know some Americans are hesitant about vaccines, so
today I want to stress the importance of vaccines. Not only has the
Food and Drug Administration found them to be safe, but vaccines
save lives. Vaccines have been so successful that until recently,
Americans have lived without fear of getting measles, polio, or rubella. We have made significant strides in improving vaccination
rates. In 2009, about 44 percent of Americans had received vaccines for seven preventable diseases, all of which I will now try to
pronounce, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio, measles, mumps,
and rubella, haemophilus, influenza type B, hepatitis B, chickenpox, and pneumococcal according to the CDC. Today, over 70 percent of Americans are vaccinated against all seven of these diseases.
Vaccines protect not only those who have been vaccinated, but
the larger community. This is called herd immunity. There is some
young people who cannot be vaccinated. They are too young, or
they have a weak immune system because of a genetic disorder, or
they are taking medicine that compromises their immune system
like cancer treatment. Vaccines protect those who cannot be vaccinated by preventing the spread of disease. However, low immunization rates can destroy a community’s herd immunity. While the
overall vaccination rate nationwide is high enough to create this
herd immunity, certain areas, the pockets of the country where
vaccination rates are low, are vulnerable to outbreaks.
There is a lot of misleading and incorrect information about vaccines that circulates online throughout social media. Here is what
I would like for parents in Tennessee to know—parents in Washington, parents in Texas, everywhere in the country. Vaccines are
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. They meet the
Food and Drug Administration’s gold standard of safety. The advisory committee on Immunization Practices makes recommendations on the use of vaccines in our country and annual child and
adult vaccine schedules. This advisory committee is made up of
medical doctors and public health professionals from medical
schools, hospitals, and professional medical organizations from
around the country. They are among the best our country has to
offer. They have dedicated their lives to helping others. These recommendations are reviewed and approved by the CDC Director,
and are available on the CDC website. There is nothing secret
about any of these signs, and countless studies have shown that
vaccines are safe.
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Internet fraudsters who claim that vaccines are not safe are
preying on the unfounded fears and daily struggles of parents, and
they are creating a public health hazard that is entirely preventable. It is important for those who have questions about vaccines,
especially parents, to speak with a reputable health provider. As
with many topics, just because you found it on the internet, does
not mean that it is true. The science is sound. Vaccines save lives,
the lives of those who receive vaccines and the lives of those who
are too young or vulnerable to be immunized. Before I turn this
over to Senator Murray, I want to add that the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 required the Department of Health and
Human Services to submit a report to Congress within two years
after the legislation was signed into law.
The HELP Committee has received two reports from the Department submitted to Congress May 4th, 1988 and July 21, 1989. I
ask consent that the reports be submitted to the Committee record
so they can be more accessible to the public.
[The following information can be found on pages 54 and 126 in
Additional Material:]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Murray.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MURRAY

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Senator MURRAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As Washington State and several other states grapple with measles outbreaks, this issue cannot be more timely. I remember in
2000, when measles was officially eliminated from the United
States, and what welcomed news that was for families across this
country. And I remember the years of efforts that actually led to
that victory.
Before the vaccine was available, measles outbreaks used to
spread through communities like wildfire. If you were old enough
to drive, odds were, you had already had measles. But today, vaccines that protect against measles have been in use for over 50
years. Like other vaccines, we know the vaccine is safe, it is effective, and it saves lives. Which is why today a generation of students are starting College, almost none of whom had to worry
about a measles outbreak at school. It also means a generation of
new parents may not appreciate just how dangerous measles is.
Before introduction of the measles vaccine and widespread vaccination, millions of people caught measles annually, meaning
thousands were hospitalized, hundreds of people died, mostly children under 5 years old. But measles is not just deadly, it is also
one of the world’s most contagious diseases. It is easily transmitted
through coughing and sneezing. It can linger in the air and on infected services for two hours. It is already contagious four days before an infected person develops a rash, and then another four days
after. 9 out of 10 unvaccinated people exposed to measles catch it.
That is why the measles vaccine is so important in providing protection. Experts say, in order to establish herd immunity against
measles, in order to prevent an outbreak from occurring within a
community, at least 95 percent of people should be vaccinated.
Meeting that threshold is crucial to protect people who are unable
to get vaccinated, infants, those with certain medical conditions.
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Unfortunately, while the national vaccination rate remains high
in communities across the country, we are falling behind. Vaccine
coverage rates are declining in certain areas, contributing to the
rise in preventable outbreaks like in Clark County, Washington,
where public health officials continue to respond to a measles outbreak. The immunization rate among children in that community
is less than 70 percent, far below what is needed to keep families
safe. The result is a true public health emergency, over 70 confirmed cases and counting. And the majority of cases have affected
children under 10 years old, who are unvaccinated. Each case is
not just a concern for family members who are worried about their
loved ones who are seriously sick, it is a threat to neighbors and
communities left struggling to get an incredibly contagious disease
under control. It is a terror for parents with newborns who cannot
yet get vaccinated, and a strain on our public health system as
hundreds of staff in Washington State are pulled from critical public health roles to respond to this crisis. And the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention stretches to support the response to
outbreaks in Washington and several other states.
Measles is not the only disease that deserves our attention
amidst slipping vaccination rates. Diseases like the Chairman mentioned, mumps, pertussis, or whooping cough are also cause for
concern. These outbreaks are a clear sign we have to do more to
address vaccine hesitancy, and make sure parents have the facts
they need to understand the science. Vaccines are safe, and effective, and life-saving. Parents across the country want to do what
is best for their families to keep them safe, which is why they need
to be armed with knowledge about the importance of vaccination.
And why we need research into vaccine communication tools and
strategies to help us better educate people to address vaccine hesitancy and build vaccine confidence.
We also need to understand the roles social media and online
misinformation play in spreading dangerous rumors and falsehoods, and we need to better prepare the full spectrum of health
care providers, who are often the professionals people trust most,
to counter vaccine hesitancy and promote vaccination. That is important not only for parents, but also for expectant parents who
may already be deciding whether or not they plan to vaccinate, and
for promoting adult vaccines and encouraging people to protect
themselves and others throughout their lives.
I look forward today to hearing from Dr. Wiesman about how
Washington State is working now to get parents reliable information about the importance of vaccination. And from all of our witnesses who are here today about how the Federal Government and
other partners can promote vaccines and prevent the spread of misinformation. And while we are now fighting multiple measles outbreaks, it is important we also educate people on the HPV vaccine’s
role in preventing sexually transmitted diseases and lowering cancer risks. The flu vaccine, particularly on the heels of one of the
most deadly flu seasons in years, the whooping cough vaccine specially for those around infants who are particularly susceptible to
the disease, and the value of other recommended vaccines.
We also need to make sure we are approaching the public health
challenges like this from a global perspective because we know dis-
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eases are not stopped by borders or walls or bans. They are stopped
by doctors, and nurses, and vaccines, and public health awareness.
And are stopped by strong investments in public health systems
here at home and abroad. They say an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure. That is certainly the case here. A dose of MMR
vaccine covering measles, mumps, and rubella is about $20, meanwhile Washington State has spent over $1 million already addressing the current measles outbreak. Investing in prevention is not
just more effective in keeping our families and communities
healthy, it is also more affordable as well. The vaccines for children
program is another great example of this. Over 25 years now, it
has helped kids in low-income families get shots at no cost. It has
saved $1.6 trillion, prevented 380 million illnesses, and saved
860,000 lives. That is more people than live in Seattle.
I hope we can work together in a bipartisan way to build on programs like this with strong steps to help address public health crisis, and better yet, to prevent them from happening in the first
place. And I am glad to have this opportunity to learn more about
how we can do that, and to consider how to make sure people
across the country understand that vaccines are safe and effective
to keep their families and their community healthy.
Mr. Chairman, I would ask that a letter from the National Association of County and City Health Officials be submitted for the
record. It speaks to the important role of our local health departments across the country in responding to vaccine-preventable disease outbreaks and other emergency health threats.
The CHAIRMAN. So, ordered.
[The following information can be found on page 178 in Additional Material:]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Murray. We will now introduce our witnesses. Each one of you will have up to five minutes
for questions and answers. I will ask the Senators, just try to keep
questions and answers within the 5-minute period of time so everyone can have a chance to participate. Senator Murray will introduce the first witness.
Senator MURRAY. Well, thank you again Mr. Chairman. From my
home State of Washington, I am very pleased to introduce Dr. John
Wiesman. Dr. Wiesman was appointed as Washington State’s Secretary of Health back in 2013, and his service there is just the latest in a 22-year career working to keep our families and communities healthy. Throughout his career, he has worked at four different health departments, including Clark County Public Health
in Vancouver, which is the current frontline of our measles outbreak in our state.
Dr. Wiesman, I know some of my colleagues on the Committee
will appreciate learning that before you came to my state to work
in our public health system, you got your education in theirs, receiving your bachelor’s degree in Wisconsin, your Masters in Connecticut, and your PhD in North Carolina. I am glad we have you
now in Washington State, working to help keep our families safe
and healthy, and respond to public health threats as we currently
are. And I appreciate so much you coming all the way out here
from our other Washington.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Murray. Senator Isakson,
will you introduce our second witness.
Senator ISAKSON. Thank you very much, Chairman Alexander. I
am very pleased to introduce to the Committee and everyone here
today Dr. Saad Omer—and I believe that is the right pronunciation, is not?
Dr. OMER. Close enough.
Senator ISAKSON. Close enough, good. Well, mine is Isakson and
I just want to make sure we got it right.
[Laughter.]
Senator ISAKSON. We are very delighted to have him here today
as an expert on the subject we are discussing. Dr. Omer is a William H. Foege Professor of Global Health and Professor of Epidemiology and Pediatrics at Denver University School of Public Health
and Medicine. Dr. Omer also works in the Emory Vaccine Center,
making him a well-qualified witness for today’s hearing.
His research includes studies in the United States and internationally, including clinical and P.O. trials to estimate the efficacy
of influenza, polio, measles, and other vaccinations. Dr. Omer has
published approximately 250 papers in peer-reviewed journals and
has served on several respected advisory committees and panels,
including U.S. National Vaccine Advisory Committee. He has also
mentored over 100 junior faculty members, clinical and research
postdoctoral fellows, and PhD and other graduate students, playing
an important role in ensuring that the pipeline of qualified scientists is well stocked in the United States of America. Dr. Omer,
welcome to the Committee today. We are here for your expertise.
We appreciate your testimony, and ‘‘go Emory.’’
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Isakson.
Third, we will hear from Dr. Jonathan McCullers. He is Chair of
the Department of Pediatrics of the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center. Services as Pediatrician and Chief at the remarkable Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis. Received his
medical degree and completed his internship and residency at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham. In 1999, he was named a
St. Jude’s scholar in the Physicians Scientist Development Program
and joined the St. Jude’s faculty in the Department of Infectious
Diseases, where he spent 13 years managing a translational research lab studying influenza viruses and bacterial pneumonia. In
2012, he joined Le Bonheur. He has published more than 150 peerreviewed articles.
Fourth, John Boyle. He is President and CEO of the Immune Deficiency Foundation in Towson, Maryland, which is focused on
meeting the needs of people with primary immunodeficiency disease. Prior to joining the foundation, he worked for the Children’s
National Medical Center and the Platelet Disorder Support Association. He received his Bachelor of Science from Boston University. A Master in nonprofit management from Notre Dame of Maryland University.
Finally, we welcome Ethan Lindenberger. Mr. Lindenberger is
currently a student at Norwalk High School in Norwalk, Ohio. He
is here to share his experience seeking out information about vac-
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cines and making decisions about whether or not to become vaccinated.
Welcome again to all our witnesses.
Dr. Wiesman, let us begin with you.
Dr. WIESMAN. Great.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Wiesman, excuse me.
STATEMENT OF JOHN WIESMAN, DRPH, MPH, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OLYMPIA, WA

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Dr. WIESMAN. Very good. That is good. Chairman Alexander,
Ranking Member Murray, and distinguished Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to discuss public health’s
work in protecting people from vaccine-preventable diseases.
Vaccines are safe, effective, and the best protection we have
against serious preventable diseases like measles. Vaccinating children in the United States has saved millions of lives, increased expectancy, and saved our society trillions of dollars. My admission
as Washington’s Secretary of Health is to protect and promote the
health of all its people and ensure our public policy is based on best
available science. I want to speak directly to the parents who have
children with serious health issues, and who have been attending
our hearings in Washington State and are watching this hearing
today. I see your pain and your desire for answers to your children’s health issues. Your mission to protect and promote the
health of your children is one we share.
While the science is clear that vaccines do not cause autism, we
do need to better understand its causes. We need to develop together, affected families, scientists, and public health officials, research agendas to get the answers we need. State, territorial, and
tribal, local public health agencies are on the front lines. In Washington State, we provide all recommended vaccines without charge
to all children under the age of 19. We provide an electronic immunization information system for healthcare providers to track vaccine dose schedules, provide reminders when patients are overdue,
and measure immunization rates. We help parents make informed
decisions by sending them the information they need to keep children healthy and publish plain talk about childhood immunization.
And we assist school nurses by giving them access to the electronic
immunization records.
As of yesterday, Washington State’s measles outbreak had 71
cases, plus 4 cases associated with our outbreak in Oregon and one
in Georgia. Containing a measles outbreak takes a whole community response led by governmental public health. The moment a
suspected case is reported, disease investigators interview that person to determine when they were infectious, who they were in close
contact with, and what public spaces they visited. If still infectious,
the health officer orders them to isolate themselves so they do not
infect others, notifies the public—the community about the public
places that they were in when they were infectious, and stands-up
a call center to handle questions.
We also reached out to individuals who were in close contact
with the patient. If they are unvaccinated and without symptoms,
we ask them to quarantine themselves for up to 21 days. That is
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how long it can take to develop symptoms, and we monitor them
so that we quickly know if they develop measles. If they show
symptoms, we get them to a healthcare provider and obtain samples to test for measles. And if they have measles, we start the investigation process all over again. This is a staff and time intensive
activity, and it is highly disruptive to people’s lives. Responding to
this preventable outbreak has cost over $1,000,000 million and required the work of more than 200 individuals.
What do we need from the Federal Government? First, we need
sustained, predictable, and increased Federal funding. Congress
must prioritize public health and support the Prevention and Public Health Fund. We are constantly reacting to crisis rather than
working to prevent them. The association of state and territorial
health officials in over 80 organizations are asking you to raise the
CDC budget by 22 percent by FY2022. This will immediately bolster prevention services, save lives, and reduce health care cost.
Second, our response to this outbreak has benefited greatly from
the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act, so thank you.
The Public Health Emergency Preparedness Cooperative Agreement and the Hospital Preparedness Programs authorized by this
law are currently funded $400 million below funding levels in the
2000s. More robust funding is needed, and I strongly urge you to
quickly reauthorized PAHPA because many of the authorizations
expired last year.
Third, the 317 Immunization Program has been flat funded for
10 years. Without increased funding, we cannot afford to develop
new ways to reach parents with immunization information, nor
maintain our electronic immunization systems. Fourth, we need
Federal leadership for a national vaccine campaign spearheaded by
CDC in partnership with states that counter the anti-vaccine messages similar to successful Truth Tobacco Prevention campaign. We
have lost much ground. Urgent action is necessary. Everyone has
a right to live in a community free of vaccine-preventable diseases.
To make this a reality, we must continue to invest in and strengthen our public health system.
Thank you.
[The statement of Dr. Wiesman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN WIESMAN

Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, and distinguished Members of
the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions today to discuss an issue of significant importance to the lives of the American people—protecting people from vaccine-preventable diseases. State, territorial, tribal, and local public health agencies
are on the front lines implementing vital public health programs, including immunization programs, and responding to a wide array of public health emergencies such
as disease outbreaks.
One of our objectives in public health is to share accurate, science-based information. To that end, allow me to say at the onset, vaccines are safe, effective, and the
best protection we have against serious preventable diseases like measles. Vaccinating children in the United States has saved millions of lives, increased life expectancy, and saved trillions of dollars in societal costs. 1 Yes, like any medication,
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1 Whitney, C. G., Zhou, F., Singleton, J., & Schuchat, A. (2014). Benefits from immunization
during the vaccines for children program era—United States, 1994–2013. MMWR 2014;63(16):
352–355.
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vaccines have some minor side effects and can have rare serious complications. 2
They can also eradicate diseases from our planet, like they did with smallpox and
hopefully soon with polio. 3, 4 And in the United States, we have eliminated a number of vaccine preventable diseases. In 2000 we thought the United States had
eliminated measles, but that is no longer the situation with the number of outbreaks we have had since then. 5
As secretary of health for Washington State, my mission is to protect and promote
the lives of all the people in our state and when making public policy to ensure that
it is based on the best science available to us. To that point, I want to speak directly
to the parents who have children with autism and other serious health issues and
who have been attending our hearings in Washington State and who are watching
this hearing today. I see you and your children. I see your pain, your desire for answers to your children’s health issues, your skepticism of government and the pharmaceutical industry, your mission to give your children the best life they can have
and your desire to prevent other parents from the pain and suffering you and your
children experience. Your mission to protect and promote the health of your children
is a mission I share. And I know on this point, some of you will strongly disagree
with me: the science demonstrates that autism is not caused by vaccines. But while
the science on that is clear, we do need to better understand the causes of autism
and other diseases better than we do today. We need to develop together—scientists,
public health officials and affected families—research agendas to get the answers
we all need. We need to create an environment where we can respectfully listen to
each other and engage.
Public health systems at every level are struggling due to chronic underfunding,
increasing population size, and the emergence of new threats. We find ourselves
constantly reacting to crises, rather than working to prevent them. It is therefore
incumbent upon all of us at the federal, state, and local levels to provide the sustained, predictable, and increased resources necessary to focus on health promotion
and disease prevention work as well as respond to emerging and reemerging diseases.
Measles Outbreak
Currently, there are six ongoing but completely preventable measles outbreaks in
the U.S., including one in Washington, three in New York, one in Texas and one
in Illinois. 6 Over the last 10 years, Washington State has had three measles outbreaks, one of which included the death of an immunocompromised person exposed
to measles in a clinic waiting room. 7 The current outbreak is larger and infecting
people faster than those in recent history. Between the end of December 2018 to
March 1, 2019, Washington State has had 69 measles cases in our outbreak, plus
four additional cases associated with our outbreak in Oregon and one in Georgia.
Of the 69 Washington cases, 60 were unvaccinated, two had one dose of the measles
vaccine and seven have an unverified immunization status. Two cases were hospitalized.
In a global society with increased air travel, a disease outbreak in one part of the
world can easily be transmitted to another by travelers. Our best protection against
these preventable diseases is quite simple—vaccination. Currently, many countries
in Europe are experiencing significant measles outbreaks. 8 In this latest outbreak
in Washington, we know that an individual traveled to Washington State from Europe who was already infected, but not yet symptomatic, with a wild strain of the
measles virus circulating there. 9 Fighting disease outside the U.S., as well as inside, promotes health security for everyone. Research shows every dollar invested
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2 McLean HQ, Fiebelkorn AP, Temte JL, Wallace GS. Prevention of Measles, Rubella, Congenital Rubella Syndrome, and Mumps, 2013: Summary Recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). MMWR 2013; 62(RR04):1–34. Available at https://
www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr6204a1.htm
3 https://www.who.int/csr/disease/smallpox/en/ (accessed March 1, 2019)
4 https://www.who.int/features/factfiles/polio/en/ (accessed March 1, 2019)
5 Papania, M. J., Wallace, G. S., Rota, P. A., Icenogle, J. P., Fiebelkorn, A. P., Armstrong,
G. L., ... & Hao, L. (2014). Elimination of endemic measles, rubella, and congenital rubella syndrome from the Western hemisphere: the US experience. JAMA pediatrics, 168(2), 148–155.
6 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/ (accessed March 1, 2019)
7
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/5100/420–004–CDAnnualReport2015.pdf
(accessed March 1, 2019)
8
http://www.euro.who.int/en/media-centre/sections/press-releases/2018/measles-cases-hitrecord-high-in-the-european-region (accessed March 1, 2019)
9 https://www.clark.wa.gov/public-health/measles-investigation (accessed March 1, 2019)
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in global immunization programs in the world’s poorest countries saves $16. 10 This
is why we must fully fund the CDC and other health organizations to maintain disease-control activities globally.
According to the CDC, measles can be serious for all age groups. However, children younger than five years of age and adults over 20 years of age are more likely
to suffer from measles complications. Common complications from the measles include ear infections, which can lead to permanent hearing loss, and diarrhea. However, some people may suffer from severe complications such as pneumonia and encephalitis. Finally, for every 1,000 people who get measles, one or two will die from
it. 11 Measles is so contagious that if one person has it, 9 out of 10 people of all ages
around him or her will also become infected if they are not protected. 12
Even though there is an effective vaccine, measles still caused 110,000 measles
deaths worldwide in 2017, mostly among children under five years of age. 13 In
1963, prior to the United States measles vaccination program, three to four million
people a year were estimated to get measles, resulting in 48,000 hospitalizations
and 450 to 500 measles deaths a year. 14 From 1989 to 1991, a resurgence of measles in the United States resulted in more than 55,000 cases and 120 deaths. 15
More than half of the children had not been vaccinated, even though they had seen
a healthcare provider. In response, Congress created the Vaccine for Children program, which covers vaccines for those under 19 years of age on Medicaid, uninsured,
underinsured, and American Indian/Alaskan Native. 16 In addition, the Advisory
Committee on Immunization practices recommended the second dose of MMR. 17 We
must continue the forward progress we have made protecting people from vaccinepreventable diseases.
Vaccine Effectiveness
The widespread use of measles vaccine led to a greater than 99 percent reduction
in measles cases compared with the pre-vaccine era. 18 Two doses of the measles,
mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccination are 97 percent effective against measles. 19
And it is estimated worldwide that because of the measles vaccine, 20.5 million
deaths were prevented between 2000 and 2016. 20
It is important to note however, that some vaccines are not as effective as we
would like. For example, according to the CDC the overall effectiveness of the 2017–
2018 flu vaccine against both influenza A and B viruses was estimated to be 40 percent. This means the flu vaccine reduced a person’s overall risk of having to seek
medical care at a doctor’s office for flu illness by 40 percent. 21 While the effectiveness of the flu vaccine can vary, it is still the best protection against this annual
illness, and was estimated to prevent about 110,000 flu hospitalizations, and 8,000
flu deaths during the 2017–18 season. 22 A more effective vaccine would save even
more lives. Similarly, protection from the current pertussis vaccine has been shown
to wane during the five years after completion of the 5th childhood dose. 23 As a nation, we must continue to invest in critical research and vaccine technology to improve vaccine development.
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10 Ozawa, S., Clark, S., Portnoy, A., Grewal, S., Brenzel, L., & Walker, D. G. (2016). Return
on investment from childhood immunization in low-and middle-income countries, 2011–20.
Health Affairs, 35(2), 199–207.
11 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/about/complications.html (accessed March 1, 2019)
12 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/about/transmission.html (accessed March 1, 2019)
13 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/measles (accessed March 1, 2019).
14 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/downloads/measlesdataandstatsslideset.pdf (accessed March
1, 2019)
15 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/meas.html (accessed March 2, 2019)
16 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/vfc/about/ (accessed March 2, 2019)
17 CDC. Measles prevention: recommendations of the Immunization Practices Advisory Committee (ACIP). MMWR 1989;38(No.S–9):1–18. Available at: https://www.cdc.gov/Mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00041753.htm
18 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/vaccination.html (accessed March 1, 2019)
19 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/hcp/index.html
20 https://www.cdc.gov/measles/downloads/measlesdataandstatsslideset.pdf (accessed March
1, 2019)
21 https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season-2017–2018.htm
22 https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden-averted/index.htm
23 Cherry JD. The 112-year odyssey of pertussis and pertussis vaccines—mistakes made and
implications for the future. JPIDS. 2019; XX(XX):1–8.
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Consequence of Vaccine Success
Due to the success of vaccines, fewer people have witnessed the complications and
severity of vaccine preventable diseases. Unfortunately, this means that some parents may believe that vaccination is no longer necessary or that the minor or rarely
severe complications from vaccines are somehow worse than getting the disease, resulting in some parents not vaccinating their children. Discredited and fraudulent
research has been used as a basis to claim a link between MMR and autism. 24
Moreover, public health officials throughout the country are gravely concerned about
the latest misinformation originating from a well-organized and orchestrated antivaccination movement.
In communities across Washington State and our nation, there are pockets of children who are not fully vaccinated or not vaccinated at all. This puts them at risk
to contract measles and unintentionally spread it to others, especially since one is
infectious with measles four days before the rash develops. It is absolutely paramount that public health and healthcare professionals across the nation join together to share the science about the safety and efficacy of vaccines with the public.
And we must equip health care
providers to be able to effectively answer the questions their patients may have
about vaccines, as we do want parents with questions to engage their trusted health
care provider. The health concerns that parents have over the risks of vaccination
must be addressed with compassion, care, and evidence-based practice so that informed decisions can be made, and so that people can protect themselves and their
loved ones from dangerous, vaccine-preventable disease.
Communications Challenges
Public health and healthcare professionals face significant communications challenges with those who are uncertain about vaccinations because of fear, distrust,
and/or misinformation. The increasing influence social media has over personal
health decisions by promoting false information is alarming.
Admittedly, public health officials must be smarter in using media of all types to
share factual, credible information. We must call on social media companies such
as Twitter, Facebook, and Google to use whatever mechanism they have available
to stop promoting pseudoscience. And the problem isn’t limited to social media, traditional media can spread this false information as well. As public health officials,
we often partner with traditional media outlets to spread critical life-saving information to the public. When traditional media invites and promotes celebrity
spokespeople who question the validity of immunizations and remain blind to the
body of scientific evidence, it makes our jobs all the more difficult, and frankly, puts
the public’s health at risk.
Civic discourse on vaccinations must be improved. Individuals opposed to vaccinations are extremely well organized across the country. In Washington, State lawmakers who proposed legislation to remove the personal exemption from vaccination
have received death threats and been stalked. A health care professional who recently testified in support of removing philosophical exemptions for school entry vaccination has been vilified on their health practice website and in nasty social media
posts.
For my part, I recently received an email from a parent who does not vaccinate
their child concerning a social media post from my agency. Many of you have probably seen the post as it was going around many people’s social media accounts during valentine’s day. It’s a cartoon of a school boy asking a school girl if she will be
his valentine, and she asks if he has been vaccinated. While this social media post
had one of our most shares ever and most likes, laughing faces, and angry faces,
I have come to understand how this post just furthers the divide. I can do better,
we all can do better. In fact, we must do better to focus on our mutual interest of
keeping kids healthy.
I completely agree with CDC Director Robert Redfield who said we need to change
the hearts and minds of people in this country to not leave science on the shelf. 25
Additional
federal funds should be provided to determine how best to communicate with vaccine hesitant parents and to counter the misinformation currently being spread.
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24 Eggertson, L. (2010). Lancet retracts 12-year-old article linking autism to MMR vaccines.
Canadian Medical Association. Journal, 182(4), E199.
25 https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/cdc-director-federal-health-officialsstress-importance-of-measles-vaccinations/ (accessed March 1, 2019)
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Washington State’s Vaccine Program
Each year Washington State receives $105 million in federal funding and $66 million in state funding to support a comprehensive immunization system. Federal
funding has a critical role in achieving national immunization coverage targets. It
supports immunization system infrastructure and the purchase of vaccines for children who qualify and adults without health insurance. Our state supplements these
federal funds to support health care providers and facilities, help parents make informed decisions, and partner with schools.
During my tenure we’ve worked hard to keep communities protected, ensure stable funding for vaccines and build public/private partnerships to strengthen the immunization infrastructure. For example, we have increased the number of 13 to 17
year olds who started human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination series from 46 percent in 2015 to 61 percent 2018. This means that more youth in Washington are
protected from the many cancers that HPV can cause.
One of the biggest challenges with childhood immunization in Washington is the
percentage of students out-of-compliance with state law because the parents have
not submitted immunization documentation or exemption paperwork with the
school. In the 2017–2018 school year, 8.0 percent of kindergarten students lacked
appropriate paperwork and were out-of-compliance. We believe this is largely because of the administrative burden on schools to staff this health work and track
the paperwork from parents. To address this, we need to adequately fund school
nurses. Our schools today are woefully understaffed with school nurses. This does
not put our children first. Public health needs to partner with school nurses to ensure kids are vaccinated and keep our kids safe and healthy, especially during disease outbreaks. We are also working on health technology solutions to help school
personnel easily access immunization records in our state immunization registry,
which reduces duplicate data entry and allows for the easy use of report writing
functions to track the immunization status of students.
In addition, Washington is one of 17 states that allow parents to send their children to school and child care unvaccinated for personal or philosophical reasons.
Two state lawmakers from Clark County have each introduced legislation designed
to protect more children from vaccine preventable disease and increase the safety
of these environments. One bill would eliminate the philosophical exemption for the
MMR vaccine. The other would eliminate that exemption for all vaccines required
for school or child care entry. This approach honors the responsibility we all have
to protect each other. This proposed policy change is a good step forward and one
I support. Vaccines are the best protection we have: they are safe, readily available,
given without charge to all kids under 19 years of age in Washington State and
proven to be effective. And I believe that parents want safe schools and childcare
centers for all kids and those
adults who serve them, including those who can’t be vaccinated for medical reasons or who have lost their immunity due to serious medical conditions.
Public Health Response to a Measles Outbreak
In Washington, Governor Jay Inslee issued a Public Health Emergency Proclamation on January 25, 2019 to support the response efforts to our measles outbreak. 26
This proclamation allowed mutual aid assistance through the Emergency Management Assistance Compact enabling the state to request public health responders
from other states to support the outbreak response. North Dakota, Idaho, and Oregon provided staff to assist with the outbreak response.
To date, this preventable outbreak has cost over $1 million and required the work
of more than 200 individuals contributing over 10,000 hours of work. These estimates do not take into account the health care costs of those ill, the cost to schools
and businesses as they responded to the event, the cost to student learning for those
unvaccinated children excluded from school, and to the lost productivity of their
workers. In comparison, the cost of an MMR vaccine dose is about 20 dollars. 27
Importance of Federal Funding and Programs
Our response to this outbreak has benefited greatly from the Federal Government. The Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) authorities and
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26
https://www.governor.wa.gov/news-media/inslee-declares-local-public-health-emergencyafter-identifying-outbreak-measles (accessed March 1, 2019)
27
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/vfc/awardees/vaccine-management/price-list/
index.html (accessed March 1, 2019)
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funding over the years have allowed us to train, build, and maintain a strong Incident Management Team, which has ably led the response, and it has allowed us to
develop strike teams to send into the response to carry out public health functions.
The public health system is often invisible to most Americans when it is working
well. It is when an emergency or a disaster or an outbreak strikes where the fragility and chronic underfunding of the public health system is laid bare. As just one
example, in Washington, Clark County repurposed their home visiting nurses to address this outbreak. The day to day job of the home visiting nurses is to assist expectant and new mothers, many in high-risk situations, to help improve birth outcomes and raise healthy children. By redirecting their work, families are going without this critical service and increasing the risk for bad health outcomes. 28
In public health, we see the need to modernize. We do our best to make the most
with the limited budgets we have. This is why federal funding is foundational for
state, territorial, tribal and local health agencies to provide a comprehensive immunization system and emergency preparedness and response capability.
In this case, federal funds from Section 317 of the Public Service Act are used
to support the immunization grant program and provide vital resources to support
our comprehensive system. Section 317 funding provides support for our state to
educate and inform the public, monitor vaccine effectiveness, account for the use of
federal and state dollars, decrease ethnic and racial disparities, have strong outbreak investigation, improve tracking systems, and continue to provide the necessary support to health care professionals. Yet, the 317 immunization grant program has been flat funded since 2009. Without increased funding, we cannot afford
to develop new and innovative ways to increase immunization rates especially in
light of the anti-vaccine movement. Research shows every dollar spent on childhood
vaccines saves 10 dollars, so this is a worthwhile investment. 29 Additional funding
would help address growing gaps in immunization coverage and strengthen the scientific foundation for vaccine policy decision making.
The Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) provides a framework
and resources to support our emergency preparedness and response. Funds from the
Public Health Emergency Preparedness Cooperative Agreement Program allows
state health departments to build and strengthen our ability to respond to public
health emergencies. Without this funding, state and local public health agencies
would have been significantly delayed in identifying and containing this measles
outbreak. This program is currently funded $400 million below funding levels in the
2000s. More robust funding would allow public health agencies to not have to reallocate resources from other vital public health programs to respond to urgent public
health emergencies like measles outbreaks or other disasters. Despite this Committee’s action to reauthorize the law last year, it has now lapsed; I ask you to move
quickly to reauthorize PAHPA.
The Prevention and Public Health Fund is the nation’s first mandatory funding
stream dedicated to improving our nation’s public health system. The purpose of the
fund was to supplement core public health programs with increased investment in
disease prevention, yet it has primarily been used to backfill the funding of core
public health programs. Currently 47 percent of the 317 immunization program is
funded by the Prevention and Public Health Fund. Research shows every dollar invested in community-based prevention saves $5. 30
I’m here to make clear the threat of these vaccine preventable illnesses, so we can
respond together to restore health to the very part of our system responsible for prevention. One immediate response Congress can take is to raise the budget of the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention by 22 percent by 2022, as requested by
the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials and over 80 other organizations. 31 Doing so will immediately begin to save lives, promote optimal health for
all, bolster our prevention services and reduce healthcare costs.
Conclusion
Vaccines are a testament to human ingenuity to ward off morbidity and mortality.
Vaccines activate the natural human immunity system. The science is clear that
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https://www.columbian.com/news/2019/feb/25/nurse-family-partnership-takes-on-intangible-costs-of-measles-outbreak/ (accessed March 2, 2019)
29 Remy, Vanessa, York Zollner, and Ulrike Heckmann. ‘‘Vaccination: The cornerstone of an
efficient healthcare system.’’ Journal of market access & health policy 3.1 (2015): 27041.
30 Prevention for a Healthier America: Investments in Disease Prevention Yield Significant
Savings, Stronger Communities, Trust for America’s Health, 2009.
31 http://www.astho.org/Advocacy-Materials/22-by-22/ (accessed March 1, 2019)
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vaccines are safe and effective. Vaccines can eradicate diseases. Vaccine programs
are one of public health’s greatest accomplishments. They are under great threat
and we need to reverse course.
I thank you for holding this hearing and increasing awareness about the importance of vaccines and public health. Everyone has a right to live in a community
free of vaccine-preventable disease. We must continue to invest in and strengthen
our public health system.

[SUMMARY STATEMENT OF JOHN WIESMAN]

Vaccines are safe, effective, and the best protection we have against serious preventable diseases like measles. Vaccinating children in the U.S. has saved millions
of lives, increased life expectancy, and saved trillions of dollars in societal costs. 1
Yes, like any medication, vaccines have some minor side effects and can have rare
serious complications, but they do not cause autism. 2, 3 They can also eradicate diseases from our planet, like they did with smallpox and hopefully soon with polio. 4,5
There are six ongoing but preventable measles outbreaks in the U.S., one in
Washington, three in New York, one in Texas, and one in Illinois. 6 Washington’s
outbreak has cost over $1 million compared to the $20 cost of an MMR vaccine
dose. 7
Due to the success of vaccines, fewer people have witnessed the complications and
severity of vaccine preventable diseases. Therefore, some parents may believe that
vaccination is no longer necessary or that the minor or rarely severe complications
from vaccines are somehow worse than getting the disease, resulting in some parents not vaccinating their children. Moreover, a well-organized and orchestrated
anti-vaccination movement is a threat to the public’s health.
Section 317 funding provides immunization program support for states and it has
been flat funded since 2009, despite the threats noted above. We need increased
funding to develop new ways to increase immunization rates. Currently 47 percent
of the 317 immunization program is funded by the Prevention and Public Health
Fund, a fund that was intended to add prevention capacity, not backfill.
The Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) provides essential support for response efforts, but it is currently funded $400 million below funding levels
in the 2000s. More robust funding is needed to respond to urgent public health
emergencies. And I ask you to quickly reauthorize PAHPA.
One immediate response Congress can take is to support public health is to raise
the budget of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention by 22 percent by 2022,
as requested by the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials and over
80 other organizations. 8 Doing so will immediately begin to save lives, promote optimal health for all, bolster our prevention services, and reduce healthcare costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Wiesman.
Dr. Omer.
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1 Whitney, C. G., Zhou, F., Singleton, J., & Schuchat, A. (2014). Benefits from immunization
during the vaccines for children program era—United States, 1994—2013. MMWR 2014;63(16):
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STATEMENT OF SAAD B. OMER, MBBS, MPH, PHD, WILLIAM H.
FOEGE PROFESSOR OF GLOBAL HEALTH, PROFESSOR OF
EPISTEMOLOGY AND PEDIATRICS, EMORY UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA, GA
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Dr. OMER. Thanks for the opportunity for me to talk about vaccines in this forum.
Elimination of endemic measles transmission from the U.S. in
2000 is a significant public success. Since then, most of the cases
have occurred through U.S. travelers going outside and bringing it
back. While recent measles outbreaks have been contained, the frequency and size of these outbreaks have been particularly alarming
for those of us who follow these trends. The rest of this testimony
will be focused on answering some of the salient questions that
have been coming up.
The first question is, why haven’t we seen a national level outbreak in the U.S.? And we cannot take this for granted. Countries
with similar development status like Germany, France, and Italy
specifically more recently, have had national level outbreaks. And
it is not a coincidence that we have not seen similar national outbreaks, and there are several reasons for it. First of all, our laws,
school level mandates, work. And they work by changing the balance of convenience.
In most states, they work by changing the balance of convenience
for vaccination compared to non-vaccination by having physician
counseling, or by having parents go through a video that talks
about vaccines and the benefits of vaccines, etc. And the third
thing is, in our country, medical societies like the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Infectious Disease Society of America
have been very prominent in vaccine advocacy, and it is important
because it is based on the fact that physicians are the most trusted
source of vaccine information.
We have talked about the role measles has played—vaccine refusal has played in these outbreaks, and I will just give a few numbers. For example, more than half of the cases since the elimination have been unvaccinated, and approximately 70 percent of
them—of unvaccinated due to vaccine refusal are non-medical exemptions. So, there is a contribution of vaccine refusal in our epidemiology of measles. And vaccine mandates have been an effective
tool in changing that balance of convenience that I was talking
about. But that is a state level issue. I will focus on some of the
things the Federal Government can do.
In my written testimony, I have provided a few more details on
that specific issue and I would be happy to answer questions. So,
there are a few things the Federal Government can do. First, consider making vaccine counseling reimbursable. And I have worked
on vaccine research in multiple countries, in multiple states in the
U.S. There are a lot of local factors that are specific, but there is
one constant, vaccine providers—health care providers, specifically
physicians, are the most trusted source of vaccine information even
amongst those who are a little bit skeptical of vaccines. So, we need
to use that tool more effectively.
On the practical side, physicians do not have the time to properly
counsel patients using evidence-based approaches, and part of the
reason, not all of the reason, is the fact that this is not reimburs-
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able. So, physicians lose money on this kind of important public
health education. We should as a country, the second point is, invest in high-quality vaccine acceptance and communications research. And I often say that if you do not accept half-baked vaccine
development science—and we do not. The FDA goes through evaluation of the science from trials and basic sciences, etc. We should
not be accepting of half-baked vaccine communication and behavioral science. And we have precedent in this country. For example,
NIH’s cancer prevention initiatives are a gold standard in these
kinds of interventions and evidence-based communications strategy.
NIAID, national institute for immunology—I am sorry, national
institute for infection and allergy, has—they have had very effective intervention development in the area of HIV, AIDS behavior.
So, we have that precedent in this country, and we need to invest
in actual research. And before we develop evidence, while we develop evidence, there is an existing blueprint of interventions that
the National Vaccine Advisory committee put together, and unfortunately not all of its interventions and its recommendations have
been implemented. So that is ready to be implemented.
CDC plays this important role in fighting these fires, working
with state and local health departments, which is somewhat
unique in the developed world and we need to support their mission. And we should continue to prioritize vaccine safety research,
and I would want to thank you for bipartisan and consistent support for vaccines because that matters. And that shows that there
is broad societal support for vaccines, and those of us who work to
protect children from these infectious diseases really appreciate
that.
[The statement of Dr. Omer follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAAD B. OMER

I am Saad B. Omer, the William H. Foege Professor of Global Health and Professor of Epidemiology & Pediatrics at Emory University, Schools of Public Health
and Medicine. I have served on several scientific and public health advisory committees including the National Vaccine Advisory Committee and the Public Health
Committee of the Infectious Diseases Society of America. My research has focused
on vaccines—including clinical/field trials, vaccine safety studies, and studies of
interventions to increase vaccine acceptance.
I want to thank the Committee for the opportunity to share my perspective on
vaccine preventable diseases, the current epidemiology of measles, and the importance of vaccines. In my testimony, I will attempt to answer a few salient questions
on this topic. My statement substantially draws from my previous writings and research.
Should we be concerned about the recent measles outbreaks?
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The elimination of endemic transmission of measles from the United States in
2000 is considered a significant public health success. Since then, measles has mostly occurred as outbreaks—either because of imported cases (mostly from U.S. travelers returning home with the infection) or among those who come in contact with
these cases.
Are the recent cases and outbreaks sporadic, or are we on the verge of the return
of widespread measles? While recent measles outbreaks have been contained, the
frequency and size of these outbreaks is alarming. For example, according to a CDC
study, the annual median number of cases and outbreaks more than doubled during
2009–2014 compared to the earlier post-elimination years (Fiebelkorn et. al.; J Pediatric Infect Dis Soc.; 2017). This trend has continued since the publication of the
CDC study. A return of widespread measles is not inevitable, but to ensure we pre-
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vent it, we need to seriously address causes of non-vaccination including vaccine refusal.
Notably, each year there are children not vaccinated against measles. These nonimmunized children join the ranks of all other susceptible children from years past,
increasing the population of susceptible people. With the slow and steady accumulation of people who haven’t been immunized, we may only be delaying a large measles outbreak. In fact, in an epidemiological study my research collaborators and I
published in 2016, we estimated that 1 in 8 children younger than 18 are susceptible to measles (Bednarczyk, Orenstein, & Omer; American J. Epi, 2016).
Importantly, we found that the rate of protection against measles is hovering dangerously close to the ‘‘herd immunity threshold’’—computed as the proportion of people who need to be immune to prevent outbreaks. Similar findings have been subsequently reported by other researchers, highlighting the need for interventions to improve measles vaccination rates. If vaccine refusal is left unchecked, more people
will be susceptible to this disease, leading to larger outbreaks and possibly resumption of sustained transmission.
Why haven’t we seen a national level measles outbreak in recent years?
A national outbreak, or an outright national-level measles resurgence, would not
be out of the ordinary for a Western country. In recent years, there have been several large sustained outbreaks in Europe. In Italy, for example, approximately 5,000
measles cases were reported from February 2017 to January 2018. Similarly, large
national-level outbreaks have occurred in Britain, Germany, and France. In 2008,
the World Health Organization reported approximately 60,000 measles cases from
countries included in its European region. While most European countries, including
Britain, have been certified as having eliminated measles, the disease is still considered endemic in Italy, Germany, and France.
It’s not just luck that the United States hasn’t seen a similar resurgence. There
are many things the United States does right in vaccine policy, compared to Europe.
For example, the United States has a tapestry of school-entry vaccine requirements
that work. These requirements, based in state laws, have contributed to maintaining high immunization rates and keeping rates of vaccine noncompliance low. In the
U.S., the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) aggressively monitors
and responds to emerging outbreaks—an epidemiological firefighting function it performs with state and local health departments. In Europe, on the other hand, the
effectiveness of public health agencies is uneven. The European Centre for Disease
Prevention Control, a much smaller and newer agency compared to the American
CDC, lacks the resources and mandate to perform a similar function. U.S. professional medical societies such as the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Infectious Diseases Society of America have been at the forefront of vaccine advocacy—
leveraging the fact that physicians are the most trusted source of vaccine information.
But while a national measles resurgence in the United States has been so far kept
at bay, we cannot be complacent. With the steady accumulation of susceptible individuals in our communities, efforts are required at the national, state, and local
level to ensure that this dangerous disease does not return in full force.
What is the role of vaccine refusal in measles outbreaks?

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

In a 2016 paper, my colleagues and I evaluated the association between vaccine
delay, refusal, or exemption and the epidemiology of measles in the United States
(Phadke et al.; JAMA, 2016). We found that since the elimination of measles from
the United States in 2000, more than half (56.8 percent) of measles cases had no
history of measles vaccination. Among the unvaccinated, age-eligible measles cases
for whom the reason for non-vaccination was available, 70.6 percent had a nonmedical exemption to vaccination.
One tool epidemiologists use to chart the temporal course of outbreaks is the epidemic curve in which the daily cases of a disease are plotted against time. In the
2016 paper, we created a cumulative epidemic curve comprising of all measles outbreaks since 2000 for which relevant data were available. According to this cumulative epidemic curve, unvaccinated individuals made up a greater proportion of
measles cases in early parts of epidemics—meaning that unvaccinated people provided the tinder to start the fires of these epidemics.
In an earlier national study, the risk of measles among children with vaccine exemptions was 35 times that of the vaccinated population (Salmon et.al; JAMA,
1999). Equally importantly, higher rates of vaccine exemption in a community are
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associated with greater measles incidence in that community, among both the exempt and nonexempt population. One reason for ongoing outbreaks is the epidemiological phenomenon of clustering of susceptible individuals—which happens when a
group of unvaccinated individuals in a specific area grows large enough to render
protection from overall high immunization rates less effective.
Is vaccine refusal the only reason for recent outbreaks?
While vaccine refusal is an important risk factor for vaccine preventable disease
outbreaks, it is not the only reason why these outbreaks occur. For example, CDC
reported insurance status is an important factor in non-vaccination (Hill et al.;
MMWR; 2018). Similarly, while vaccine refusal plays a role, waning immunity is an
important cause of decline in pertussis (whooping cough) vaccine effectiveness and
subsequent outbreaks (Klein et al.; NEJM; 2012).
Are vaccine mandates a useful policy option for controlling vaccinepreventable diseases?
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State laws in the United States mandate that every child entering kindergarten
either provide proof of being immunized or file for an exemption. All 50 states allow
for medical exemptions from mandated vaccinations. Eighteen states allow religious
and personal belief exemptions, 30 states permit religious exemptions only, and 3
states only allow medical exemptions. Mandates have played a key role in keeping
disease rates low. Because vaccination and exemption laws are established at the
state level, there is substantial variation in immunization requirements, types of
nonmedical exemptions offered (i.e. personal belief exemption vs. only religious exemption), ease of obtaining an exemption, and enforcement of immunization legislation across the United States (Omer et al.; NEJM; 2009).
The amount of administrative effort needed to complete the exemption process
varies by state. Vaccine laws in the U.S. work by changing the balance of convenience in favor of vaccination and away from non-vaccination. Ease of obtaining a
nonmedical exemption has been shown to be associated with state vaccine exemption rates—and, more importantly, higher rates of vaccine-preventable diseases. In
a 2006 study published in The Journal of the American Medical Association, for example, we documented that states with easy procedures for granting nonmedical exemptions had higher rates of vaccine refusal and approximately 50 percent higher
rates of whooping cough (Omer et al.; JAMA; 2006). The association between ease
of exemption and vaccine refusal rates has been consistent in our subsequent studies as well Omer et al.; NEJM, 2012 & Omer et al.; Open Forum Infect Dis.; 2017).
The policy option of eliminating all nonmedical exemptions is being discussed in
a few states. However, the evidence on the impact of this option is nuanced and
evolving. Until recently, West Virginia and Mississippi were the only two states that
did not allow any nonmedical exemptions. These states have traditionally had some
of the highest immunization rates in the country. California recently eliminated
nonmedical exemptions. The initial results from this policy change (through California law SB277) are nuanced. In addition to the implementation of this law, there
was a state-level administrative initiative to correctly apply ‘‘conditional entrance’’
requirements—a category meant for children who had started but not completed
their vaccine schedule or had temporary medical exemptions. Prior to the enforcement initiative, this category was inconsistently applied and, sometimes, misused.
While there has been an increase in the percentage of California kindergartners entering school fully vaccinated, publicly available data suggest that this increase may
by mostly due to the pre-SB277 education- and enforcement-based effort to correctly
apply the conditional entrance requirements. Importantly, there is evidence of an
emerging replacement effect as a result of increase in children being not up-to-date
for vaccines due to other categories e.g. through increase in medical exemptions.
Irrespective of emerging evidence from California, states have other policy options
short of eliminating all nonmedical exemptions. For example, states can tweak their
rules to make sure parents are as informed as possible by adding a legally mandated physician counseling requirement for those seeking exemptions. This approach has been effective in reducing nonmedical exemptions (Omer et al.; Pediatrics; 2018). Moreover, states can reconfigure their immunization requirements to tilt
the balance of convenience in favor of vaccination (Omer et al.; NEJM; 2019).
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Vaccine mandates are implemented at the state level. Can the federal government do anything about vaccine acceptance and controlling outbreaks?
I believe the federal government has a substantial role to play in increasing vaccine acceptance. While vaccine mandates are a state-level issue, there are many policy options within the purview of the federal government. I will highlight a few of
them:
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1. Consider making vaccine counseling reimbursable:
Several factors associated with vaccine acceptance vary by location and demographics. But there is one constant: healthcare providers, particularly
physicians, are the most trusted source of vaccine information—even among
those who refuse vaccines (e.g. Freed et al.; Pediatrics; 2011). A strong physician recommendation for vaccines is an extremely useful tool for immunization acceptance. However, having an effective conversation with vaccine
hesitant parents requires time and effort. Unfortunately, the time spent on
vaccine hesitant patients is not billable—further dis-incentivizing physicians from having this difficult but useful conversation.
2. Invest in vaccine acceptance/communication research:
While vaccine communication and acceptance interventions are an active
area of research, a lot more needs to be done. In recent years, several promising leads have emerged—many from federally funded research. For example, research on ‘‘presumptive communication’’ leverages power of verbal defaults-based ‘‘nudges’’ for framing vaccine conversations Opel & Omer;
JAMA Pediatr.; 2015). Similarly, motivational interviewing—a well-established counseling technique that has been evaluated to increase vaccine acceptance—works through people’s internal motivation for desirable health
behavior (Dempsey et al.; JAMA Pediatr.; 2018). In my research group,
multi-tiered practice-provider-patient based interventions (the so called P3
model) have shown promise. However, current vaccine acceptance research
is sporadic and a focused, high priority research program is needed. Fortunately, there are examples of similar high priority behavioral and communication research that can be emulated. These examples and potential templates include National Cancer Institute’s Behavioral Research Program—
a comprehensive program of research to increase the breadth, depth, and
quality of behavioral research in cancer prevention and control. Given its
role as the nation’s premier biomedical and behavioral health research
agency, it would be natural for NIH to have a leading role in guiding these
investments.
3. Implement the National Vaccine Advisory Committee’s recommendations:
While there is need for new research, there are existing approaches that
can increase confidence in and acceptance of vaccines. Fortunately, an evidence-based blueprint exists in the form of recommendations published in
2015 by the National Vaccine Advisory Committee, an independent committee charged with the advising the Department of Health and Human
Services (NVAC; Public Health Rep.; 2015). These recommendations focus
on evidence-based strategies for increasing confidence in vaccines. Unfortunately, these recommendations have not been fully implemented.
4. Support CDC’s mission of controlling measles outbreaks:
As I mentioned earlier, CDC—in collaboration with state and local health
departments—plays an important role in controlling outbreaks of vaccine
preventable diseases such as measles. Responding to these outbreaks is
costly and time and labor-intensive. Ensuring that CDC continues to have
adequate resources will help with maintaining adequate outbreak response
capabilities in the face of increasing outbreaks.
5. Continue to prioritize vaccine safety research:
Over the years, the U.S. has developed a robust vaccine safety research infrastructure. CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink system utilizes data from 9
HMOs from across the country to conduct active epidemiologic surveillance
for vaccine safety. The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System maintained by the CDC and the FDA captures spontaneous reports of potential
vaccine side effects. The FDA’s Sentinel is the largest system available in
the U.S. for vaccines adverse event surveillance. Similarly, the FDA’s prelicensure and post licensure safety review of vaccines is useful in ensuring
vaccine safety. Continued support for these vaccine safety initiatives is not
just useful for ensuring confidence in vaccines but, more importantly, it’s
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the right thing to do. However, it is important that assessment of vaccine
safety continues to be science-based.
6. Maintain bipartisan and vociferous support for vaccines:
This committee has previously expressed strong support for vaccines—
through statements supporting vaccines. Such statements matter. They indicate broad social support for vaccines and signal to the so-called fence sitters that vaccination is the social norm. As someone who has spent his professional life ensuring children and adults are protected from infectious diseases, I personally thank you for these statements.
We have a history of bipartisan action for vaccines
In the aftermath of the last measles resurgence in the United States in 1989–
1991, there was a remarkably bipartisan effort to address the main cause of that
resurgence: vaccine access. President Bill Clinton and congressional Republicans
and Democrats came together to establish the Vaccines for Children program to remove affordability as a barrier to vaccination. This program was effective in addressing inequities in immunization coverage. Preventing the next potential resurgence of measles will require a similar broad-based response.
Acknowledgements and disclosures: I want to acknowledge the work by members
of my research group and collaborators on some of the research and synthesis I
shared. Part of the content in this testimony has previously appeared in peer-reviewed publications and op-eds (e.g. my February 11 Washington Post op-ed with
my colleague Bob Bednarczyk). I have received funding for my research from federal
agencies (e.g. NIH, CDC, AHRQ), international public health agencies (the World
Health Organization, Gavi-the vaccine alliance), and philanthropic foundations (e.g.
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Thrasher Research Fund). I do not receive
funding from vaccine manufacturers.

[SUMMARY STATEMENT OF SAAD B. OMER]

Elimination of endemic transmission of measles from the United States in 2000
is a significant public health success. Since then, measles has mostly occurred either
because of imported cases (mostly from U.S. travelers returning home) or among
their contacts. While recent measles outbreaks have been contained, the frequency
and size of these outbreaks is alarming. For example, according to a CDC study,
the annual median number of cases and outbreaks more than doubled during
2009—2014 compared to 2000—2008.
Why haven’t we seen a national level measles outbreak in recent years?
• Because school-entry vaccine requirements keep rates of vaccine noncompliance low.
• CDC aggressively responds to emerging outbreaks—an epidemiological
firefighting function it performs with state and local health departments.
• Medical societies such as the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Infectious Diseases Society of America have been at the forefront of vaccine
advocacy.
What is the role of vaccine refusal in measles outbreaks?
• Since the measles elimination, more than half of measles cases had no
history of measles vaccination.
• Among the unvaccinated, age-eligible measles cases for whom a reason
was available, 70.6 percent had a nonmedical exemption to vaccination.
• Unvaccinated individuals make up a greater proportion of measles cases
in early parts of epidemics—indicating that unvaccinated people often
provide the tinder to start the fires of these epidemics.
• Vaccine refusal is not the only reason for non-vaccination e.g. insurance
status is an important factor.
Are vaccine mandates a useful policy option for controlling vaccine-preventable diseases?
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• Most state-based vaccine mandates in the U.S. work by changing the balance of convenience in favor of vaccination and away from non-vaccination.
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• Ease of obtaining a nonmedical exemption is associated with higher statelevel vaccine exemption rates and higher rates of vaccine-preventable diseases.
• States have a range of policy options vis-&-vis mandates—ranging from
eliminating nonmedical exemption to adding requirements such as legally
mandated physician counseling.
Vaccine mandates are implemented at the state level. Can the federal
government do anything about vaccine acceptance and controlling outbreaks?
There are many policy options within the purview of the federal government;
these options include:
1. Consider making vaccine counseling reimbursable.
2. Invest in vaccine acceptance/communication research.
3. Implement recommendations from National Vaccine Advisory Committee’s vaccine confidence report.
4. Support CDC’s mission of controlling measles outbreaks.
5. Continue to prioritize vaccine safety research.
6. Maintain bipartisan and vociferous support for vaccines.
We have a history of bipartisan action for vaccines
In the aftermath of the last measles resurgence in the United States in 1989—
1991, there was a remarkably bipartisan effort to address the main cause of that
resurgence: vaccine access. Republicans and Democrats came together to establish
the Vaccines for Children program to remove affordability as a barrier to vaccination. This program was effective in addressing many inequities in immunization coverage. Preventing the next potential resurgence of measles will require a similar
broad-based response.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Omer.
Dr. McCullers, welcome.
STATEMENT OF JONATHAN A. MCCULLERS, MD, PROFESSOR
AND CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS, UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER, PEDIATRICS–IN–
CHIEF, LE BONHEUR CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL, MEMPHIS, TN
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Dr. MCCULLERS. Thank you.
Good morning Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray,
other Members of the Committee. My name is John McCullers. I
am the Chair of Pediatrics at the University of Tennessee and the
Pediatrician-in-Chief at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis. As someone who has devoted his career to the child health
sphere, I truly believe there is no more precious resource than our
children, and they should be protected by all means available to us.
They really are the future of this Nation.
The Childhood Vaccination Program in the United States has
proven to be one of the most powerful public health achievements
in our history. In the first half of the 20th century there were more
than 1 million infections and more than 10,000 deaths every year
in this country from diseases which are now preventable by childhood vaccines. Measles alone costs more than a half-million illnesses every year. Measles is a highly contagious viral respiratory
disease characterized by fever, cough, sore throat, and a rash. It is
a very dangerous disease. About 1 in 1,000 infected persons develop
encephalitis, an infection of the brain. 1 in 1,000 develop severe
pneumonia, and about half of those with those severe complications
die. There is no specific treatment for measles, so vaccination is the
only means of preventing these outcomes.
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With the introduction of a safe and effective vaccine for measles
in 1963 and improved public health efforts to see that nearly every
child received it, new cases of measles arising in the United States
were entirely eliminated by the year 2000. Unfortunately, the
issues of vaccine opposition and vaccine hesitancy are now impairing our ability to effectively ensure coverage aided by state laws
that make it easier to avoid vaccination. The last decade has
brought numerous outbreaks to the United States, including several that are ongoing at present. These outbreaks are strongly
linked to vaccine refusal, and in particular, to clustering of
unvaccinated individuals in specific communities or regions.
This problem is not limited to the United States, however. Countries worldwide are dealing with similar outbreaks. As a single example for the Committee, there was zero cases of measles in Brazil
in 2017, but more than 10,000 cases occurred on a countrywide
level in 2018, when infected travelers brought measles into that
country. The vaccine against measles is very safe and very effective. One dose provides complete protection in about 93 percent of
individuals, while a second dose raises that level of protection to
97 percent. Very few side effects occur. About 1 in 10 children experience fever for 1 to 2 days after vaccination. And about 1 in 3,000
to 1 in 4,000 have a simple seizure associated with fever with no
lasting effects. Allergic reactions are very rare and typically very
mild.
When compared to the outcomes of the disease itself, it is easy
to see why doctors and public health officials universally recommend on time and complete vaccination. Unfortunately, vaccine
refusal is high and getting worse in many states. This issue is complicated by the variety of state policies regarding exemption from
vaccination and the methods of counseling about vaccines. The rate
of parents claiming non-medical exemptions is about 2.5 times
higher in states that allow both religious and philosophical objection. Evidence seeing that multiple pathways for exemption really
worsens this problem. Social media is now driving a new phenomena somewhat distinct from vaccine opposition termed vaccine
hesitancy. When parents get much of their information about
health care issues such as vaccines from the internet or from social
media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook, reading uninformed opinions in the absence of accurate information can lead to
really understandable concern and confusion in these parents. They
may be hesitant to get their children vaccinated without being provided with more information.
The role of the pediatrician is very important therefore with
these families. We must do a better job of communicating at many
levels, but particularly at the point of contact at the well-child visit
when vaccination should take place. About half of the time when
counseled appropriate, parents with vaccine hesitancy will agree to
have their children vaccinated on time. And the other half, little
seems to help at that stage. The solution must be earlier either in
the form of policy or broader educational efforts.
In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for addressing
this important issue. Vaccine refusal is one of the growing public
health threats of our time. If we continue to allow non-medical exemptions to vaccination, the rates of vaccine will continue to fall,
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more outbreaks will undoubtedly follow. As a leader at a children’s
hospital, I have a unique perspective on this. These children’s hospitals are regional and sometimes national resources. Le Bonheur
Children’s Hospital sits in the corner of Tennessee next to Arkansas and Mississippi. These three states all have very different policies for granting exemptions to vaccines, which creates a tremendous problem for us and a threat to the children we serve, many
of whom are too young to be vaccinated or immunocompromised,
and more prone to severe diseases.
I urge the Committee to consider solutions that will both harmonize public health policy in this area and will also protect children as they grow up to become the next generation.
Thank you.
[The statement of Dr. McCullers follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JONATHAN A. MCCULLERS
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Good Morning Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, other Members of
the Committee, and interested parties. I am Dr. Jon McCullers, the Chair of the
Department of Pediatrics at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center and
the Pediatrician-in-Chief at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis. As someone who has devoted his career to the child health sphere, I firmly believe that
there is no more precious resource than our children, and that they should be protected by all means available to us. They truly are the future of this nation. As the
lead pediatrician for one of our nation’s top Children’s Hospitals, I feel it is my duty
and privilege to advocate on behalf of children everywhere. The declining rates of
childhood vaccination in this nation and, indeed, worldwide, now prove to be a
threat to this future.
The childhood vaccination program of the United States has proven to be one of
the most powerful public health achievements in our history. In the first half of the
20th century, there were more than 1 million infections and more than 10,000
deaths every year from diseases which are now preventable by childhood vaccines.
To put that into perspective in the current day, without childhood vaccines the
States of Tennessee and Washington would be dealing with between 24,000 and
37,000 vaccine preventable diseases in an average year, and between 250 and 275
children would die, most of them under the age of 5. Measles alone caused more
than a half million illnesses every year in the first half of the last century, and between 450 and 500 children died annually. Measles is a viral respiratory disease,
characterized by fever, cough, sore throat, and a rash. It is a very dangerous disease—about 1 in a thousand infected persons develop encephalitis, an infection of
the brain, 1 in a thousand develop severe pneumonia, and about half of those with
these severe complications die. Measles is also highly contagious - while some individuals infected with some severe infectious agents like influenza only infect 1–2
other persons on average, a person infected with measles infects 20–30 other people
on average if they are unvaccinated. There is no specific treatment for measles, so
vaccination is the only means of preventing these outcomes. With the introduction
of a safe and effective vaccine for measles in 1963 and improved public health efforts to see that nearly every child received it, new cases of measles arising in the
United States were entirely eliminated by the year 2000. 2006 saw our lowest case
number with only 55 illnesses, all imported from other countries, and no deaths.
Unfortunately, the issues of vaccine opposition and vaccine hesitancy are now impairing our ability to effectively insure appropriate vaccine coverage, aided by state
laws that make it easier to avoid vaccination. The last decade has brought numerous outbreaks in the United States, including several that are ongoing at present.
These outbreaks are strongly linked to vaccine refusal, and in particular to clustering of unvaccinated individuals in specific communities or regions. Cases are introduced from unvaccinated individuals traveling here from other countries, and
spread rapidly through communities with vaccination rates under the level needed
for herd immunity. 372 persons contracted measles during 17 different outbreaks
in the United States in 2018, and 159 have been infected in the first 7 weeks of
2019. This problem is not limited to the US . . . many countries worldwide are dealing with similar outbreaks. As a single example, there were 0 cases of measles in
Brazil in 2017, but more than 10,000 cases occurred in 2018 when infected travelers
brought measles into that country.
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The vaccine against measles is very safe and very effective. One dose provides
complete protection in about 93 percent of individuals, while a second dose raises
that level of protection to 97 percent. Very few side effects occur. About 1 in 10 children experience fever for 1–2 days, and about 1 in 3000 to 1 in 4000 have a simple
seizure associated with fever with no lasting effects. Allergic reactions are very rare
and typically very mild. No reactions or adverse effects of a more severe nature have
been associated with the vaccine, despite extensive use, monitoring, and study for
many decades. When compared to the outcomes of the disease itself, it is easy to
see why doctors and public health officials universally recommend on time and complete vaccination.
Unfortunately, vaccine refusal is high and getting worse in many states. This
issue is complicated by the variety of state based policies regarding exemption from
vaccination and the methods of counseling about vaccines. Three states currently
only allow medical exemptions from vaccination—California, Mississippi, and West
Virginia. These states all have vaccination rates for measles at the age of school
entry at 97 percent or better—above the 96 percent level needed for herd immunity.
Thirty states allow for religious exemptions to vaccines, and 17 allow both religious
and personal exemption. The rate of parents claiming non-medical exemptions to
vaccines is 2.5 times higher in states that allow both religious and philosophical exemptions compared to religious exemptions alone—evidence that allowing multiple
pathways to exemption worsens this problem. Of the 5 states that have less than
91 percent vaccination rates, Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, and Washington,
three allow both types of exemption. Although some states such as Tennessee have
reasonable rates currently (97 percent) while allowing religious exemptions only, the
rate of non-medical exemptions has nearly tripled under this policy in the past decade, and it can be predicted that this will continue to rise. California is an illustrative case . . . that state allowed both types of exemptions earlier in the decade,
but non-medical exemptions rose to 3.3 percent in 2013, the overall level of vaccination dropped below the level needed for herd immunity, and the state experienced
a large outbreak of measles in 2014–2015 with spread of the disease in Disneyland
the park theme parks. California subsequently eliminated non-medical exemptions
and the vaccination rate has returned to 97 percent. The American Academy of Pediatrics has suggested that the practice of delaying or spacing out childhood vaccines contributed to that outbreak.
Opposition to vaccines began in England in the early 19th century after introduction of Jenner’s cowpox vaccine for the dangerous disease smallpox. People objected
on religious grounds and due to the irrational fear of becoming a cow. Opposition
in the United States became common in the 1850s, resulting in lawsuits against
states that mandated vaccination, culminating in a Supreme Court opinion in 1905
that found in favor of states’ right to enforce mandatory vaccination as a public
health tool. Although the concept of vaccination opposition is not new, the rise in
frequency and ease of rapid international travel has made it much more dangerous
today than it was a century ago when vaccine refusers may have been isolated from
others. The reasons for refusing vaccination have historically been very heterogenous. In 1998 the Wakefield Hoax unified many vaccine refusers by providing a single platform for them using a false narrative—that childhood vaccines caused
unsuspected, long term medical problems that had been missed by scientists. In response, a great deal of scientific work was done to prove that there is no link between vaccines and conditions such as autism. The Institute of Medicine has now
declared that the evidence is thorough and convincing on this point. The anti-vaccination movement at this time, therefore, no longer has a platform or any credibility and has returned to a more heterogeneous group of objections.
In the present day, however, social media and the amplification of minor theories
through rapid and diffuse channels of communication, coupled with instant reinforcement in the absence of authoritative opinions, is now driving a new phenomenon somewhat distinct from vaccine opposition, termed vaccine hesitancy.
When parents get much of their information from the internet or social media platforms such as twitter and Facebook, reading these fringe ideas in the absence of
accurate information can lead to understandable concern and confusion. These parents may thus be hesitant to get their children vaccinated without more information. The role of the pediatrician is very important with these families—we must
do a better job of communicating at many levels, but particularly at the point of
contact in the well child visit when vaccination should take place. Half of the time
when counseled appropriately, those with vaccine hesitancy will agree to have their
children vaccinated on time. In the other half, little seems to help at that stage, so
the solution must be earlier, in the form of policy or broader educational efforts.
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In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for addressing this important
issue. Vaccine refusal is one of the growing public health threats of our time. If we
continue to allow non-medical exemptions to vaccination, rates of vaccination will
continue to fall and more outbreaks will undoubtedly follow. As a leader at a Children’s Hospital, I have a unique perspective on this, as Children’s Hospitals are regional and sometime national resources. Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital sits in the
corner of Tennessee next to Arkansas and Mississippi, and serves a large number
of children from 7 different states as well as providing high level specialty care for
select diseases to children across the United States. Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi all have different policies for granting exemptions to vaccines, which creates
a tremendous problem to us and a threat to the children we serve, many of whom
are too young to be vaccinated or are immunocompromised and more prone to severe
diseases. I urge the Committee to consider solutions that will both harmonize public
health policy in this area and will also protect children as they grow up to become
the next generation.
[SUMMARY STATEMENT OF JONATHAN A. MCCULLERS]
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Good Morning Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, and other Members of the Committee. I am Dr. Jon McCullers, the Chair of the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center and the Pediatricianin-Chief at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis. As someone who has devoted his career to the child health sphere, I firmly believe that there is no more
precious resource than our children, and that they should be protected by all means
available to us. They truly are the future of this nation. The declining rates of childhood vaccination in this nation and, indeed, worldwide, now prove to be a threat
to this future.
The childhood vaccination program of the United States has proven to be one of
the most powerful public health achievements in our history. In the first half of the
20th century, there were more than 1 million infections and more than 10,000
deaths every year from diseases which are now preventable by childhood vaccines.
Measles alone caused more than a half million illnesses every year in the first half
of the last century, and between 450 and 500 children died annually. Measles is a
highly contagious viral respiratory disease, characterized by fever, cough, sore
throat, and a rash. It is a very dangerous disease – about 1 in a thousand infected
persons develop encephalitis, an infection of the brain, 1 in a thousand develop severe pneumonia, and about half of those with these severe complications die. There
is no specific treatment for measles, so vaccination is the only means of preventing
these outcomes. With the introduction of a safe and effective vaccine for measles in
1963 and improved public health efforts to see that nearly every child received it,
new cases of measles arising in the United States were entirely eliminated by the
year 2000.
Unfortunately, the issues of vaccine opposition and vaccine hesitancy are now impairing our ability to effectively insure appropriate vaccine coverage, aided by State
laws that make it easier to avoid vaccination. The last decade has brought numerous outbreaks in the United States, including several that are ongoing at present.
These outbreaks are strongly linked to vaccine refusal, and in particular to clustering of unvaccinated individuals in specific communities or regions. Cases are introduced from unvaccinated individuals traveling here from other countries, and
spread rapidly through communities with vaccination rates under the level needed
for herd immunity. This problem is not limited to the United States – countries
worldwide are dealing with similar outbreaks. As a single example, there were 0
cases of measles in Brazil in 2017, but more than 10,000 cases occurred in 2018
when infected travelers brought measles into that country.
The vaccine against measles is very safe and very effective. One dose provides
complete protection in about 93 percent of individuals, while a second dose raises
that level of protection to 97 percent. Very few side effects occur. About 1 in 10 children experience fever for 1–2 days, and about 1 in 3000 to 1 in 4000 have a simple
seizure associated with fever with no lasting effects. Allergic reactions are very rare
and typically very mild. When compared to the outcomes of the disease itself, it is
easy to see why doctors and public health officials universally recommend on time
and complete vaccination.
Unfortunately, vaccine refusal is high and getting worse in many states. This
issue is complicated by the variety of state based policies regarding exemption from
vaccination and the methods of counseling about vaccines. Three states currently
only allow medical exemptions from vaccination, while 30 states allow for religious
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exemptions to vaccines, and 17 allow both religious and personal exemption. The
rate of parents claiming non-medical exemptions to vaccines is 2.5 times higher in
states that allow both religious and philosophical exemptions compared to religious
exemptions alone – evidence that allowing multiple pathways to exemption worsens
this problem. California is an illustrative case . . . that state allowed both types of
exemptions earlier in the decade, but non-medical exemptions rose, the overall level
of vaccination dropped below the level needed for herd immunity, and the state experienced a large outbreak of measles in 2014–2015 with spread of the disease in
Disneyland the park theme parks. California subsequently eliminated non-medical
exemptions and the vaccination rate has returned to 97 percent.
Social media is now driving a new phenomenon somewhat distinct from vaccine
opposition, termed vaccine hesitancy. When parents get much of their information
from the internet or social media platforms such as twitter and Facebook, reading
fringe ideas in the absence of accurate information can lead to understandable concern and confusion. These parents may thus be hesitant to get their children vaccinated without more information. The role of the pediatrician is very important
with these families – we must do a better job of communicating at many levels, but
particularly at the point of contact in the well child visit when vaccination should
take place. Half of the time when counseled appropriately, those with vaccine hesitancy will agree to have their children vaccinated on time. In the other half, little
seems to help at that stage, so the solution must be earlier, in the form of policy
or broader educational efforts.
In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for addressing this important
issue. Vaccine refusal is one of the growing public health threats of our time. If we
continue to allow non-medical exemptions to vaccination, rates of vaccination will
continue to fall and more outbreaks will undoubtedly follow. As a leader at a Children’s Hospital, I have a unique perspective on this, as Children’s Hospitals are regional and sometime national resources. Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital sits in the
corner of Tennessee next to Arkansas and Mississippi. These three states all have
very different policies for granting exemptions to vaccines, which creates a tremendous problem to us and a threat to the children we serve, many of whom are too
young to be vaccinated or are immunocompromised and more prone to severe diseases. I urge the Committee to consider solutions that will both harmonize public
health policy in this area and will also protect children as they grow up to become
the next generation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. McCullers.
Mr. Boyle, welcome.
STATEMENT OF JOHN G. BOYLE, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
IMMUNE DEFICIENCY FOUNDATION, TOWSON, MD

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Mr. BOYLE. Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, and
Members of the Committee, thank you for inviting me here to testify in the importance of herd immunity, or community immunity
as we like to say, for vaccine-preventable diseases.
My name is John Boyle and I am the President and CEO of Immune Deficiency Foundation, a not for profit patient organization
that represents people with primary immunodeficiency disease or
PI. Primary immunodeficiency diseases are a group of more than
350 rare and chronic disorders in which parts of the body’s immune
system are either missing or functioning improperly.
There is an estimated 250,000 people diagnosed PI in the U.S.
alone. That is about 1 and 1,200 of your constituents. These disorders are caused by genetic defects and are not contagious. Now
there is a variety between the different forms of PI, but one thing
unites all of us, we are immunocompromised meaning that we are
potentially vulnerable to even common viruses and bacteria. Now,
I have a form of PI known as X-linked agammaglobulinemia or
XLA. I was diagnosed with it when I was six months old, when a
respiratory infection nearly killed me. In short, I do not produce
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antibodies, but I am able to be here with you today because I receive weekly infusions of antibiotics from other people through a
blood plasma product called immunoglobulin or IG. These infusions
give me back some of what I am missing, but I am still susceptible
to infections.
Now, because I was diagnosed early and I receive IG therapy, my
health is better than most others with PI. However, a simple cold
can wreak havoc with me or many other members of our community. We are incredibly vulnerable to communicable illnesses. Now
for some members of our community, infections are truly a life-anddeath matter. I think all of you probably remember David Vetter,
affectionally known as the boy in the plastic bubble, who was born
with severe combined immune deficiency or SCID. Children diagnosed with SCID, XLA, or any other form of PI face multiple challenges with simple everyday pathogens. Exposing these children to
something as severe as measles could be life-threatening. Parents
and communities where vaccine use is being questioned are afraid
to send their children outside. They are afraid because they know
the history, the science, and the math, and they know the stakes.
If people stop vaccinating, the safety net of community immunity
will fall, and their children will be among the first casualties.
Now, of course, this does not just affect children, it affects adults
too. While there is now newborn screening for SCID, most members
of our community go years or even decades with serious or recurrent infections without knowing that they have a compromised immune system. I am particularly concerned for the health of this
segment of our community, the undiagnosed. If community immunity fails, they do not even know that they need to take precautions. Those of us who know that we have PI do what we can
to avoid exposure to infections. But the undiagnosed lack this basic
knowledge and are even more at risk. Now the reason that all of
us are so dependent on community immunity in the PI community
is that vaccines do not work with most of us who have forms of PI.
Our systems either do not remember the pathogens, or we physically cannot create the antibodies.
A further complication is that there are some vaccines that are
actually dangerous to us, live vaccines. As a result, those in the
field of immunology have studied this issue thoroughly to produce
evidence-based guidelines to best safeguard those of us with PI. An
article that I shared with the Committee discusses the issue surrounding which vaccines are either indicated or not, but it also addresses the growing neglect of societal adherence to routine vaccinations, what we are here talking about today. It states how important it is for family members and then those around patients
with immunodeficiencies to receive all available standard immunizations in order to protect the family member who has PI.
Now in closing let me say this, my life along with the lives of
hundreds of thousands of others who are immunocompromised depend on community immunity. We depend on vaccines. I understand from the concern that some new parents have, particularly
given the misinformation on social media. But that fear cannot
override the facts.
History has shown us that vaccines work. Science has shown us
that vaccines are necessary. And mathematics has shown us that
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the odds of children having a healthy life are magnitudes greater
if they have had their vaccines. The current decline in vaccine
usage is literally bringing back plagues of the past. All those of us
who are immunocompromised will suffer first and suffer more. The
loss of community immunity is a threat to all of us.
We need to band together to dispel the myths, combat misinformation campaigns, and help ensure that measles and other vaccine-preventable diseases are once again put in their place, in history books and not in our communities.
Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Boyle follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN G. BOYLE

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for inviting me to testify on the importance of herd immunity for vaccine preventable diseases.
My name is John G. Boyle, and I am the President and CEO of the Immune Deficiency Foundation. IDF is a not-for-profit patient organization representing people
with primary immunodeficiency diseases, or PI.
Primary immunodeficiency diseases are a group of more than 350 rare, chronic
disorders in which part of the body’s immune system is missing or does not function
properly. There are an estimated 250,000 people diagnosed with a form of PI in the
U.S. alone. That’s approximately 1 in 1,200 of your constituents.
These disorders are caused by genetic defects and are not contagious. Many are
first recognized shortly after birth or in early childhood, but many more are not diagnosed until much later in life.
There is some variety between the different forms of PI, but one thing unites all
of us: we are immunocompromised, meaning that we are potentially vulnerable to
even the most common viruses and bacteria. We all struggle, to varying degrees,
with recurring infections and persistent illnesses even when treatments are available that lessen the impact of our diagnoses.
I have a form of PI known as X—Linked Agammaglobulinemia, or XLA. I was diagnosed with it when I was six months old after a respiratory infection nearly killed
me. In short, I don’t produce antibodies. I’m able to be with you today because I
receive weekly infusions of antibodies from other people through a blood plasma
product called immunoglobulin, or Ig.
These infusions give me back some of what I’m missing, but I’m still very susceptible to infections.
Because I was diagnosed early and receive Ig therapy, my day-to-day health is
better than many others with PI. However, a simple cold can wreak havoc with the
lives of many members of our community. Without a fully-functioning immune system, we’re incredibly vulnerable to communicable illnesses.
For some members of our community, infections are unquestionably a life and
death matter. I suspect that all of you recall David Vetter, affectionately known as
the ‘‘boy in the bubble,’’ who was born with Severe Combined Immunodeficiency or
SCID, one of the most severe forms of PI. Infants born with SCID are missing vital
portions of their immune system, and their survival is based on receiving a bonemarrow transplant or gene therapy in their first few months of life.
Children diagnosed with SCID, XLA, or any other form of PI face multiple challenges with simple, everyday pathogens. Children with PI regularly fall ill and miss
school because of Rhinovirus and other diseases that are not that serious to most
people. Exposing these children to something as severe as measles could be
life threatening. Parents who live in communities where vaccine use is being questioned have shared that they are afraid to send their child to school—even when
their child is not sick and should be able to participate.
They’re afraid because they understand the science, the math, and the history.
They know the stakes: if people stop vaccinating and the safety net of ‘‘community immunity’’ fails, their children will be among the first casualties.
As a father, I gravitate to talking about children first. But this issue affects adults
too. While there is now newborn screening for SCID in all 50 states, most members
of our community go years or even decades dealing with serious and recurrent infections without knowing they have a compromised immune system. Because of this,
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we know there are many people living with PI who are undiagnosed. I am particularly concerned for the health of this segment of our community, the undiagnosed.
If community immunity fails, they do not know that they need to take precautions.
Those of us who know we have PI do what we can to avoid exposure to infections.
But the undiagnosed lack this basic knowledge and are even more at-risk.
The reason that all of us, young and old, diagnosed or undiagnosed are so dependent on community immunity is that vaccines do not work for most of us with PI.
The basic concept of a vaccine is to expose the body’s immune system to an inert
version of a pathogen so it can ‘‘remember’’ that pathogen and make antibodies
when necessary. This does not work with us because our systems either don’t remember the pathogens or we physically can’t create the antibodies.
A further complication is that being immunocompromised as we are there are
some vaccines that could actually be dangerous to us, particularly ‘‘live’’ vaccines.
As a result, those in the field of immunology have studied this issue thoroughly to
produce evidence-based guidelines to best safeguard those with PI.
In 2014, the IDF Medical Advisory Committee published an article in The Journal
of Allergy and Clinical Immunology called ‘‘Recommendations for live viral and bacterial vaccines in immunodeficient patients and their close contacts,’’ to help clarify
which vaccines can be given to patients with PI. While the primary purpose of the
article was to provide clarity about which vaccines were either indicated or contraindicated for people with various PI diagnoses, it also addressed the growing neglect
of societal adherence to routine vaccinations, a topic particularly relevant to this
morning’s discussion. I would like to submit the full copy of this article for the committee report.
The authors clearly recommend, ‘‘Education about the critical need for maintenance of herd immunity (community immunity) in the population at large.’’ In essence, community immunity offers valuable protection to patients with PI who are
unable to mount protective antibody responses. It is particularly important for family members of patients with T and B cell immunodeficiencies, such as Common
Variable Immune Deficiency (or CVID), SCID, and XLA to receive all of the available standard immunizations in order to protect their family member with these
types of PI. I will note that any person with PI should consult a healthcare provider,
particularly an immunologist, to discuss whether there should be any adjustments
to the specifics of their vaccination care plan depending on their diagnosis. Of
course, consulting a healthcare provider is what everyone should do when it comes
to discussing vaccine-related questions. They can answer your questions, and—I
hope—allay concerns and put things into perspective.
In closing, let me say this: my life, along with the lives of hundreds of thousands
of others who are immunocompromised depend upon herd immunity. We depend on
vaccines. I understand the concern that some new parents have particularly given
the misinformation on social media, but that fear can’t override facts. History has
shown us that vaccines work. Science has shown us that vaccines are necessary.
And mathematics has shown that the odds of children having a healthy life are
magnitudes greater if they’ve had their vaccines.
The current decline in vaccine usage is literally bringing back plagues of the past.
While those of us who are immunocompromised will suffer first and suffer more—
the loss of community immunity is a threat to us all. We need to band together to
dispel myths, combat misinformation campaigns, and help ensure that measles and
other vaccine-preventable diseases are once again put in their place—in history
books, not in our communities.
I thank you for inviting me to testify, and I look forward to any questions you
may have.
[SUMMARY STATEMENT OF JOHN G. BOYLE]

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

For someone with any one of these disorders—particularly those who are untreated—what may be a modest cold or virus for most people could be a serious or
even fatal condition. Severe infections, such as the measles, pose even more risk for
immune compromised people, and community immunity represents the best way to
effectively prevent what could be a life-threatening situation. People with PIs are
unable to mount adequate protective antibody responses to infections so most people
with these conditions cannot get vaccines themselves.
As outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases have increased over the years, the
PI community has grown concerned. When the safety net of community immunity
fails:
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• Parents of children with PI are concerned about sending their children
to school where they have no protection from contagious diseases, even
when they are otherwise healthy enough to participate.
• Many people, including adults, who have not yet been diagnosed with a
PI, are at high risk because they do not know to take precautions to avoid
infections.
The lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals who are immunocompromised
depend on herd immunity—they depend on their community being vaccinated.
When people opt to not immunize—absent sound medical information or other compelling reasons—it creates a dangerous situation that is particularly harmful for individuals with primary immunodeficiency and to others with compromised immune
systems.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Boyle.

Mr. Lindenberger, welcome.
STATEMENT OF ETHAN LINDENBERGER, STUDENT, NORWALK
HIGH SCHOOL, NORWALK, OH

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Mr. LINDENBERGER. Thank you, Chairman Alexander, Senator
Murray, and distinguished Committee Members for the opportunity
to speak today.
Good morning everyone. As was stated, my is Ethan
Lindenberger and I am a senior Norwalk High School, and my
mother is an anti-vax advocate that believes vaccines cause autism,
brain damage, and do not benefit the health and safety of society
despite the fact such opinions have been debunked numerous times
by the scientific community. I lived my entire life without numerous vaccines against diseases such as measles, chickenpox, or even
polio. However, in December 2018, I began catching up on my
missed immunizations, despite my mother’s disapproval, eventually
leading to this story and being able to speak here today. And I am
very happy for that, so thank you.
Now, to understand why I have come here and what I really
want to talk about, I have to talk about my home life and my upbringing. I grew up understanding my mother’s believes that vaccines are dangerous, and she would speak openly about these
views. Both online and in person, she would voice her concerns,
and these beliefs were met with strong criticism.
Over the course of my life seeds of doubt were planted and questions arose because of the backlash my mother would receive, but
over time that really did not lead anywhere. Now it is important
to understand that as I approached high school and began to critically think for myself, I saw that the information in defense of vaccines outweighed the concerns heavily. I began leading debate
clubs at my school and pursuing truth above all else, and I realized
one certain quality to debates and to conversations in general when
it comes to controversial discussions, which is that there seems to
always be two sides to a discussion. There always seems to be a
counterclaim or rebuttal and always something to strike back with
in terms of debate. Though this may seem true in all instances,
this is not true for the vaccine debate, and I approached my mother
with this concern that she was incorrect.
I approached my mother numerous times trying to explain that
vaccines are safe and that my family should be vaccinated. Approaching even with articles in the CDC explicitly claiming that
ideas that vaccine cause autism and extremely dangerous consequences were incorrect. In one such instance where I approached
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my mother with information from the CDC that claims vaccines do
not cause autism, she responded with, that is what they want you
to think. Skepticism and worry were taking the forefront in terms
of information. Now, conversations like these reaffirmed that evidence in defense of vaccines was, at least on an anecdotal level,
much greater than the deeply rooted misinformation my mother
interacted with. And that is what I want to focus on today.
To combat preventable disease outbreaks, information is, in my
mind, the forefront of this matter. My mother would turn to antivaccine groups online and on social media, looking for her evidence
in defense, rather than health officials and through credible
sources. This may seem to be in malice because of the dangers that
not vaccinating imposes, but this is not the case. My mother came,
in the sense of loving her children and being concerned. This misinformation spreads and that is not necessarily justifiable, but I
carry this knowledge with me that it was with respect and love
that I disagreed with my mother. And with the information she
provided, I continued to try and explain that it was misinformed.
Ideas that, again vaccine cause autism, brain damage, and also
that the measles outbreak is of no concern to the society and to
America, were ideas that were pushed by these sources that she
would go to. And for certain individuals and organizations that
spread this misinformation, they instill fear into the public for
their own gain selfishly and do so knowing that their information
is incorrect.
For my mother, her love, affection, and care as a parent was
used to push an agenda to create a false distress. And these
sources, which spread misinformation, should be the primary concern of the American people. Although change is already in place,
more strides can be done. Almost 80 percent of people according to
Pew Research Center, turn to the internet for health related questions. I further explained some more statistics and evidence in my
written testimony. Now, in terms of what I would like to walkway
with today and kind of finalize with, although my mother would
turn to very illegitimate sources and sources that did not have
peer-reviewed evidence or information, I quickly saw that the evidence and claims for myself were not accurate. And because of that
and because of my health care professionals I was able to speak
with and the information provided to me, I was able to make a
clear, concise, and scientific decision.
Approaching this issue with the concern of education and addressing misinformation properly can cause change, as it did for
me. Now, although the debate around vaccines is not necessarily
centered on information and concerns for health and safety, this is
why education is important, and also misinformation is so dangerous.
Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Lindenberger follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ETHAN LINDENBERGER

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

Thank you Chairman Alexander, Senator Murray, and distinguished Committee
Members for the opportunity to speak today.
Good morning, everyone. My name is Ethan Lindenberger and I am a senior at
Norwalk High School. My mother is an anti-vaccine advocate that believes vaccines
cause autism, brain damage, and do not benefit the health and safety of society de-
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spite the fact such opinions have been debunked numerous times by the scientific
community. I went my entire life without vaccinations against diseases such as
measles, chicken pox, or even polio. However, in December of 2018, I began catching
up on my missed immunizations despite my mother’s disapproval, eventually leading to an international story centered around my decisions and public disagreement
with my mother’s views.
To understand why I am here and how I have come to this point, I first must
share some details about my upbringing and household. I grew up understanding
that my mother believed vaccines are dangerous, as she would speak openly about
her views both online and in person. These beliefs were met with strong criticism,
and over the course of my life seeds of doubt were planted and questions arose because of the backlash my mother received when sharing her views on vaccines.
These questions and doubts were minor and never led to a serious realization of
how misinformed my mother was. As these thoughts grew, I continued to attend
high school and remained undecided in my opinion of vaccinations for many years.
At my high school, I ran a debate club and learned about the importance of finding
credible information both through my own pursuits in leading this club and through
the fantastic teachers at Norwalk.
This is important to understand, as learning to find credible research and information is fundamental to finding truth in a world of misleading facts and false
views. Through leading my debate club, I saw there are almost universally two or
more sides to every discussion. To every claim there is a counterclaim, and to every
statement there was always a rebuttal. Though this may seem to be true in all instances, the scientific studies and evidence that analyze the benefits and risk of vaccinations are separate from this truth. In its essence, there is no debate. Vaccinations are proven to be a medical miracle, stopping the spread of numerous diseases
and therefore saving countless lives.
I remember speaking with my mother about vaccines, and at one point in our discussion she claimed a link existed between vaccines and autism. In response, I presented evidence from the CDC which claimed directly in large bold letters, ‘‘There
is no link between vaccines and autism.’’ Within the same article from the CDC on
their official website, extensive evidence and studies from the institute of medicine
(IOM) were cited. Most would assume when confronted with such strong proof, there
would be serious consideration that your views are incorrect. This was not the case
for my mother, as her only response was, ‘‘that’s what they want you to think.’’
This is only one example amongst a myriad of conversations where such evidence
was disregarded and ignored. And this response is representative of the entire discussion around vaccines, where one side is based in scientific evidence and truth
while the other is based in skepticism and falsities.
Conversations like these were what reaffirmed the evidence in defense of vaccinations and proved to me, at least on an anecdotal level, that anti-vaccine beliefs are
deeply rooted in misinformation. Despite this, a necessary clarification must be
made when discussing this misinformation: anti-vaccine individuals do not root
their opinions in malice, but rather a true concern for themselves and other people.
Although it may not seem to be true because of the serious implications of choosing
not to vaccinate, the entire anti-vaccine movement has gained so much traction because of this fear and concern that vaccines are dangerous.
According to a study analyzing the views and beliefs of the dangers imposed by
vaccinations by the Pew research center on February 5th, 2017, ‘‘About half (52 percent) of parents with children ages 0 to 4 say the risk of side effects is low, while
43 percent say it is medium or high. By contrast, seven-in-ten adults with no minorage children (70 percent) rate the risk of side effects from the [MMR] vaccine as
low.’’ That means that nearly 20 percent of Americans which previously believed
vaccines posed a low risk for children of a young age begin to raise concerns once
they have a child. Such is the case for my mother.
This does not justify spreading misinformation, and I carried this knowledge with
me as I pursued vaccinations without my mother’s approval. Her beliefs were not
true, and propagating these lies is dangerous. However, it is not necessarily ill-natured. This was the foundation for the respectful disagreement between us as I publicly expressed concerns for her misinformed beliefs.
I speak here today to first express this concept, that anti-vaccine parents and individuals are in no way evil. With that said, I will state that certain individuals
and organizations which spread misinformation and instill fear into the public for
their own gain selfishly put countless people at risk. If one agrees that vaccines are
safe and substantially benefit the health and safety of the public, you’d see the antivaccine leaders and proponents of misinformation which knowingly lie to the Amer-
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ican people are the real issue. Using the love, affection, and care of a parent for
their children to push an agenda and create false distress is shameful. The sources
which spread misinformation should be the primary concern of the American people.
Change is already taking place, as the largest source of misinformation comes
from private social media platforms. In a 2011 study by the pew research center,
80 percent of Americans turn to the internet for health related questions. This is
dangerous due to the sources which spread misinformation online, and the surprising influence they hold. The Atlantic examined vaccine related posts on the social media platform Facebook from 2016—2019. In their article, they found that
‘‘Just seven anti-vax pages generated nearly 20 percent of the top 10,000 vaccination
posts in this time period.’’ This echo-chamber that a handful of sources generate create the majority of anti-vaccine information on these platforms, and with my mother
it continues to influence her views along with countless Americans.
My mother would turn to some of the cited sources in this article by The Atlantic,
using their information as a basis for her views. This was problematic, as with a
quick inspection of the claims and evidence of these sites their intentions are revealed. Information is not properly cited, and data is skewed to create false claims.
In one video published by the website ‘‘stopmandatoryvaccines.com’’ (which was listed as one of the top contributors of anti-vaccine information by the Atlantic), the
measles outbreak was made out to be a unfounded panic created by big pharmaceutical companies and meant to push legislative agendas. Del Bigtree, a celebrity
in the anti-vaccine movement, spoke with ‘‘Dr. Bob Sears.’’ My mom and I sat down,
watching this video so she could prove her beliefs were not unfounded.
In this video, Dr. Bob Sears claims that in the past 15 years there hasn’t been
a single death to the measles. In contrast, 449 people have had fatal reactions to
the MMR vaccine. This completely ignores that if the measles disease was left to
its own devices, it could cause an incomparable amount of deaths. The World Health
Organization (W.H.O) estimates that ‘‘During 2000–2017, measles vaccination prevented an estimated 21.1 million deaths making measles vaccine one of the best
buys in public health.’’ I bring this up to show how in my own personal life this
misinformation reached my family. Not only that, it led to the people I care about
being put at risk.
In school, I was pulled out of class every year and told that if I did not receive
my shots, I wouldn’t be able to attend my high school. But, every year, I was opted
out of these immunizations and, because of current legislation, I was allowed to attend a public high school despite placing my classmates in danger of contracting
multiple preventable diseases.
The debate around vaccinations is not centered around information, but instead
concerns on the health and safety of society. We must distinguish the difference between a personal view and a medical concern, a safety concern, and the dangers of
such rhetoric. The information leading people to fear for their children, for themselves, and for their families is causing outbreaks of preventable diseases. Therefore, combating this information while also working towards legislative changes may
help protect our nation from needless deaths. My story highlights this misinformation and how it spreads. Between social media platforms, to using a parent’s love
as a tool, these lies cause people to distrust in vaccination, furthering the impact
of a preventable disease outbreak and even contributing to the cause of diseases
spreading. This needs to change and I only hope my story contributes to such advancements.

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lindenberger. And thank you for
coming from Ohio to let us hear what you have to say. Now we will
begin 5-minute round of questions. I would—if many Senators interested, I would ask the Senators to keep the combination of questions and answers within five minutes. Dr. McCullers, you are a
Pediatrician-in-Chief at one of our country’s leading children’s hospital, so your business is to talk every day during your career with
lots of parents about their children. So, what do you say to parents,
to a parent who comes to you in Memphis and said, I have heard
on the internet or I have read that vaccines cause autism and I do
not want my child to be vaccinated? What do you say to that parent?
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Dr. MCCULLERS. Well, what we find when we look at this is that
parents really have a very complex set of issues that they are concerned about. That is one of them but there is a lot of other things
that they think about and that they bring to us. So, it is not one
issue that we have to talk about, it is many, many issues.
The CHAIRMAN. But what—I want to focus on autism. What if
they say that to you?
Dr. MCCULLERS. This was a concern that was raised about 20
years ago when there was a fraudulent paper published linking
vaccines to autism.
The CHAIRMAN. That paper was published in the United Kingdom, correct?
Dr. MCCULLERS. It was published in the United Kingdom——
The CHAIRMAN. In a respected journal, is that correct?
Dr. MCCULLERS. It was a respected journal. It was a physician
who published it, and he was, unfortunately, paid by a set of attorneys more than λ400,000 to falsify information because they were
suing the government of England against vaccines. So, this was
found to be wrong. It was retracted. He lost his medical license——
The CHAIRMAN. What did the journal do about it?
Dr. MCCULLERS. The journal retracted the paper and said it no
longer is valid.
The CHAIRMAN. Have there been other papers or journals that
agreed with that physician’s——
Dr. MCCULLERS. There have not been that agreed with that position. There has been numerous scientific research done in the interim that have shown the opposite, that these vaccines are not
linked. And the Institute of Medicine here in the United States, our
highest authority on these sorts of issues, has declared that they
are—it is a uniformly, basically, a closed issue now.
The CHAIRMAN. As you talk with parents, so is that persuasive
with a mother who is concerned about her child and who has heard
that vaccines cause autism?
Dr. MCCULLERS. I think if there is a rapport with the physician
and a mutual respect, they are both for the opinion of the parent
but then also for the position of the physician, you can say things
like that and say the evidence is clear, I believe this, you should
do this, and they will trust that information.
The CHAIRMAN. In your opinion, there is no evidence, reputable
evidence, that vaccines cause autism?
Dr. MCCULLERS. There is absolutely no evidence at this time that
vaccines cause autism.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Omer, do you agree with that?
Dr. OMER. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Wiesman, do you agree with that?
Dr. WIESMAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Boyle, do you agree with that?
Mr. BOYLE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lindenberger?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Wiesman, what about state exemptions? You
are a state public health officer and as a former Governor, I generally have a biased toward Washington not telling states what to
do on many on——
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[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. With Washington, DC not telling states what to
do. Senator Murray is correcting me here. So, what advice do you
have about state exemptions and the effect on the concern we see
today in pockets of measles across the country?
Dr. WIESMAN. I think as we heard earlier that the choice to sort
of make exemptions more difficult to get, to be sort of as burdensome as sort of not getting the vaccine, is incredibly important. In
Washington State, as you know, we have two bills right now that
are looking to remove the personal exemptions from vaccine for
school entry and for childcare entry. I think that is one of the tools
that we have and that we should be using for this. I will also say
in Washington State another problem we have is that about 8 percent of our kids are out of compliance with school records so that
we do not even know if they are vaccinated or would like exemptions. And we have to tackle that problem as well, which really is
a resource issue for schools and public health.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to stay within my time. Senator Murray.
Senator MURRAY. Thank you very much. Dr. Wiesman, I really
appreciate everything you and your state and local colleagues are
doing on the frontlines of this measles outbreak in Washington
State confirming and managing the cases, tracing potential contacts, identify exposures sights, crafting community messages.
There is a lot going on, but it is really scary to imagine how much
worse this outbreak would be if not for all the tireless work of so
many public health officials on the ground. But we all hope we are
able to not just respond to outbreaks, but also focus on preventing
them in the first place. And I want to ask you, how have initiatives
like the public-private partnership Vax Northwest and your department’s proactive communication with parents of young children
helped in building confidence?
Dr. WIESMAN. Great, thanks. Yes, we do believe that the child
profile mailings that go out to parents, to kids up to age 6, they
go out at points in time that are appropriate to the development
of the child, are incredibly important. It is a trusted source of information, not just on vaccines, but on childhood development. And it
is that relationship that we build with parents through that mailing that I think is incredibly important.
When I go out to the public and I see a new parent, I will often
ask them, hey, do you get this little mailing from the health department? And they say, I do, we love, it is great information. So,
I think that trusted source is really important. The public-private
partnership that we have with Vax Northwest is actually a research initiative to try and best understand how we actually address vaccine hesitancy. There have been two studies done. One
looking with health care providers on how to best train them
around communication with their patients. Unfortunately, that
work did not find that it made a difference in terms of addressing
vaccine hesitancy nor necessarily health care providers efficacy
around feeling confident in those conversations. The other piece
was one with parents and parents who were interested in vaccine
advocacy, training them on how to have conversations with parents, how to share information at PTA meetings, etc. And that did
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find that it increased parents’ knowledge of vaccines and reduced
their hesitancy.
Senator MURRAY. Okay, thank you. And, Dr. Omer, as vaccination rates in some areas drop to low levels, we need to keep each
other safe. Your research on vaccine hesitancy and likewise is really critical. And we know that some parents are making decisions
about whether or not to vaccinate before they even have their child.
I wanted to ask you, what are the implications of some of these
early decisions and what have you learned about the key factors
that lead some parents to hesitate to vaccinate?
Dr. OMER. Thank you for the question. And you rightly pointing
out that a lot of this—that there is evidence to suggest that a lot
of parents are making the decisions on vaccines before the baby is
born. After the baby is born, it is like a fast moving train, and parents go through this extended jet-lag. And so, before that, there is
a lot of discussion happening, etc. And there are several reasons for
this. The first one is, the big picture reason is that vaccines are a
victim of their own success, and as the rate of vaccine preventable
diseases go down, because of vaccines, successive cohorts of parents
see and hear about real or perceived adverse events and not the
disease. And what happens is that mental calculus changes. And
in that milieu, there are several that interact with several local factors, and in the U.S. for example, due to that sort of change in the
disease rates, which is a good thing, we have less appreciation of
vaccines susceptibility and severity and more questions about vaccine safety.
Senator MURRAY. Because we do not see it.
Dr. OMER. In that context, focusing on not just childhood but before the baby is born, we are working for example, our group is
doing a randomized controlled trial in collaboration with University
of Colorado and John’s Hopkins, where we are—you now and this
is due to an investment, due to funding from the National Institute
for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, where we are looking at bringing together the best evidence and packaging it and seeing if that
has an impact in not just maternal vaccination, but this intervention being performed in pregnancy, leading to childhood vaccination
rates increase. And so, the initial results from them are promising,
but to come back to the idea that we need to continue to invest in
the best science for vaccine behavior and communication as we do
for vaccine safety and vaccine efficacy.
Senator MURRAY. Okay, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Murray. Senator Isakson.
Senator ISAKSON. Thank you, Chairman Alexander. Thank you
all for your testimony. Mr. Lindenberger, what year in school are
you?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. I am a senior in high school.
Senator ISAKSON. When did you start doing the investigation and
research on vaccination?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. From my mother specifically, I mean she
would vocalize her views on vaccines throughout my entire life and
it was a slow progression to start to see evidence as I would see
people, I suppose, trying to counterclaim with her and argue online. I would see that she would have this backlash as she would
share information. So, on Facebook, she shared a video and people
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would be like that is incorrect, this is false. And so, as a child that
intrigued me that people disagreed with my mom and I started to
look into it over the course of multiple years.
Senator ISAKSON. That is the second time you have used online
in your answer. I want to ask, does your mother get most of her
information online?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. From what she has presented, yes. Either
through Facebook or through sites that use the social media platforms, like Facebook—mainly Facebook, I mean.
Senator ISAKSON. Where do you get most of your information?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. From not Facebook. I mean, from CDC, the
World Health Organization, scientific journals, and also cited information from those organizations like the Institute of Medicine. I
try my best also to look at credited sources.
Senator ISAKSON. I would love to be guest at Thanksgiving dinner at your house. That would be——
[Laughter.]
Senator ISAKSON. It would be a heck of a discussion everybody
would have. I know that. Dr. Omer, thank you for being here and
thanks for the work that Emory does. Emory does a phenomenal
job in infectious disease and all kinds of things like that. What currently—are there any things on the horizon that would join this
group of people, that we might want to immunize for later on?
Dr. OMER. There are several exciting developments, and one of
the big gaps in vaccine has been the fact that there is a gap of vulnerability between the baby is born and when we start vaccinating
them. And that is due to immunological reasons. And one of the
most exciting developments in this area is the area of maternal immunization where you vaccinate mom. And I had the privilege of
being involved in some of those trials, etc. to protect not just the
mother but the baby as well. So, there are vaccines against the respiratory syncytial virus, which is the biggest cause of viral pneumonia in the world on the horizon. So, there is a variety of vaccines
being developed. There is a vaccine that is being developed against
group B streptococcus, etc. So, there are several vaccines on the horizon. The field is expanding.
Senator ISAKSON. Now would those vaccinations take place in the
mother before the baby is delivered?
Dr. OMER. Yes.
Senator ISAKSON. It transfers to the baby during the course of
gestation?
Dr. OMER. Exactly. And our first trial had a name of ‘‘mother’s
gift’’ ages ago, and I think it is an appropriate name for this kind
of first strategy where maternal antibodies protect the baby.
Senator ISAKSON. You know, I have been to Africa with CDC a
number of times and seen your work, the work in the field that
they do. I do not know of any organization that does more for
health care in other countries that CDC does. How much do you
use CDC as a resource in your work at Emory?
Dr. OMER. A lot. The CDC is a national treasure. And the firefighting function that I talked about they perform with the state
and local health department is somewhat unique. For example, the
European CDC is relatively new and has a very narrow mandate.
And people who have looked at the effectiveness of national public
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agencies in Europe, have clearly come out with the understanding
that our CDC is very strong. And I am not trying to put down any
other country’s public agencies, because they are trying their best,
but the kind of investments that have gone into building this cooperative framework of the CDC being the premier technical public
agency but working closely with the state and local health department has served us really well, including in this area.
Senator ISAKSON. I do not think you are putting them down at
all. In fact, to tell you the truth, it is the world’s health care center,
the CDC, and we are lucky to have it in the United States of America, but the world considers it their health center. And they are
doing better job—CDC is doing a better job incubating CDCs in
other countries now to replicate what they do in countries that are
more developed and populated so——
Dr. OMER. Absolutely.
Senator ISAKSON. They are a great resource, great help, and a
great service. And I thank all of you for being here today and Mr.
Lindenberger, do not forgot that I will come to your Thanksgiving
dinner one day and just meet you and your mom.
[Laughter.]
Senator ISAKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, or Madam Chairman.
Senator MURRAY. [Presiding] Senator Baldwin.
Senator BALDWIN. Thank you. In 2015, this Committee held a
similar hearing to discuss the resurgence of vaccine-preventable
diseases in response to a multi-state measles outbreak. Our Nation’s vaccination program has saved lives by preventing and reducing the outbreak of vaccine preventable diseases like measles,
which has one of the most effective vaccines. So, I am troubled that
we are here again facing another preventable outbreak in several
states that has similarly been exacerbated by a surge of misinformation surrounding vaccine safety. I believe we must do a better
job to prioritize investments in cutting edge science and public education surrounding vaccine safety. Younger children and those with
compromised immune systems have a higher risk of measles complications. And with the breath of misinformation proliferating in
the media and online about the science behind vaccines Dr.
Wiesman,
Dr.—is it Omer?
Dr. OMER. Yes.
Senator BALDWIN. Dr. Omer, what role do state health departments play in our main community leaders like school officials and
providers with accurate information and scientific resources on vaccine safety? And as a follow-on, what can Congress do to improve
the public health education, so we do not see another preventable
outbreak in the future?
Dr. WIESMAN. Thank you for that question. Yes, so states and
local health departments really are the leaders in communities
around these health strategies to engage their communities around
vaccine information. They help provide the health education. They
work with the school systems. They work with health care providers to make sure that health care providers have the information they need. It really takes a sort of coordinated effort.
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Honestly, that system is crumbling. The sort of resources that
are going into prevention in our state, local, tribal, and territorial
health agencies has been decreasing. And we are really not up to
the task. For example, I had a call with CDC a number of months
ago. State health officials, we do this every two weeks, and CDC
was on the call talking about a hepatitis A outbreak that is occurring throughout the country in many communities. They are encouraging us to do proactive vaccination campaigns with homeless
and injection drug users, which is where this is being seen. I do
not have the resources. I asked my staff, what would a plan look
like? It would probably cost us $5 million. I do not have those resources. I do not have the staff that are there. That is very, very
concerning to me. And, I forgot your second question, but——
Senator BALDWIN. How can Congress help? So, I am thinking——
Dr. WIESMAN. I sort of helped answer that right there.
Senator BALDWIN. That is right. That is right.
Dr. WIESMAN. Including, I think, in research around how do we—
the social research around how is it we communicate with folks
about vaccines, and then have a national campaign. We really need
to get on this.
Dr. OMER. Just to add to that, in addition to research, investment in high quality research, I think Congress can work on making vaccine counseling reimbursable. So that is a specific tool that
physicians can use at the periphery, at the frontlines of these conversations that are happening every day. Then sort of take the
blueprint that I mentioned that is already there, that was developed by the National Vaccine Advisory committee, that has very
specific science-based recommendations to have that kind of implementation out there.
To continue to support CDC’s mission of this controlling outbreaks, etc. That should not be taken for granted. And the last
thing in this stream of specific things is, continue to prioritize the
vaccines safety research enterprise that we have, which is not just
a template for this country, but everywhere else as well. So, having
a robust vaccine safety system is not only a tool to maintain confidence in vaccines, but it is just the right thing to do. So, these
are some of the specific things Congress and the Federal Government can do.
Senator BALDWIN. Thank you. I have only a few seconds left. I
am going to ask a question. Maybe if we run out of time, you can
submit information for the record. But I follow of course some of
the advancements that happen in my state and some of the interesting things that are happening.
Since 2007, a company called FluGen in Madison, Wisconsin has
been working to develop a more effective flu vaccine based on technology that was discovered and invented at the University of Wisconsin. As we have heard today, highly effective vaccines have
played a critical role in advancing public health around the world,
and I think there is more that we could do to support the development of better vaccines to protect individuals from an illness that
results in literally thousands of deaths each year. Mr. Boyle, can
you describe why it is important for Congress to continue to support this medical research that advances the development of more
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effective vaccines for common illnesses like the flu, and specifically
for vulnerable populations?
Mr. BOYLE. Sure, let me try. One of the challenges that I see
when I even think about my colleagues and friends who sometimes
struggle with whether to get the flu vaccine is basic issues of fears
of things like needles. They do not want to get a shot. They are
scared of that. For that reason, I know that things like the flu-mist
and others are attractive, the problem is within our community a
live virus, such as that has been used in the past, is a problem.
We are a little bit torn in that we want something to be easy and
efficacious and something that is going to be widely adopted, but
at the same time we have to be concerned about those who are especially undiagnosed. So, there is a little bit of a balance there and
further investigation to help understand what new technologies
could be made to reduce the burden of getting a vaccine, be it for
the flu or anything more communicable, would be phenomenal. At
the same time, we will have to work with the CDC and others in
order to balance out the needs of those who are actually going to
be affected by that negatively. But we are all in it together.
The continued conversation and exploration is important, and
our community and other immunocompromised communities would
I think be delighted to be part of these conversations.
Senator BALDWIN. Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. [Presiding] Dr. Paul.
Senator PAUL. Thank you. Thank you for your testimony. For
much of modern history, science and freedom have lived in relative
harmony. Traditionally as medical discoveries came about like the
smallpox, or polio vaccine, antisepsis or antibiotics, the results
were so overwhelming that overtime the vast majority of the public
accepted these advances voluntarily.
In fact, innovations like the smallpox vaccine had to overcome
initially great public prejudice. Dr. Zabdiel Boylston learned about
the Middle Eastern technique from his servant for the famous Pastor Cotton Mather. His first patient was actually his son, an incredibly brave choice. The consensus of the medical community
though was entirely opposed to him at the time. The vaccine was
a live vaccine, and as Dr. Boylston learned about 1 and 50 of those
inoculated would die from the vaccine. And yet, the death rate from
smallpox was approximately 50 percent. The Government did not
mandate the vaccine though, but within two generations it was accepted enough that George Washington insisted that Martha be
vaccinated with the smallpox vaccine before visiting him in the
military camps.
Today though, instead of persuasion, many governments have
taken to mandating a whole host of vaccines, including vaccines for
non-lethal diseases. Sometimes these vaccine mandates have run
amok, when the Government mandated a rotavirus vaccine that
was later recalled because it was causing intestinal blockage in
children. I am not a fan of Government coercion, yet given the
choice, I do believe that the benefits of most vaccines vastly outweigh the risks. Yet, it is wrong to say that there are no risk to
vaccines. Even the Government admits that children are sometimes
injured by vaccines.
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Since 1988, over $4 billion has been paid out from the Vaccine
Injury Compensation Program. Despite the Government admitting
to it in paying $4 billion for vaccine injuries, no informed consent
is used or required when you vaccinate your child. This may be the
only medical procedure in today’s medical world where an informed
consent is not required.
Now proponents of mandatory Government vaccination argue
that parents who refuse to vaccinate their children risk spreading
these disease to the immunocompromised community. There does
not seem to be enough evidence of this happening to be recorded
as a statistic, but it could happen. But if the fear of this is valid,
are we to find that next we will be mandating flu vaccines? Between 12 and 56,000 people die from the flu or have been said to
have died from the flu in America, and it is estimated to be a few
hundred for measles. So, I would guess that those who want to
mandate measles will be after us on the flu next. If the current
science only allows for educated guessing when it comes to the flu
vaccine, each year before that year’s flu vaccine or strain is known,
the scientist put their best guess into that year’s vaccine. Some
years it is completely wrong. We vaccinate for the wrong strand—
the wrong strain of flu vaccine. Yet, five states already mandate flu
vaccines. Is it really appropriate to mandate a vaccine that more
often than not vaccinates for the wrong flu strain?
As we contemplate forcing parents to choose this or that vaccine,
I think it is important to remember that force is not consistent
with the American story, nor is force consistent with the liberty our
forefathers sought when they came to America. I do not think you
have to have one or the other though. I am not here to say, do not
vaccinate your kids. If this appearing is for persuasion, I am all for
the persuasion. I have vaccinated myself. I have vaccinated my
kids. For myself and my children, I believe that the benefits of vaccines greatly outweigh the risks, but I still do not favor giving up
on liberty for a false sense of security.
Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. Do you yield back?
[Applause.]
Senator PAUL. I yield back.
Senator CASSIDY. Senator Warren.
Senator WARREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. So, we have heard
today about how important vaccines are to preventing and controlling many diseases. And, I want to see, row in on one that we are
battling right now in Massachusetts. Since last April, 318 outbreak
associated cases of acute hepatitis A virus have been reported in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Hep A is a contagious virus
that causes liver infection. Older children and adults who acquire
the hepatitis A virus can experience a slew of incredibly unpleasant
symptoms, fever, nausea. And in rare cases, the virus can even
lead to death.
In Massachusetts, four people have already died since the outbreak began. Now, we did not use to have a hepatitis A vaccine at
all, but in 1995 and ’96 the Food and Drug Administration approved two hepatitis A vaccines, and soon after CDC recommended
vaccination for certain populations, including routine vaccinations
of children living in areas with elevated rates of the virus. Dr.
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McCullers, you study infectious diseases, what impact did the introduction of the hepatitis A vaccine have on the national rates of
the virus?
Dr. MCCULLERS. Well, thank you very much Senator Warren.
Yes, hepatitis A can be a very sever disease in particular high risks
groups. The vaccine that came out in the late 1990s is a very safe,
very effective vaccine, and as we have increased vaccination rates,
we have seen a tremendous decrease in the rate of the disease. We
have seen more than a 50-fold decrease nationally over those years,
primarily eliminating a lot of the disease in children as well as
some of the food-borne outbreaks. But there is still a lot of public
health work to do as it is illustrated by your current outbreak.
Senator WARREN. That is the question I want to ask. We have
developed a vaccine, the rate goes way down, so we now have a
vaccine-preventable virus here. Why are we seeing so many hepatitis A cases emerging now?
Dr. MCCULLERS. Well, what we are seeing is the vaccines administered in childhood. It has only been around for about 20 years so
if you are 21 years or older, have not had it. Now it is recommended that high-risk groups such as recreational drug users as
is part of the problem in Massachusetts, be vaccinated and we have
not gotten all those groups yet. So, efforts to really find the highrisk individuals, which are well-defined, and to get them the vaccine would help prevent these outbreaks in the future.
Senator WARREN. Yes, and this is part of what is happening in
Massachusetts. We have been battling the Opioid Crisis for years,
and hepatitis A is just another place we need to fight on this. But
we are learning from this. Just this past October, the same CDC
committee whose recommendations in the 1990s helped the rates
of the virus decline sharply, added persons experiencing homelessness to the list of those who are recommended to get hepatitis A
vaccine. I see you are all nodding, right.
In Massachusetts, our public health workers, our community
health centers, and our jails have sprung into action to try to get
the vaccine to those who are most at risk. Dr. Wiesman, as Secretary of the Washington State Department of Health, you overseer
your state’s public health response. What can we be doing to ensure that local public health officials have the resources they need
to be able to do their work?
Dr. WIESMAN. Yes, thank you. So, really part of this is making
sure that the prevention public health fund is funded and that we
look at funding the CDC. We have been asking ASTHO, the Association of state and Territorial Health officials and local public
health for increasing the CDC budget 22 percent by FY2022.
Senator WARREN. Alright. So, we are talking money now.
Dr. WIESMAN. We are talking money.
Senator WARREN. We are talking money, and whether it is a situation like hepatitis A outbreak in Massachusetts or the measles
outbreak in Washington State, how do the preventive costs of a
vaccine program compare to the containment and treatment cost of
an outbreak?
Dr. WIESMAN. Well in general we do know that for about every
dollar spent on vaccines, you save about 10, so it is definitely a
cost-effective intervention.
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Senator WARREN. Good. So, the more we do on the front-end to
ensure that everyone gets access to the vaccines, the less we will
see individuals contracting hepatitis A, measles, whopping cough,
all of the other vaccine-preventable diseases.
This Administration has repeatedly sought to cut the Prevention
and Public Health Fund, which supports key immunization programs, and they have continued their efforts to weaken the Medicaid program, which covers all of the recommended vaccines for
children and for many adults as well. I am glad that most of my
colleagues are on the same page about the importance of vaccines.
Now let us make sure we are also on the same page about the
importance of the public health funding, so people get access to
those vaccines.
Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. Senator Roberts.
Senator ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to go
a little crosscurrent here, and I want to state that the importance
of vaccine in infants and young people cannot be overstated. I understand that. But I want to talk about the seniors who are also
at increased risk of experiencing serious and life-threatening effects
of vaccine preventable diseases. We have quite a few octogenarians
in the Senate that get vaccinated. More specially with flu. Mr.
Boyle, you touched on this with your reference to this topic on the
effect of a herd immunity syndrome, which I appreciate, particular
settings in which adults and seniors are more susceptible to infectious diseases if they are not vaccinated.
But to figure out if we can look for ways that Federal programs
can help by removing barriers to services like vaccines and providing the right incentives for people to use them. And, what procedural barriers exist to ensuring that seniors have proper access to
vaccines? Do we need more education so seniors provide—overcome
these challenges? I want to give you a personal illustration. A
young lady, but she was in her 80s, but she was young.
[Laughter.]
Senator ROBERTS. She makes sure that all six of her children got
flu shots, had in turn all of her grandchildren and that was a
bunch of folks. And yet, she got the flu in Kansas this time
around—bad just a very bad flu season. And for some reason, she
did not get a flu shot. So here she is, a mother who has told her
kids to get vaccinated and made sure it happened. And then, in her
own situation, she did not get a flu shot along with her husband.
We lost both. The sniffles became flu, the flu became serious, and
we get into pneumonia, and we get into all sorts of other problems.
I am not going to go into what kind of treatment they received,
but they were very important folks and they were pillars of their
community, and they were still very active. I sometimes think that
the octogenarian caucus in the, well in the Senate, we are known
as potted plants.
[Laughter.]
Senator ROBERTS. We are also known as chairmen of the various
committees around here.
Dr. Omer, you have written about vaccine confidence. And I am
interested in how this applies to adults in recent years, who have
seen outbreaks of vaccine preventable diseases in which
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unvaccinated adults are an important factor. CDC also noted that
a drop in the immunization rate contribute to rise in hospitalization and deaths during the last flu season. I do not get it. I do not
understand why in a period of your life when you would be obviously saying I need a flu shot and then respond to why you did not
do it, well we just did not get around to it. I do not know.
If any of you would like to offer any opinions. We are talking
about young people all the time but there are people who still contribute to this society even though there is no bar graph after 80
for anything. We are just out there. Anybody want to comment? Dr.
Omer.
Dr. OMER. Thank you Senator, and the story that you noted is
not unique, unfortunately, in this country and throughout the
world.
The elderly are one of the highest risk groups for count complications after influenza. The vaccines are slightly less effective in the
elderly, but that is the reason we need more of them to be vaccinated. And this is one of the gaps that I was talking about, that
we do not have evidence-based to communicate to several groups,
including the elderly. And this is not a group that is actively opposed to vaccines. They have the concept of vaccines, and they have
seen what infectious diseases can do. But the—at that time when
a lot of the discussion has revolved around childhood vaccines, we
need evidence-based strategies to communicate to not just the elderly, but also to their health systems. The providers, who deal
with the elderly do not have, unfortunately, the muscle memory to
talk about vaccines and to make it part of their routine clinical
practices. There is a lot to be done and thank you for highlighting
that issue.
Senator ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. I want
you to know that we did not plan this, Dr. Omer and myself before
the Committee hearing, but he certainly hit the nail on the head.
I think it is an issue that we overlook. Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. Thank you.
Senator Kaine.
Senator KAINE. Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you to the witnesses. This has been a fascinating topic. Timely, I noticed yet another study has come out just in the last 24 hours, a study dealing
with a very significant longitudinal study with a big chunk of children in Denmark that also, again, demonstrates no link between
the MMR vaccine and autism, and so it is a timely date to have
this hearing. I want to ask a question about—begin with a question
about vaccination shortages, which as a former governor, worries
me a lot. Problems in the supply chain that could lead to shortages
of important medications.
In 2017, outbreaks of hepatitis A increased demand and lead to
constraints supplies of that vaccine. Many constituents have contacted my office about their inability to access the shingles vaccine,
shingrix. So, last year I joined the bipartisan group of Members of
this Committee in a letter to commissioner Gottlieb of urging him
to convene the drug shortage task force to develop a report on the
root shortage of drug vaccines. I look forward to reading that report
and I think it may be on the verge of being published. I think the
Committee has completed the work and it is very close to publica-
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tion. It might be worthy of some Committee consideration when it
is done.
What more can we do, and I guess I will direct it specifically to
Dr. Omer and Dr. Wiesman, what more could we do at the Federal
level to make sure there is an adequate supply of vaccines?
Dr. WIESMAN. Well, just to start out and then turn it to my colleague. So, one, we would need to continue investing in vaccine research figuring out new technologies for producing vaccines. We
use sort of egg technology and it is a very long, laborious process
in many of these. So, we have to move towards new technologies,
I think, around cell-based or recombinant vaccines, so that we can
produce them more quickly and assure the safety. And it is a problem with the vaccine shortages.
Dr. OMER. Yes, so one of my mentors has said a few times that
it is not—vaccine is in a vial, that remains in a vial, is 100 percent
safe, but 0 percent effective. And so, inventing a vaccine or developing a vaccine or licensing a vaccine is not sufficient. We need to
have a stable supply of vaccines. And that requires A. a Federalwide thinking and response from regulation to working with our research entities to say that there is a robust pipeline of new vaccines, and there are multiple approaches.
Infectious diseases attack our bodies through multiple mechanisms, therefore there are multiple vulnerabilities. What it does is
that it creates an intellectual marketplace of ideas so that if there
is more than one strategy that we are focusing on at the science
level, we have more likelihood of having multiple products that
compete with each other and have a—sort of give us more options
as a country. Then working with manufacturers. Sort of ensuring
that we understand that there is a stable manufacturing pipeline.
The third thing is sometimes in certain specially pandemics, etc.,
one policy intervention is BARDA, which invest in preparedness related interventions. And for example, some flu vaccines that would
be required in a pandemic, there it is in our interest to ensure a
stable seasonal flu pipeline. And so, there are interventions and investments which are a little bit more direct that sort of straddle
that divide between emerging and routine vaccination, etc. So, it
will require a nationwide—a national response, not just a Federal
response in this sense, that sort of bringing in states and other
partners as well.
Senator KAINE. Thank you for that. Yes, Dr. McCullers. You need
to be quick because I have one more question.
Dr. MCCULLERS. Alright, very quickly then. Three quick issues,
one is that these are for-profit companies generally that create the
vaccines, so having a Federal buy that gives them some surety will
make them produce more, which will help the vaccine shortages.
The second is, we really have a problem not so much with shortage
but with maldistribution, so it becomes a logistics effort and we can
do better at that at the local level, being able to make sure every
physician, practice, or hospital has that. And the third is to reinforce the importance of the strategic national stockpile, which
again keeps these vaccines in reserve when we might need them.
Thank you.
Senator KAINE. Thank you. I just in my last minute Mr.
Lindenberger, I just want to compliment you. We revere Jefferson
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in Virginia and one of the things that he said that still is so powerful is, ‘‘progress and Government and all else depends upon the
broadest possible diffusion of knowledge to the general population.’’
He believed that the diffusion of knowledge and giving people
knowledge would enable them to make the right decisions. Now,
fake knowledge, misinformation, intentionally misleading information can also be disseminated.
In this social media age with the internet, the competition between the true and the valid, and the fake and the dangerous, even
the manipulated by people who want to do us harm is very difficult, but I think it is interesting probably both your mother and
you reached your conclusions because you had an internet and tools
to do your own research. And so, the different between, your mom
and you, you are using some of the same tools and reaching different conclusions, but I applaud your critical thinking skills and
your willingness to share your story.
Mr. LINDENBERGER. Thank you. I do not want to go overtime, but
just to comment on that very quickly, I think part of the issue is
being able to inform people about how to find good information because with my mother it was not that she did not have the information, but she was manipulated into disbelieving it. And that is
part of the attack, which is that the CDC was made out to be a
fraudulent group that was pushing vaccines for its own demand
and—but that is not the case and the evidence proposed is genuine.
And so, I just want to comment on that.
Senator KAINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CASSIDY. My turn. Let me give some color to what Senator Paul said. You may or may not know I am a physician, and
I have seen people who have not been vaccinated. Who have required liver transplantation because they were not, and or who
ended up with terrible diseases because of no other reason, they
just for whatever reason did not understand that vaccination was
important. It is important to point out that even a flu shots are not
completely effective, they do mitigate.
There is a cross benefit that will decrease the severity, number
one. Number two, hospitals commonly require their employees to
be immunized because they understand that herd immunity is important, and if the nurse’s aide is not immunized, she can be a typhoid Mary, if you will, bringing disease to many who are
immunocompromised, as Mr. Boyle points out. And as regards to
the Federal Government requiring, there is a Federal statute requiring that vaccine information statements should be given, that
is a Federal requirement. And in the name of liberty we should
rely therefore upon states and localities to make a further requirement, but they typically do require informed consent.
That is important to note, not to be misled by—not to be misled
regarding that. Secondly, I think our next—I think we should point
out that in terms of requirement, the requirement is just that you
cannot enter school unless you are vaccinated. Now, if you are such
a believer of liberty, that you do not wish to be vaccinated, then
there should be a consequence, and that is that you cannot infect
other people.
Mr. Boyle, if your child is born with immunodeficiency, and
someone comes to your school who is not vaccinated, and the lack
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of herd immunity means that your child, who no fault of their own,
cannot be immune, is it a victimless crime that somebody does not
get vaccinated and your child dies? I mean, my gosh, you are the
guy who is representing those people, who for whatever reason the
vaccine does not work, and they are particularly susceptible. Now,
Dr. Wiesman, I seem to remember a particularly tragic case in
Washington State from about six years ago of a child who was
immunocompromised on steroids chemotherapy for cancer, and
someone brought measles to the school and I think I remember
that child died. Do I remember that correctly?
Dr. WIESMAN. If we are talking about the same child, yes, he dies
a number of years later from a follow-up reaction.
Senator CASSIDY. Now, so the parent has had the child vaccinated, but now she is on cancer chemotherapy and she is
immunocompromised, and she is in school thinking that she can be
a normal child, even though she is on cancer chemotherapy, but because someone else has made a decision not to vaccinate their
child, her child dies. Now, do you believe in liberty? That is fine.
Do not get immunized, but I do not think you need to necessarily
expose others to disease. Dr. McCullers, tell me, you are in a
state—you mentioned a practice where you have people from three
different states, and hats off to Mississippi, they always have the
highest immunization rate. You did not elaborate. What are the
differences between the patients from these three different states
in terms of, okay, Mississippi is always immunized, do you imply
that maybe Tennessee and Arkansas are not?
Dr. MCCULLERS. Alright, so Mississippi does not allow any nonmedical exemptions and they have nearly a 100 percent rate of immunization at school entry. They pay a lot of attention to it. Tennessee is in the middle. They allow religious exemptions but not
philosophical exemptions. In Tennessee we have about a 97 percent
vaccination rate at kindergarten entry, but we have seen the rate
of non-medical exemptions under religious exemption triple in the
last 10 years, so you can predict where that is going. Arkansas on
the other hand allows both religious and philosophical exemptions
and has a rate that is around 93 to 94 percent, below the level for
community immunity.
Senator CASSIDY. In what state do you see the most vaccine-preventable diseases, nonetheless, presenting themselves?
Dr. MCCULLERS. Well, all of these are rare, and we see them
from all—we see things from all the states. Tennessee, we get
about one a year measles case, always imported from outside the
United States.
Senator CASSIDY. We have adequate herd immunity that would
still protect even if people are coming in and bringing another disease?
Dr. MCCULLERS. To this point the problem is as you have seen
in California, in Oregon, and Washington, is that there are pockets
where it low and it could happen easily in Tennessee next week.
Even though we are 97 percent, there is plenty of communities that
are below that level, and we might see the outbreak in that community.
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Senator CASSIDY. Now, Mr. Lindenberger, so obviously we have
a bunch of Docs or people who I cannot help but notice that your
beard is not as heavy as the other peoples’.
[Laughter.]
Senator CASSIDY. This was not total—you do not have to be an
MD or PhD, or a Master of Public Health to understand these
issues, correct?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. Correct.
Senator CASSIDY. You just need to bring your critical faculty to
it, and look at it, and understand it is not just the individual who
is affected but it is the individual whom the person goes to school
with, correct?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. As I have stated before, my decision to get
vaccinated was based on the health and safety of myself and other
people. And I approached my family physician. I spoke to her. She
encouraged me to get vaccinated. Even at school, I was told I would
not be able to attend if I did not get my vaccines but was optedout. And so, my school viewed me as a health threat. And so that
for me also pushed me to getting my vaccines despite my mother’s
beliefs because I saw the threat that was being imposed.
Senator CASSIDY. I am out of time, although I am the Chair. I
will nonetheless defer to myself.
[Laughter.]
Senator CASSIDY. But I thank you very much. And Mr.
Lindenberger thank you for caring for the people you went to
school with, as much as you cared for yourself.
Mr. LINDENBERGER. Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. I yield my time. Senator Hassan.
Senator HASSAN. Well, thank you Mr. Chair and Ranking Member Murray for having this hearing. Thank you all for being here.
I had the great good fortune of having a grandfather who was a
pediatrician, and he practiced medicine from 1921 to about 1985.
And my childhood was filled with his accounts on the changes that
he saw on the medical landscape over the course of his career. I
still remember him describing what it was like to see somebody
suffer from lockjaw, which is tetanus. The jaw locks, the swallowing stops, the breathing stops, the muscles spasm, and he was
talking about what a difference it made when the tetanus vaccine
became available.
I remember my mother who had three children, youngest one
born in 1960, remarking during my childhood that now that there
was a vaccine against rubella, German measles, pregnant women
did not have to worry nearly as much about going out of their
house during pregnancy, accidentally contracting German measles
which could be so damaging to the fetus.
I think it is incumbent on all of us to remember these stories because a number of you have made the point that without this experience of what these diseases actually do and mean, we have gotten
less vigilant as a society about the importance of this, the importance of vaccinations. Dr. Omer, I wanted to follow-up with you.
You talked about the importance of work you are doing on helping
pregnant women get vaccinated. We know that in the United
States, almost all vaccines are administered to infants once they
are at least 2 months old. So, for the first two months of their lives,
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infants rely on the antibodies of their mothers. The antibodies that
moms transfer during pregnancy to protect them from preventable
diseases or viruses such as the flu.
We now that vaccines like the flu vaccine currently available, not
necessarily the new ones you are working on, are critical for pregnant women and their babies. And we know that these populations
face a greater risk of complications due to the flu, including premature birth delivery, hospitalization, or in severe cases, death.
But astonishingly, only about half of women receive the flu vaccine
during pregnancy. With infant and mortality rates reaching startling numbers in the United States in recent years, it is absolutely
critical that we take basic steps to help protect women and babies
during pregnancies and childbirth.
Dr. Omer, what do you think is the leading cause for the lone
number of vaccinated pregnant women, and what can we do moving forward to help improve these numbers and keep mothers and
babies save?
Dr. OMER. There are several causes, and there are only few
women who are outright opposed to vaccines. And there is this
huge gap, this huge groove, which is the fenceter groove. And so
that is an opportunity to persuade, to educate, to have these meaningful conversations. So, in terms of how to intervene, we proposed
a model called the P3 model. It is practice, provider, and patient.
We changed it at the third P to pregnant women because pregnancy is not a pathology. It is a very physiological state to be in
and we advocate for and evaluating strategies.
There is emerging evidence that there is promise to this strategy
to work with the practice, for example, things like standing orders,
which use behavioral economic studies concepts to notch a practice
into vaccinating, working on the supply side issues, working on
physicians communications, and persuading pregnant women. In
terms of the specific reasons, there is this focus on the baby. And
so, we have found this is one of the other universal things, that
mothers are both motivated to protect the baby, and scared to
harm the baby. And as we generate safety evidence, which is very
robust for influenza vaccine, we need to find better ways and evidence-based ways, as I alluded to, to communicate to pregnant
women as well.
Senator HASSAN. Okay. Well, thank you. And maybe what I will
do then just with my limited time is also as, Dr. McCullers, as a
practitioner, I am curious about how you go about communicating
with parents who are having vaccination hesitancy? Among parents
who choose not to vaccinate their children, what is their most common reason? And moving forward, what can we do to really help
ensure that parents are educated about the importance of vaccinations?
Dr. MCCULLERS. Yes. It is interesting. 10 years ago there was
one common reason and that was the fear of autism and these bad
things. Right now, there is really a polyglot of reasons. They have
all sorts of different minor concerns that come up. And so, the most
important thing for a pediatrician to do, or a family practitioner,
or an OB, is listen, understand, respect what those concerns are because they are different for every person.
Senator HASSAN. Right.
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Dr. MCCULLERS. Then really individualize how you are going to
approach that and what education you are going to give because
there are a lot of concerns that are floating around out there, and
we need to have an individualized message. So it is that rapport
between the patient and the physician.
Senator HASSAN. The sharing of best practices, I would expect,
among professionals about how to do this.
Dr. MCCULLERS. Absolutely. Directed at what their particular
concern is, what that best practice is.
Senator HASSAN. Right. Thank you very much, and thank you,
Mr. Chair.
Senator CASSIDY. Senator Smith.
Senator SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chair and Ranking Member
Murray, and thanks all of you for being here. I really appreciate
it. So, in 2017, my home State of Minnesota experienced the largest
measles outbreak that we had seen since 1990, and between March
and August of that year, we had 75 cases of measles and 21 related
hospitalizations.
Of course, our State Department of Health, which is really a
model for great Departments of Health, stepped in and did a really
remarkable job working with children’s hospitals and Hennepin
County, and a whole range of other partners. So, Dr. Wiesman, I
know you have been dealing with this in Washington, and some of
my colleagues have gotten at this, but could you just tell us, summarize for us, like how best the Federal Government can be a good
partner as State Departments of Health are dealing with these outbreaks?
Dr. WIESMAN. Great. Well, first of all I would say that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is amazing. They have lent
us their technical experts around measles, and have actually sent
people out to our state, in part based on our request. So that is incredibly important. I think again we need to be looking at how is
it we get to the, as the CDC Director said in my state last week,
how do we get to the hearts and minds of people around vaccines
and to not put science on the shelf. We need to have this national
conversation and national campaigns that is based on evidence and
that we develop the evidence on how to best communicate. It is a
response effort and it happens at the local level. I think we need
to remember that, which means we have got to fund our local
health departments adequately, so they have the staff resources to
be able to respond. But actually, frankly, also to prevent these.
Work with communities in advanced, these pockets of communities
that have these unvaccinated folks.
Senator SMITH. This gets to another question related which is
that in Minnesota when we saw this measles outbreak, we saw
some communities that were disproportionately affected, and there
was—in order to communicate and hear well the concerns and
issues in these communities, it was important that we had culturally competent specific kinds of outreach. Can you talk a little
bit about what you have seen that are good models in that area?
Dr. WIESMAN. Right. Well, I think the good model is having folks
on your staff who are actually culturally diverse. Who know these
communities inside and out as being really important. So, we have
to have employees who reflect the face of the community, and that
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is a challenge for a lot of us and we are not there. And then I think
it is really this community development outreach work, building
the relationships with informal leaders in communities, whether
they be church leaders, whether they be elders in tribal communities, whatever, those trusted folks there that people listen to, and
engage them in health promotion work.
Senator SMITH. Thank you. Thank you. Would anybody else like
to comment on that specific question of how we can have culturally
connected outreach in this area?
Dr. OMER. If I may add——
Senator SMITH. Yes, please.
Dr. OMER. That that specific example stood out for many of us
because that community was targeted for misinformation. And
there were several visits by folks who were not particularly enthusiastic about vaccines, and so the response is also an example of
to engage communities. So, the children’s hospital, not just the
health department, but other partners came together and worked
with the community itself, to bring up the rates of vaccination.
They have the tools which are evidence-based, and one of the evidence-based tool is that you have a disease salient based approach.
And you do not just talk about the vaccine, which you talked about,
but the disease itself, because that is what it is what is all about.
Senator SMITH. Mr. Lindenberger, did you want to say—add to
this?
Mr. LINDENBERGER. I would also add that when you were talking
about a diverse group of people also addressing specific communities, one thing I would address in a biased level at least, is that
for young people, specially moving into adulthood with their decisions on a medical level, is extremely important because once you
become of age, at least for me, most of my friends did not even understand that they could get vaccinated despite their parents’ wishes. And once you move into living on your own and starting your
career, still that push of explaining to young people that vaccines
are important is especially important. So, I would just add that.
Senator SMITH. Thank you.
Mr. Boyle.
Mr. BOYLE. If I may, just to add on to that as we are talking
about the cultural issues here. One of the things that I found,
while I love most of what the CDC and others provide, one of the
pieces of the communication that I find missing are stories. There
is precious little that really connects the person, if they are not
swayed by facts, to the needs. And so, if someone’s tia or aunty is
receiving chemotherapy and is immunocompromised, tying it back
to the personal in their community, I think is a piece that I have
not seen much. And I think that as we talk about these sort of
campaigns and needed next steps, that is another layer to add in
to everything else that needs to happen.
Senator SMITH. Thank you.
Senator CASSIDY. Senator Casey.
Senator CASEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you,
Dr. Cassidy, and Ranking Member Murray for presiding over this
hearing. It is an important set of issues. I want to start with Mr.
Lindenberger. I would like to be able to think that or believe that
when I was—you are a senior in high school now? I would like to
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be able to believe that at that age, that I could do what you have
done today. I think the answer to that is probably no. There may
be some Members of the Committee that could have, but I am not
one of them. Second, I wanted to say I know how difficult this
would be no matter what age you are, what station in life, because
it is a difficult topic and you also have a personal story to tell,
which is difficult to even tell in private and let alone in a public
setting.
Thirdly, you have done something that we do not often do in
Washington. This is a town where people are pretty good at demonizing and dividing, and we are really experts at being categorical
that someone who disagrees with us is always bad. You have been
able to be very clear about where you stand and what you believe,
and bear witness to the truth without being categorical and without demonizing. So that is not only helpful for this topic, but it is
instructive for the rest of us here in both parties in both Houses.
I hope people are listening.
I wanted to ask if you could share additional ideas about that
you have developed over because of the experience you have had,
as to how to effectively reach out to parents and address their concerns so that they are confident in the advice that their doctors—
advice of their doctors—and do not hesitate to have their children
immunized. You have spoken of this a little bit already.
Mr. LINDENBERGER. Yes, thank you for that question actually because there is a really important distinction that needs to be made
between the information provided as we discussed earlier, were
people do not resonate well with information and data numbers,
and they resonate better with stories. You see that with a lot of the
anti-vaccine community, that a large portion of the foundation that
they build to communicate with parents is on a very anecdotal
level, sharing stories and experiences.
That speaks volumes to people because, at least for even my family, my mom would reaffirm that her position was correct because
she knows people and she has seen stories. But correlation does not
equal causation and we do not know a lot of factors involved. And
even though I could say that, that still does not resonate. And so,
I have seen that a large portion of what we have missed, and to
address your question even more accurately, just the stories of people suffering from preventable diseases. The stories of preventable
diseases ravaging countries and nations is extremely important,
and the side effects and complications that these diseases impose.
Even when talking about measles, there is a huge misinformed belief that measles is not a dangerous disease that spreads around
the anti-vaccine community. But measles is one of the biggest killers of young infants because of the dangers it imposes to young
children. You see the upwards of an 80 percent of measles death
in certain statistics are from children five and under.
When convince parents that not that information is incorrect, but
that their children are at risk, that is a much more substantial way
to cause people to change their minds.
Senator CASEY. Thank you. That is helpful and I appreciate your
testimony. I know we are a little low in time. I will just ask one
more. Dr. McCullers, I want to get to the issue of prevention which
we repeat over and over again is the best cure. We know that vac-
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cines provide the best type of prevention not only for the individual, but for the population by way of herd immunity, as we have
heard so often today. I guess my question for you though is, can
you describe based upon your own experience, your own work, your
own research, both in terms of your experience and research and
in patient care, what are some of the both symptoms and the outcomes of typical vaccine-preventable diseases for children and
adults?
Dr. MCCULLERS. There is a wide spectrum depending on which
disease you are talking about. Obviously, these are diseases that
cause severe disease and death, or they would not have been targeted 50 years ago for and longer ago for elimination. I think one
of the things that as physicians and as providers that we do not
realize really how bad it was. You know, I trained at a time where
haemopholis B, meningitis was a scourge. Or varicella, every kid
got varicella and came in with chickenpox, and I can remember
working in the emergency department and seeing three or four kids
a night coming in almost comatose and with brain damage and
some dying. That vaccine came in while I was in my pediatric residency, and the disease disappeared overnight. And so, trainees now
do not see that and do not understand just how bad these vaccine
preventable disease are because they have never experienced them.
Senator CASEY. Maybe because of the advancements.
Dr. MCCULLERS. Absolutely. I think that education piece and the
ability to really spread that message that these really were terrible
things and it is good that they were eliminated, and we have these
vaccines, is important.
Senator CASEY. Thanks, and I have more questions for the panel,
and we want to thank everyone for being here.
Senator CASSIDY. I thank everyone for participating. Ranking
Member Murray, thank you. The hearing record will remain open
for 10 days. Members may submit additional information for the
record within that time if they would like.
Senator CASSIDY. Thanks for being here. The Committee stands
adjourned.
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Ëϝɉ̐ȺҶ ÍƪȏɊѦҶ  þ# ˗Ҷ ̱ȐҶ êҭđЋˇҶ
Ҷ ÞͺҶ  ÜȻҶÉѤЌɋͩҶ àҶҶ оGҶ ųҶ ȳҶ ÙɌ ǖҶ Ð̑͞ѥ˘Ҷ
ÑҶ įҶ јҶ õwɍ̲̞Ҷ é̬uɎѲ|ǊҶ ̳Ҷ åпҶ ôҶ ɇ҉ƫҶ ŅҶ }Ҷ ΄Ξʸśɏΐ]Ҷ
ßͷǻ,Ҷ ĒȼǤBɐ0Ҷ ˆ̴˽ҎǌҶ ʪҶ Ƭҗ̂ѻ@2U̥Ҷ zɆƭҶ ņȑɑѧҶ  Ο ЂҶ Ҷ
ʨҮ8ЍɒͪҶ ̵ΠҶŊҶ ž"]ƠςҶ İҶ ēƧ`Ѩ6Ҷ èeʘЎɓ?a*ҡҶ áҶ ̶ȸǥҶ Ҷ
ƀ̒ˎѽƊɔ̷Ҷ ҚɕрҶ ɖ2Ҷ ďÂ7Ҷ pǈҍɗȍϨҶ ΅ξ+X̨ş+Ҷ  ō˙ʺE -Ҷ ƢЬҶ oΡɘ̸Ҷ ѡҶ
˚əŲʿҶ Ҷ ΘƋ6Ҷ ČĻ ̹ѾҶ mMҶ ıҶ ΓҶ ̆α˔ЏˀҶ rѼơ Ҷ ̃ҢҶ ńҶ
Ɓ̢řѣ¨Ҷ ãήҶ ҟ˛Ҷ Ɯ@ Ҷ Ƃ˜˝ǙҶ ȷҶ Ҷ ̰Ҷ ̺ȒҶ ϞͿҶ ĢpHҶ
ġ̝ңүǍҶ Α/ɚͤ$Ť˞ҤҶ v̻»Ҷ ¶Ҷ ͢ЭʛcҶ ƔǦwҶ ȇʤ|1Ҷ ȓҶ ̋¼ʢɛЫҬҶ
ƅ˟ɜŗ:Аɝ̼̩Ҷ  ̌ϕ̀QѳҶ 9ѱʡаˠIҶ vjҶ ҙ;Ҷ ґŧ.IҶ Άτ̕бˡƮҶ
ƞ%ϲҶ čҶ )̖Ҷ сҶ ċ©āª¾Ҷ ·Ҷ ɞƗǲɟȹҶ  >ЦҶ ɅʚɀҶ Σɠϟ˒Ҷ ̽ȔҶ ϼƯqưҶ
̍ιʣRѴҶ ̡̾ΤҶ̎ϔħ*RѵҶ ȕϐҶ ǎŷҶ Ď¿Ҷ ¸Ҷ ͣ4ʫҶ ǿБʥнҶ ̿OҶ 5Ҷ
ƱȖɡŜƕҶ ʬҶ ȗɢƲˢƘҶ Ҡ ǯҶ ͦҶ ҒŘBʾҶ οҶ ȴҶ ҇ÀҶ ¹Ҷ ̀Ō=ʭҶ
ȀВʦҶ ́ȘҶтJҶ ȶǇeƖҶ șҶ :ƨǾҶ ȊǧЪϬҶ Іɣ;иҶҝ }Ҷ ǏŸҶ ~ ŨʜKҶ ̗Ҷ
ȚɤǟƙҶȎɥǰɦҶ  ºҶ ·γgˏNuҶ уƳҶ ǼˣҶ ŇțɧѩҶ ĲҶ Υˉ˕Ҷ ȵҶ ғũʮȁҶ
҆ˁҶ зȂҶ ѺŹҶ 8Ҷ ̄фǢ3ɨťҶ ̏ ˂Ҷ  ƚǗɩϠSͫҶ īҥsˊ«Ҷ ĆҶ
σ˿ѪҶ iȜҶ хȈҶ  fќҶ ŁЃѫҶ ļҶ ƦϷйҶѢҶ 5GҶ ȽǱҶ
ΙˤɪŎҶ
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Ń^ĬҶ ͂ȝҶ ŉTѬҶ
 ΦɭЁҶ ̅ҦҶ ſҶ ÔǶҶ ѠҶ
 ~ŀ˃Ҷ
ǴɮFǠ'̓^ͧɯŠ Ҷ CˈеŴҶ чƴҶ ĤϱϩЄҶ ɰ0Ҷ ĔҶ ƇГʱѿ́Ҷ ΈύϡҶ
˦ɃƵҶ ý˧ɱŐҶ ä ˹шҶ ăϙɲŰҶ r2ĩ˨UϽlҶ щLҶ ëҰłVͬҶ ûƌŵҶ ÊWϢ͟ϜҶ
ÖʗДлҶ ҴÃ7çùҶ Ё́Ҷ ϒЖʽ_ҧҶ υɳȌҶ ƉˌɴŦҶ tѹJ1Ҷ νҶ ʩұĕЗɵ̓ͅҶ
 ϫ҅ƶSb ĭҶ ;Ю®Ҷ ĊY1Ҷ ƄѰҶ ƆҶ ͆ȞҶ ˩LA˄Ҷ
ΉθƍɶŶҶ
ĖѸѝχ!Ҷ ʲҶҔŪʳƷ¥ΖƸҊǨв˪Ҷ !ϳҶ ȟϑҶ ėŝƛǡQ Ҷ Κ˫$ŚҶ ɄǐˬъҶ
ĘȾǮɷtҶ  ̛Ш&ͳ˾Ҷ ϊš˺Ҷ kφ.VҲęИɸ͇̪Ҷ ̊ѭҶ їδǛҶ ͼҶ P͈҃Ҷ ЙʧҶ ĚҶ ҨǔΰҶ
<xҶ Ò¯Ҷ ćƹҶÈøҶ ϹϺҶ ыƺҶ Χɹϣ˖Ҷ  ňȠɺѮҶ ͉Ҷ ҕūʻyɻͭҶ  ̇Ҷ
½x̚ Ҷ ȡ͊ΨҶ ҈Ҷ ͋ȢҶ ҐAŬʟ̤Ҷ ĳҶ gьǷҶ ϰ,ǚҶ ʴϚǩКɼͶ°Ҷ ĈҶ
πЛɽ̫͌Ҷ ľҶΛ˭"ϾlҶ ʵҶðhκɾʙѶҶĴҶ óϖ*ɿѷҶ Đǝ+ҩҶ ÿϗҶ
ñҶҵҶ
üƎʀМʁi̙/Ҷ ÌH Ҷ
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Ú˃˻˚ǑÛ̾Ϊ ̼Φî̟ʨΪ  ͇̠ɦΪ ɿƦΪ ΏĥȁΪ  ɃͷƲÜļΪ øΪ
ʲŶΪ ȊʀȢΒΪ ʽŻΪ »Ϊ Ϊ ˣ?̡ȆΪ ̉/ɫǒlfΪ ȎȣŧƵïȤŐΪ ǬRΪ
͏0Ϊ ɤΪ jşʝǓż~Ϊ ̐Ϊ ĄΪɊȥŠP(`Ϊ *< ȦʢΪ ƴŮő̢=ĶΪ )ǔʕū̃ͧΪ
ĨȧȨΪ ÅΣʁMʣΪ Ƕ ȩʤΪ  ˀĳȪʥΪoȫNΪ ČΪ ɝ(̂Ϊ ̶ Ϊ ůɔĕΪ
³  Ϊ ˥MÝ̷W˿Ϊ Ġĉ>Ǖ̲ǱŽΪ


¹.̿Ϊ ͝Ϊ Î˳Τ̣ǖʩΪ ʂƧΪ ͐Ϊ µ͆Ϊ ƨʃˏΪ ±9ʄȬʞǗΪ ½O͵̤ǘʪΪ ɚ
ΩŝĬ

sȽ?̄Ϊ ˨˲SΥÞ̳CʫΪ Ϊ ƑΪ ̸ZΪ ącḀΪ 7TΪ ͑ŒΪ ʶ˼̅ʬΪ [ƩΪ ˘fʑΪ
ΛĭΪ ΘȭΪ ç´Ϊ òΪ ũ@ʅɑΪ ʆƪΪ ͒Ϊ ˦ßͣ̀Ϊ ùΪ ˫Ϊ ʷ˸Ϊ ɟŦΪ
kʇΪ ɇ̦Ϊ ͓1Ϊ ȀȇΪ ɬΪ ʈƫΪʸ˶Ϊ úΪ ͤΪ ćΪ ͛êlΪ ÿ˴ʹːǙ̀Ϊ
˭Ϊ ĂΪ àΐǚȮæ)ȯœΪ ͥΪ Ɔͺ́Ϊ ͔ŔΪ ľȻpΪ ȰǛĪΪ ʺ˵ͫΪ


¸ɒ̧ǼͶŚΪ ºÅ̆ǜʉɪΪ tΪȿ˺ˑǝ$͂Ϊ ¶Ϊ \˒ΪÆ 
Â˝̨ʊĿΪ¾áĒBȱǞmFž
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ò

Ùщ ëÛÑщ áщÊщ Ó



 

ƃ̱4щ +i щ Ѓщ ŠɼƮψщ˄ΝȐ̊ щ Λщ ɦщ Ϭщñ}щΓr<%щ ǝˌ̲щ ϘƄщ
΅АƅȑUɽZőщ !Ǟщ óżǍщ ǓƯπщ )Ȃ?щ ɟпĩȒ́¿щ ϙƆщ ìˋщ
äͫÁщ íͶ&ƭщ çщ ˍǟщ ȍ щ 
 Ϛ щ Ü̋ɘr"̳Âщ îͷϑщ Ǡ̑щ ÍƇщ
Ôưϻщ Öɾ̗Ãщ ÚрôΞȓ̂щ щ Aщ ϭщ Îщ ƈщ èщ Ȕщ õщ ̛ĶɐĿȕčʸш
Ġщ ʫЉBŧǉİщ ̢kȖШщ Ηϒщ̮ɝhȗɿзщ źȘȊщ ǡ˵$щ ϛ5щ Ɨώșˎʭщ
ˏǢщ ʮħщ ̜͠Ț̔ʀищ Ћɚщ Ίi̕щ öŽͪщ ͕ţțː˂щ
 Ǿ͉щ Ήщ
Ȁǅщʬƾщ Aˑ̴щ ΏȜ̓щ ɻщ ̵ƞľɎ̍щ éщ Ȏщ śʁʂơщ
̶ǃʹщ ^Bщ 1G ±˻Hšщ ÷žǌ щ ͖Ťɕ˴ʯщ ű.τщ ȁщϪ5щ ̯ȝР*zщ η˒̷щ ɬщ
²¼º¸щ  ĪI_˼ȞŢщ ͗ťȟ!Yщj7̥gζÄщ Ящ ɳ&ƪщ ʺν щ øщ ̠͓ǛPoΟÅщ
͵ȅщ ͘Ľ}Ƞ˓ʰщ ͬ͜Æщ Θlϓщ âȡ"̸щ ξ`щ ϩĔΠщ sɞщ īȢ˔ʃ˽ȣ3щ ė@щ ƉЖƱΡщ
TEc͡tÕщ ащ ŜʄʅƟƢщ ġщ ͺϳgƣщ Qʻщ ùщ Şό͋Ȥсщ ŀω˾щ ˆщ Ŭǐȥȇ\Ƥщ
ǿщ ϰщ Ѕщ ˕ǣщ ǂJŹP˖ʆ˿ķщ ĞʡоK щ
ßщ Ȧmщ úщ nϲϏщ̤ɷщ Ζ ɋʟ³ğщ  ɑщ̐Σǡщ ͻɒʼŒщ ´½¹¾щ
Ǥ˗hщ ǔƲϼщ ϕ͎µйщj=ʇûκщ '^щФŇɩvS˘ʱщЩȨϜщ̰ʈȩĸщ ̹щ ХňTƖͿ¡щ
ãʉȪĹщ Ό˙щ Зüŉɯщ щ ĕ¶щ ЦŊɰщ  Ъȫϝщ ×ƥǊщ åx ϊщ ˚$щ
ʊ˷ʦщ Ȇ̖ƝΤщ  Ģщ ýŐʹuщ ǥ˛̺щ Ħͥ|ƚʧкщ˜˅ȌđǦщ ˝ǧщ ęʋщ
řʌŻщ ɠтþL̎щ ɓʽщ Ϟ щ ðˁɗλ>щ ͼυύp¢щ ÕƳϽщ ΐǆ6щ ƿЇȈщ ϴщ
͟щ ÿщ ȏʥϟщ Ņ͆7щ ̝͢ИȬŭ $щ ЙȭoȮΥщ еŕщ ˸щ Ыȯϯ˃щ ·»щ Ųлpщ ĀDƊ̻щ
ɡуĎεȰ!щ Ĩщ ϵщ Ĳщ ͝Ͳщ {#щÝË£щ
щ ʩɸ˞̼щ ̞ͤʍƬщЬȱϠщ ̣%ȲУ6щ ͭ͞Çщ Κϔщ Mkщ ЎǋͮÈщ Ɍ¯Ƌ¤щ Vāļɺщ
`Ǩщ ΎȳΦȴКȵЄ¥щ "щ (щ ʲ˟ˉ̀щ Ĝʎ8щ ˠCщ ʏщ Ăſǎщ ǕƴϾщ ȶͽщ ̽ƌ̦ͳщ
϶щ 
 Ï¦щ щ )ŦĐщ ̾9̧ͱщ ǩ͊ē2ȷ̅щ Mnщ Џʳщ ģщ Hщ ʐɜƙʑмщ Ϸщ
 ěщ æφtƛl§щ Øщ ăŷɏΧȸbщ ϡ˶Јȉщ Ąƀ ͧщ
ųLǪǫ9щĳЂщ ΙΆϖщ
ǖǁщ ̬͑щ ϸщ êщ ĤщÞÌщ ͒щ σUнщ ͔V*ϐщ '#щ ~0ŋɪŭщ
Ōɭщ ŁГvȹ̇щ ņщ ˈщ Ĵщ Q]ǽ8ͦ>¨щ ʠΒщ ĖǄwщ ŵχщ /щ Z̒щ
ąС ȺW/1ʒƍщ ̈щ ϫ;щ ǜщĮщ ͌ϋщ #Ǭщ ˹Ƽщ ˡǭщ ǚρqщ ΔŖщ mщ
ş;Ȼ̏щ ˢ̿щ ƽȼwȽщ ʪщ ȾΨщ ŴKǮǯŨX&щ Ϲщ  щ ̀ɶщ Cáщ ϮƜщ
ĆƁǏщ ǗƵϿщ ćȃщ ɢф-ΩɖeY©щ
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̌щ ĈŸJ'ȿˣˀ щ ĉ̭ŗщ οfщ Ęͨ щ ǘƶΪщ Б:ɀʓĝœщ Ɂщ Ϣ;щ Дщ bǰщ
̫+xɂˤʴįƦщ Ŷθ,щ ĭ4ªщ щ ūΫщ ̟ͣɹƠщ ȄƧщ  Ðщ Rʾщïƫщ
°cʔЛƘ%щ ϣƎщ ʕɱFщ ˥Dщ ɣхάɃd[щ 2ʖɨSĺщ ͚͐щ yщ àɍłŮщ ͛͏«щ
Gщ ʗɲF:щ ůǼɮqщ Ċщ ŝȋ˦ͯщ ˧Ǳщ Śʘ͇Ʒщ R]щжщ ċƂ@щ ƏМƸς·щ ǲ˨ʙʚ̘Àʨщ
ɤцyɄ˩ʵщ ń[щ ĵщ ǳ˪ʛ̙ƨ¬щ ΕŘщ ̪ЌČzɴıщ Μщ ˫ǴǵǇщ Ϥ<щ
̨έƹήNĚщ aǶщ ЍIНͩщ ͂Ɛ̩ͰÉщ ˬEщ ΄?Ʌ_Вщ Ƒ~ƺЀщ гϥǈщ ˭̓щ ˇίщ
ɥч,səˮˊщ вщ ͙ɆОƩщ Ò\щ eǷщ ͍μǒщ fǸщ Ǚƻΰщ ˺Ŕщ ЭɇϦщ
ĥщ ЮɈϱЕщ ТōɧĒδO˯ʶщ WX̚щ Űƒϗαɉ̉щ ˰ǹщ дƓϧ ͈щ 0Ŏɔʿ щ ŃЊΈǑщ щ
̡NŪͅщ Іщ ˱Ǻщ ƔПǀщ щ бʜʝщ щ Ļďʢũʤ-βɵщ ˲ǻщ Ϩ=щ 3Ёʣщ ̈́Αщ
.γϺɛι(Ĭʞƕщ {˳щ Чŏɫ|Ɋdʷ®щ
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êҰɥҰ и!˘UϸҰ ƑЫp>ƙҰ ҙɧЧ Ұ Ȫ˔Ұ ĉЯоҰ mҰ Ȩ˙̽όҰ ̍yҰ ̾ȫҰ
*(̿ϔҰ ɟǞ˺Ш Ұ ůιҰ 342ȬM5)̩̀˻sҰ ĶҰ ëҰ ĎҰ ŁҰ ΐϙP"ʽҰ ϏƠҤҰ
;żNϨҰ Є́Ұ ыƺҰ ЀtхªҰ ē5ǌҰ Ɗ̐ѬƘҰ ɦ#Ұ ϑgЅǦҰ ʴҰ ̡ƖҰ ΪȄϡˈҰ
{͂Ұ ìҰ ȭp;Ұ ьJwҰ Ċп«Ұ úҰ ěơƫʛ|ɨ̓0Ұ íҰ˾ҥҰ ΫȋҰ ĜҰΥІҰ ̈˖ǖ}ˉҰ
ѷƹҰ Ȯ̈́qҰ ϳȯƻѼҰ jȰҰ Ұ ̴˚ҦҰ \QƄҰ ҖŴ˄Ұ łҰ˿ҧҰ лȝҰ uϩYŖ˛ƼҰ ƬҏOqϯGҰ
Ȟǳ}sҰ ͅȱҰ 3ŐɩƝ˜θҰ Ƌ̬Ұ Ȳ͆άҰ ΠʯɪţҰ ΦЇ§̉˗ǗЪˑҰ Ͽƽɫ˝˞ļƀҰ
vѸʪȕҰ Ұ ΜҰ ͇ȳҰ έȉȖѮҰ ́Ұ ͈ȴҰ ̂ȵĝƜҰ ΑήɬΉҰ Ј͉Ұ ]ɭƃϱѿυ Ұ ͊ȶҰ ̑ҠҰ
!ɮ͋^ʹɯũB˷Ұ ΒϖŪѶ¬Ұ
óǚύҰ îҰɢőҰ žvϪҰ ~nҰ ȦȌҰ ȩҰ ƭҰ ŜҰ ѠɚҰ
ƒΞχЉʤҐ%Ұ <ɞѯҰ ѦҰ *̺ǑЊɰəį%ҰŒɱ͌_͵RŤҰ ΊҰ ϦɘҰ ƾҊǴҰ Ĕ$Ұ ƮаҰ
Ř6ǍtҰ ʾ˟҅HҰ эҰ ÞЋk̒Ұ áˠˡĸ=Ќ˓ǕҰ äҰ đISfĿҰ ąҰ ŗǧҰ Ұ
ĞѾѪсҰ ƯбҰ ȷϗҰ Ұ ˢŏҰ ôǟd ҰĂ˒ƁҰ ҭğɲҰÕҰ ĄDɳEҰ ƩĭвҰ
ȸίͿҰ ϵǐωfҰ 6грzҰ ѡҰõǏB.юҰ ü̷͍ѣҰ ãɴɛҰ ŚҰ ҰăʚŬɵƢҰ
œʰR̵Ұ A~ ҰÖҰ ŃҰ Щ ƿҰ åҰ æɶEǲ͎.ͷҰḝʧЍҰ śҰ ͏̓ҰҕĴɷ͐҂Ұ ɸ̥͑İˣҰ
ĮФ;Ұ ŝ®Ұ è 5ЎˊҰ CйҰ ̊Ұ  ǙҰ ̭Ұ ͒яȍҰ ̤-Џɹ=тҰА͓Ұ
FȚɺɜҰ ńҰ ΡoϓҰΝɻƞ˹AҰ ȂɼƣǱ͔/Ͷ*ťҰ ϻʨ6Ұ ͕Ұ җŵʻ ¨ʞ уҰ
ĺȒ$Ұ ȟǵЬ¯Ұ
ïҰ ŅҰ ƏҰ ϷҰ ?дҰ ͖̔Ұ БҰ ˤǢ ВҰ ĠҰ Ω˥ҨҰ řɽwҰ ,̪˦ҁƱҰ ѐJҰ
ΓϚʣɾ̦͗ıaҰ 1˼Ұ ͘ȹҰ ǝѢҰ ƌ̼^xɿ͙̚ϮҰ ̮Ұ '\ǥҰ͚ё λҰȠǶѰҰ
ǿΔɤ_Έ Ұ Ұ ľ`ң Ұ ϐϣҰ ͛Ұ ǛƅҰ ĻȁҰ ġȺЦ#φҰ ʲҮГʀ΄Ұ
ҚʁђҰ öҰ ýҰ ņҰÿҰŶ˅°Ұ ûɎ̹͜Ұ ƍ˴˵ķψ|ʩ΅Ұ TϰҰ ȻσȊǷДҰ ŞѺǭ̟Ұ
ѓ$Ұ ѻ͝Ұ ɗǸŦʂҰ ΆҰ ˂ҋʮ.Ұ ҔŽʟȗҰ kοҰ ϹʃȼʄŧҰ ĢƴȎǀҰ ȡǹѱҰ şˋҰ
̨̎PѧΰǨ±Ұ â /ͽ9ǁҰ Ұ ̀ʵеʠ̢ǩҰ ̕͞Ұ ϺʅȽʆŨҰ XyϼǒҰ ŇҰ Ұ ʺū˧҆ǪҰ
Е9"ʇȘҰ ̖͟Ұ єKҰ ȾȿŭƟҰ ͠ɀҰ ÷Ұ ňҰ 2hҰ ģƵȓҰ ȢǺѲҰ ςȇϤҰ ɏшҰ
ȃ+ Ұ ÜҰ ŷṢ²Ұ
ĐТʈѥ%Ұ ÄҰ ċǤ³Ұ Å¾ÆÈŔҰ ͡ɁҰ ѕLҰ  ÚҰ ̅Cǘ Ұ ώΣϥҰ ɂϘҰ ǜƆҰ ɠ˨іҰ
ŲҰΕϛʉƤLҰ ̯Ұ ҒĳŸ)0Ұ ̇ĤƛҰ ͢ɃҰ їǂҰ ȀҰ ͣɄҰ ĽҩҰ ȣǻЖҰ 0Ұ ўҰ
´ҰҌĥŹˆҰ :̛˕9ϧҰ Ē!˩ǃҰ ͤαҰ ̝ҪҰȧЗҰҡ-ƇҰ Ұ ĦҰ Ǝ̞ѭ˃ŮИT̗ͥҰ ѨҰ ɔǄβҰ
"ΎҰ lɅҰ ҘźʶǅµҰ ėǼҰ ʱaǰф Ұ ďЙZУb Ұ ÇҰ қ˪Ұ ̳ʊжмҰ xUɝʝɆʋŰКҰ
ųșҰ ʷҰ >ƶȔҰ ȤǽЭҰ ϲ҈&[c̫Ұ ЂzцҰ ͦ(Ұ šјҰ ƐҰ ŉҰ ðҰ ҢʫƈҰ
Ҝʌd˫Ұ Ͻкʍ]ĘҰ þ+ɕҰ ΖγȜҰ ̰Ұ ɓѹҰ 3ōҰ ħƗʥґʎѤ#¶Ұ
Ý¡Ұ

×àøҰ òҰ ñČßҰ ĚҰ ¿ÑËÌҰ

Â¼

ùΏǆҰ ĈȅϢÔҰ mɇҰ Û ξ&Ұ 
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ç˶҃Лʏ̘ͧҰ ͨɈҰ ̋љͻuҰ {jҰ Мʳ?ХҰ δǇΤ4ˌҰ ͩɉҰ ĨƷϟҰ ȥG̠ѳҰ ҝʐˬeҰ ŠҰ Ұ
Ηεʑn4ʒЮҰ ƲiҰ éVϴbҰ ęHŎҰ ÀÒÍÎ·Ұ үțҰ ̌џҰ Ɣ˸ƥҰ ʿ˽ƪǎҰ ˀˍҰ
ϕ7ʼǔҰ ғ<ʓ˭ĵWˮ+ѽҰ ͪ(Ұ ҉XcŀҰ ζǓ҇7 ¢Ұ ʸƕˎҰ ĩſϫҰ ͫҰ њMҰ
ЁϬ7ǯҰ ŕҫҰ ˁʡ ƦҀĲgҰ Ȇъ£Ұ ŊҰ ̆Н)̶Ұ ηNΧʢiҰ ŢҰ̃ɒĪƚμ Ұ ŋҰ
ΘϜʔƧKν¸Ұ ćʭҰ Qhɐ̸ͬОY̙ͭҰ ѩҰ ɡǠeћҰ űǈҰ ΙϝʕƨȏҰ ŌҰ ͮ8ɣȐҰ
,̻ͯ˯ǫҰ ʹҰ̏ʦ2rˏҰ ЃчҰ ZϭҰ @Ұ ΨʖПʗҍǉҰ ρ&W1ɑͰϊРҰ ͲҰ Ȉτ8ːҰ ͱɊҰ
īƸOϠ'Ұ ǊҎǾѴ¹Ұ ØҰ ϾҰ lɋҰ āҰ ϒѵҰ ɌΌҰ ќ'Ұ ǣҰ ÁÓÏÉ©ÐÊҰ ҞV/˰Ұ 
Λ҄˱,϶ǬҰ ̱Ұ FʜѫʬҰ ƳҰ ѝIҰ ǡκºҰ :̜Ұ Ĺư8ʘ·¤Ұ ɍǮƉҰ ǋСщҰ ͳҰ
ĀÙҰ Ɠϋ[1oϞҰ @̲Ұ čзнҰ ĖĬŻˇҰ ĆҰ̄ɖȑҰ ҟʙ˲Ұ  ΚrͼƂҰ
Οπ-ͺ D`˳Ҭ»Ұ
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ÄΫt?KșΫ ˚͙ZΫ q\Ϋ ƫͺ̪:Ϋ ȼ́ʑΫ ̮^Ϋ əŵΫ ˋʪ˥ȉΫ ͘Ϋ
ľɕͨ+jΫ ΗǏ͂Ϋ ȈǶ œLΫ Þ̶̀Ϋ ͛Ϋ ȇΫ ǌŲ̓Ϋ ĩΫ ʠ˜>, ˂Ϋ íΠŬɑƜ˫Ϋ
ɫ<Ϋ ͔Ϋ âΫ ɚΫ ͜Ϋ ɃˠΫ ıΫ ͝Ϋ ̈́ŗΫ ãΫ *ΤΫ bƐ˨Ϋ ·Ϋ ΘTLΫ ƨͻ'hŘΫ
ȽͅʒΫ ɬ=Ϋ 8ŷɔC+Ϋ 0Ā̷Ϋ ͩƭƓΫ Ʈ˙Ϋ ˒ˆoȊΫ ˬąűgΫ ͞Ϋ ¸Ϋ v1Ϋ ÅΫ
BΫ -ƤřȚɭʡǸɣΫʢ˛žΫ ʷƃîiǐɮUfΫ ͟Ϋ ˔Ϋ ȺïĢ̵ΆƔΫ ˓ˇ̦ȋΫ ɯƯΫ
ΑĪȄΫ Ŕƙ Ϋ ƥƈ̲Ϋ eȁJ#ˁΫ ͠Ϋ ͓̇Ϋ ʸƑAaŸΫ ǁʹΫ ŒǈΫ ΄ƕΫ £Ϋ ¼ÝΫ
¦ ¨« Ϋ ½ƉkPΥyΫ ˄Űʫ˩Ϋ ˏǑΌŹΫ ĝΫ ðŅb ˢΫ Ď2Ϋ Ϳ̈jźΫ ̯Ϋ ÆΫ
ɰ ̻ΦΫ ǂțMÙȌΫ ͗˭Ϋ ˺Ϋ ̆̽Ϋ
¤

Ð˝3Ϋ ³c2Ϋ ÁZ̳˸Ϋ ˷;4ǒȜĉ:Ϋ æˮ̾

 ʶ)ǓͳΫ ɱưΫ ΅ΐŚ ȝĊΫ ̅nƅΫ ħWΫ ĖΫ ˡΫ ĞΫ ĿɨȔΫ ̰Ϋ
łˊk5Ϋ ʲʺʎĸƝΫ ͡Ϋ ñŕƛΫ ƦƊrΫȿXǼʻ ɤΫ ćɡΫ ͆śΫ  đΫ ċΫ
ȞďǉŜΫΒīǳɒŝΫ ʣ˞ ,ƘzΫ  ğΫ ƱʐȍΫ ʔΫ ͇ŞΫ Ƭs ̉?\ɅΫ ɲƲΫ ˼ǔɳsΫ
!ŖŭˣΫ ;ΏƋΫ ¿@! ʓşΫ  ˾ȎΫ ɴ=Ϋ .ā̩"Ϋ ėͲƁΫ ¹Ϋ  ÇΫ Ξ>NΫ
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çːƭҌ ÿɨŖЙҌ ̒ȟҌ КҌ Ăėɩ̓˽Ҍ öUϕɪŗhdҌ ̔ȠҌ êǔ˭ЛҌ ĵҌ <ьҌ ×ɫўɬ^ɭ͍Ҍ ̕ȡҌ
ĐǗҌ ĎǏXћҌ σњΰҌ ѮũˀҌ ΞҌ ĶҌ Ʃǋ̖ϖ¡Ҍ vɢ*Ҍ ǓƎҌ
÷SξϗɮЃљЉҌ ɯδҌ М(Ҍ ĊɰV˿Ҍ øUɱєҌ ̗ȢҌÈ˖Ҍ ķҌ õ˷:Ǣɲͩ_Ҍ !ɳψҌ
ĉ ¢Ҍ ČǻҌ  #əǵɴȅҌ ˋ̘˗џǥҌ ŉҌ èҌ ĸҌ  ôRҌ ĘƦϘɵ͎Ҍ НƮҌ
Ý͵[хgҌ ̙ȣҌ ÞȤǹҌ ²ØҌ ĹҌ ОƯҌ ÐǷҌ ȥW΄Ҍ üИϙF̀̚Ҍ à0L̛ͺϚҌ
ÉÙҌ ͬέ= Ҍ ϑαҌ ȦͦҌ ѨŪʮ̄Ҍ ΅ȊҌ ĺҌ ƏȎ.̜ͻϛ£Ҍ
 2Ҍ ȧ ˪IҌ ̝ȨҌ
´ÂÀµҌ ĆùËÚҌ Œ Ҍ ęҌ ͭΨҌ ȩ̞ZҌ П)Ҍ pÍ˘3ΘЍҌ áư˙͢Ҍ ȪҌ ăȔҌ
ĔĚū ̈¤qҌ wҌ Ҍ ̟ȫҌ Р*Ҍ  ˉ īϺɶѠƱҌ ѿυҌ k̠Ҍ ƧѡƲ˚͛Ҍ ѸɷуҌ ɕҌ ěҌ
Ŝ˛Ǖ˜҆ƳȬ˄Ҍ ĻҌ ƅΜʵ˼ЎҌ ĜͽΥźҌ  СƴҌ ɘ]Ҍ ƃȆhҌ 9Ҍ
ѩ ŬD̅ͮΆȏǱІJҌ ƪω¥Ҍ |ɣҌ ʾϜEѢƵҌ ɖ[Ҍ лҌ ȚǦҌ ȭȮ̡βҌ ˝$҉Ҍ HҌ
̊Ҍ˕˞ǫҌ ļҌ ͯΦ 7_Ҍ ȁˇҌ ȯΩҌ ·ǠʽϝҌ ³ҌĽҌ ɡҊΖƫҌ
Ќ͌Ҍ ľҌ Ҍ ТƶҌ ŕЖҌoήȂЇҌ ̢ȰҌ йҌ Ѿ͉Έ˔`Ҍ ̣9Ҍ пҌ ʷƷҌ
 ßҌ ¶Ã¿ÄҌ рҌ ζǡƸЈҌ ̤ȱҌ ìУҌ ĿҌîҌ đȃɸŹ Ҍ
ϒεД¦Ҍ
ĝŵͰЏҌ ФƹҌ ΝϞ>˴Ҍ ̥ȲҌ ХҌëҌ ϏҌ ÕʥѐҌ ȳͧҌ Ц+Ҍ
â,ͤϟҌ ̦ȴҌ Ҍ íЀɦҌ ďȋҌ ρыĮϿǬҌ иįҌ кǑҌćúÛҌ ͱΪҌ ɗΉҌ ЧƺҌ
rÎ˟ǿАҌ åͣҌ ȵҌ ĄȕҌ ĕĞŶsҌ ōҌ ğ ǧҌ Ҍ ͘Ҍ ̧ȶҌ ȷͪҌ 
ʱ̐Ϡ ĠϡɹѣȇҌ цҌ ·¸Ҍ ͲΊˎҌ ʼCЁ iˑ+Ҍ ?ƐǲϢɺ:ɻǨ§Ҍ
{Ҍ ɚ͊Ҍ ̨ȸҌ nƻҌ ʲϣɼġj˒(Ҍ ͏ҌÏ4Ιg8Ҍ ã,ˠ͞kҌ ̩ȹҌ ąȖҌѯŭP1fҌ ҁҌ ЂYҌ
ȝjҌ Ш-Ҍ ĢѰɽˡİG˩ɾіҌ ̪ȺҌ ̇8ҌѤ$ŷҌ řҌ 5ǣˈҌ ģҌ ȻȗҌ ťʦƤϾҌ
ѱŮˁfҌ ȼW\Ҍ ȞҌ ΟҌ ́Ҍ ƑȐǌ͟ϤҌ ;Ƚ̫Εя¨Ҍ ïϥҌ  Ňɿ&ʀͶБҌ
мϦҌ ѹʁЩҌ n-Ҍ ĪˏҌ ̬ȾҌ ҅̌Ҍ ĤƬʳ͈γҌ ţёҌ #̂Ҍ
tЄЊ ȿ ŊuҌ ΡȘҌ ŚҌ ҄ΣͥҌ ŀҌ GQҌ ƆB͐ҌѺʂЪҌ Ы.Ҍ æҌ
ý°±ɛǳƍҌéάҌ чҌā˺ш\Ҍ Ėů©ʸƼҌ ä͠ϧҌ čƋʃ͑Ҍ ŁҌ ēĭɜƽҌ Ĩ̃Ҍ
ѻʄЬҌ ǸҌ ŽKˢŘΗϨˌҌѼЭҌ ʿҌ ϋǤҌ ɤ@ɝҌ ;ˍ@їҌ ŦʧƒĬϻƾҌ
ѲŰ˅Ҍ ƈƓҌ ŎҌŋΫlҌ ʹщҌ ќҌ όǎΚҌ ҇ǘҌ ǖˣʅǍZҌ оҌ ̭ЮȄʆηƿҌ
ˮʴɞϩҌ ŏҌ ЯǀҌ ŨªҌ
ĒҌ ĩ^ʇϪҌ >Ҍ ͳKņҌ Ĉû!Ҍ łҌÊÜҌ Ɓθaʈ̮̆Ҍ сҌ þiʶђЋҌ ̯ɀҌ ĀŝH)Ҍ
ðÔҌ ̰ɁҌ а/Ҍ ċʉ͗IҌ ÌƔǮҌ ̱ɂҌ "ŠʊǶҌ  ƕȑǁ͜Ҍ Ҍ Τ0ˤҌ 'ǚAιʋ͒Ҍ
ʹΧbҌ нϫҌ ƉƖҌ ŐҌ ѝҌ ɃҌ ȌLʌύҌ ͿB̲ΌʍmA7 Ҍ ıҌ Ťʎ Ϭ1Ҍ
Ѫ%Ÿ«Ҍ xǂҌ ñÑҌ ςѓҌ ҃ŻҌ œRҌ ʫTҌ "ǺǯҌ ¹ÅÁ¼Ҍ ҀҌ 'ʩѥʏƨҌ ʬ˹ϭ̳Ҍ
ѕҌ ˯˓̴Ҍ ÇҌ ɄίϮҌ ƗǃѦ͡ϯҌ ̵ɅҌ ĥҌ˳Ҍ ƘǛʐκʑ͓Ҍ ϔЕҌ Ɇ̶ΎҌ бǄҌ
șϰ̷˵Ҍ ̸ɇҌ ѫ%ű=̉Ҍ ;̹]Ҍ ƙ͚ϱʒŞҌ oτҌ ŃҌ ϊҌ ƚȒNXͼϲҌ ̺ɈҌ Ҍ ˰ǅ˥Ҍ
ƛǜʓ͔Ҍ ϓϐҌ ɉ̻ΏҌ ˊϳʔ̼˾MҌ ѳŲ˂e¬Ҍ yҌ òÒҌ Ɯȓ6͝Ҍ Ҍ ˱ǐMҌ ŌҌ
͕Ҍ Ƃ V̑Ҍ ̽ɊҌ țҌɧвҌ ŔɋʕэҌ ńҌ ȜҌ PȍҌ ƇюҌ ͨҌ
χѧ<̍λҌ ŢˬƌВҌ Ɍ̾ΐҌ ŧʨƥl/Ҍ Ѵų˃cҌ ~Ҍ ˻ϴʖЅϵCѬǒҌ ňżҌ
ƀˆҌ ǭǰbҌ ̿ɍҌ ƝǝDcʗ̀Ҍ ˸ħOφʘdҌ ŅҌ žaϽɎɏǞϼʙѷeҌ ĲN ʚμ®Ҍ
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}2Ҍ óÓҌ Ö϶ГҌ ƄʛƞǼǩҌ º¾Ҍ ƣʪ`ǙҌ ͷ ͋ǴҌ ɐΑҌ ĳ˫ҋʜνҌ śҌ г3Ҍ
Ɵ͙πϷʝşҌ ˲JҌ дǆҌ ƊʞЗʟYQҌ ɑ́ΒҌ ſSοʠƠȀϸE͖Ҍ őʯ̎Ҍ ҂ǽҌ ͂ΓҌ ˶̓mҌ ĦҌ
ѵŴʺ4Ҍ  ɒ̈́Π˦ǇҌѽFфҌ еǈҌ ̋Ҍ ơǟƢ5¯Ҍ zǉҌ ĴO҈ʡҌ ʢɠǪҌ жǊҌ
ɥɟȈϹҌ ͅΔʣјҌ ъҌ зҌ ɓ͆˧ͫʰ̏Ҍ ɔʤѭ6Ҍ Ѷš&ʻȉҌ ʭTҌ тҌ ͇ΛǾҌ ˨?ώÆҌ
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¿ˋ̯ṵ̌>Sμ ®μ ΑȰ̘μ h»μ Lŷɸ̱μ ˾űǕΒŹvμ
Üȯ͈ʧ̎μ çȌFμ ΓȱTμ iÛ μ ȻȵŮï̲͐ ]4wμ
½Ɗǖȼ΅μ ¤ƸȽͽƒbð0μ μ Ēμ
Í5Ⱦ;Ɠκ μ jȿǗΔ)μ ñ̳͑ć͎xμ
í8&Ɖɀ μ k¦ʫμ ĲȅɞLƌyμ
μ ȝ̆źμ ˑ̐μ ΧĪ8GŎμ ĔąŊμ Āɛ˯Ŷμ ęɩμ ďǘǊμ ǏȉǇμ ˘Ȑʢ˝Ǚͳμ Ġμ
È¬µμ Uʦμ ˒PǚQμ Ϋμ ɦʆWμ ˴Żμ ġμ ͖ŏμ ²μ §ļ@˫4μ ÌʬŐ59ĤȜĿμ
̮μ l«ÆØzμ 7 μ ȸΆ̜Xμ Ěμ ˺bżμ Ċμ ͗őμ ¼μ ŒͯȒ̌μ 7$ŀμ ɳʤ̈́μ δμ
ěμ Ụ̈̀Ɂ!WƄμήƍμ ͘μ ÁÔμğɪμ ǜ^ μ ŁŬDț̴ǝʇʄμ ¨μ Ψī;ɻμ ƾMμ ©ì¹μ ĕμ
 Ĝμ "̫Ǟǋμ ̥șμ ˜<ʈMǟʹμ òˎμ Ʃ̃μ ͧȘ̛μ ˃́μ
e*μ ÂÕμ ´ͱμ ĳʅǠłŲŽμ ¡μ Ȇ̟μ ˌͪƑ̖μ ƪI˞μ %ɝΰRȕμ Ģμ ͙œμ
ȡ͓#̵:ʉɷμ ɥ*ɟμ ȨɂΊμ ̑ȷμ ˄˻ǡJaɃαμ ˹ΕƧμ ƻ˟μ ŃʯY;&μ aμ
ȩμ ŋΖŭɠʳ@ɿμ ĹɫͭǢƚμ Ǎ Η+μ $ɜɄμ ͚,μ ȧƹŸʿμ (ȇ̞̚ƛμ ʊƫμ ōAʵμ
ĺͮǣƜμ μ έɅɆμ Ăμ ʋ͛̈μ ːɡĎμ Zʌμ ʷμ¥ǉ9ƬǤžμ ɭμ ͩμ Z̄ǥĨμ èŔμ
%βSǦ̒μ Ąǧǌμ ͜-μ ǐȊǈƢ̓μ ˙Ǩʸǩ͵μ _ʨμ ͝ŕμ ƼɇɈˁȭμ ƭȶ.μΩĬȢƝμ ȣμ ͞Ŗμ
ʍ˶ųμ ɉȴ¢μ
̶̬ʪμ ˕ŗΏȗ"Řμ m˅̅-ȍɮ˗ɊηİǪŌμ ĸȹͿǄ͕{μ
ßΘȓ̍μ
ÙBđΌμ̤ĩǫƞμ ǹ̩θʎǬ͌|μ
äɼEɋóμͻμ
àǓcřɌôμ ̦Ɵμ
ÑË ¶μ ċμ μǒμK˼ǭʏΐɍγμ Đ <ǃɬſμ ˚ǮʹǯͶμ ͫμ XƖμ õǅ_μ ʐˠμ öǀƎ[μ
ˍȑˮQμ ƮǰΥ+μ Ưʑˡμ Έ2μ Ȥμ ͟Śμêáμ Čμ ưǱΙśμ Ʊʺμ Ήμ ɯμ 'ƤAʴʀμ ĻǲƠμ
³ɹ˸μ ėͲƇμ ͠μ ÊÇ·μ čμ ÃÖμ ˵μ ά μ ƨCDƏ̷μ gŜμ ÒÉ¸μ āɺμ
Äfμ Ɏ ^μ ǎ Κ.μ ĝμ ķȥƀμ \μ ˆ̇ǳńμ ͡ŝμ ƽɏɐ˂ȏʁμ ɑ̸̓μ ʒƲμ ΡĥĦȫμ
͋Ş͆ƅμ ƿ˭μKˢʓˣǴͷμ ŅşΦŰɒʶ̹μ
ëâμ
μ









Ï̺ǵʔɶCμ

±˷Š͇)Bɓ÷μ ˓̔ǶTμ
oȞˤˀƁ}μ
ºƗ\̻μ ¯μ Λ̙̊μ q˥˿μ
¾Ƌɔ·μ ȎɰƺƔλšμ ͺμ ēμ
Ý?˳Yʩ̏μ ̭Ǻĉμ
ΝȔ̋Vμ
ɾƕcûμ Ξȳμ ªμ dμ °μ
uΟ0μ #̽͒΄!͏μ
Àμ ΤNǼħūFɗĈμ
ÓǾ̝Oǿμ ǂʘ˰ʭĆţμ

 æˇͬμ ˖ƣɱø/μ

pĴɧȺ͍~μ
 Þ͊ΜȲRμ
 Úù̢Ƿμ ̧Ǹ̗μ r̪˦ʕιʖǹ[ůμ
 åŢɕɖúμ ͼμ s̼εIǻμ
 ãǑȋǁƈEüμ ̨=1μ tņζƐ͔μ
 îȚNǽμ ıʗ/˱1μ
 ÐĶľˬȀΎμ Ťˈ˲ťμ
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éμ ƳýĽμ ͤ ̾μ  ĭ:Gơμ ƴʙ˧μ J`Ƙμ Ȉ̠μ ʚμ ɴʥͅμ ˉˏμ ʰμ ͥ3μ ˛ȁʛ˨>μ
ɘUͰμ Ňʮμ Hʣ̿μ £ɤHμ ͨ̀μ ͢2μ ŵ,μ ȖPμ ɨʽμ ȟ̉́μ ʻμ ` ͂μ ʃμ ί˽μ ?μ
Ęʂμ 'ʱμ ʲμ (ŦΠŧəʜ˔μ ʝƵμ þμ Σ ĮȪμ 6ʞ˩μ Ȃ]μ ÎƆμ ĵɵVȃňƙɚŨμ
ˊ̂̕μ Ėμ Ğμ ɢŉũμ Ȧμ 6ă̡ȄʟɲȮμ ɽμ ʼμ ȠƂμ ΪįȬμ ƶʠOμ ɣμ ʡƷμ
ͣŪμ  μ ʾŴμ ÿǆ͉μ ˪ƥ=Ʀƃμ ģμ ͦ3μ Å×μ
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ô̱ĊɡΠ Ý¼Π ƱͨΠ Ƶɿ Π f,Ĵ9OŜΠ   ŗ;ŝȱʀˇ[Π șΠ
Çǟ#įɠΠ üƈΠ ¡&¯Π ĜΠ ̀]ĤaƒΠ \RΠ ǘĠ0Π ġΠ h¦Π«Π ɦȲȳǠQ tΠ ưĩȴẽȮŞΠ ʁƶΠ
²ãΠ (ǡ͒ȖKΠ cΠ ÞuΠ ͂şΠ ƴΠ ȵĝ̑Π ƲͦvΠ i¢Π ɣGDǢʂKwΠ Εč̄Π ĥΠ
͓Π Üý̒ʃɳĉEΠ Ø̓ǣ̹Ͷ̺ƄΠ ʄƷΠ ěəȶŏΠ ÌźJ̓Π ĕΠ ÎΠ ÀŠȷʹ̔Π   äš˒Π
Ƣ\ȗ̴ƓΠ ÈȭDΠ    Éƌ3ˡΠ Ƴͧ$Π 7ʅVΠ ΉĵȚ1Π  ɶΠ
ŷͿŢȸʆˈ̕Π ȎɮĪȹͮŐţΠ j£ªΠ ɢȺ8ʮΠ Ƹ ʭΠ ̈́ŤΠ Á̖Π ʇƹΠ ¾ƺƜxΠ k®Π
ɧEȻǤʈɪΠ ˪Π ͅťΠ ´ƖŎΠ ƻʉ˓Π Ðɾ]ǥʶHΠ ÃʺyΠ l&§Π ɩȼǦʯΠ Ƽ˫Π
ËzΠ ĖΠ m¨ ¤Π ɨȽǧʰΠ ǑΠ ¹Π
»ŘȾŦΠ U˨˵Π ǜΠ ĢΠ ɤŕŧΠ ͛Π œŹ·ʸȥΠ ėΠ Ʈɞͷċ̗ȦΠ
ΊĶȝſ"Π 6Q˔ΠǞǕΠʾ˕ʊ˖9ͩΠ Ŕ̇Π ±Π ̐ǨΠ RƽΠ ʿˠʬƣ"Π ǏΠ ƅŃΠ ȬΠ
ˀˣƗ̵ƔΠ ɯΠ Π ¬Π ÛńΠ ʋƾΠ ͗%Π ŨƿǀʌˮΠ Θ$Π ̂ͽˌ˱ΠĦΠ ßΠ Π ΐũȿɀΠ
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ƀɃSӑٲdࢃૄ Ӓؙࢄ ૄٳƁֵૄ KٴӓؚƂֶૄ ˪ ૄࢅַ˩ܡ؛±͠ࢆૄ ®ٵवૄ Ӕ ૄ͢˫͡ޡशѼͣૄ ĘĺĤŖૄ ?ɄɅੋˬ ૄͤٶb؝ޢܢaٷषૄ
ܣ߱ޣɆlࢇ࢈üૄ  ࢉ৹ɇ{áૄ ৺सӕָӖØӗٸѝૄ हѽૄ ߲ͥࢊ߳ɈѾૄ ࢋ<ޤ¹ ૄऺߴܤɉܥ/ÄߵƃɊऻૄ ͦ؞ɋѿƄٹ.ࢌ؟ēૄ ōĻĳૄ
ͨ ૄܧ़ ૄࢎͧࢍܦަ ߶ޥऽƅPֹӘҀૄ  ؠƆֺֻૄ ƇٺәءAּૄ  ૄֽͩ˭ܨآाͪ; ўૄ ТɌӚ־ӛिખૄ У ߷ૄ ɍ0ˮӜ˯ƈीͫૄ
ęļĥŗૄ ੌƉɎɏӝ ͬýૄ ŢӞૄ ɐֿ৻ܩYૄ ͭͮૄ ु ૄܪɑͱ ૄूٻͰؤͯ׀ާأܫФХ߸ृૄ ɒৼ߹ߺͲ0ॄગૄ Óͳ˰܋Ɗઘૄ ӟૄټ
ॅҁ$ૄ ɓ!ʹٔܬӠƋׁૄ ੍ƌ!ɔӡ ૄ͵ٽӢ¦˱৽ॆࡪ×þૄ
Ĭेƍșׂӣ࢘҂Ӥ¦wૄ ै҃Ͷૄ ӥٕ৾ܭپџͷٿɕӦॉઙૄ ܮЦૄ Ǝ ૄڀ·ځإॊƏ ૄ׃ĚĽĦŘૄ Ɛɖɗӧ ૄڂӨªૄ ި߽өئƑोͺૄ
˲ܯا%ૄ ࢙ચ࢚ौͻ ૄ࢛بӪ࢜ૄ ƒ ૄڃӫ्߾ܰީةƓڄॎૄ ɘܱ߿ͼ\ ࢝څƔॏӬ¯ ૄچuܲࠀૄ ƕəɚӭت ૄͽڇƖڈЧIɛॐÑࠁ;ࠂ࢞ૄ ުࠃӮܳࠄૄ
ܴ॑ૄ ॒҄Ϳӯૄ ˳ɜӰ࢟  ૄډШܵࠅૄ ׄƗࠆwૄ ࢠɝƘૄ ޫࠇܶ˴ɞ॓ӱܷ ૄ ܸЩૄ ƙૄ @ɟɠӲܹׅ॔ ૄڊÿૄ ţӳࢡૄ ࢢॕ&7ૄ
˵ܺ9ૄ ܻڋॖૄ ܼº˶Ӵڌƚࠈӵછૄ Ӷڍੑܽૄ ɡ҅ӷެثƛڎસ΄΅ࢣૄ Țਁॗૄ Ӹࢤૄ ׆ӹجӺक़Ά˷ૄ Åܾૄ ܿख़҆eࠉૄ ¸ࠊӻحƜग़· ૄ
¼ਂɢ҇ૄ Ɲࢥૄ ࠋ҈Έࢦਃૄ خƞɣƟߝÒΉࢧĀૄ ěɤɥΊࢨࢩૄ Æ݀ૄ ¸ࠌӼدƠज़`ࢪૄ u݁ࠍૄ ơׇƢड़ӽ݂݃ ૄڏЪૄ ɦƣ˸ڐӾ˹Ƥढ़ૄ
ƥ!TӿڑΌࢫૄ ɧƦ ૄڒțૄ Ƨૄ ذƨ݄֚ࠎૄ ɨ݅ړɩΎࠏ§ૄ फ़݆ૄ ƩɪɫԀر ૄ`ڔƪڕਅЫƫɬय़ਆࠐ'ࠑࢬâૄ ޭƬࠒॠԁɭਇࠓ@જૄ ॡ|¯ࢭΏૄ
ੱԂॢ҉ૄ ԃزԄॣΐ˺ૄ Α9ਈࠔɮΒࢮãૄ ˻ਉΓૄ Ç3ૄ ÊҊhૄ ࢯسƭૄ ੂږȜࠕä݇Ьૄ CԅƮȝaૄ ޮࠖԆشƯ।Δࢰૄ 1˼ૄ
॥Εࢱ०ԇڗѠૄ ЭưɯԈԉ१ԊΖāૄ Ĝࢲૄ २ҋ%ૄ ژੀِȞ%ࠗૄ Юૄ ΗޯΘ࠘ԋصΙڙ३Ʊ ૄƲɰɱԌښΚࢳૄ ࠙ΛߞਊԍࠚԎڛѡૄ
ÌΜࢴ४ԏڜxૄ ԐڝɲࠛnƳࢵbࢶåૄ ५}ૄ ԑضԒ६_ૄ ڞȟΝࠜࢷૄ ¶Яૄ ްࠝԓطƴ७Ξࢸૄ Ƶ ૄ˽ڟ:Οࢹ८Ԕڠxૄ аƶɳԕԖ९ԗΠࢺૄ
॰Ʒ֠Ρࢻૄ ݈ ૄڡƸ˾˿)Zૄ ࢼԘѢڢԙбԚɴƹڣɵĂૄ ľ[ࠞ݉ ૄڤΣࠟૄ ॱ4ૄ ƺ̀́ࠠΤࢽࢾૄ ॲҌԛࢿૄ ॳ݊ޱΥॴڥԜƻ ૄԝظΦ̂عΧॵૄ
2ૄ ĝĿħ=ૄ ɶɷԞڦΨૄ ̃Ωਖ਼ΪغΫڧÆæૄ ॶҍάૄ ŎŀĴૄ ࠡࣀݍέࣁૄ Ƽૄ ػƽ֛ ૄࠢݎήઁƾࣂڨԟ ૄکݏԠ~ॷ ૄڪίૄ OॸݐҎૄ
ࠣԡؼƿॹΰૄ Oࠤαβ̄Ԣګѣૄ ǀॺ ૄ̅ڬγࣃÈԣڭѤૄ ॻǁɸॼאԤδࣄăૄ œεࣅࣆૄ ؽǂɹǃߟζૄ Ƞࠥηθ̆ԥڮѥૄ вɺԦבԧॽԨ+¼ૄ
ੲ ૄ̇ג<ݑԩگɻࠦ(>ࣇ$ૄ ڱ ૄڰȡgࠧૄ ࣈ ૄ̈ڲԪહçૄ ુהד°ੳԫڳѦૄ г5ࠨૄ Ȣॾݒҏૄ Ǆ ૄڴιંǅ̉ڵκ\ૄ λдеૄ ૄॿࠩݓ
řŁŧૄ ࣉঀ̊Ԭμ࣊ૄ ǆ ૄ̋ڶж ૄࠪݔԭٖݕڷѧν¨ɼԮঁÕૄ ংਏ̌ԯξૄ ¬зૄ οઃfࠫؾπڸঃAૄ ĵłŨૄ ਗ਼ǇɽɾԱڹρĄô Ńૄں
ǈ̍̎Բڻݖèૄ Bૄ ࠬҐς࣋ਐૄ £ǉɿǊߠ#ૄ Éσ࣌অԳڼѨૄ иǋʀԴוԵআઝૄ ੴ° ૄ̏זȣτૄ υ࣍ইǌȤחԶ࣎}φ̐ૄ ঈ3ૄ cਜ਼HਓǍউ#ૄ
χψ࠭Էؿωڽঊǎ ૄטĞńĨ=ૄ ੜǏʁʂԸ ૄ࣏ھй ૄݗԹٗਔݘڿѩۀԺʃԻঋઞąૄ ŠҩԼ࣐ૄ кǐʄԽԾঌટૄ ੵ ਕ ૄ̑יਖԿךՀØϊૄ
Ǒૄ ࣑ǒ̒ہǓ]ૄ ǔૂϋݙ ૄכлૄ Ձ٘ਗۂόૄ ύ࣒࣓ۃݚώૄ Ǖࣔࣕǖઠࣖૄ ÙϏĆyćૄ ۄϐਘএ࠰CՂۅѪૄ DۆঐՃȥ]ݛડĔૄ Ş઼ૄ
ʅd ૄםלǗʆՄEՅۇݜĕૄ şીʇ) ૄמTઢওݝঔݞઅՆʈՇকÖĖૄ ʉણখݟগݠઆՈʊૄ ǘۈঘՉȦ̓ݡતėૄ DۉঙՊȧ̔ݢથૄ ̕ϑϒ̖ۊϓۋচૄ
ʋ$נןਙ ࠱ૄ ʌદছ±জઇՋʍՌ;ધÛૄ ࠲ ૄ̗ی²ਫ਼.^ϔࣗૄ ૄ ـϕʎґǙ¨ࣘ ૄفм5࠳ૄ ϖઈ[ՍঝՎۍѫૄ 7࠴ՏقǚÐϗૄ
ՐٙਚݣێѬϘ ۏʏՑঞનૄ ࣙটਛ̘ࣚĈૄ
ઽŤ*ૄ كǛېਜнǜʐঠਝ࠵ϙૄ ǝࣛ ૄ̙ۑʑૃסϚõਞ߀ૄ 4оૄ ÔʒʓՒےϛࣜૄ ࠶ϜߡਟՓ࠷ϝࣝૄ Ǟૄ لǟ֜ ૄ࠸ݤʔǠ߁ՔÊǡۓ ૄעϞࣞËمϟ۔ড
Օ ૄەঢeʕҒۖݦףݥѭՖ Ǣץפૄ »߂ݧғࣟ;ʖFÌϠ̚ૄ ߃࠹ ̛ਠʗÎՙ ૄ©ݨпʘ՚צ՛ণ՜ϡ࣠ĉૄ ťjૄ ĭğૄ ՝࣡ਡiࣣ
vਢ՞̜Ϣק՟ۗϣࣤૄ  ૄۘݩy³ن ૄ̝ݪEۙਣрǣʙতਤ࠺ۚѮૄ ߄࠻ǤʚথՠʛϤࣥૄ ÚİŉŐÜૄ ੶~աʜૄ ǥ̞̟࠼ϥࣦࣧૄ দ߅ݫʝࣨૄ 9ਥU
Ǧࣩૄ ߆࠽̠ਦʞধբ³ۛૄ ǧ̡ૄ ߇࠾ݬʟf࣪࣫ૄ ʠ 1ন࣬רݭéૄ ߈ʡ֡ѯգѰૄ Ǩ̢ۜૄ ¡JȨgשѱૄ ʢࡀ6࣭תê
GȩࡁݮǩপࡂݯÖૄ S۞ݰফࡃ ૄ࣮ݱǪ̣۟ૄ ݲবҔhࡄ½Ċાૄ Ŋǫ۠ÒсHʣভਧࡅϦࡆ࣯ૄ ݳтૄ  ʤդࣰۡૄ Ǭࡇiૄ ࡈϧߢਨ̤ૄ মݴ
િ Pե̥"ૄ Ȫપૄ যҕࣱϨૄ ıŋőૄ Ѳ̦*ªࣲċૄ Ķզࣳরࡉݵ.ʥׯફëૄ Җjૄ ߉ࡊ̧ݶਪʦলէࣴ ૄ̨ۣ ૄۢݷʧǭװϩöÑߜૄ ݸу
ǮʨʩըۤϪࣵૄ җǯࣶૄ ȫ*c ૄۥਫ̩ۦϫࡋI֢Ϭۧૄ Ȭબૄ ʪݹٚϭࡌʫթ ૄױϮʬʭۨkૄ هǰ۩ਬфʮਭࡍϯࡎࣷČૄ ķݺϰ8ì
Ҙϱૄ ਮࡏѳ0ʯભૄ ?¾¾ݻVժǱশϲ̪ૄ ষҙૄ সҚpૄ ĠŅŚૄ ߊǲ۪̫ϳوիʰૄ қլʱҜૄ ʲ´۫হխ۬ਯlࣸૄ µૄ ̬ࡐϴ
mхц ૄݽ় ૄࣹࡑݼϵઉߋ϶_ծঽ&ૄ াҝϷૄ Jʳʴկۭૄ ̭n੦ϸۮى·ײÍૄ ߌࡒݾʵࣺૄ ʶਰߍ׳oZૄ հিҞૄ ীҟp
̮ձيղࣻۯҠճ zૄ ۰ȭࡓૄ ݿчૄ ًǳ֝ ૄࡔހʷށٛϹࡕʸմN ૄ״шյ½ૄ ߎǴࡖুʹն7ূշ۱zૄ ո۲ૄ Ôǵʺʻչ۳Ϻ
̯ϻ੧ϼ ¶ߏٌϽ۴ৃૄ Ѵѵqࣼৄࣽૄ Kૄ ۵+^ૄ щ ૄࡗނÎҡϾૄ rࣾǶȮպ¿ҪϿ۶ૄ ރъૄ ૄ ۷Ä²۸L  ૄ੨Ƿʼʽջ۹Ѐ
ǸࡘѶs÷ʾǹ̰ ࡙ߐ ૄਲʿেռ  ૄۺыˀս¡վৈ×čૄ ŦЁૄ ŏņĸૄ Œ ૄۻ ь ૄ࡚ބġŇĩśૄ ũMˁVտۼmૄ Ī,੩-ٍߑޅЂ/
ߒ8ކ¹ࣿއЃऀૄ ҢǺোૄ  ۽ǻৌր ૄ۾ވĢňīŜૄ ੪ǼU˂¤kૄ ँ˃ǽøÓߓૄ эǾ˄ցւÍમૄ ȯЄૄ ЅंÅǿȰփः̱íૄ ۿX
্ңȀৎૄ քऄૄ юȁ˅օֆયૄ ȱૄ ਲ਼ ૄ̲Mअૄ Ȃૄ «ȃև܀މȄ࡛ ૄ,आˆІૄ  ૄފȅˇˈȆ-ૄ ҤЇ
੫Gˉˊֈ)̳ ૄ'܁੬'َߔދЈ܂ૄ ߕ࡞ˋތt¿इĎ
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টґࢂѐৌ Ƈৌ ࢃۊօֆÙϽ"̙̚ৌ ýñòৌ tॢȠފৌ ևҒwքWˌৌ (ۋৌ ŉĴĮৌ Ͼދیৌ ƈֈ։ৌ १֊ۍ०ࢄ̛̜ތৌ ғsৌ ࢅёLৌ २ȺȻҔ̝ءৌ
ࢆލҕƉÝৌ ŧ^ێ°ˍৌ Ɗৌ ३֍ۏरގ̟̞ࢇآৌ ȡ̠ȼېq ৌ Җt४֎ۑ५Lˎৌ җأৌ Ƌৌ Ҙ࢈ऱ;ࢉҙؤৌ ঠђ ̡ޏৌ ࠂےȽҚ֏ৌ
ˏқࠃȾސҜײҝ|ࢊҞۓuৌ ?ȿलޑৌ ːळ̢ৌ ࢋ۔ৌ ६ɀɁҟ̣إৌ Ҡئˑऴɂ̤˒ৌ ࠄ̥ەޒɃۖا७̦ ޓҡۗبÀৌ ѓ̧îࠅє̨ৌ Ʉƌةৌ Ʌƍ֑ৌ
ºࢌѕ̩ৌ Ŋĵįৌ ࢍۘৌ ८̪"aϿµৌ іҢࠆðޔৌ ࢎޕ=ݘңɆҤݙƎҥۙتৌ Ҧثৌ Əجৌ þĶĘŨৌ ९ƐɇɈҧ̫حৌ ޖҨƑ֒Áৌ ÿৌ
ɉۚخЀh˓̬دҩ֓ৌ Ɋۛݚ׳वޗৌ ޘаҪ)¹ৌ ۜЁৌ ݛƒޙҫɋҬݜƓࠇذৌ ҭرৌ ,їৌ ॰ɌɍҮv̭ৌ ޚү֔ࠈৌ јƔࠉৌ
ȢM̮زৌ ̯ࠊƕȣ֕Ұ¤љ̰Fৌ ৌ ƖࠋࠌशޛPৌ ࢘њƗ࢙ৌ ࢚ћ̱ৌ ॱ̲ޜұЂҲɎƘ࢛ҳ۞سৌ ۟ޝݝɏ̳ࠍ&ৌ ɐشৌ Ȥ̴ৌ ќƙ˕̵֖˔صৌ
̶ЃЄҴɑҵضमÞৌ
»Āķęũৌ ॲ:ɒɓҶطৌ ֗ҷ3ȥb֘n࢜লৌ ״ޞҸظৌ ƚৌ ɔ̷۠֙ݞবৌ ҹࠎࠏष̸ৌ ডѝҺɕўৌ պTۡ˖ޟ ݟһ̹ৌ ࢝џNৌ
B̺ॳ̻pۢ࢞ع̼ݠৌ Ѕৌ ƛৌ ࠐІৌ Ɯ˗غৌ ̽ЇЈɖ࢟Ҽॴ̾ৌ ॵƝɗɘҽ̿ػßৌ Ź̀ৌ ࠑ́ݡəࢠ%॥ৌ Љৌ ݢƞ)ޠҾɚҿࠒࢡؼݣৌ
ɛۣؽɜ͂̓ؾޡCৌ ƟȦۤसࢢৌ ࢣৌ ֚ӀȧӁ֛ӂࢤ¶ৌ Ӄࠓࠔह̈́ৌ ӄؿɝ֜ऺ˘ͅৌ ࢥѠ͆ৌ ॶࠕޢ͈͇ࢦ{ऻ֝ۥÂৌ Ӆࢧ͉ࠖॷـӆбƠࢨ%ࠗৌ
ơفDৌ োࢩقӇ*़+ӈۦw ৌ ɞƢޤޣӉكвৌ ۧऽࢪৌ ɟ֞ӊلӋɠƣ֟ৌ ࢫޥӌ֠£Ãৌ ॸƤɡɢm ৌ ۈ²Њƥɣ¦ाަ͊ާ࠘Äৌ
bࢬمQި͋࠙ࢭৌ гީۨिࠚݤÅৌ Ʀxৌ (ѡ͌ৌ ЋުƧ֡ৌ д۩ॹࠁ͍ࢮنàৌ Œޫ۪˙ीɤ¦ৌ ֢ӍƨȨӎ֣ӏࢯ·ৌ Ӑࠛৌ ۫ݥȩƩȪ֤ৌ
ࢰѢ͎ৌ ƪջ۬ެৌ ˚ӑࠜӒॺ ࢱو͏@هৌ ¬ۭৌ ƫुىЌɥयࠝৌ Ѝޭۮৌ ´Ƭɦɧӓ͐يৌ Ӕॻۯۇƭ«ӕ۰ًৌ Ʈٌ˛ৌ
ݦ#۱±ɨ,Ӗ۲ٍáৌ Ţ͑ɩूӗࢲࢳَ ৌ Әࢴ۳ৌ ࢵѣ͒ৌ ॼ8ɪ@cُ͓ৌ ࢶޮәƯ֥ৌ Ӛࠞৌ ư֦ࠟ۴ৌ ӛr͕˜͔ݧGৌ ȫৌ
֧ӜƱȬӝ֨Ӟࢷশৌ ɫ۵ɬ͖ޯyࠠৌ ް͗еƲޱEӟِৌ ɭ۶ّࠡ͘ݨƳࢸd۷ْৌ Ӡvৌ ࢹѤ͙ৌ ͚ॽٓࢺৌ ۸Ўৌ ࠢ͛ॾ͜͝ৌ ƴ˝ॿࠣ͟͞ৌ
͠4ɮࢻӡ۹y âৌ ĸঀࠤࢼӢжƵࢽࠥۺৌ ٔ˞ৌ ӣٕࠦࢾӤࢿृࣀӥٖࠧۻৌ ঢѥ͡ৌ ঁƶɯɰkٗ͢ৌ (Ӧ5֩ࠨৌ ণӧ֪֫ৌ ȭৌ
ॄ٘˟ͣࣁƷսͤٙৌ ࠩѦƸ$ͥৌ ɱzɲͦٚࠪৌ ͧзƹˠӨٛиৌ ͨࣂۼݩٜࣃ ƺ֬ৌ ֭ͩй֮ৌ Ȯƻࣄࣅ֯ ৌ ƼөࠫӪٝкৌ Џ!ৌ
ͪ4ְïֱֲлͫˡৌ āĹĚŪৌ ংƽɳAӫͬৌ Ӭuˢ±ɴFৌ eռॅ$ষÆৌ ƅ ֳMৌ ࣆࣇৌ ͭА۽#rৌ ͮ5 ॆͯࠬৌ
ݪӭƾ߀Ӯִসৌ ˣG߁Ͱ࠭ৌ ֵӯƿȯfֶӰࣈহৌ ߂ͱм߃Clٞнৌ Hqӱٟgࣉǀ࣊Ӳ۾٠ৌ ۿБৌ ַӳɵͲ١࠰ˤৌ ঃ6ɶɷf٢ͳÇৌ
࣋ѧʹ߾ϼৌ Ѩǁ&ৌ ȰR͵٣ৌ մӴ࣌ͶEৌ ܀ͷ٤§ৌ ǂ˥˦߄ ࠱࠲gxৌ յǃȱӵ¨ ׯৌ ɸ܁٥ɹS߅٦࠳ৌ Ӷ٧ৌ ࣍ѩৌ ݫͺৌ
ָӷɺ٨࠴Ӹ٩оৌ ݬѪǄ࠵ ৌ Вৌ ɻֹӹ٪ӺAֺৌ ˧অ ֻ ݭ܂s࣎ãৌ ŋĺİৌ ѫ ¥ৌ ǅɼ࣏ӻআͻּৌ 7-Ӽɽӽݮǆ©ͼ˨ৌ Ӿ٫ৌ
࣐;ͽh٬п࠶ৌ ˩٭ৌ ত߆܃վ࠷Ѭ࠸ݯ܄ৌ Ǉ˪H߇Ϳ࠹࠺cٮрৌ ࣑ѭ࠻ৌ ӿ࠼࠽े࠾Èৌ ǈ˫ٯৌ থԀֽ־ৌ ɾٰ࣒܅ԁٱ²ৌ +ৌ ΄ভֿ΅߈܆ৌ
࣓܇OࣔԂǉ׀ৌ ࣕैׁ܈ԃ ٲ܉ৌ দԄࣖ_ৌ ׂ׃ৌ aࣗٳΆ߉ ࣘ·ˬৌ ݰǊߊࣙԅΈ¡äৌ
ĩԆٴǋpׄ¶Éৌ ࣚѮYৌ ˭Ήɿԇ Ԉٵ܊Úǌտԉٶсৌ ܋ߋݱʀΊࡀৌ Гߌ܌ৌ ܍ইԊ{тৌ ʁǍ~ˮԋ˯ǎࣛৌ ĂĻěūৌ ঈǏʂʃԌ Όࡁৌ Дߍ؆ৌ
1ѯ¢ৌ ׅৌ ¨ৌ œѰǐࡂΎৌ ôৌ ࣜߎԍǑࡃ׆Êৌ ǒ˰ٷৌ Еߏܐ؇ৌ ŔѱǓࡄΏৌ õৌ ܑࣝৌ Ѳǔࡅΐৌ øৌ ࣞߐeǕׇ£ৌ Ԏࡆৌ ǖৌ
ʄΑࣟٸΒߑԏΓʅΔৌ ߒΕуǗߓ˱Ԑٹфৌ ߔOࡇܒॉߕʆPৌ ǘܓʇ࣠ԑ ܔåৌ ĎΖʈǙॊࡈΗৌ !Жৌ *ѳৌ Θম࣡ߖ؈Ι়ৌ ǚߗхৌ
ॣٺȲΚࡉৌ ܕЗৌ Ԓцৌ ߘԓࡊրৌ উܖोٻQΛߙࡋৌ ࣣѴǛࣤৌ ধܗौ˲ৌ ȳΜৌ ߚR्ވiߛΝIৌ Ԕټৌ ǜৌ ࡌࣥǝࣦԕࡍࣧԖʉǞঽৌ
ԗчٽjИԘʊǟࣨپৌ ΞঊǠॎǡࣩԙٿܘৌ ܙЙৌ ঋǢʋʌ ڀৌ ΟКЛԚʍǣʎাËৌ ԛ®ৌ Ԝࡎৌ 8|࣪ԝʏdǤ࣫Π˳ৌ -ѵǥ࣬ৌ Ǧࡏৌ ùৌ
ăļĜŬৌ ঌ9ʐʑԞځΡৌ ࣭ߜԟǧࡐæৌনԠבאৌ ߝSމॏԡߞৌ Σߟܚڂ؉ܛॐࡑৌ ߠΤࡒܜ³ʒΥࡓçৌ ź॑ࡔÌৌ Ԣ࣮ৌ ԣࡕৌ Ԥ؊ݲΦ7࣯ԥৌ
ࣰѶǨࣱৌ ªѷৌ ˴ΧʓԦࡖԧ}ܝÛ؋ǩցԨڃшৌ ܞݳʔΨࡗࡘৌ Мߡܟৌ ࣲڅܠݴ˵ڄৌ ʕߢԩࣳΩߣԪǪৌ ǫ~˶ৌ ،ܡΪ؍Ϋࣴৌ ܢНৌ
ʖǬ˷چԫ˸ǭࣵάৌ এǮʗʘԬڇέ࡙ৌ ԭࣶܣৌ 1` ࡚ήৌ öৌ ǯ˹ڈৌ 2Ѹǰ࡛ίৌ úৌ ࣷߤԮǱגৌ ȴΰৌ αযݵβ˺ԯࣸγKৌ ډৌ ǲৌ
ʙ˻ߥܥܤԱڊ9ࣹδ˼ৌ Оѹoڋܦèৌ Żεৌ ŌĽıৌ ŕڌדৌ Пৌ Ąľĝŭৌ ƁǳʚʛԲڍζৌ Ğηঐθ؎ݶܧהι«ڎৌ &ܩݸܨߦݷκ࡞ৌ
ࣺѺǴࣻৌ ࣼѻλμৌ ʜߧԳ-VԴǵৌ ȵνৌ JξוԵڏοǶࣽDৌ ԶࣾѼৌ Է॒ࣿڐৌ Рߨ؏ܪৌ ऀѽπৌ Īğąৌ ƂǷʝʞԸࡠڑৌ Ǹ˽ڒৌ
ţρזǹँς˾ৌ ďԹחܫщԺʟǺטৌ Ŗߩ॓˿ܬʠ¬ࡡৌ ĆIԻࡢܭµৌ đؘܮԼंσTÍৌ ःѾτৌ ࡣݺܯߪݹÙৌ .ĿĠŮৌ ƃʡʢԽړυৌ
ġφχؐݻܰיVऄৌ .́ওjࡤܱ#·ৌ ŗǻڔψךÎৌ ̂ڕৌ ªѿωৌ īĲůৌ ƄǼʣʤԾ}ৌ ŤϊࡥǽʥҀৌ Ǿ̃ږৌ Ģϋঔόڗ ؑݼܲכअৌ
Ű॔ȶ$ܳॕݽÏৌ
ŘťŐģŽĒŷৌ ŇŀēĨōűŁŎĭৌ ČĤৌ ĥłŲŸŦŃĐƀńőŏৌ
Ɔύژৌ ǿৌ ʦ:̄ڙԿJआώৌ ćŅĦųৌ কȀʧʨՀښৌ ҁȁࡦৌ BϏܴؒࡧइ߫ईϐ̅ৌ ϑ\\ՁʩȂʪ¸ৌ kڛৌ ৌ ř҂ȃϒৌ ûৌ
ʫՂlʬ;לৌ ®߬Ճ3םÐৌ उ҃Zৌ СՄמڜৌ ࡨऊUݾৌ ȷϓТܵ߭Wৌ ऋ҄Nৌ ´ȄʭʮՅڝϔৌ Նࡩৌ ؓȅ̆ϕৌ <খՇןȸנXৌ ऌܶৌ ऍ`ৌ
ъϖڞY߮Ȇסৌ ݿॖȹעՈʯৌ Չ¡ৌ ւܷফৌ ࡪৌ ऎ҅ϗৌ 2ܸ߯̇ॗʰएৌ ňՊʱϘڟϙৌ ĈףހՋʲȇऐՌܹڠৌ ¼¾װৌ প҆ʳ҇ৌ Սৌ
ށ%ϚނȈ߰̈ৌ >িৌ ऑ_ৌ গȉʴʵՎڡϛৌ ܻ߱ڢܺރৌ Уܼ߲ৌ ,҈ৌ Ĭĉéৌ żϜৌ Śױৌ ʶܽऒȊՏڣৌ ߳ބϝʷפmڤՐʸץৌ
ओ!রnʹܾܿצыীৌ ̉ȋऔȌÑৌ ȍৌ ࡰ°ুߴ ؠৌ ݀Фৌ ś҉Ȏࡱৌ óৌ ࡲХϞक¹ৌ ȏ̊ڥৌ Ցؙक़݁ڦьZڧՒʺՓखূৌ ࡳगख़̋ՔϟࡴÒৌ
ŜҊȐ' ৌ ÷ৌ K݂ࡵϠÜߵڨэՕ]کৌ ࡶघ³̌ՖࡷÓৌ ŝҋȑৌ üৌ ϡЦЯiʻ=ʼৃৌ ࡸ+ग़̍նࡹÔৌ Ȓڪৌ Ϣګঘ߶ڬۉङȓקৌ
ؔȔʽ*ৌ ȕࡺ'ϣࡻࡼؕϤڭचÕৌ Ȗ̎ڮৌ گৌ ڰࡽoϥৌ ՙzࡾޅʾछ՚݃ڱৌ ݄Чৌ ̏݅"ކज़ʿज՛݆ڲৌ Шȗˀ՜ר՝झ՞Ϧࡿêৌ
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Ċৌ ڳ।>ϧ߷ৌ ݇Щৌ ঙȘˁ˂՟ڴϨৌ Ö<̐চՠ݈߸ৄৌ ]߹݉ड़އ¢ৌ ߺϩৌ աڵছ݊שজϪ̑ৌ բৌ ؖșփգڶюৌ ϫ˃ؚϬ̒ڷȚञդڸ¤ৌ
Ъݍৌ ঝ ˄˅եڹϭৌ ढ़Ϯৌ զںৌ टҌৌ žڻէठϯ̓ৌ Ŵडढϰৌ ըתˆڼफ़̔թڽяৌ णҍϱৌ ſëŵìৌ ŞĳŶৌ ņ؛य़ھժেț§իڿݎৌ
ş߽ˇतլˈXৌ /̕ঞխࢀ¸ࠀݏৌ Ĕծ©थϲৌ ½ċĕŠ¿×ৌ दҎϳৌ Ė؝ݐկधनϴϵৌ ۀݑৌ 0ہЫ϶ˉ)հݒॠࢁৌ ħձ'[Ȝ¥ৌ ݓЬৌ
ऩ^Ϸৌ čϸշ?ȝۂৌ /ˊ6̖[ؗৌ ݔЭৌ šϹ̗ղȞप߿ոˋØৌ ȟ̘ۃৌ फҏৌ ė؞ݕճ¯¯Ϻৌ ۄݖৌ 0؟ॡۅչৈब ۆৌ ݗЮৌ भíҐϻৌ
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îXyəï0կױǋٌ вɚٌ ،ð.Ŷ˜ωԟٌ гcٌ ؠʨYٌ Ӄٌ ҒʩصԠKŷ˝ϊlٌ Όśӄԡٌ дɛٌ ғñӅ ϋհٌ
Yӆʑό˞هòձ˟еύԢٌ ŸжώŹǌӇϏƥٌ ءˠղʪٌ ˡΎײϐˢوóճˣзϑԣ ٌ иӈٌ ӉǍҔӊǎԤǏϒմ"յˤ؍ǐٌ йɜٌ
æնôշ5ٌ кӋٌ ͇]źõPٌ ʫǑ͈ոʬٌ öʒ ϓŻ˥ǒԥٌ лӌٌ ҕ׳Ŝ͉˦.ٌ ʭ÷͊չʮٌ мʓøϔ˧ى#պ˨нTԦ«ٌ
ùϕ2ٌ ɝ˩؎Ǔٌ ϖоϗ؏пջ˪Ϙʔٌ حрɞɟ˫żLсٌ Ώ5ΐŝ6Ӎԧٌ úԨٌ ɠ\͋͌тآԩªٌ ÀˬӎŽռуiٌ
Üûս˭фVٌ͍ ÒϙԪվˮտznԫٌ хɡٌ !ǔü͎րʯ¬ٌ ºцΑ˯Ԭ˰чϚǕcٌ ËшщƦٌ $ϛƧٌ Áӏ״ʕٌ
°ƨΒ˱U˲ԭցӐ%ւ˳ZϜٌ Â˴ӑǖžփъٌ »ϝքdԮٌ ɢыٌ Ã˵ #ԯǗٌ ¼ZϞօӒь͏§ٌ ±ʖǘVſ|ٌ
Ä˶ӓǙƀֆэ ٌ D[Ӕٌ Ðǚ*͐oʰٌ ²ʗ ϟ ٌضɣ[ӕٌ ÓϠpǛӖϡև˷юϢýٌ͑ ÅؐQяҖΓϣֈ®ٌ þϤƩٌ
Æǜҗ։ ٌط³Ա˸Բ֊ÿϥٌ çǝ/ӗǞĀӘ ٌظѐәٌ âӚ\ɤǟԳԴ˹ёϦāSٌ ´ɥĂMӛԵٌ ăϧƪٌ äĄ͒˺֍ٌع
µԶjӜąUƁٌ Þɦɧ˻Ƃ7ٌ ђɨٌ ֎ʱ8ٌ ¶Է ˼qĆϨ֏ٌ èǠƃećd}ٌ ɩӝٌ !%͓֑ʲٌ
Ç?ҘĈ ֒Δǡϩٌ֓ ɪٌ ÈɫϪ ٌ ѓӞٌ ƫǢԸ˽ʘϫǣǤԹٌ єɬٌ ԺƄʳٌ ѕFɭ˾ƅԻٌ
Ô9ΕŞ<ӟkٌ يԼʴ&͔Rٌ şٌ Mؑ˿֔Ƭٌ ֕іٌ lǥӠؒǦٌ ɮїٌ јؓǧ ͕ĉҙ̀Wʙٌ Dغ ٌǨ ӡٌ
֖:ӢΖԽٌ ǩخƆҚٌ֗ wʵĊٌ֘ ċϬ}ٌ Η>ΘŠǪӣٌ ČқҜљN֙ƭٌ oٌ ɯٌ͖́͗ čٌ ؔĎƇďϭƈ ٌػњfٌ ĐϮٌ
ϯǫدҝ̂gǬƮٌ ֚;ӤΙٌ Ծʶđٌ͙͘ šٌ )Ҟҟћ̃ϰrǭƯٌ ɰќӥٌ ֛ʷǮٌ ӦBΚĒ̄ϱư<ӧٌ ѝɱٌ Կ/ʸٌ s7Өٌ
·ٌ ΛǯΜŢǰөٌ Νē ٌؼՀؕǱٌ Ĕɲ֜ǲӪٌ ֝ʹٌ ذҠ̅ĕ֞̆ўϲٌ ɳٌ ֟ʺǳٌ ΞǴΟţӫՁٌ ֠ǵӬΠٌ
ϳٌ͚֡̇ ٌ jƉƊǶًՂӭٌ HՃٌ ֢Ėͅ=ϴٌ џɴɵ̈ ٌ êǷӮΡՄٌ ɶٌ Ѡ ٌ ֣Iėϵٌ ֤| ٌ`أǸĘӯ ٌ
ęӰǹٌ Ƌѡ϶֥̉Ϸʚ@ϸٌ֦ zҡѢϹٌ ֧ʻǺٌ ӱ9Ϻǻ ٌ͛ؤѣɷٌ ֨IǼٌ ½]ΣΤ֪̊֩ ٌ ƌʼĚӲ֫ӳٌ +ٌؽ
ěҢңӴѤҤӵ̋Ĝ֬ ٌ ĝƍ֭̌ѥϻٌ ҥӶ̍Ѧӷٌ ֮ѧٌ ̎֯Յٌ ǽرҦ̏ӸĞְ̐Ѩϼٌ
Ն,ƎѩΥΦֱֲ̑ǾǿՇٌ ƏѪΧҧѫՈȀƱٌ Ѭɸٌ ΨȁΩŤȂӹՉٌ ѭɹٌ ֳʽٌ ҨğӺȃϽִٌ ƐѮΪΫֵֶ̒Ȅȅٌ άĠ ٌؾťٌ
ȆՊַġ,̓͜ՋJȇ3ٌ ëʾȈٌ É;ҩĢgָέȉϾֹٌ ¾ήίֺ̔tȊȋٌ ÕģϿĤʛΰCЀֻٌ ßɺɻ̕Ȍӻٌ ٌ̖͞͝إ
Ŧ>ٌ Ёѯּ̗ɼ̘Ʋٌ yҪѰЂٌ Ռֽĥŧ̙͟ՍʿαȍЃ ٌ־ɽٌ ȎĦƑˀٌ ՎŨ0ѱβγֿ̚׀ȏٌ ħЄƳٌ  ٌ̛͡͠ئũȐٌ
ҫӼ^̜ؖƴ8Ƶٌ ̝ЅɾѲӽδĨׁOѳІٌ Їٌ ׂ̞kٌ Ј'εȑٌ ζηŪ?ӾՏˁٌ̟ EЉƒ̠׃ѴЊٌ ĩЋƶٌ
ȒՐv̡θĪׄȓƷٌ ɿӿȔӁȕЌƓ ٌؿѵʀٌ  Ȗt̢ЍʜՑٌ
ÖīЎĬʝȗιȘЏ ٌׅĭАƸٌ ՒҬҭѶԀuٌ Փșԁ̣ؗƔȚՔٌ ՕHٌͣ͢ ūٌ Ԃ_ؘ̤ƹțƺٌ - ٌ˂׆ ٌـàʁʂ̥ƕȜٌ
ѷʃٌ ˃ׇȝٌ ÝĮ̦ѸБįٌͤ íİƖƗ̧ВȞٌ ãԃѹʞԄıκٌ áʄʅ̨Ƙȟٌ Ѻʆٌ ˄Ƞٌ ¸Ֆ̩ĲГٌ 
ՙȡƙԅĳԆ ٌفʇѻԇٌ Ñ@Ĵٌͥ¡˅
×Ȣȣ̪Дʟ՚ٌ
ØȤ ̫Еʠ՛ٌ ՜ˆ ٌͦͧ Ŭȥٌ ˇȦͨƻٌ ĵҮbԈѼ̬زλĶrͩ ٌقʈԉٌ ̭אμ՝ٌ ķٌ كȧĸhٌ Ĺˈג ٌבȨٌ
ƚĺٌͪͫ ѽʉٌ sˉȩٌ ƛJĻOԊٌ ̮اuˊٌ vˋAٌ ļƼؙĽWƜȪٌ үҰԋѾؚľٌͬ ѿʊٌ Ŀٌ ÍҀ؛ȫԌЖνȬЗٌד
ҁʋʌ̯Ɲ̰ŀٌͭ  ٌˌب՞ˍŁٌͮͯ &Ͱ՟ٌ 'aұԍ҂ˎה ٌAٌ łʡȭИ2¢ٌ ¹ٌ Î҃{ȮԎЙξȯКٌו
_ʍʎ̱ƞ̲Ńͱٌ ՠˏ Ͳͳٌ ŭȰٌ bԏȱաЛ ٌח ٌזńSʹٌ οȲ̳טМʢբ£ٌ
Ùȳȴ̴יНʣٌ գːŅ͵Rٌ Ůȵٌ `Ҳ=Оٌ כ ٌךˑٌ ҳůͶ̵Ɵٌ سҴwٌ ņ ٌ 4ȶp π̶Пȷƽٌ
҄˒לȸԐ̷ةmٌ Ű˓ם ٌلȹٌ դȺƠԑȻמŇԒ~¯ٌ Р̸҅ןơȼٌ ҆ʏٌ ͷٌ ρ:Ƚ̹נСGեٌ զ˔ ͺٌ űBٌ ʤ̺؝Xٌ
 ٌ^סx˕ٌ ҵŲͻٌ̻
ÚȾq̼Тʥէٌ m˖ňͼͽٌ -6ٌ 1҇Уƾ؆1עȿƿٌ ŉФǀٌ ԓɀƢ҈4 ٌ ҉Eٌ ˗ףCٌ ҶԔƣǁ̽ХGըٌ ͆Ɂҷٌפ
Ŋթٌ hӂ؇̾ԕɂǂٌ +( ٌمҸa;NƤ(ųͿɃٌ ŋتժٌ ŌЦǃٌ ÊɄҹōԖץςɅЧצŎٌ ԗʦ؈ŏ̿קҊШ ¤ٌ
¿ҋσҺɆЩիŐ̀רҌٌ
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ÛɇτŴɈfٌ  ٌ˘ثő ɉٌ T ٌשʐ؉Ṕתυٌ ÌɊǄɋԘŒ΄ٌ Ɍφһ΅ҍ~ɍɎլٌ խ˙$Ά·ٌ ŵɏٌ Ҽ"Lǅٌ œٌ
˚ɐٌ ԙŔnɑٌ ҎFٌ ¨©¦ٌ ҽɒԚٌ 3ŕ ٌنҾΈ؊ٌ ҿԛٌ ǆ͂χٌ ŖЪǇٌ eŗ{Qٌ ɓشӀɔЫɕծٌ KЬٌ
ŘҏԜǈřЭٌ  ٌ˛̓جé)ׯЮǉ ԝǊٌ ÏҐ؞ɖԞЯψɗа ٌװìi*؟Ήٌ åɘʧ؋ΊŚẍ́ґб ¥ٌ
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:ƥƦʶ^Ū˝ ?ǒȾɫ˝ JȿɬĽƁ_ɭÅ˝
KɀɮľƂ`ɯÆ²˝ aƧƨʷū˝ ǓɁɰ˝ ĐǔȐ˝ ǕǿÇȑbɱĿƩģ˝ ɲÈ˝ @ǖƃƄŀɳɴÉÊ˝ ŁƪŬʸ³łĤ˝
ǗƅȀËƫɂɵŃǘƬ˝ cƭ´˝ ɶȒˉÌŭ˝ ÍːȁÎƮɃ Ʉ˝ đǙȓ˝ Ɔ ƇÏȔɅ˝ ʹɷ˝ ÐˑŮʺµńƯĥ˝ ɆɸĒē˝
ɇʻȂȃǚȕɹ˝ ŅɈ˝ dȄȖǛ˒ņƈeɺÑů˓˝ 3+64,#˝ LɉɻŇƉfɼÒ˝ ǜĔ˝ gưƱʼhŰ˝ ÓȗɊǝƲ˜
˔ÔȘɋ˝ Ǟ ˝ ɌɽiĕĖ˝ ɍʽȅȆǟșɾ˝ ȚÕȏʾňțÖ ˝ ŉɎ˝ $87˝ ɿ˝ jƳ˝ ×ʀŊƊkʁØ¶˝ lƴƵʿű˝
Ǡɏʂ˝ ǡė˝ 01-5.%˝
VÙȇǢȜʃɐ˝
;˝ mƶƷˀnŲ˝ ȝÚǣȞʄ˝ ɑīoųŴ˝ Û˝ ɒˁƋŋʅʆ·˝ ʇǤ˝ ʈĬÜ˝ ɓÝ¡ȟÞʉpȠ˕˝ qƸ¸˝ ʊĭß˝
EŌȡ ¢ʋǥȢ˝ OrʌōǦƹsŵ˝ \t£¤Ŏƺà˝ SȣǧĦȤuƌ˝ ƻǨ˝ Ŷvʍáȥ˝ ʎwƼ˝ YâȈʏãƍäȦ˝ 2/˝ ǩĘ˝
å¥Į˝ ˖æxȧ˝ ˍįŏ¦İ˝ ɔıyŷŸ˝ §ǪƽʐŐƾ˝ zɕ˝ {˝ ƎőƿŒƏ˂Ɛ˝ |˝ Źœɖʑ˝ ǫę˝ ƑçƒèȨ˝ }ǀ¹˝
ʒĲéŔȩ˝ ˃ɗŕǁêɘə˝ ~º»Ȫëɚɛìɜ˝ ʓĳí˝ AǬƓƔŖʔʕîïɝ˝ Ě˄ǂ¨ʖŗǭǃɞ&¼ʗɟ˝ Ǆ ˝
ȉź©ðɠ˝ Ǯě˝ ƕñòʘŘǅħɡ ˝ ǆ½˝ ˝ ɢ˅ƖƗȫ˗˝ ǯĜ˝ BǰƘƙřʙʚóô˝ ªʛŚˊśʜŜõɣ˝ Ǉ¾˝
Ȭö«Ǳƚƛ÷ǈ¿ ʝŝǲǉɤ˝ ƜÀø˝ ÁˆȭŞǊĨ˝ ʞĴù˝ ĝşɥ¬Ż˝ ˘úȮ'˝ <˝ ǳȊ˙˝ Ǵ ˝ ʟĵ ˝
ȯ ȋȰʠ˝ ɦĶżŽ˝ û˝ ȱˋŠÂüÃ˝ ʡǵ˝ ʢķý˝ FȌȲʣƝþǋʤ˝ CǶƞƟšʥʦÿ ˝ NǌĩĀƠāǍʧ˝
PĞğŢ®Ăȳ(˝
GˇȴʨţǷ˝
DǸǎʩŤǏˈťĪ)˝
[ĸă˝ ¯ĹȵʪĄȶ˝ Ġǹȷ˝ ʫĺŦɧ˝ °ǺơƢŧʬʭąĆ˝ ɨĻžſ˝ ʮćȸƣŨǐʯĈ˝ ʰˎǻ˝ ˚ĉȹɩ˝ ġȺǼƤ˝ ʱļĊ˝
Äʲċ˝ ǽĢ˝ ȍȎȻˌƀ*˝
=TUWQ]MH9˝
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;Ğ٥ࠃ ɕҲࠃ ğƴͿεޤɖ>¹ࠃ ÷Աࠃ ٦ζ͘jη̮θ:Ġ$ۡࠃ șι̯̰ɗײɘҳƵə٧ࠃ ġޥɚࠃ ƝɛҴࠃ Բ٨ɜ ࠃ>ަ׳κҵࠃ ۢZࠃ
״ɝԳۣȚࠃ Ģۤɞࠃ xRࠃ ѢԴƶģѣࠃ ĤҶțࠃ ߞ ̭ۥλƷࠃ ɟĥƸμԵl٩ࠃ ƞɠ߈ۦɡɢ$ࠃ ɣࠃ ާĦƹƺνҷɤࠃ ħҸȜࠃ ѤĨƻɥƟԶࠃ
͙Էݱ٪ºࠃ òsࠃ ĩȝȞξۧο~ҹࠃ %ԸҺࠃ Թࠃ XFࠃ ɦԺۨɧȟࠃ πѥһɨ ٫ɩ٬£ࠃ ҝĪјw ࠃ MīƼ۩ Իk٭¤ࠃ Լࠃ
ȠɪĬ۪ ࠃٮρҼࠃ ɫࠃ ݲ۫ٯȡߟࠃ Խ-Ѧ۬ςԾҽࠃ /ɬࠃ ĭۭۮσƠ ݳơࠃ ۯԿࠃ ިĮƽƾτҾCࠃ į#υҿφٰ İ۰χՀ»ࠃ
é̱ψƿ3ǀߠࠃ 0ӀȢࠃ ٱՁѧՂTߡࠃ ȣ1۱ࠃ ߉Ѩѩࠃ ӁՃ۲ࠃ ɭࠃ /ީıѪĲƢѫɮࠃ ޣr`Ѭࠃ ۳΄ɯࠃ ǁxȤɰࠃ ω ࠃٲ6Մўɱӂ¥ࠃ
ɲٳ۴ϊҞĳɳȥࠃ Յࠃ ƣɴࠃ ßݴTٴݵ۵ࠃ ÎÜØÙ¦ࠃ
àtՆ΅H ࠃɵ̲̳ϋ9Ĵǂߢࠃ όĵѭࠃ y̴ࠃ Άɶࠃ åՇĶ·͚ݶ۶ࠃ ǃՈӃљݷķ۷ࠃ ުĸǄǅύӄɷࠃ ߊĹݸ ࠃٵӅȦɸĺџnࠃ ώӆࠃ
êϏӇѮĻӈ?ࠃ ϐӉࠃ õ1Ԯݹļ٤ࠃ ÏÝÚÕ¼ࠃ ēɹࠃ ݺٶȧߣࠃ ߋĽ ࠃٷȨɺٸϑ͛ӊɻࠃ ٹՉࠃ ۸Έľࠃ ÒÌࠃ Պ̵ࠃ ĿѯѰࠃ ӋɼߌƤՋ٢ࠃ
ŀӌȩyҟѱߤࠃ ٺѲɽǆ۹DȪ¡ࠃ ϒvࠃ ÐÞÛÖࠃ ؆ɾǇϓ.ɿȫࠃ ۺΉ؇ʀDࠃ ϔӍњʁǈۻϕՌl ࠃٻŁ ࠃۼÑࠃ Ó§ࠃ łӎȬࠃ ×ࠃ ҠՍ ࠃټ[۽Վ̶ࠃ
͜½ࠃ ďΊʂࠃ Տ۾Yʃ؈ࠃ ÔÍࠃ ؉ʄǉʅϖޫȭࠃ ӏՐۿϗ͝ࠃ ŃӐȮࠃ ٽʆ؊ެʇȯࠃ ń ࠃ ǊՑӑ܀؋Ւѳ ࠃ¨پç2܁3ࠃ ،ʈՓ܂؍ʉȰࠃ
؎ʊǋʋ& ࠃߥ"܃d'ȱϘǌ4܄ʌȲࠃ ܅ΌŅ܇ ࠃ܆ʍࠃ ޭņ7Ǎϙ'ʎࠃ ߍŇࠃ Ύ ΏѴߦࠃ ʏ̷ʐǎ܈Ϛ.ʑࠃ ϛӒࠃ ؏ʒޮOӓ܉ϜӔ͞ࠃ ȳϝٿʓňڀʔࠃ
?ݻʕࠃ ܊Քࠃ ñʖҡՕ\Ϟѵࠂ ࠃځaӕ̸ѶݼʗӖࠁŉʘ©ࠃ ߧ܋ʙࠃ ƥªࠃ ϟӗࠃ ܌ΐϠא ࠃڂՖݽבѷŊ܍aӘ¾ࠃ ĐΑʚµȴݾϡәࠃ ՙ̹ࠃ
ΒϢؐ ࠃڃzʛ8ܐϣ՚Ӛࠃ 9՛ӛܑϤӜݿʜ+ࠃ ܒ՜ࠃ 6ʝࠃ Ң՝%ϥܓ՞ؑNȵ¿ࠃ ám՟Γʞؒࠃ ڄϦ#Ѹ ؓࠃ  ࠃגߨܔՠ̺ࠃ Ǐաӝћܕ͟ހʟࠃ
ޯŋǐǑϧʠࠃ ңŌʡࠃ ߩࠃ øóðࠃ څǒϨCӞ ࠃڇܗچܖϩ ࠃڈƦϪӟࠃ ʢްōѹށŎܘȶࠃ ǓѺϫӠϬǔ ѻѼߪࠃ ߎϭܙYࠃ ډբҤʣࠃ
ނڊȷϮʤ ࠃڋŏѠϯ)Uࠃ דѽŐǕʥࠃ ϰmࠃ ąߏʦ@ʧnÀࠃ
Ēգࠃ ӡʨߐࠃ :*ӢќރVő ʩࠃ Œ;8ϱkʪߑ ࠃڌʫؔʬࠃ ؕ7ʭӣ ࠃ߫ܚϲӤܛդȸބǖʮȹࠃ ϳӥܜեࠃ ;ѾӦϴǗœ"ÁʯޱŔѿޅŕܝϵզoࠃ
Ƨ߬ࠃ ûؖ0ߜ϶ ࠃڍâϷէҀըϸǘ ࠃڎŖӧȺࠃ öʰؗǙѡ«ࠃ ĆΔŗ ࠃ ࠃהؘèŘδʱÂࠃ ãթܞΕࠃ řǚ<ϹӨEߒ ࠃڏEؙʲࠃ ڐΖժߘࠃ  ࠃ*ܟƨʳࠃ
ڑŚ̻ʴࠃ śөࠃ ΗϺ͠Θg߭ࠃ bүކӪի͡ʵӫǛࠃ ̼լ ࠃؚխAҁF¶؛Ŝ͢Ȼࠃ ǜΙϻ҂ȼʶӬࠃ ӭBࠃ ϼӮ̽ŝӯڒܠÃࠃ äծܡΚࠃ |̾ࠃ
ΛʷړGࠃ .ŞǝǞϽʸ ࠃڔşʹזוŠܢ ࠃ؝կࠃ ʺࠃ ZͣΜ҃߮ࠃ ϾҮ#އӰհʻjϿǟࠃ eӱࠃ ЀӲ̿šӳ ࠃڕܣʼӴࠃ Ţ̀ܤʽ ࠃ ձӵʾࠃ Ƚղ+ʿ¬ࠃ
ߓЁXࠃ ҄Gˀ҅ ࠃږճ́ࠃ ţ(ܥЂƩմȾ߯ࠃ ǠյҥחŤ؞4ƪ҆ࠃ ܦնࠃ ܧΝշڗˁࠃ ոƫ ࠃ@˃؟˂ژť͂ߔܩ ࠃؠ˄ܨչࠃ }ܪ ࠃءΞ ࠃˆ˅آȿպࠃښˇڙ
̓ջ ࠃأռΟ ࠃؤǡսuѝވVŦט ࠃˈܫվɀމǢڛܬÄࠃ
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ýˉיڜЃإŧܭտ ࠃ߰ئćࠀǣ߱ܮЄŨ҇ࠃ ĕڝފاÅࠃ ôӶˊܯڞЅͤũܰր ࠃڟΠŪˋࠃ ІɁˌӷܱЇ̈́Јˍɂࠃ ܲ[ˎࠃ ڠˏبךːӸǤHࠃ {ͅࠃ
iցةˑࠃ ܳ\ūqࠃ ւ˒ࠃ ܴ߲ ࠃ˓כփSࠃ לڡ˔تЉثŬܵքڢ ࠃ߳جԯǥߴЊŭࠃ  ࠃڣދحþĈĖ¢ࠃ ӹ˕=˖ڥڤЋŮЌ ͥࠃ
˗ů҈ތŰЍօӺࠃ ֆ͆ࠃ ܶߵםK·˘מڦǦЎ͇Џǧࠃ űӻܷАƬևɃbL,®ࠃ æ҉wpБpࠃ ŲӼɄࠃ ˙ڨڧ˚خןВֈӽࠃ ։͈ࠃ ͦ˛Ӿ˜ࠃک
Ǩ֊ɅГӿͧࠃ ͉ܸ ࠃدΡ˝ࠃ ëࠃ (Ɇࠃ îࠃ ͊ذލڪųǩ˞ࠃ ͨgǪ˟ܹ֍رנДԀࠃ ֎͋ࠃ ÿĉėࠃ cԁࠃ ŴǫǬЕԂЖŵࠃ З ࠃګގزˠǭܺ֏ࠃڬس
Ŷ ࠃڭƭIˡԃࠃ ИqɇˢסˣɈˤԄܻҜࠃ 5ǮǯҦעҊЙڮΣ˥ɉࠃ Кԅࠃ ֑ͩ˦٣˧Ԇܼࠃ ŷԇɊࠃ ŸǰŹɋ˨ҧЛǱࠃ ҋźƮ֒شŻܽ֓صМ˩گÆࠃ
đ]˪ࠃ ǲҌ|)НԈͪࠃ ż)Bࠃ ߝڱڰ˫ضףО֔ԉࠃ ֕͌ࠃ ֖ܾΤˬ ࠃطĀĊĘ¸˭פڲǳП͍РǴࠃ ͫˮԊ˯ࠃ С ࠃڳТ&ࠃ عͬ֗ظץJڵڴÇࠃ Ĕ˰ࠃ
УɌKԋ ФХǵŽЦ֘Ԍࠃ ֙Rࠃ ˱֚ܿغצǶ݀ЧLࠃ ШҰޏԍ˲ࠃ ֛ڶ˳ػԎ ࠃڸ˴ڷЩࠃ āċęࠃ Ъԏ͎˵Ƿ݁Ы֜Ԑ ࠃڹЬސ ࠃںԑɍ˶ࠃؼ
Э݂ڻЮž݃`֝Èࠃ ü˷ؽhЯҨа$ſؿ ࠃ߶ؾMޑڼҍ ھޒ ࠃ¯ڽбԒͭࠃ в݄Υ˸ࠃ ݅Φ˹ࠃ ҩ֞ ࠃـ֟ ࠃڿޓǸ݆֠݇֡ԓࠃ ࠃ݈ ف
Ҫ֢Ɏ˺Ҏ ࠃ֣ ࠃۀĂČĚࠃ гSN=݉д֤Ԕ°ࠃ  ࠃ݊ۂ˻ͯͮޔہΧ ࠃԕݍе֥ж˼ ࠃۃз ɏޕǹ˽ɐࠃ  ࠃ֦ݎΨOࠃ ìࠃ Ͱҏ߷Ǻ֧ݏ֨قקPи&ࠃ
ҫƀ߸ࠃ <֩Ԗ͏˾ݐ֪لר ࠃكǻݑй֫ԗࠃ ƁͱƂкԘ ࠃۄΩ˿֬م̀ݒҐ֭Ͳ֮ ࠃۅޖǼΪƃґҒ́ԙͳ̂±ࠃ ěƄǽǾлԚмƅࠃ нن-̃ ࠃۆǿه֯ݓ,ࠃ
ȀְԛݔƆоԜпoWࠃ ݕΫ̄ࠃ ïࠃ ʹғ߹ȁֱݖֲوрԝࠃ ߕ̅ ࠃ̆ىƇҔ ࠃֳۇɑ̇ҬִԞيݗۈƈݘQɒࠃ ֵࠃ Ȃֶԟً͐̈ࠃ ַٌ̉שȃࠃ̊ ݙ
dұޗrсߺݚ²ࠃ Ɖҕݛά}ޘWέࠃ Ԡָࠃ ֹࠃ ۉ ࠃ̋]ݜ2iࠃ ̌ߙ ࠃ̍ݝƊٍ̐ߚ̏ ࠃ̎ۋ{^ ࠃۊ,+тԡ͵ࠃ _ݞQࠃ íࠃ
Ͷ"Ȅֺֻَ̑תуsÉࠃ ùּࠃ یфͷ'ї͗хȅ5(ݠֽُ ࠃݟȆݡц*tࠃ Ƌƌчuޙێ ࠃۍƯ̓ޚװ̒ۏԢ߀ ࠃݢшِ ࠃېޛȇήƍҖҗ̔%ࠃ
Ǝ ࠃ ־ư̖߁ّ̕ۑɓࠃ ߖί̗vࠃ Əࠃ ߂ƐȈȉщԣъƑࠃ ߃ыْ̘߄ ࠃےޜȊ ࠃֿٓݣȋ׀Ԥݤƒь эԥͺࠃ ƓԦࠃ ăčĜࠃ ޝȌҘׁ̙ȍƔeɔࠃ
̚ݥׂٔԧࠃ ߗƕ̝۔̜ٕߛ̛ ࠃۓAÊࠃ úݦΰ̞ٖࠃ αюͻβࠃ ̟͑͒!Ȏ!̠Ԩȏࠃ ߅̡Ȑݨ߽ۖە ࠃٗ׃ݧIҭۗ³ࠃ ۘޞȑ^ࠃ Ɩۙࠃ ݩγJࠃ
ƱƗȒޟҙׄ߆я̢٘߇ ࠃޠȓ~ݪٙ´ࠃ ٚPࠃ ȔޡٜٛԩݫҚ߾ࠃ Ʋ̣fԪUࠃ ̤ׅ͓ۚ ࠃ̥ݬٝࠃ _ݭѐٞࠃ ƘƳёhfࠃ̧̦ۜۛ ࠃ׆ ࠃ߿ݮ
қƙٟͼࠃ ױ-ƚԫݯђ!̨ ࠃׇ͔ ࠃƛԬѓͽ̩ єȕࠃ ĄĎĝࠃ ۞̪Ȗc͕ѕȗࠃ ۟ޢ٠͖ƜȘ̫ࠃ ׯ١z̬ݰіԭ۠Ëࠃ

116

Ĕ֎ΪԗࡾʲुĴí् ĢЀݒʳ् ă् ǬԘ8֏юǭĵ् ߛۄяJԙ#् Ķءۆږ ् ्ۅϮ¨ʴ ्آߜ ्ݔݓǮأթۇڗʵ् ߝЁm् ʶΫάѐǯO*ठ् ؤέ्
CЂʷ् ǰ;إɪG ɫķژ°ʸɬ्  ё࣍lÉ् ,࣊؟ĸߞɭ् ђ ήԚࡿʹू%् ć् ࣎ѓ࣏ ्ݕࢀۈĹǱє֑ʺ ्ݖĺ֒ɮ् ߟЃ्
ǲߠئ-اڙĻʻࢁ ्ݗѕ֓ ǳ³і࣐ ´,ɯ् ߡۉї࣑;ʼ֔ߢ् ࣒ļǴǵј֕ʽ् r ्ۊبxʾљی ्ۋʿښݘˀǶߣ࣓ˁ् Ľǜњԛћߤ˂्ݙ
ߥ् ֖ ्ߦ˄ࣔ˃ۍڛľߧࢂێĿ ् ќ֗ίԜࢃ ֘ृŀ् ѝ֙ΰ˅Ƿўݚ֚ةî् Iˆ् ߨۏŁ् џ ्ݛł् αѠࣕˇãडˈ§Ê् ;ڜŃˉǝ्ت
Ǹېߩ ثԝ<ˊɰ् ࢄɱढ् उѡ् ń्  ۑڝԊ^ǹߪˋ ् />جےԞԟժ-्֛߫ حβ् ĄËýþÿ् ࣖخԠࢅ֜߬ˌˍݜï् Ī¡् +Ņ²ˎÌ्
ϯˏۓņ߭߮ ्۔ЄŇ्֝ ąĀÄ् دr् °Ѕː् ذ¨ڞԋǺ߯ˑɲ् ¼=Ǟk ्ە¢γ् ڟňۖ߰Ѣǻڠŉ֞¸ ्ݝwŊࣗ˒् ǟ.्֟
ࣘǼǽ֠ŋ ɳÍ् Ĉ ɴ{ѣرŌÎ् ԡōϰ˓् δѤ˔Ԣ् ߱ۗѥ < ्ݞŎ ् ࢆɵ_्ۘ ऊŏण् ߲ ्زWسի¦Őۙ˕् ߳І्
ɶࢇۚ ߴ7ص ् شε् Ѧֈ࢈֡ѧत् &֢ ् Ǿۛ¬ݟضä`»طۜڡǿߵѨࣙ˖् őǠѩԣѪ߶ѫظ ्ݠζ् ߷u.्  J֣ɷ् Ѭ@ŒȀѭࣚ&±aɸ्
ࣛœȁɨԄ֤˗ݡÏ् ĥѮԅեŔԤथÐ् ߸o् Ȃŕ् ࣜŖȃȄѯ֥˘् 8$् ǡ˙Ѱ֦ϱ् ࢉ߹ݢɹѱ˚ɺ् Ѳ?् ηQԆզद् ݣn²ߺѳ֧s#् »Æ्ع
ɻ˛˜ݑѴ֨˝् ѵθ् CЇ˞् ࣝŗȅ8֩˟् Ѷ ्ݤˠικhȆѷࣞˡ् Ѹ्֪ ԥѹլѺ߽ѻ ϲ् DЈˢ् ݥ¥۞ˣŘ् λ् Ѽ֫μԦࢊˤॄř्
ࣟѽࣉݐAð् ī6/् ݦ%ν˥߾¿Ñ् Ѿ࣌"4˦ѿVҀ߿धÒ् Rɼ् ۟˧'ȇࠀҁ۠ ्֬غŚࠁ˨् ػξ् ࠂЉ˩् Ȉś् ࣠KȉȊ҂֭˪् ्҃ݧ
Ŝ  ्ؼݨǢ˫֮҄ϳ् ˬ࣡ŝԧࢋŞ¶aɽ् ्҅֯ Њ҆tЋGۡ҇ݩԍ् ࢌڣؽڢԨşࠃ҈ݪְؾÓ् ڤSۢࠄ҉ȋࢍŠۣन् ࠅЌ˭् bԩɾۤऩ् ɿ्
ࠆЍ ݫˮ् ऋҊࠇЎ् Ȍ؝ؿϿ˯Aࠈҋ˰् 5š ्ࠉۥο&Ҍࢎ˱ۦH्
ģЏŢ ्^ݬā् ࠊۧҍţـ ्ݭπ् Ť् ĩ् ֱρ˲ֲॅť् Č् ࣣŦȍȎҎp् АLࣤ˳् ݮБفझ् ҏࠋ् ³ ्قǣ˴् ݯŧς0् Ũֳ+् ्ִك
ũلݱݰȏ:Ū˵् ऌҐВ् ۨ˶ūȐࠌґݲֵمñ् İc् ݳŬσcࠍप् ŭ्ֶ Ғ։ַنϴ˷ָғȑҔࠎफ् هτ् Ů् Ȓů् ࠏ۩ҕࣥԪ ࠐ्
ࣦ ȓȔҖֹ˸् җA् Ǥ˹Ҙֺϵ् %˻ݷݶ˺ݵݴʀ् ҙ् µГ˼् υd۪۫˽ࠑ् ŰֻҚխűԫ् ˾وԬ् ݸब˿ࠒݹծò् ĉࠓД϶ىЕ् ࠔЖ्̀
կŲԌڥ ्۬يЗųݺқ ्ּً ्ݻҜֽφॆ־Ŵ् ࣧҝࣨ ्ݼŵȕȖҞֿ́ ्ݽИŶ ्ݾǥ̂ ् ´Й्̃ ٌ ्ࠕ׀̅ނށ̄ހݿχ् ौ्
¾ȗȘҟׁ,$Ô् ࠖރYҠ ्ބșׂٍ±ҡ ्̆ؠ¢् ࠗК्̇ Ң׃ψԭ̈ׄेŷ् ŸࣩңŹׅåЛ࣋ź ्׆ÇŻМÈ् ۭ̉żۮَކޅµŽއׇ࠘Õ्
j࣪Ԯُ̊ڦʁ् Ǧभ् ĠĕĊĖĎ् ҤۯT۰(ԯ् ވWҥ̋¶Ҧފ࠙މÖ् đِ۱् ञǛڧ̌×् ȚԱ|țž् ̍࣫ſԲ'"" ्ω्
ࠚН्̎ ȜّհڨƀªƁDҧ्࣬̏ ̐ϊϋ-ȝࠛҨ࣭ȋْ ्ތދό् О्̒ Ȟ ् Ƃ+् ƃП् ࣮MȟȠ~ ्ލ̓Ƅ۲e् }् ¦۳ٓϷ۴̔ޏގH्
Ĝٔϸæࠜe۵ձ् ࢘ࠝސʂҩࠞ̕ ्ٕ ्ޑР्̖ ̗ύώ̘·Ҫ࣯̙ٖ ्ޒ̚אϏ् P½؞NԳ् ֊࢙בҫैƅࠟҬٗ ्גऍ~С् ࠠ۶ҭࣰƆԴf्ד
ҮהƇȡࠡүࣱƈ̛ࠢʃ् ҰוϐԵ࢚̜זॉƉ् ࣲұ۷࢛¾ ्ޓƊȢȣ9> ्ޔƋ۸्̝ Ȥ٘ࠣחҲ࢜טҳs् ƌࠤ् ࠥu्̞ ėיϑԶ¼̟ךॊ् Ĥ̠ޕ3ƍ۹ȥz्
ı Ҵ्ࠦ ƎD् čमԷٙ ्ۺĞ̡ʄҵȦƏԸ् Ħȧ6ٚٛĝ्
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ĲƐۻҶȨԹԺƑ् ĳҷޖ࢝ۼó् ĬТ्̢ /ٜࠧԻ£4Ҹȩ् ƒϹ̣ ्ࠨכٝϒ् ȪУҹȫԎ̤کלٞटØ् Ē̥ࣳޗ̦ڪ۽Һࣴ ्ޘ࢞۾ƓۿȬ̧ԼԽƔ̨Ù्
ղƕय् ȭƖ࢟܀̪ޚ ्̩ޙһٟࢠ ्ޛҼԾԿ̫ם ्ޝޜʅ् ʆƗࠩv् ҽ् Ҿև=ࢡמ£̭ޠޟ̬܁ڬګࢢޞʇ् Ȯv9ʈן̮܂ôࢣޡȯФ् Ƙࠪ ्ޢХ٠्̯ޣ
ऎҿࠫЦ् ƙȰFࠬg् Հ̰ࢤԏ̱ճӀƚ् ١* ्נЧմ٢࠭Ш܃ƛ ۂõ् ĭЩ् ġĘċęď् ̲ࣵƜՁࢥ'0ʉ् Ɲ ्סO࠰̳ ࢦ࠱̴ʊ्
ࣶƞ܄Ӂȱ̵ՂՃƟ् ࣷӂࢧ܅B् ࣸƠȲȳӃ̶עçè ̷̸ࣹՄ٣̹ڭʋ् ǧर् ěơڮƢޥ ्̻ޤ̺ףX7̼@࠲ӄަ࠳ާ् פʌ् յƣࢨϓƤȴ࠴ࢩ̽܆ʍ् Ǩऱ्
ğ܇ȵԐÚ् ħЪƥ ्گ܈Å् Đ٤y̾éêӅ½̿< ्ץԑ1նӆȶ् ȷЫ}էʎצ̀܉Û् קʏ् ʐ́շ٥ި࠵܊Ʀ࠶Z् ީϔ͂࠷लÜ्
Ӈࢪר٦Ϻ̓ӈȸӉ࠸¿् Ƨ>ʑ् ̈́ϕϖӊȹƨȺळö् ē٧एࣺ͆ͅ܋Ý् ʒӋϗϘӌȻࢫՅ࠹Ӎ͇B् ऐ͈ש͊ ्͉܌ȼ٨ࢬ࠺ת2܍hʓ् ऑw्͋
ϙࢭ࠻Ь्͌ ࠼ܐӎƩՆު् ऒ ्ܑ͍ ࢮʔ࠽ܒƪԒ͎ ्ओӏ࠾Э् ÀȽ٩ޫԇߚ͏Ⱦऴ् Շ٪ࡀެÁ् ٫Ϛ् ࣻƫ*ɩԈ ्͐औЮӐȿЯ् Ƭ्͑
ڱ͒ܓڰƭ͓ܔʕ् ࢯ¯ӑׯϻ् ޭɀƮՈ͔ʖëࢰܕڳ ्ڲ٬ʗࢱɁࡁӒٮܖڴ ्װ٭ɂ͕ʘࢲ ्÷¬ܗĚ ्ײ ्ױƯ¹º͖ո ्ٯࡂ ्ڵʙ2ࡃ͗ܘչӓ्͘׳
कа͙ࡄб. ्ܙEв्͚ Ӕ״Ƀ͜ޮ)͛ܚʚ् ͝ܛưɄࡅӕٰ!् ܜƱ¸्͞ खUޯ् ʛࢳ्͟ ࡆࣼ ्ٱƲܝӖ)C: ्ް@ٲӗ!् г् ࣽƳɅVӘ3®्
ࡇд͠պ ࣾ͡ޱÞ्  ्ܞٳʜϛϜf͢ܟɆ् ͣܠϝͤɇͥʝ् :!् ࡈе्ͦ ¥ࡉ ࢴڶٴәࢵ ्ٵʞͧ[ࢶࡊ ्ܡवß् ࡋж्ͨ ࡌܢƴՉ्
ͩܤࢷࡍܣʟ् ࡎࡏ ्ٶз्ͪ F्ͫ ٷश् ٸϞ् ͭͬܥNܦɈи् Պ ्ࡐٹջPࡑͮܧӚƵՋø् ĨͯࣿͰࡒषìϟӛऀͱ् ɉйӜՌʠ ्Ͳܨगࡓк्
Սͳࢸԓʹռӝƶ् Ӟ=͵ܩ ्ӟ¡ܪ ्ͶɊiӠँͷʡ् ࡔл् ܫͺƷܬɋм् QࡕͻܭӡƸՎ् ƹʢ् нR\् ӢʣͼࡖӣɌƺՏ्
ܮƻɍࡗӤ ्ٺƼ¹ͽ् ࡘ࡙ ्ٻxٽ ्;ټǩͿ©ं_ʤ् ܯڷः7ࢹپՐस् घ6् ࡚оӥB् սƽ࡛dܰӦS् ङ(्
ƾ[ӧӨ$ܱjYĆ् 5ܲϬܳڔà् ࡞п΄् ÂɎٿө߀΅ɏह् Ց"EÃ् վƿºΆܴ{ǀՒ् च)#् ʥӪϠϡ·«Έࡠù् Įрk्
տǁFϢǂɐࡡࢺܵΉ्ܶ L#् ɑܷΊϣࢻՓऺ् ǃǄՔऻोʦ् ߁ࡢΌ ्߂ڸ9् րǅԔӫ4् ࡣс् ऄǆɒɓ|Ύ् Ǉ؆ʧ् 5M߃्
ܸڹΏܹںbʨ् ΐछ् ɔڀ؇߄Ӭ߅Α؈ɕ़् Օࡥ ्߆ࡤځт् ܺl् ܻڻǈɖࡦӭɗǉՖऽ् ӮʩΒ؉ࡧɘǊ् ࡨࡩ ्ڂу`् ܼڃӯϼӰ؊ǋՙ्
ܽΓ߇Δǌܾəф् ՚߈ڄú् įym߉3् ɚڅ؋ߊӱߋࡪ?ɛा् ՛ܿ( ्ߌچ1् ،ڇज् ǪΕӲ؍Ͻ् ߍΖʪ् ӳ؎् ՜0ࢼԕΗցӴɜ्
ɝх՝ʫ݀Θ؏् ӵ् ݁nւӶߎߏӷ ्ؐڈϤ ्݂ډΙअǍ՞ࢽǎӸ¤ؑû् IцΚ् փǏؒࢾϥǐɞࢿ݃Λ©् чǑ¯् Μք݄ࡰߐؓڊǒࡱΝʬ् ࡲшǓࡳ्
ǔ՟् ڋϦ् ࡴщΞ् आ ɟɠo् ՠ݅ڼ ्ߑڌgڽǕ݆Ο\् ࡵzࣀߒ् ϧTª् ݇Π् $ǖϨq् Uؔ]् ϩϪΡɡEӹइ् ्ؕ ݈ڍؖօǗա्
ɢъӺբʭ݉ ्ؗǫࣁࡶ् ӻߓ् Ӽ!ࡷ݊ΣߔࡸΤʮ् ?् ھ¤ʯࣂɣӽ t् ǘ् ڎ«ڿʰࣃɤ् 1ࣄۃӾईKգ2 ्ࡹؘӿ ® ्ؙϫΥ·ि् ǙZ्
ԀࣅڏϾΦؚԁɥԂࡺी् ࡻࡼ ्ڐыΧ् Ψߕ ǚɦь् դ ्ߖࡽڑϭࣆ ्ݍڕԖpֆX्  ्§ڒԃ֍ࣇߙߘݎہۀࣈߗړ؛Ωʱ् ɧэԉը]ݏqü्
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ЃTЄĪ^īĬ׳Ԏ٢ UؙƧԏիʼɟլʽЅ٢ խІ٢ żؚƨ́Ї'٢ ¸٢ ĭ5TN71ծƩ٢ ؛¹ĮįʾΔ٢ ȽЈҭ٢ 8ʿԐԑºҮˀ»٢
ɠЉΕЊgүɺƪ ƫ٢ ˁΖȾƬİկK#ΗԒ٢ ˂ԓ٢ ıЋ!հ˃Θ˄״ɡ٢ ¦Ұƭ˅ЌԔ٢ -ѿҀұЍ ĲɻƮԕ٢ ձɼҲЎɢɽ٢ mɾ٢ ԖƯ٢ Џȿ٢
cҳАղưˆΙԗ٢ ƱҴˇ؝Ž٢ ɀҵБ ٢ ɿƲ٢ ҁˈ͂ˉ٢ ВɁ٢ ճʀƳ٢ Ē¼ĳմҶL.٢ رƴd ٢ ΚԘĴĵAԙE̓٢ ˊΛ٢ (ҷ]յĶնˋΜɣ٢
Ԛي̈́ͅ ؘى٢ ½ķշˌ,Ƶ٢ ʹ¾͆ԛ٢ ɂ)\͵٢ ΝɃĸoˍГԜ٢ ēً٢ ˎɄF;Ҹ9Ξո٢ ¿ΟչKɤƶΠˏĹ٢ պٌ҂Ʒԝ٢ ДɅ٢
¡ ɥЕΡЖҹҺʁƸ٢ ¶ƹԞƺ٢ ԟջžːƻh٢ زһƼ٢ Ԡ҄҃З)ռſ٢ ˑ٢ ҅ÀҼn٢ Ĕٍ٢ £٢ ¤սʂƽҽ
҆fƾ`ҾÁվLИΣԡ٢ ĺЙΤԢ˒ԣտ٢ КɆ٢ ٠րʃց˓Ļ٢ 'ƿ҇o˔ƀǀԤ٢ ւʄ ٢ ʅ؞٢ ĕǁ:Υ٢ ЛĖփ/˕ΦǂƁ٢ ɇҿМͶ٢ քʆ
ļНΧԥǃӀ؟Ǆ٢ ОͷÂ˖Ψ٢ ПɈ٢ օʇǅ٢ ҈͇Ԧ٢ ҉ӁРֆǆO٢ .ΩƂ٢ ɉӂ#٢ СևǇӃ٢ ǈSėӄ ;٢ ҊӅТֈǉ˗
Ľ$ͺ'͈Ǌكǋԧ٢ °ʈǌ٢ ԨvU։ʉǍ֊˘ľ٢ ҋǎҌ˙ƃԩ٢ ʊÃؠ٢ Ǐ͉˚Ŀ˛Ƅ٢ 5!֍MĘУƅَ٢ ӆǐԪaФΪԫǑԬ٢ ˜Ϋ٢ Äά˝ͻÅ͊ԭ
ę֎٢ ֏ʋ Ԯ ٢ ӇǒiҍХέԯ٢ سđǓƆ٢ ҫ˞ŀ̾͋v٢ ˟شʌ٢ ֑ˠ ǔ٢ ֒٢ ˡԱ٢ Ђ̀Цق٢ صʍ֓ʎǕd٢ rʏԲǖ١
ӈ8Գ`ЧήԴǗԵ٢ <ضӉ٢ ҎӊШ ǘŁˢ,Ǚ٢ ĚǚłԶǛ٢ ֔ʐǜӋ٢ ˣԷ٢ ίЩ٢ ÆǝҬÇ֕Ǟ٢ ΰͼÈ͌٢ ͽЪƇǟ͍٢ ɊЫӌ
ɦЬXӍӎʑ٢ ±ʒ ٢ ͎ˤ(&Э͏˥ɧ%Ը-66ʓÉӏ˦ƈǠ٢ w¥¬x٢ ɋ/Β˧ُ͐٢ ЮɌ٢ ŃЯ;ҏ͑ǡل٢ ͿńӐа_͒ǢŅ͓Թ
֖ʔ֗٢ Êӑǣ٢ ֘ʕǤ٢ ҐӒ˨Vņ˩ґË͔٢ ֙б˪مαԺ٢ вɍ٢  ɨгβдӓӔʖǥÌǦ٢ ÍQԻе٢ ʗÎءǧ٢ ěǨǩγ٢ ˫δآǪԼ֚ɩÏ֛ǫƉ٢ Ɏж)
u ŇňˬεǬ٢ bз֜ǭζ+˭Ð͕٢ Ĝ֝٢ ֞ʘǮNӕ٢ ֟иنŉˮ˯ǯԽ٢ ʙÑأ٢ ˰+˱IÒ֠٢ ֡Jǰ˲Ӗ٢ ؆ԾǱy٢ ؇Ɗ˳ǲԿ٢ ֢˴طʚ
֣ʛǳ٢ §͖٢ Ғӗ]֤Ǵz٢ ٢ cйӘ˵η٢ кɏ٢ ֥ʜ ٢ л؈֦ *٢ DĝәVǵ٢ Ŋм΄b͗ {ه٢ ƋǶ΅нՀ֧ӚÓ֨Ƿƌ٢ ֩ʝÔ֪٢ ˶֫
ŋÕθ٢ pӛÖιՁ͘оŌ֬Ǹ٢ EӜпΆ٢ ֭ʞǹ٢ ɪрκсōтŎŏ0͙٢ ·ΈĞӝ×λǺk٢ Øμƍ٢ Oνieq٢ ˷ξ֮у٢ ֯ʟǻ٢ ΉΊğӞÙοՂ٢ фɐ
ʠхՃְ٢ ŐǼ͚͛Մ|٢ őʡÚW˸!٢ ֱʢǽ٢ ֲӟ3πՅǾΌĠӠÛρǿ٢ ғцֳȀςִ˹Ü͜٢ ZƎ٢ ˺σֵ˻Ýr˼τG٢ ֶʣ
υƏчŒַِ\ָ˽œ٢ ҔӡшŔȁՆՇ٢ ·Ȃφ٢ ˾χؤȃՈֹ˿HÞֺȄƐ٢ ßՉ٢ à٢ ҕщֻȅψּ̀á͝٢ إâŕŖ́ωȆ}٢ ̂ϊئՊֽ̃ɫã־ъӢ
ɑы؉ϋƑ٢ ֿʤȇ٢ ¨͞٢ Җӣь׀Ȉ̄ό٢ ؊ύاȉώّ͟٢ ƒׁ̅Ӥ̆ġ؋ׂȊ٢ эX٢ ͠͡٢ ɬюϏяŗѐŘř̇٢ ׃̈ظʥMϐ٢ ä
җёҘ،͢åׄ̉ђ٢ ²ʦȋ٢ ©ͣ٢ ҙӥѓׅȌ̊ϑ٢ عʧϒ٢ æƦS̋ϓ̌Ջ=׆Ӧ>Ɠ٢ 1Ռ٢ ç٢ بèŚś̍"C٢ ׇ#٢ éͤ9٢ ةєͥ؍ϔmȍȎӧՍ
Ɣ̎ƕ٢ ϕѕ٢ ҚӨіȏŜ٢ ɭê̏ϖjs٢ ̐ϗnөë؎Ӫ?ʨӫ2ͦ٢ ŝʩìͧͨȐϘHȑ٢ , ϙ٢ pJї؏Gʪ٢ ̑٢ ȒͩŞ̒ȓ7٢ í
јљ٢ [q̓Ģњْ٢ ӬȔՎқ^"Տ>
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³ʫȕ٢ ®٢ Ҝӭћ̔Ϛ٢ ̕h٢ î٢ ̿Ɩ٢ ҝӮȖ̖ϛ٢ غʬ̗şʭ٢ ҞҟȗïӯՐ٢ ќ٢ ģ<٢ ʮ̘ɮʯͪٓ٢ ŠѝYՑfتȘƗ٢ 0 ў"ɯ٢ 3٢
̙ػƘș٢ ثðӰ̚Țٔא٢ џɒ٢ Ւבӱñ̛Փ٢ Ѡɓ٢ ¢~٢ ɰѡϜѢӲӳʰțòȜ٢ ¯ؐגƙ̜ȝՔ٢ óӴȞ٢ ϝѣؼ٢ ؑϞƚȟӵؽôٕ٢ דѤ٢
@הȠӶΎ̝ϟ٢ וʱȡ٢ õϠ̞זɱȢϡ̟š٢ جöӷ̠÷̡חѥϢ٢ %F٢ ٢ ϣ٢ ̢Օ٢ *ѦͫA٢ Ֆ٢ ø٢ טùӸɲȣי٢ ɔ_ӹ٢ ʲtΓ2Y٢
ٖ̣ͬךŢ٢ ̤Ĥ$ƛٗ٢ ´ؾѧ٢ $ ʳ:Ӻ٢ ΏȤΐĥӻЁȥ٢ ҠӼѨכḀ̇Ϥ٢ ª٢ ϥƜ٢ «٢ ҡҢȧú*٢ לѩ٢ Ħ٢ ʴ̦ɳʵͭ٘٢
ţѪϦjȨӽحƝ٢ ĐѫWɴ٢  Ӿû̧ϧՙ٢ Ѭɕ٢ ɵѭϨ%ŤѮťŦ̨٢ üϩƞ٢ 4gȩ٢ ՚ؒħ̽Bŧם՛٢ ѯɖ٢ ՜ؓמƟٙ٢ ɗѰӿ٢ uýŨũ̩Ȫ٢
ң&ןȫϪͮ נ٢ µفѱ٢ ƠɘəBԀȬϫס٢ ̪ԁѲ٢ ԂҤԃȭ՝՞Ϭɶ٢ ҥԄѳעȮ̫ϭ՟٢ Αþٚ٢ Ĩȯ٢ Ūԅؔū̬ÿͯ٢ ףѴ٢ פʶ٢
̭خĩ̮Ͱ̯+ٛ٢ ĀϮơ٢ ҦāץʷѵɷCϯ̰Ŭ̱ٜ٢ ɚ٢ IѶϰѷŭѸŮů̲٢ ՠ̳ϱŰȰ٢ צʸ@ٝ٢ ĂԆȱ٢ ăҧҨĄԇȲϲ Qٞ٢ ?وҩԈkա Ƣ٢
ƣؕԉPϳɸ٢ ϴąsؖԊĆͱ٢ ̴ϵɛDű̵קѹZբ٢ ć϶٢ eȳĈŲר٢ գҪȴų̶ɜŴRͲٟ٢ ؿPʹש٢ ŵѺϷدĉRȵդŶȶϸת٢ ĊϹ̷եȷԋċ٢
ϺȸԌȹl٢ ̸զ٢ ϻ&ـ٢ ɝѻŷtէ̹[ɹ٢ Ѽϼ٢ ʺȺ٢ (ѽ=ׯϽ̺װČͳ٢ ɞ٢ lؗŸʻ٢ aԍѾױȻ̻Ͼը٢ 4թ٢ ŹčϿƤ̼ƥĎ ײ٢
ذďźŻЀȼժ٢
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ġĭ[ ʥ&ण ĪĮǎIтե ݠण Ë ć{ߟ ݟįߠуզİӻण
ĚߡۦʦߢڦǏǐǑࢌݡण ڧէʧ³՟ըфıʨÐण ěхթǒOण ߣϷʩण ӼцǓ ժ ۧࢍݢण Οण §ϸʪण æìÌࣀĲpʫիߤण ڨլʬࢽǔǕǖӽण
ࣁĳǗǘчխʭण шण çðíîण Ĵɢण ߥʮण ǙӾʯ¨щծण Πण ۨl$ӿݣण Ρ۩ण ߦϹPण ۪کʰࣂʱկߧъհण ण ؆¨ыߨiण
Շɣьĵ½ण ߩϺʲण ēĈòĉûण ڪձʳ®؇ǚ؈ǛǜĶԀण ࣃ9ǝǞэղʴण ۫ګ؉[۬@ण ϻC4ण Ϝۭ%ɤࢎķԁԂࣺण ɥʵǟۮĸݤʶɦण юճण
ݥΣञ'Ñण Ģϼʷण  ʸʹݦմߪण ڬ؊\ۯƷण Ǡ0յݩݨݧण ڭ۰ՈĹ۱ӱՅ·ण ؋Τण ǡ0Նqĺƹ،۲Ļ߫яࣄʺण ߬ݪʻݫण Υण
ࣅļǢǣѐնʼण ёշण ࣆ9۳ђ؍ण ڮ$߭ѓʽո߮ण ڰ؎گԃĽ߯є؏չݬण ľ߰ण ϽѕϝϾण ۴іݭӷण ؐΦण ڱպʾࢼuؑǤؒǥǦĿԄण їջΧʿǧ߱jؓݮण
ࣥϿјǨЀण ŀˀण ՉŁण ݯؔڲљƺԅ ण ƻࣻण ®ؕڴڳ۵߲ण ؖΨण łण ˁW˂˃ ǩ˄ण qŃƼؗ۶:߳۷ࣼण Ωؘ۸ण  ˅ڵΪؙ۹Պ;Ǫˆण
ؚΫण ࢾˇڶǫ؛ǬǭńԆण Ņռњƽɧࣽण ņݱݰ%ࣾݲण ԇ؝ǮŇˈɨण ň¬ण 5Ёˉण Ĝߴŉߵˊण ħսћࣇˋݳۺf ࣿण ؞άण 7ˌࣦण Ĭۻ؟Ӹ¾ण
ü߶ݴࣴؠŊ߷ˍण ĐQ&ќǯŋrण øˎվ©ۼÒण ęˏݵԈªݶण ѝɩўǰŌ ːɪण ߸Ђō߹ण џՠ۽ڷ¯ݷءRݸ3Ѡآտ¿ण ࣧaˑЃ۾ण
ߺЄ˒ण ݹۿ°ԉण أέण ˓Ŏ߽Ջ˔ण ܀ण ߾Ѕ˕ण ¶ɫ܁Ԋऀѡ\ण MѢݺŏ˖Àण ѣݻण ѤՌࠀ߿"ؤڸण ѥ-ण ɬ˗˘܂+Ѧ.kրϞण
˙ڹݼց˚ݽण ࠁإण ࠂb˛ण ࣈŐIǱѧւ˜Óण
Ħa˝ण ԋѨǲ˞փ˟܃ݾण ئήण «Іˠण éëÍࣉőԌˡք¬ण օˢ±اǳبǴǵŒԍण ࣊AǶǷѩֆˣण Ї;ݿण ࣋ةںѪɭˤɮण ƶ|ण
ࠃ܄ثڼڻتևgࠄँण ࠅण ˥܅œނށ˦ހण ࣌ŔǸJѫֈण ίΰѬǹŕǺंण Ŗɯण ǻ±܇܆T։ࠆण ˧Ǽجա˨֊ɰ:ࠇѭރحण α1܈ण
Ѯբ²ѯºŗࠈѰ֍خÔण 8Јѱ¢ण ࣍ǽǾѲ֎)ण ǿބ܉˩࣎دण ܊࣏ذण ñå»ण βण ࠉЉ˪ण ࠊޅŘѳ֏ކण ȀřއѴϟण ѵ֑࣐$ވѶ࣑˫ण
ɱѷˬŚމण Gࠋرbण Ѹण ࠌЊ ण ĨÕण  ś֒ɲण ˭Ԏފˮࣨ˯˰܋ण ѹ|ण ࠍЋ˱ण ࣩ܌زԏɳÁण ƾࠎÂण ²γ0֓࢘ࠏ܍Ŝࠐ'ԐःÃण Ѻण
Ќ<ދण ࠑسण ƿP˲֔ण δ࢙֕شɴण ࠒصण ǀ˳ण ˴εζ˵ȁࠓ࣒˶ण ѻ֖ण ऄ`{࢚ضण ȂЍѼԑɵ˷ण ֗ण ѽɶ࢛ࠔތѾŝԒѿट˸ɷण
ȃܐࠕ֘࢜طҀ˹ލण G˺ȄŞ³ގVण ࠖЎ˻अण ܑ˼ظڽޏɸण ܒغعھԓआण ࠗػण ؼԔइސşȅȆЏŠҁɹ˽ण š֙࠘҂Ϡ˾֚ޑÖण ÷ईण
ȇܓ֛࠙ؽŢࠚޒÄण ţण ࢝ࠛޓɺउण ҃֜ण ĘŤ࢞ťण 7U࣪ण Ă࢟҄֝˿Ŧण ҅ण ɻ̀Ս֞ܔࠜޔŧࠝ ण Rηθ҆ȈŨȉऊण ֟ण ऋࢠ֠ϡण
ȊА҇ԕɼ×֡́ܕण đࠞޕؾण ֢#uؿȋـȌȍũsण ҈ι̂Ȏࠟ҉}ޖण Ҋ֣ण ȏБҋԖɽ֤̃ܖण فȐȑµܗण ǁ̄X̅ܘقण ࠠ࣫كण ऌSޗण لYण
ŪϢ̆Øण Ċࠡण hण ̇ࠢޘҌvūࠣ̈ɾण ࠤВ=ࠥण Ŭࣵمܙۀڿҍwŭࠦ̉ԗऍण ïè¼ण κण ȒГҎrɿ֥̊ܚण ǂ1֦ण ҏ-ण ࠧД̋ण ĩÙĝÚण
Qࣹܛ̌ہҐ~ȓ(ण Ůࠨण Ԙ̍ůࠩޙण Oण Űࠪ>Ȕӹण نYण ࠫهґࠬҒޚण x̎ʀғ%ण &ࢡܜҔ֧ϣण Е̏ण λҕ!࠭ޛण Ж̑̐ܝण ऎ ?!ޜण وμण
ԙҖν̒Ûण Ği֨ȕ̓ण KۂࢢىԚҗ֩Ϥण ξण ĄÜण Ҙ֪οԛࢣ(ठű̔ण يۃԜएޝŲȖȗЗųܞҙʁ̕ण ًण ̖࠰ٌܟۄҚ֫ण ȘŴܡܠқޞܢण
̗֬ʂ̘ޟܣण n࠱ण yٍ"̙ण Ҝ՞ࢤَ֭ϥ.ҝșÅण  ۤ̚¸࠳ُ࠲ܤۅण ِπण ۆ#,ّȚْțȜŵԝण ȝ֮ٓӲࢥϦE࠴ण ࣓ŶȞȟҞ̛֯ޠण
̜̝࣬ܥण ʃ̞̟ࣔԞ̠ٔۇʄण ǃऐण Ĕċąण ޡȠoְ̡࠵ҟޣ࠶ޢण >ֱʅण ٕ࠷И̢¡ܦÝण ģЙҠޤण ࠸ऑ ۈण ٖρण ࣕŷȡȢҡֲ ण КŸޥण Ǆֳ̣ण
࠹̤ަ࠺̥Nण Ңִण ܧЛ̦ާ´ިण zٗ/Ӻ̧ऒީण Źֵण М6wźֶण @ʆ6ԟ࠻ުण ς٘ ण £Żσ࠼ओण żַʇण ?ָ࠽ңϧֹ̨Ҥȣ࠾औण ࣭ҥcण ࡀНण
ǅӳ̩ȤࡁҦ̪ࣖण ٙτण ʈ̫̬ࣗԠٚۉҧֺ]ण Վࢦt5ࣘŽԡֻ̭ࡂण ȥּٛӴࢧ]žࡃ̮ण ࣙſȦȧҨ̯ޫण Ȩٜࡄƀҩֽf^־ण ࡅО'ण ެjࣶण ٝܨण
)ҪϨПࡆण Տٞ¢ण ҫՐٟܩ. ण ̰ʉҬƁࡇܪҭȩण ޭܫ٠ࡈकޮ̱ۊÞण ğࢨȪРण ࣚƂLȫҮֿ̲ޯण ՑүϩСࡉण ƃԢް١ण H̳ण Ւ٢̴ܬण
υφ̵ȬࡊҰ̶ࣛण ׀ण ࡋТ2̷ޱण ࣮ұࡌУण ҲՓƄm̸ܭʊण ҳգµण ۋ̹ܮ٣ׁ̺ßण
Ĥdण ī٤ܯԣʋण Ć̻ƅԤࡍcण ėܰϪƆׂҴडƇࡎҵ٥ण Фƈ¥ण ̼£ࡏҶՔࡐ̽ʌण ХƉण Օܱण ࡑЦƊ׃ण ࡒЧܲ̾̿ण ՖҷԥԦҸण
ȭШҹtNܳ̀ण ʍҺ́ण ͂ƋȮЩण ख̓ƌܴण χܵण ̈́ׄی°+٦һƍÆण Ǝׅʎण ࡓЪƏࡔण ͅ׆Îψ٧ࢩܶࡕЫण ٨ण ٩͆ÏࡖЬҼܷण Xण ࡗЭ͇ण
٪ܸࡘƐԧҽ࡙गण ٫ωण ȯЮҾԨʏׇ͈ण ԩ͉ण ЯƑण ϊҿࣜ͊ण घ͋ƒܹण ٬ϋण ƓϫTण Ӏण ʐࢪ ण ࡚ण BȰ¯ªण !ۍӁƔ¸ܺ٭ण
ӂό ȱ࡛ӃٮÇण ĕČóčýÈण ӄण ȲٯԪԫAǆٰܻƕӅٱण ࣯kढण ࡞а ण ùþúण F~ʑण ôĎÿÉण ܼ(ێٲण ٳण ʒ͍͌ࣝԬۏٴण
´͎ېyٵȳٶLȴƖԭण ȵӵࢫϬƗࡠ͏ण ࣞƘȶȷӆ͐ण Bʓण ࡡण ͑p͒ȸࡢण ٷण ܽٸण ՙ͓ܾٹण lࡣ͔3ण ࣰ ͕ܿण ࡤбUण
͖ύώӇȹȺ¹ण ȻCאण Ǉ͗ण ࡥ͘©͙ण mבण ङࢬגϭण ȼвӈԮʔ͚݀דण *הण ࡦг͛ण ʕࣟ͜͝ԯۑn_וण ࣱٺʖàण õďĀण Ӊण
߀݁ټ߁זٻےӊחϮण ࡧ"ӋƙԱ߂ण ٽϏण ࡨд͞ण Ƚࢭ݂݃ ࡩטԲचण ԳhȾ͟͠߃יण ࢮךȿپӶࢯϯƚࡪ͡ʗण ࣠ƛɀɁӌ͢כण Ӎण е݄ͣͤण
ʘͥ࣡ͦԴۓٿӎלϰण ɂ߄ͧ݅םࢰڀण ϐ݆ځण ӏդࢱڂמϱͨןӐɃӑ छण Ӓנण ɄжӓԵM݇ͩסण Զͪ߅¤ण зƜעण êण ¹ D݈߆ण ڃԷʙण Ɲʚण
Ӕ߇ण ƞԸ߈ڄण ߉څ۔/ߊ݉چӕ`ףण Ɵפण ͫϑZɅƠɆ·ण ϒӖSsʛण ݊ӗơԹण *-ण ĥиͬण ăƢ՚HӘEáण
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8eͭण Ժͮण ڇϓण ڈࢿͯץەɇډɈɉƣԻण ߋࢲϔƤɊͰण ۖͱڊݍәߌצण Ӛण ۗ=йڋϲͲӛɋӜࡰजण ߍण ࣲڌण ǈͳӝϳण
ߎࡱࢳʜӞʹʝण ࡲڍण ͵ࣷƥ,ӟקण ࣳкͶࡳлͷݎण ࡴмߏण ۘࡵڎݏͺӠߐרण ɌƦשण ǉͻण ࢴߑͼʞण §ण ͽԼӡɍӢࡶण ӣvx#תӤࡷझâण
Ē2ڏɎԽڐƧԾण ƨࡸӥǊʟoV¤ण ࡹڑण ¥;ͿݐƩԿण ۙ#zڒɏړɐɑƪՀण ߒ¶ݑϕ<ɒण ۚ"ࡺӦण ɓƸण ۛࡻڔݒɔ5ण
՛ӧɕ΄ण Wݓ՜ण ϖƫࡼƬՁण ۜ΅6+ڕɖږɗɘƭՂण Ө ϗΆəࡽׯڗÊण Ʈװʠण eƯࣣ·ण ǋΈױण ࢵߓΉʡण ư4ण Ʊण ژݔǌΊण Zݕڙण
ɚՃײө^׳ण ࡾнण ϴΌ״4ण ࡿƲࢀण JښʢΎण Ϙ1ण ࢁоΏߔΐण ۞ ڛݖӪ¦ãण ĠࢂࢶʣӫΑ¦ण FݗΒण Ӭण ۟¡ߕ)!_ڜݘण ࢃڝण
Γࣸ۠ݙΔߖߗण ࢄпΕߘ ण ϵ /Ζ3ण ࢷߙӭ϶ण ݚΗɛڞ՝ǍӮƳࢅण āĖöण ࢆΘɜd}ӯࢸۥΙߚण ϙݛڟण ࢇрΚण ڠݜʤࢹɝ࢈Ӱڡण ڢϚण
ࢺɞсण ߛࢻݝϛDɟΛण ۡ«ڣݞΜ*ߜण ƴߝण ۢ2ࢉΝࢊgՄण ࣤƵKɠΞण ɡڤ,ۣߞࢋڥäण
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ıժܭŇࠆϨگߑ؟ʓÑࡵ Ķʔࠇʕ ň҄ࡵ ŉؠիŊǺOʖܮ ࡵڰլࡵ ܯΦʗࡵ ءխȻǻܰϩxӤࡵ ծ͟ࡵ آկŋࠈV ࠉ ࡵڱŌǼǽϪӥʘࡵ ࡵ?أ
ǥϫӦࡵ ߓڲؤߒʙȼ¬ࡵ Ĭӧʚࡵ إܱڳōܲΌࡖࡵ Ƚ7ࠊ7҅հ8Ⱦࡵ Ǧࡗࡵ ĨĖĂėďࡵ ϬӨࠋܳϭLŎܴձ ࡵ®ڴئŏܵ ࡵڵղࡵ
Őܷܶʛmߔőܸࡵ !өࡵ ճܹΧࡀاϮڶʜࡵ ࠌϯ҆ߕبʝӪܺࡵ ةܻڷŒӫࡵ մHࡵ Ψࠄ"Ӭࡵ تյܼ!ࠍW ࡵڸߖثǧࡘࡵ œںڹϰ ࡵ ϱࡵ
جʞʟ#ܽʠȿh࡙ࡵ ϲӭࡵ ΎӮնܾշǨϳոܿϴǾࡵ ϵM҇ʡ݀ ࡵڻ$ӯ3ࡵ ǿʢ҈҉ࡵ ȀߗҊ݁حʣ¯ࡵ ŀR϶ ࡵڼŔ݂݃ʤӰߘŕ݄ɀࡵ خڽϷӱ°ࡵ
ȁŖӉӊ9Ɂࡵ ńă±ࡵ ذدʥھ:Ӳ݅ʦ0ࡵ ݆Ωࡵ ͠ϸ ࡵ݇ڿرչŗҋࡵ زպŘࠎϹ¡ࠏ ࡵۀřȂȷѹBࡵ ȃŚӳɂϺɃś݈²ࡵ Ę݉ࡵ ࡁŜ͡ ࡵہʧɄࡵ
݊ջࡵ ࠐռҌwDʨۂس³ࡵ ǩߙࡂ ࡵΪʩӴࡵ ߚ؞:ϻyӵ ࡵۃŝǪսߛࡵ ϼۆۅ( ࡵۄݍŞΏࡵ ΫϽzش¤ࡵ ) վصߜ͢ ࡵ´;ۇάʪ ࡵ
ضݎaşҍࡃ ࡵۈʫۊߝۉ ࡵطʬӶɅʭ0Òࡵ ŁUʮࡵ ĤŠšӷʯۋʰࡵ έŢࠑʱࡵ tɆF ࡵظɇʲࠒʳҎտӌʴӸࡵݏ
ݐʵӍ<عţغߞݑʶÌӹیϾݒXࠓʷࡵ ӎݓŤӺ ࡵۍݔրͣࡵ ήࠅťӻࡵ ێʸػց࡚ݕʹ ࡵۏåࡵ ǤɈࡵ êÓࡵ
Ċւݖίʺݘ ݗ ࡵؼΐ¤ࡵ Ͽࠔփҏࠕʻݙ ࡵېΰʼࡵ ߟۑʽࡵ քͤࡵ Ŧࡵ $sЀӏŧҐࡵ ؽօࠖ'ݚЁ ۓ ࡵےؾŨYӼࡵ ݛαũ ࡵݜȄŪӽࡵ
ЂӾͥʾȅࡵ Ӑūӿࡵ ŬԀɉࡵ =ࠗֆѽʿࡵ Ȇؿևە۔Í؆ـֈݝˀȇЃ࠘ˁࡵ ЄӢߠԁЅ࡛ࡵ ࡄІݞβ։ߡ ࡵݟЇqɊߢȈЈԂΑࡵ ЉґҒԃۖۗÔࡵ ċࡵ
ŭԄЊӑŮғࡵ فݠЋԅµࡵ ɋ˂ۘЌNԆů˃1ࡵ ķiЍݡOࡵ ĥgЎԇ˄ࡵ Ĳęĺࡵ öëïû¶ࡵ Ɍ˅ Џ࠙ˆɍࡵ ͦ֊قjࡵ ݢγˇࡵ ĩˈǫكŰۙѾűࡵ .#Ҕͧࡵ
ɎАŲملT<ųࡵ ۚنݣŴБࡵ ͨࡵ ǬࠚВԈˉࡵ ֍ݤŵࠛZ֎و ࡵ·ۛه¢Гɏˊɐࡵ þáÎĀâ¦ࡵ ؇ˋ֏ىȉݥД|ԉࡵ ŶΒŷЕۜࡵݦ
 ˌЖߣ۞ࡵ ݧ֑يŸًࠜЗ۟ࡵ ɑŹٌٍδ>źࡵ ИԊࡵ ēЙզК۠εࡵ ЛͩŻn ࡵۡݨ؈ࠝˍَࡵ ۢМࡓࡵ Ӓ֒ݩζۣࡵ ֓Iࡵ żMࡵ Jُ֔ࡵ Žࡵ
ҕˎžۤˏ ࡵ֕ࡅݫ ࡵݪ%ِۥÕࡵ Ě ࡵݬҖۦyࡵ ۧНΓԋОͪПȊſԌݭҗࡵ ّːɒߤ/ɓࡵ ݮQˑࡵ ۨ˒ࠞ˓ْݰ֗ ࡵ֖ͫ ࡵ࡞ݯƀࠟР ߥࡵ
ɔСƁٓٔη˔Ƃ¸ࡵ ǭߦ ࡵݱԍ֘ ࡵݲТٕ˕ࠠ֙ ࡵݳƃҘҙࡵ Z ȋУɕ˖Ԏ¹ࡵ Фԏࡵ ĸࡆɖ˗Ԑࡵ *դɗࡵ ĭ˘ٖߧÖࡵ łԑ֚ͬٗݴuƄ?ݵeºࡵ
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łˉڣ ࣱˈٲࣀޘޗڢȲԦȗДՏŤ ࣱޙՐޚmθ#Ցࣱ ȳťՒʗЕŦˊ ࣱܜŧeŨЖՓޜ ࣱޛܝϜˋࣱ ȴ ڤȵࢁ½װڥׯٳܞ0З4ˌࣱ ˍޝױڦٴnՔࣱ
ײͺࣱ Ńõࣱ ࢆИࢇũࢻࣱ ι ࣱࢹ׳ڧ+ࣱ ࣁŪ ࣱޞܟū.ʘࣱ ĬÎࣱ ȶ״ӂЙÏࣱ ˎٵܠ]ڨȷࣂ~࢈ޟÐࣱ Ŭ ࣱˏکȸࡇ ګڪՕޠӃࣃࣱ ȹٶːޡnՖfࣱ
ڬٷКԧŭˑࣱ ڭޢЛŮӄ ࣱͻ ࣱܡG˒5Ñࣱ МՉࡈκ ȺНࣄޣÒࣱ ůՙʙࣱ ˓ͼͽ Ȼ;Lࣅöࣱ
ģĴĪࣱ Оٸܣ ࣱܢ՚ڮܤП՛λࣱ ȼӅР՜СȽŰӆࣱ ޥ¦˔ޤТeࣱ ;űȾУӇФަХ# ࣱگͿ ࣱܥń(< ࣱ˕ܦĵࣱ Ų՝ʚࣱ ŅϝųܧQࣱ ĶķȘࣱ
ާ#ިܨЦ՞μࣱ Ч՟ࣱ :hŴӈŵՠʛࣱ Ŷʜࣱ ;ࣱ vVӉʝࣱ ީڰШ ӊࣱ ܩЩު˖ࣱ աࣱ ņŷࡉٹŸࣱ ŀ˗ࢨࣱ ĳࡊ բR>ࣱ Ϟ ࣱܪș˘˙գࣱ
Ъʞ˚ޫЫЬWʟࣱ  ࣱڱňŹ¡˛ࣱ ĸĹĺࣱ ެڲoźӋ ࣱ ࣱܫȿŻ/ʠЭʡżޭ˜ࣱ ŽЮν˝դࣱ÷ܬ
ŉžӌԨե˞Ӎӎſࣱ ޮࣆٺϟЯࣱ Â ࣇٻϠаÇøࣱ ślSࣱ N˟ࢉӏټˠզޯࣱ zէࣱ Ŋ¹бްࣨYڳӐƀըʢࣱ Ɓթʣࣱ ޱϡࣱ ࡋܭɀɁܮ1²ӑࣱ
΄вˡӒʤࣱ  ڴӓࣱ +ࣱ ĭfࣈ ࣱ΅ ࣱٽƂࣱ Ӕ ࢊˢÓࣱ ƃӕ࣯ì ࣉ)پpࣱ ࢋƄɂɃˣࣱ г ࣱܯɄժܰ ˤڵʥࣱ ƅࣱ Ӏࣱڶ
Ɔࢌ=Ʌ˥ùࣱ :hдࣱܱ ࢍƇɆɇеիXࣱ Ɉլ ܲ¥ࣱ  ࣱƈࣱ ԩࡌƉξ˦խжࣩ ʦÔࣱ ˧ծ½˨ࣱ ʧTΆ|ɉз˩կࣱ ܳڷƊqࣱ ࣰࣱ·
ԥࣱ ÃŞ¼ĎӖƋÈࣱ Ϣƌ¨ࣱ +ࣱܴ иհɊٿƍȚӗ˪ࣱ Έࣱ ࡍй~y࣪кձοࣱ πӘɋ§˫ࣱ =Ή©$ ࣱڸϣл£ࣱ ܵ¶ρ> ࣱڹUղࣱܶ
Ϥˬࣱ țJɌ¨ ںмࢂúࣱ ő࣊ďәƎࣱ ܷࡎɍɎ˭ܸ1ΊࡏӚӛ»ࣱ ڻӜнˮڼƏ ˯ࣱܹ оճࣱ ܺࡐΌпɏрࣱ մࢃȜ˰ ࣱܻڽ؆ࣱ
с ࡑյтࣱ࣫ '%ࣱ ȝ؇ࢩ˱ӝࣱ Ȟc؈ ࣱھςƐƑɐ߀؉ܼ˲ࣱ ƒɑɒ·ՈࡒӞƓ߁ࣱܽ Ɣնʨࣱ }уӟӠࣱܾ ߂ϥVࣱ ȟ@ɓ߃ڿфƕӡࣱ KӢӣÕࣱ
Ļ.ࣱ ħ(х-˳Öࣱ ؊շσ0rոτࣱ Ύц˴Ӥʩࣱ 4ۀчƖӥࣱܿ ؋Ώࣱ Œ࣋ĐӦƗ×ࣱ ࡓ݀шչgࣱ Ƙࣱ Ԫ،ۂڀ ࣱ˵ہƙɔ߄{Lƚӧࣱ ࢎƛɕɖщպ˶ࣱ
ΐۃ؍ԫࡔӨƜªъ؎ջࣱ Ɲռʪࣱ ʫ݁ƞυ˷ࣱ ݂ɗ˸Pࡕө˹ࣱ ϦƟսࣱ ³݃Oࣱ վࣱ Įφ࣌ځ6ыƠտࣱ ݄߅ࡖʬ ˺݅Øࣱ ϧࣱ݆ ݇Ϩ؏ࢸࣱ !րࣱ
˻Α,Mơɘ»ࣱ Ƣ߆˼ࣱ ؐΒࣱ ġė¾ࣱ ьցࣱ ªi˽ࣱ Γэۄ3ࣱ ߇юƣ-ࣱ ࣍˾ƤۅÙࣱ Ƞ´ ࣱ ؑւӪࣱ࣎ Ęğ¿ࣱ ƥࣱ ĠęÀࣱ Ʀc߈˿߉ ࣱۆϩࣱ̀
݈́əؒփʭࣱ Ƨࣱ ߊϪ ۈߋ ࣱۇяƨࣱ ̂Ʃ݉ۉûࣱ ŚВѐࣱ݊ s ࣱӫ̃1ࣱ 8ϫƪքࣱ kࣱ̄ ߌϬۊW̅í࣏̆ƫۋÚࣱ ĢĚÁࣱ ̇ΔΕёɚ?ɛࣱ࣐
یIߍࣱ̈ ̊ߎێؓڂ̉ۍPࣱ օࣱ įχ࣑ߏڃüࣱ Ŝࣱ̋ ̌ۏƬؔݍֆࣱ ࢪГࣱࣧ ߐϭࣱ̍ şđӬƭࣱ Ʈɜɝђևࣱ̎ ϮƯݏ ࣱݎϯؕ¹ ࣱӭࢫؖRࣱې
̏ΖΗѓɞưɟࣱ࣒ є/ࣱ Ĩϰ Ӯࣱ̐ ߑϱֈࣱ s։ࣱ İψ࣓ ࣱߒڄѕ ࣱߓؗ ࣱݐɠӯ̑@Ûࣱ AӰߔϲࡗؘωࣱ ߕϳࣱ̒ ʮΘἸ ࣱߖ֊̔ۑƱߗߘ ʖ}ࣱ
ےƲߙ̕¢ࣱ ؙdࣱ ߚؚࣔ'څіʯࣱ ΚaX ࣱۓԬƳࣱ ƴΛΜTɡߛࣱ ̖ΝΞїɢƵɣࣕýࣱ ītΟΠ̗̘۔ɤ̙ ࣱݑјࣱ ߜϴࣱ̚ ɥɦљࣱ̛
ηٰەԭࡘӱƶߝÜњݒ࡙ ࣱ؛ʰࣱ ԮƷࣱࣖ ƸӲ2 ࣱȡࣱ̜ ?ࣱ Ρƹɧߞۖþࣱ œϵ%ࣱ ƺɨɩћ֍ࣱ̝ ɪƻ࡚̞ݓʱࣱ ࢬࣱ ̟ۗƼɫќ ࣱ ֎؝ѝ֏ࣱ
Ȣۘߠ ࣱ϶ߟ؞ўƽӳ3ÿࣱ ıΣΤ ࣱݔߡۙ؟ƾۚYࣱ  ࣱࢭؠȣ̠џϊࣱ ԯƿʲ$ࣱ ߢ ࣱߣݕ« ࣱءBࣱ ۜچ ࣱ̡ۛآǀMߤѠɬӴࣱ ӵѡ࡛ڟѢࣱ
ΥأԱ-ǁߥѣ ࣱ֑ؤѤࣱ ĩϷѥӶࣱ̢ ࣱ ࣮ļ֒ʳ֓&¡Ѧǂࣱ ߦ ࣱ &ݖ ࣱإѧΦࣱ Ѩ ࣱ ࢮuӷӸࣱ ɭ֔ئΧ̣۞ࣱ ϋZǃߧࣱ̤۟ Ǆ֕ʴࣱ Բࣱ̥۠
¢ݗǅ,֖̦ʵࣱ ^ߨۡڇɮߩѩ֗اĀࣱ
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Ļ̌֘ߪݘѪόǆ߫ۢب£ࣱ ࣱ߬ ŋ߭֙Ψ ࣱۣةŠ֚ѫ$ۤݙѬࣱ߮ࣗ (Ǉ[ࣱ ǈ̨֛߯߰࡞E߱\ʶࣱ ߲ࢯࣱ ۥ߳ݚǉѭ֜ت ࣱݛΩࣱ ŌÝࣱ ߴࣘڈϸѮࣱ
Ȥࣱࣙ ѯ֝ʷɯѰ֞ύࣱ ࢅډجۦߵثϹѱɰࣱ µ߶Ǌ߷Ѳ ࣱݜ֟حѳ.ࣱ ߸iࣱ̩ 9Ĥ࣭ۧخÞࣱ ŇࡠۨîÉāࣱ ŔϺB¯ࣱ Ѵݝßࣱ ǋɱ'ࣱ ϻCࣱݞ
ǌࣱ ʸ̪ӹ̫7ѵ߹ࡡ ࣱدǍߺѶ ࣱ֠ذÄϼ̬۩̭Ϊ ࣱ۪رѷɲ"ڊǎȥӺࣱ زdࣱ ̮̯۫۬ݟѸ֡سÊࣱ vࣱ֢ Ǐࣱ ώࣱ̰֣̱ ࡢݠɳϽࣱ 7Ͼǐàࣱ ࣱ֤
ڋ̳ۯ ࣱ߽ ࣱۮ̲ʹۭشԤҾɴǑ߾̴áࣱ ߿j`ࣱ Գࡣࠀࠁҿ ࣱ֥ٱɵǒࡤ¤̵¤ࣱ Ǔࣱ ۰U¶ڠѹ۱̶ԴZ֦ࠂࣱ Ϋص۲ࣱ ظ ࣱط ࣱ֧ض۳̷ࣱ
Ե̸ࠃǔȦعӻѺࠄ̹ࢰ ࣱݡϿѻɶ)ࣱ Ǖ۴ࣱ̺ ֨ ࣱ غǖǗѼӼǘȧӽࣱ̻ ѽࣱ֩ ԶǙՊǚӾѾǛࣱ֪ ࠅѿݤ̼ࡥݣݢâࣱ ľࣱ֫ ɷ֭̽ࡦڡ]ݥ֬ػɸãࣱ ࠆЀࣱ̾
ࠇݦ۵ǜҀ֮ ࣱݧKǝ ࣱࠈؼԷǞt֯5ǟҁࣱ Ϗ۶ࠉࢱؽЁࣱ Ǡְʺࣱ ̿ڌ۷¥҂ ࣱ҃ ࣱࠊݨԸǡՋǢӿpǣֱࣱ ҄ݫ̀ࡧݪݩĂࣱ Łֲࣱ́ ࠋݬ۸Ǥqࣱ
ÅěēċŕࣚËࣱ ɹֳؾǥִ ࣱݭšࣱ҅ Ǧֵࠌ҆ϐֶࣱ͂ ࢲ҇Ԁ[ࣱ Ђࣱ̓ ̈́ݮɺַؿʻࣱ  ݯ۹ǧ҈ָࣱ ÆĜĔĒŖࣛÌࣱ ʼࠍفֹ ࣱ¦ـăࣱ Ŀֺࣱ
ɻǨԁ࢘ͅݰäࣱ ǩࣱ ҉ݱԹҊԂ" ࣱۺǪ³ࢼۻࠎق0ڍЃҋɼࣱ ۼكǫԃࣱ ࢙ǬɽɾҌֻࣱ͆ ϑǭҍּݲ±ࣱ ōåࣱ ࠏࣜڎЄҎԺࡨࡩ۽Իࣱ ࢳǮࣱمࠐ ࣱࢺل*ݴ ࣱݳ
Ȩࣱ͇ ݵǯά͈æࣱ ϒֽ͉͊ࠑwɿDԄԅ¼ࣱ ¬ݶǰȩԆçࣱ Ǳ־ʽࣱ ʀڏAȪԇࣱ͋ نέࣱ ֿ͍͌ڐ°۾ǲࠒw׀ϓࣱ ¬Ѕbࣱ ҏׁࠓ͎ࠔݷҐǳԈࣱ ԼࡪʁݸCࣱ
ࠕ!ࠖ ࣱهґࣱ ҒׂࠗHʂ͏ԉԊ ࣱۿғ͐ ࣱݹº࠘ІҔ࠙ ࣱ׃Їࣱ͑ ࠚ͒܀ҕʃԋ͓ׄوʾࠛىЈ͔Ԍ Ǵԍࣱ ࣝݺ2͕ࠜԽࣱ ȫࣱࠝ ࣱࠞي
ʄǵڑǶȬԎࣱ͖ ήࣱ ͗ݻ܁Җࠟݼmׅϔࣱ ԏً׆ϕï©͘܂Ծࣱ ࠠ*͙܃SҗׇĄࣱ ŝjࣱ͚ ࢚ʅʆu ࣱ͛ʇί^ݽ܄ðٌࠡ͜܅ڒʈࠢҘࣱٍ
!gǷҙ࢛ ࣱݾx·܆Ԑړࣞࠣ  ࣱ®ЉҚԿ܇қࢄèࣱ Ǹَ ࣱΰα ࣱݿЊُࠤ ࣱ͝ڔkǹ5ࣱ Ǻ ࣱǻǼԑِϖّ ࣱހǽµࢽْࠥڕٓ܈ЋҜʉࣱ
ՀࡰࠦǾ ࣱࠧאՁEࣱࣟ  ࣱ࢜܉͞ށǿ2ࣱ Ȁࣱ Ղ_¸ٔ܊ږʿࣱ ࠨ࣠ڗЌٕҝˀࣱ ¸ȁʊʋҞ ࣱ͟בҟࣱ ՃȂגąࣱ ŗ܋ҠFԒ ࣱނҡࣱރ͠`ࠩהࡱ࢝ ࣱד
ބlٖࢴࣱ ࣱࠪ͡ ࠫࢵࣱٗ Ŏࠬ٘ʌӁ͢ ࣱ܌G´ࢾٙ4ژ܍ЍҢʍࣱ ŏĆࣱ «࣡ڙЎңࣱ ࢞ʎʏy࠭ ࣱޅ&וࣱٚ ȭࣱ ކȃβͣéࣱ Ҥזγʐҥ࢟_ࣱ Ȅחˁࣱ
ҦՌࡲטϗ\יzʑࣱ rͤ ࣱךՄ ࣱއࣱٛ ࠰ވҧՅࡳԓ࠱ҨכϘࣱ ʒͥԔԕñՆNxH࠲ͦ˂ࣱ ҩࡴ࠳ לêࣱ Ȯࡵ࠴ࣱ Ԗͧދ ࣱފމࣱٜ Ҫࣱ
¯ތҫՇࡶԗȅ࠵Ҭםϙࣱ Őćࣱ ࣣښҭࣱ Ȇ࠶מҮȯٝ˃ࣤĈࣱ ŢٞԘࡷ࠷ן%ࣱ ࠸үȇԙ ࣱލºҰԚԛࣱ ܐڛٟʓͨͩ˄ࣱ ࢶұ࠹Џࣱ ࠺"Ҳ/ࣱ
ĝĕČŘࣱࣥ ࠻٠ࣱ ͪࢠȈԜࡸF࠼ࣱͫ ҳՍࡹaࣱ ܑͬڜގ١נ3ࣱͭ δ٢ԝԞ٣ࢷҴסϚࣱ ࢡȉܒҵȊ6{٤ ࣱ§עҶ˅ ࣱף٥ޏȋϛͮëࣱ |Վࡺҷ࣬Ȍ࠽ ࣱפ
ސʔАͯOࡻͰ ࣱޑȍ ࣱˆץε٦ࡼԟI࠾Ҹ٧ޒĉࣱ  ȎԠ7צܓȏҹࢢͱࣱ Ȑ²ࢿ٨*ڝܔ,ʕࣱ ࡽࡀȑࡁࣱ ޓ°ܕȒҺ ࣱק9ĥܖ٩òÍࣱ
o ࣱޔȓࢣDһԡȔȰԢͲࣱ ζ٪ࣱ ࢤ٫ԣࡾ ࣱܗʹͳࡂרҼ ࣱשБbࣱ ͵ࢥͶ ࣱࡃת6<®ࣱ 8)Qࣱ Ħܘ٬ó Ĳࡿܙô ĞĖčřࣱࣦ ޕ8ܚȕҽࣱ
ࢦ٭ڞͷ ࣱٮࡄ ࣱޖȱࣱ ţܛࢧٯȖ±ࡅࢀJࡆ ˇĊࣱ
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ź˩চ žҁচ ۯٛԺ५ޥƃɃɄzƄܨ҂ʮ˪চ ҃ަচ ƅচ Ի҄ܩ˫চ vٜٝ۰ԼÉܪচ /ϙচ ИƆ ƇɅ࠰Çªٞ҅Ɇচ ƈɇ҆ʯচ ࠱сƉ࠲চ Ϛٟާ֫ܫচ
Ɗচ ɈƋ۱ި࣯Խচ ٠চ ࠳wচ ³ࣰܬϛƌɉYচ ١Ϝকāচ ֪Ńচ ࠴চ ˬܭ۲ީ˭ܮˮ´࠵চ ƍচ जࣱ҇ܯԾ˯Ɋচ A҈࠶Й˰Ăচ ņচ
۳ࣲܰ҉ϝҊ˱চ ſ(চ ۴٢Կ६ުƎɋɌтƏ3ҋʰ˲চ ƐК˳চ ۵ k§Ƒܱ࠷)٣אচ ʱझ˴Հ٤§˵ʲচ ȥ७চ ƒבচ ũŗŕচ ´ɍҌS࠸גҍޫ࠹চ
xƓެচ Ȧ˶˷דচ ࠺Tµ6˸ʳচ *চ ञ٥ՁÄ¿c˹ܲޭচ Ɣޮচ ƕהচ ƖՂ࠻ ܳוƗ࠼Ҏट˺চ ԵҏՃՄ$Qচ ठƘɎɏҐ˻זচ ࠽&࠾চ ֬ґЛуচ
۶ܴ٦ड(ʴ˼চ ۷ £À˽ɐࡀҒ٧חচ ƙϞࡁ˾ܵচ ٨˿טচ O٩ޯ̀ăচ Ňচ ۸ࣳܶғϟҔʵচ ƀҕচ ۹٪Յ८ްƚɑɒфƛܷҖḰচ ढƜɓɔҗ̂יচ
ۻܸ̃ۺƝܹTʶচ Ҙךচ ɕ0ՆՇDF٫ܺƞࡂҙ٬כচ ौҚࡃхচ ࡄц̄চ Ťܻ̅)̆छচ Ř ࡇࣴࡆࡅޱচ ɖࣵUʷচ Ϡo्চ ܼƟɗࡈқל٭চ ƠםLচ
ٮ ۼʸࣶJ̇ʹচ ƁҜচ ơࡉ+ȧٯ९চ ҝמচ Ҟচ łĺÌচ ٰϡচ णՈ8ࡊ̈̉ܽĄচ ňচ Ϣҟ̊Չʺচ ࡋ ҠՊচ ࡌٱচ ࡍ̋³ࡎচ чচ
ϣϤҡɘƢəÈচ ϥচ ࡏшҢচ तƣɚɛ̌ןচ ॎƤচ ¨Vܾٲ²̍চ ңנচ Ū̎۽Ջচ 7 °চ ŉřŏচ ƥࣷ۾Ҥɜ̏ąচ Śࡐচ щƦচ
ƧՌٳচ E̐Wסচ ҥथ[চ ࡑচ ĽÒĚěĜচ ɝъٵٴՍচ ɞыҦՎ ܿXעচ Ȩ॰চ ҧףद̑ࡒҨМƨࡓ݀ٶচ Ʃࡔচ ࡕь̒চ ŮٷÄࡖэচ ŊϦ݁ɟচ
śࣸࡘࡗ»פ6̓চ ϧٸ3চ ť̔ʻҩɠƪՏচ ŭ"5̕«ɡyĆচ =|Yচ ̖݂ۿՐҪ֭ҫץƫ݃Èচ ݄̗ࣹ ࡙চ ٹϨচ ȩ࡚ٺюচ ࡛݅ҬƬՑচ я>ध̘চ
Ȫ̙চ ݆̚ ٻ܀Â̛ʼচ ƭצMচ ?݇চ ܢÅҭ̜চ ̝,ɢ݈ࣺټƮН+ рćচ
ůѐҮО̞ՒՓƯচ Îʽॱ¶Zॲ̟݉קÐĈচ Ŭư̠݊.̡ƱՔÓচ ԶүՕՖ̢ʾÔচ ॏёٽ̣÷ɣ̤ՙচ ŰђҰt՚চ नɤɥұ߀רচ &Ʋऩ[চ
ϩƳҲ՛̥Nচ ࡞پচ ٿ܁पҳʿ̦চ ߁ҴП-Ϫɦƴשচ ݍ܂/ࡠWɧࡡҵ;תڀচ ţफ̧Õø ݎځƵচ űѓҶР$՜ƶচ बƷɨɩ ߂̨চ ڂݏ܃भ̩ˀÖচ
ࡢڃচ ȫ̪চ ߃Ƹϫ×চ Ȭࣻࡣচ ࡤڅڄচ ֮ƹÉচ ˁ߅̫߄چচ ॐ̬ݐচ ܣ̭ݑ7ҷ˂̮ݒচ Ϭݓڇচ ^ϭϮҸɪƺɫॳØচ ƻ˃চ ɬɭƼ߆ҹ¤ƽ՝চ
̯ࡥ̰ׯҺɮচ ̱ݔम̲ࡦݕƾ߇চ ƿ ߈̳ĉচ ōࣼࡧװ̴ݗݖ՞ॴ9চ u̵̶ࡨһɯচ ̷СҼױZaݘҽײТচ ࡩ̸ɰx,Ҿ߉̹ࣽܤচ @̺ݙচ ȭ̻ҿ׳Уচ
74\˄চ ࡪচ ˅Uय̼՟ ܄চ ߊर̽ݚǀՠচ Ãॵ܅bߋচ ڈϯচ ŲєӀФաբǁচ ऱǂɱɲӁ¸]״Ùচ ѕ̾চ ֯ߌډÁচ ڊ¬܆ӂߍӃХচ 0ϰচ
॑іӄɳїচ ǃ̿ݛচ ˆ চ Ȯ_գ॒ڋĊচ
œߎ চ ɴڌOӅЦচ ϱݜڍচ ј̀চ ©́ڎݝɵलচ ĝ:ÂӆЧ͂চ ¡চ <љӇШiդǄচ ߏ̓ڏÚচ ǅচ ɶࡰڐǆӈˇ̈́চ
॓Ӊࡱњӊচ Ǉচ ħĸĞচ ŦMեচ ܇զǈߐӋচ ڑrচ ࡲћǉࡳচ ߑͅ܈ɷӌ ߒÛচ zǊळ͆চ E^͇চ ߓ͈͉ࡴݞচ ڒࡵচ ࡶќ͊চ Щְ͋͌ړচ
ڔϲচ ࡷ{চ Żİէǋচ ऴAɸɹচ ¾ࡸচ ڕϳচ ųǌը͍ږթժǍচ ֧চ ȯॶচ żċŴČচ ŋॷֱݟচ ߔɺӍ͎ࡹӎ¶ࡺߕÜচ Ÿѝ͏চ
3͐5ࣾիࡻǎࡼচ ࡽݠ؆ߖɻڗ؇ԴࣿЪǏ؈ࡾচ ߗࡿ?ݡ+؉চ ÏĻğŀľùŜŔÑচ ֲǐ؊ӏ%͑ߘࢀߙচ Ȱ|ࢁژখčচ ߚڙٙ͒Ӑচ Ǒ؋ˈঌঐচ
֨চ ǒ،ࢂЫ͓ߛńচ ࢃচ Ǔ!܊܉ǔ͔ݢPচ ߜǕϴÝচ ߝ6ǖȱլ#Þচ Ǘˉ؍চ ¬܋¥ࢄ͕ɼࢅ͖Kচ व¢խचࢆ͗͘ߞݣচ ͙ϵ϶͚ɽࢇӑश_ծॸচ
ǘЬǙ ؎ߟ࢈চ ɾўǚկհS؏͛চ ॔Ӓࢉ'চ 4ښٚ͜ӓĎচ Ŗ0ॕ͝षeݤßচ ࢊџ`চ सǛݥӔǜȲӕձӖࢋॹচ *ؐচ ࢌѠ͞চ aϷɿʀॺচ ڛϸচ
ˊӗϹϺ͟bؑࢍচ हʁHؒ চ ղߠࢎڜচ ѡǝচ ˋ͠ճǞॻ͡ˌচ {"চ ӘәӚǟ(ؓڝচ ڞϻচ ϼӛ͢մˍচ ݦӜ ߡŅচ Ͻऀ®Ѣcচ
ߢ8ˎӝͣߣচ ڟচ Pͤͥ®Ӟচ ѣͦচ ͧݧǠߤ·ؔڠচ Ͼݨڡচ ࢘wͨচ ऺǡ±ӟ@ȳӠյӡ࢙ॼচ Ǣͩݩচ ؕচ ڢݪ܌Эͪ4ߥ;চ
ŧݫڣচ ͫʂ࢚ͬؖնॽàচ ࢛Ѥͭচ ĨĹĠচ Ũˏǣշচ ܍ոǤߦֳӢːচ ڤϿগďচ Ѐչm१ͮচ ıǥচ ࢜ѥ࢝চ ͯؗʃڥQdߧচ ݬ1࢞Ͱӣߨؘচ
ͱؙʄͲ¸ॾݭচ £ݮচ ͳӤ࢟}ʹպӥB চ ʅջռচ ӦोǦߩӧڦচ }ǧߪচ ȴ͵Ͷؚচ ࢠݯȤ߫Ёeݱݰͷˑচ Өڧࢡ؛চ  ʆڨսөচ Š:ĩĲáচ
ࢢ ЮࢣѦݲচ ॖӪࢤѧচ ࢥѨͺচ ʇѩ¯ֵګ߬ڪִکǨվচ Яͻ߭ͼচ ͽ؝ʈ1˒ӫ؞চ ࢦѪ;চ uܐँڬݳচ  ؟চ ࢧॿܑͿú߮©ʉӬЂӭHচ
ġûǩࢨؠа,߯চ ڭ%Ëচ Ѓտ२`ݴচ ĳĐচ Źѫচ ं߰ݵրࢩǪࢪءচ ҀÊȵݶӮ চ ցâচ ʊڮւӯচ qॡ߳΅߲߱΄ݷܒচ ߴֶ~ࢫڰگ
ওচ ЄփΆ३·ݸচ Ĵǫচ ĢüǬࢬآӰбΈأচ ǭ˓ؤচ ӱऻإǮ˔Ήߵচ ΊܓӲࢭѬքӳǯօচ ʋfֆև߶ãচ ȶःࢮচ LڱΌ½চ ࢯڲئচ Iǰऄ߷
ЅֈअӴ˕চ ߸ΎJݹΏࢰӵاڳচ بচ ӶвǱࢱ চ ¹gгַΐࢲ߹চ ڴsচ ªǲFȷӷࢳচ ӸࢴةΑࢵتΒäচ =ѭӹߺচ ़ǳʌʍӺثচ ӻ5চ G'ࢶڵ
ǴІhচ B˖চ ࢷڶݺܔʎࢸӼऽচ *جচ ָ٘ڷΓঀđচ ŝحচ ाڸ։आࢹΔ߽ݻåচ ࢺѮΕচ िǵʏʐӽخΖচ ʑǶइ߾Η߿চ "ݼǷʒࢻӾ¢ࠀد
ӿ চ ¤ࠁࠂচ ڹsচ Īģ  ŎŒŽæচ ȸईࢼচ ࢽںচ Ԁ চ ֊ڻॗiݽচ ˗ࠃڼΘࠄচ ڽЇচ ļচ ॢচ īĤĿýĬĥŁĒচ ŐЈЉԁʓʔঁ
ࠅÃउ˘Ԃjࠆচ ھЊচ ࢾѯkচ ڿक़ ݾচ ˙ࠇۀ#চ дԃीচ ࢿख़ԄʕΙচ ǸݿΚচ ऊ˚ذlހÍग़ǹংēচ ŞЋচ ࠈऋʖʗΛࠉºЌ8çচ ǺرǻہеۂÆࠊ
 ʘ֍ۃԅচ šþĭĵচ ࠋࣀ>ށԆ.ࠌচ Μॣނܕfࠍࠎԇزжচ ūচ ǼࣁԈзΝࠏسচ ۄЍËঔচ Ў֎Ξ४ރԉচ ֏ǽচ Ǿ˛شচ ķǿèচ এé
µٗۅΟԊêচ  صঘĔচ ˜ঃࠐࣂضΠބԋȀΡচ Įচ ~ȁुচ ȹXmচ 2°ܖȂޅΣ˝চ rކۆচ ࠑࣃऌ˞ԌΤࠒচ ԍطচ ू/ऍظΥ!ࠓއĕ
ŵऎʙѰচ ृȃʚʛԎعΦࠔëচ ज़ѱΧغচ ʜֹۇȺ-Ψ˟চ ¦ࣄػচ ؼۈচ ֺएࣅԏॄȄ֑Ωࣆচ ވܗΪܘȅ«ȆԐؽۉìচ ࣇۊމܙnʝࣈচ ֻۋԹΫࠕ
ȇࠖচ ड़ά֒֓চ Ȉࠗচ ˠیέ¹চ ȉচ ּॅێؾۍȊ֔ήࣉচ ފܚί2ȋދȌ࣊ԑۏĖ
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Ō࠘চ ࣋ېؿΰˡচ ȍȻॆۑαíচ Ԓ࣌চ ԓ࠙চ ֕ԔԷβ֖অচ ࣍ѲȎ࣎চ ֗ےআচ ـۓoîচ ތ۔চ ȏ࣏চ ֽەº࣐চ Ȑচ Џγढ़চ Ŷѳԕtd֘চ
࣑Ԗиδࠚفïচ ࠛÆʞ'চȑࠜচ ࣒Ѵচ ĦÿȒ࣓قԗйεكðচ ·ܛζʟАԘʠচ ۖÇࣔj±চ ־ηֿȼލȓلচ ࣕۗގܜθԙࠝمñচ ȔنNচ ޏܝѵȕࠞܞচ
Ȗচ ŷѶкȗচ ࣖۘ।ۙԚˢòচ ׀Șইচ Ƚচ ސpܥऐԛޑιচ ࣗۚচ κेۛԸλচ 2ࣘۜޒμʡࣙԜهėচ şࣚচ ׁCঈচ Ⱦνচ Бξșࠟԝȿ֙οচ ࣛ۞চ
ʢ۟ࠠࣜঙऑʣࣝচ Țচ ࠡπޓԞρࠢচ ۠Вচ yউɀޔԟˣচ ¨֚CׂࠣԠˤ»চ ςوʤۡ˥ԡ лচ ࣞѷpࠤσচ țࣟىмτࠥيচ फ़Ѹʥѹচ ʦ1ऒ֛Rচ G$চ
Ԣًࠦυ࣠ޕφRচ ԣٌ࣡চ ࠧh֜χʧԤै!চ -ࣣԥн\ٍচ ˦ψ֝Ԧॉlޖঊচ ¼Êࠨ ½׃óচ ࠩओIvচ Ȝࠪচ  ʨۢ֞ԧচ ŢĀįĶôচ
ȝࣤࣥnَऔࣦ ˧চ ƂԨɁޗԩۣচ ʩѺۤ֟ωޘȞ]õচ ¥ޙচ ȟÅ०ܟۦޚࣧۥѻԪʪচ ׄकࣨȠُࣩࠫচ ۧГচ <ȡِׅ֠ۨϊ֢֡Dচ ֩Ęচ
őख&¿ޛϋޜচ ¾ޝόޞʫѼচ य़ԫ֣֤চ ɂύচ ޟώܦग)²Ϗ 9চ ѽ۩ॠϐॊϑޠöচ ۪࣪চ ˨ДԬ.gচ ࣫Ѿϒচ ޡVܧघԭޢϓ׆ϔّ࣬ࠬচ Е۫ޣচ
ϕЖЗʬԮϖÁচ ϗ॥¯ܠϘ࠭¼ԯ۬চ ¡চ ࣭ѿ#চ ȢْÀоٓচ ٔচ ٕচ ۭ࣮ܡԱׇȣ֥֦ঋচ Բङٖ¦пqԳʭচ %ޤۮęচ
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Š¢՞șєź4ै ѕ࣐˭ߣϷŻߤ ै¼ؙ۪Мż࣑oै )ˮ࣒˯ԁۂؚ+ʠै Žևै žߥߦ˰ֈJߧ˱ʡै £©ै ࣓ſȹȺ։˲áै ֊K˳ʢै ۫ߨݣƀ ै
ūĳĪýŗ¾ݤªƁߩіâै țजै <˴۬ї%Ԃझै ۃƂݥјϸै ŤНљÜ˵ԃै υ ˶छhۭै īƃै ĴĬै ߪ՟˷ ै؛ ैݦĭÒै ֍¿«1˸֎߫ै
ƄϹƅۮĆै Ŵњࣔ ैݧƆȻXz֏˹ै ࣼƇ ैݨp˺4^߬ћȼƈԄञै ߭ݩƉȜԅ˻ãै Ɗࣕќ ै߮˼ ۯѝ֑ै U7ўՠƋԆ ैݪƌ֒ै ƍ֓äै ʣै
ࣽ<ै ŅŁÓै ˽φχ˾Ƚџࣖ˿ै Ѡ֔ै ۄ۰ÀȾ߯ѡ֕Ϻै  ै;̀ࣗ؝ĵļCĞğĠै š؞աѢƎै ȿsѣԇʤ۱lै ֖ʥै ƏʦԈ߰ैݫ
О\»؟ʧै Ѥ֗ै ѥ֘ ݬѦ!߱ѧ&֙ؠԉै ݭÀ߲Ѩ֚ϻ·ै ƐϼƑ1ߢ߳ै ȝɀ ́۲ѩآ ءϽѪɁ%Ԋԋटै ɂ֛أψѫ۳բ̂ʨै
ʩठݮ,5ߴ̃;Ïćै Ԍߵ̄ ैݯωϊɃɄडै {֜ै ߶П̅ै ϋ̆ԍʪै Рƒ ैݰƓ ैؤݱȞ]̇֝ै ۅ۴إB̈֞ै Ѭ֟ै ŕСѭ8ƔĈीै űt̉ै
{ւ࣍£§۵ۆtढԎƕ߷ѮɅै ̊όύɆ߸ै ࣾƖۨ̋ ैݲƗԏ णै pائʫै ƘϾѯب ै߹ݳգةԐت0 ैݴثƙ4ʬै Тߺ۶جԑحϿैݵ࢘خ
̌ۇݶɇѰ̍ݷåै ࢙ݸɈУै ƚॅĉै ؗدݹfѱै Țʭै ^ذ۷<Ċै Ųumै ࣘɉɊ̎ै ࣿƛै Ѐࣙ_֠ै ĸै Ѳդ`̏ࣚر ैݺ۸ै Įै
ऀ̐Ӽ ैݻώز۹ै Ϗ࢚Ԓԓै ̑ϐϑ(߽æै ȟ࢛Æै ̒ࣛ̓֡ै  ै֢̔سʮ ै̕=شƜϒϓۺصʯʰै ĶłÔै ̖߾ض¬ۈɋ! ै֣طԔݼÁ|֤Ёै Ľै
եظФ¸ċै ŐѳƝؘ࢜ƞԕै ©̗ࣜƟɌYӷ֥Ơ?Ӹ֦¸ै ँ̘¬̙ै ֧ ̚ݾݽH°Ðै ¾ ैعզơѴ֨߿ѵ֩ै ϔ࢝Ԗԗै Ѷ࢞ѷࠀतैॄČै
ŋࠁÇ̛է*࢟ ैۻ ैݿࠂۉaंۼƢथै ࠃ9ै غȠࠄƣѸ֪ै ࠅХ| ࣝ ैހɍɎѹ̜֫ै Ƥʱै ɏ֬ػϕѺ۽ըै ࠆЦ̝̟ ै̞ށऐɐ̠Ԙԙ̡ࠇै
ࢠނ̢۾Ԛࠈ ैރѻ֭ै ࠉЧ̣ै ŷ  ބčै
ŶѼȡѽ ैؼɑШ¶̤ؽƥ Ďै ŵaै ۿ̥ޅɒuै / ै' ै܀ؾȢ̦Âࠊ̧ ै܁vؿԛ̨܂Ʀै ࣞƧɓ}֮.ै vƨ ैކȣ̩̪֯ै އѾթࢡԜƩࠋ̫ʲै
Ȥदै @ࠌވʳ~ ैމѿְै ࣟـԝÉࠍ̬ ैފ܃ʴ̭ف5܄ࠎދƪࠏҀЂै ࠐ Rࠑै ֱƫࠒࢢ܅Ƭै ҁֲϖ̮ɔࠓ҂ ैތ҃ ैֳقϗكԞ¤ःʵै Vधै
ލ:҄)ै ԟִل0þƭ҅ࠔގ8qै փࢣ6҆ࠕÎďै Gђै 0مƮԠै ҇ ैنࠖ ैޏZސЃֵुޑϘ ै ܆ه%ԡै ࣠Ưɕɖ҈̯çै ̰҉"Щ̱ै܇
ӽ}cʶै  ै܈وưࠗ"ֶ̲ࢤƱ̳࠘ʷèै ࠙Ъࠚै ɗ&ى܉ۊ ैݡÌҊʸ̴ूैŉġÿĥĢģÕै ي܊ۋ#̵ɘࠛҋًै ϙٌ܌̷̶࣡ޒ ै܋PԢै न̸Iै½܍
ƲϚࠜै ַٍ̹ै ʹَ¹̺Eै ُै Ƴϛࠝ- ैܐƴै əِ̻ޓԣÎै یޔJɚ)ै ޕ-ܑҌّ̼ ैޖϜै ʺْºbޗĐै ŝܒKै ҍքࢥָ~ऽƵࠞҎٓéै
ܓƶࠟЫ+ ैܔÂЬƷֹै ۍƸ®ֺ̾ࠠ̽ܕƹԤै ҏօࢦֻҐाƺࠡґּٔDै 1 ैޘժٕªै ԥҒӾԦऩै Ãٖै ࠢޙғիࢧԧƻÃ̿ै ࠣ̀ै
́ࠤٗܖێɛࠥҔ͂ै 7ֽࠦ̓ޚԨै ҕֆÊgै  ܗ¹ ै̈́ޛ־٘ۏٙϝै ͅޜɜࠧ͆ܘٚܙपै ŘЄŌै TֿࠨҖWٛʻҗޝêै L׀ʼै ҘÌै
ٜܚЅƼׁޞլ ै\; ैޟԩҙӿ͇फै ࠩٝै ࠪޠҚխࢨԪƽ͈ࠫै ƾै ծٞܛcै ͉Ϟϟ͊ɝࠬқࣣै կࢩɞٟIԫै հ͋ձ٠³Ïै ېޡ͌ܜ١ׂ͍ޢëै
ųy͎ै ٢ܝƿԬै ࣤǀɟɠҜ ैޣ͏׃ɡࢪ¿ׄ͐ܟܞԭबै ࢫׅʽ͑ ैܠʾ͒B͓Ԯ٣ۑ3͔ ै࠭׆ǁ ै͕ܡ٤Ϡै ऄ٥ै ɢԯǂަ͖ޥޤŊै ĦÞै
ׇǃɣҝࣥǄÄ͗ʿै Ÿìै ɤЭ٦͘¯ǅै ާ?ܢǆҞ7ިै ɥ٧ղȥҟ͙Zै अҠ࠰Юै M2࠱͚°͛ˀै ࠲٨ऑҡै ¦ܤࢬے ैܣҢϡң͜ˁै #٩ऒҤै
ީࢭȦࢮҥ࠳ުै आЯɦ ै ˂٪ै ٫࠴ै ɧǇࢯޫ͝ै ͞ܥǈɨ࠵Ҧ٬ެCै ǉ ैįßै Ǌ࠶͟ࢰH࠷͠˃ै  ɩа٭Ա͡ܦǋ͢ै ޭ࠸ܧǌҧޮíै
Іͣ࠹ͤҨɪǍԲԳभै _rҩͦͥא±ͧ˄ै " ैٮȧ.ै ˅ͨԴͩ࠺Ҫ ैבٯճࢱ"ǎ ैޯ࠻ג¥ ैܨǏٰ࣎࠼ۓٱܩҫɫै մࢲ࠽ǐް࠾דîै Ǒैˆה
бमȨܪҬˇै ࣦǒɬɭҭ ैוµǓҮࢳ ैޱזɮвै ॆĀ ɯٲԵै śāħİïै ेđै Ñै ŬयıĨǔðै  ैܫٳǕ࣏۔ٵܬࡀٴгүɰै
ťǖԶյחٶ+ԷԸǗDै ЇͪࡁͫטҰɱǘԹԺरै ͬ¡Јұ ैٷࡂ ैˈͯܭͮͭיɲǙ±ܮऱै ǚͰ ैˉךओͲ= ैͱܯە2ͳXࡃʹˊै ࣧҲܰࢴԻdכɳ͵ै
ЉͶלͷै ٸϢै ŹĒñै ɴдٹԼ¯ēै Ŧࡄࢵˋҳͺ»ै ٺ/ै ҴǛɵࢎӹࣨǜÅdै ࣩǝɶʟӺ ै·ͻםǞBeै ϣٻɷࢶͼˌै ټ5ै
¨ܱࢷˍٽɸࡅै ɹپȩןמqै इеٿԽfै ࣪ҵȪܲҶ ैڀईҷ!жै ͽҸࡆ ܳै ЊԾÉࡇOܴǟԿˎ;ѓ़ˏͿĂ$ܵǠːै ࡈ:Íҹ6òै
зǡࡉă&ЋЌܶЍNࡊˑै ࡋځऔҺ ैנÝܷۖڂɺиڃՀ΄ܸǢЎ΅ڄסһ˒àै  ैܹڅ$йΆै ۗࢸܺҼϤҽ˓ै őĄÊȫAҾࡌै ۘ·ࡍעȘΈܻै چϥै
ࡎкै ࡏڇकҿࡐ ैףлOÆै ȬӀ˔פºै ࡑࡒ ैڈмै Ӂ6ࡓΉࡔӂץΊĔै ř ैצǣै նǤՁै 8࣌ȭܼै ډϦै ࣫ࡕקࢹڊΌ ܽै ࡖwै
ۙ² ?ڋYࡗ࣬Ύै ΏϧϨɻǥɼलै ڌϩै ࡘнΐΑै ࣭ǦɽɾרΒै उǧै ӃPۚۛڍӄ࡙שӅתЏóै ³ǨАӆБै Ϫܾ¥շै ĲŃÖै ࡚9ै
ľń×ĕै Ŝ࣮Γ࡛ܿxΔ Ε߀߁ôै ōŚŖै ߂§´ڏ߃ڎΖै ǩै ϫӇ-Ղै Á݀ӈǪՃै Ӊै ŒQ ВՄǫ˕Η߄оै ڐϬै Ǭै ɿڑոȮӊg˖ै
 ै݁ڒœै ߅ࢺȯAӋै ۜՅࢻ߆ै ԀӌՆΘ*ै ऊп ै]ړʀՇՈै ࣯ǭʁʂӍ Ėै ş݂ΙՉӎչӏǮ݃ळै ݄߇ࢼՊ߈ै Ӑ˗ׯӑʃǯ࡞Κ˘ै
$рǰ#ै sΛै ʄڔպȰӒࣰ ै˙`װǱʅʆӓױhै ГǲࣱΜै ņĹØै ࡠڕ݅Νʇ  ैײږД'Ӕ߉׳Çै ʈсڗՋΞ®ǳै ϭ ै݆ژǴࡡै ՌΟǵߊࡢै ķFĿै
ėैջࡣ״ڙтߋõै ऋуz՛ ै ࡤyΠै ऌxښΡै ʉ՜ै ࣲǶʊʋΣै ЕǷࣳΤै ĺŇÙै ۞݇ڛ#i(ࡥڜĘै ŭфΥृै ࡦ݈ӕǸ ै Ӗ=ै
˚Φ>ӗЖΧ*ै ࡧ˛ ैڝΨ3ӘΩै ࡨхjै ˜Ë݉ǹࡩәڞ ै/ै ۟݊ ࡪڟʌӚڠęै Şц ैϮ¢´ࢽՍǺӛ ैߌڡчǻÅै ռǼÐै
ȱjै սڢΪै ۠²NʍӜʎǽै ǾݍΫै ǿՎߍ˝ࢾ ैڣά˞ࢿࡰߎ ैݎऴĚै
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Ůшέै ϯ«ߏࡱै Տӝࣴήै ࣵȀʏʐӞkै ߐࡲݏȁै ڤϰै वöै ʑщڥίݐMΰै ࡳ ैڦȲै ࡴlࡵα˟ै ࡶࣀڧࣶ ैβ ैߑݑऍȂߒै
¨ݒγۡȃݓmˠै ȳशै ӟࡷک¼ڨݔЗ@Ȅ[ Ӡδै վࣁࡸȅrε ,ߓӡߔěै Gъ>ै >ࡹݕȆӢEै ůζÍȇߕै ŧࡺȈݖąŨŢ÷ै
ۢµ¦[ࣂʒbˡै SۣՐै Q3 ैߖࡻࣃڪ9ϱै ! ηै ڬګखӣʓøै ȉӤИnӥʔै Ŕै ߗËȴࣄ؆Ӧࡼै ۤڮࡽݗڭ؇ै گϲै ࡾwθै
ࡿڰगӧ؈ै տڱՑιʕ@κùै Vࣅࢀै ¡ڲՒषै ࣷn½ ैݢրL՝ै ۩ࣆȊ؉ÈӨÈλߘै ڳϳै ࢁыμै ࢂ:घөʖै Ŏै ߙࣇȵA؊Ӫࢃै ۥ¤ࢄݘӻہ؋ै
ьȋࢅै ऎߚै 'ʗࢆӫࣸȌࢇ,ˢĜै ŏՓ࢈эࣈڴЙюै Űiचȍߛै ũ$RݙFŪţै (ڵՔڶ،िˣै ࢉяνै ցȎՕՖै ȶڷएξै ȏ؍ˤै
Ӭ؎˥ࣉʘο˦ै Ȑ؏ࢊӭÄڸङӮؐै ࣹ ैݚȷݛӯڹʙ˧Sै ȑؑࢋӰȸ˨ںसै ߝڻۦߜݜkߞै ӱؒै ňĻÚै ڼϴै ࣺڽ࣊ؓeߟݝúै Ӳࢌै
ۧࣻھݞӳ˩˪ै ؔڿहै ŀĩÛै πϵ϶ӴʚȒʛऺै ȓКȔӵؕߠࢍै ˫Ӷȕ ݠݟ.Tै ʜȖ࣋ߡoˬै Wऻै  ʝѐۀՙρ¶ȗςै ʞёU՚2σؖЛτै
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ūʔ ȬŬएߗ˦ʕ ֪҅ՕK ҆ŭуOŮ ҇ đė² ټϫ ्ůȭȮ҈˨˧Þ ľȯٽऐݍЙ˩ʖ ȍট ф˪ߘ˫ ߙˬݎऑՖߚ
҉(ॎ˭ ࡞ҊКŰ3ߛݏپ ű¤ˮऒŲࡠ˯ʗ ܟųࡡх/ЛOאҋȰ  ȱцٿ˰ݐŴ˱ Dঠ ߜܠPȲҌϬҍȳŵ ড ڀ֫ݑॏҎבМ #˲%˳ 
˴גȴځJjד# ՙ՚ ࡢڂf˵ݒ Ŷה4ҏd˶¿ו ߝओȵч ŷ ՛Ґڄڃܡ՜ঢߞȶȷшŸݓґ˷ څऔ˸0 ֬˹{ȎݔŹ˺ז
˻ چݕܢҒߟח B ʘ ȸڇ՝טڈғুźࡣҔיډ ϭŻȹࡤݖڊ uҕՐUvণ ڋ ȏ˼ Җঁڌ՞ॐ˽ʙ җך Ҙकכҙࡥতß ŝщҚߠ
֭˾ࡦъڍʚ kߡ Ϯ ˿ݗ ڎϯ ࡧ$̀ ʛқ1żʜ॑ŽࡨלžНQߢ ڏϰ םҜࡩڑߣڐОखȋҝJҞ́ ֮गࡪſП̂ߤ̃מҟÀ ংыՍʒь
Ҡڒ॒ן՟॓̄ э̅ ҡנMघȺҢסړ ڔϱ ङעȻڕݘףՠա̆ʝ ƀפʞ चץঃƁ̇צʟ ֯छࡰң ߥק Ƃרʠ ¡̈ש
ࡱюb̉ݙږ5Ҥȼբ ݚҥՑ ڗϲ ߦݜ̋॔̊ݛҦתژ ࡲڙ ࡳښ°le](ҧȽҨࡴথÁ
ř̌ॕ̍ ƃգ ߧࡵݝƄҩ ڛϳ  Ⱦяڜդ̎ƅ̏ Ҫ¢ ݞܣȿҫߨ̐ Р̑̒£Ҭɀেեҭߩڝ ѐƆॖ̓ ȐQ
Ɂݟࡶ ׯڞजɂࡷ̔ʡ ȑদ ĹŒĥ ݠɃְڟȒҮ,Ȍࡸ 4RɄ҃ү݊झ̕ߪ Ƈװʢ ࡹ̖߫ࡺ̗ʣ Ұױ ॗڠզञײ¤̘̙߬ݡà Şё̚
Ŋįō Ěù ࡻݢұ׳ ђƈ߭ ڡ״ Ʌѓڢէ̛ݣƉ ࡼڣকҲ& С̜̝߮ ¹Ħ |ҳटÂ İ ֱmठ߯¼á ń ࡽє̞ ŀţĺ Ąúą
߰ࡾݤƊҴ&Ã ࡿ̟ ࢀڤখҵɆ ħ ߱डȓढҶࢁ Т̡̠ অƋ߲ ʤSը̢ࢂ̣ʥ আѕҷթ̤ ¥і̥ Ҹण'ڥУSnɇ8 Ȕतࢃ
ڧࢄڦগҹɈ8 ı ߳थȕदҺࢅ Ф̦T ই<ߴ ࢆ̧ݥƌһ̨ʦ ƍʧ ̩ঘ̫߶ߵ̪ݦܤʨ ºĨ ֲҼध߷Ä Ĳ ܥժन߸½Å ŕ" Ǝ
߹ֳƏիլ ौ|D̬ݧ ڨϴ क़ کऩ̭ 0ߺ ϵ̮ ࢇݨƐҽ( ŋĳŎ ěûÆ Ģü³ ঈ̯̰ݩ ̱࢈ڪݪܦɉࢉ̲ʩ ƑХ=Ҿࢊ
߽Uख̴़̳ݫ ҿխծ߿߾̵â Ś̶}ګ ग़կपࢋ̷̸ࠀ9 їڬউ̹®VݬÇ ʪ̺ज़̻հ/̼ܧʫ ձڭঊÕe ƒʬ ʭӀƓݮݭј̽ Ɣ϶¥̾ݯ
ड़ƕɊɋlƖ¦Ӂ؆9 Ɨ؇ ڮɌɍफ̿ ݰ؈Ɏ̀ ঋљӂɏњ ղ́ʮ ࢌگ ࢍћ͂ ʯӃࠁɐढ़̓ݱধ ࢎќƘ¨ ݲƙӄ؉ࠂ ŌĴŏ Ĝý >؊ʰ
Ķũ: Ćþć ̈́ɑ$ ڰݳܨʱबͅ ؋͆ ݴڱ ִ͇ݵڲ £ঙӅ،ࠃ ʲӆϷ"͈؍͉ݶ ϸ~ڳݷ ɒѝڴv͊ݸƚ ڵচӇ؎ã Šf͋
Y±ӈࠄ͌؏ɓ ڶϹ ў͍ࠅ͎ ڷџ͏ݹ ڸছӉؐࠆ ӊؑ  ɔѠڹճ͐ݺƛ͑ ঌƜࠇ )ں _ݻܩफ़Ӌڻभࠈմন Ւؒڼঔä Ŗؓ͒
ӌࠉ Ɲ śѡӍЦƞÖյӎՓ͓ ڽ±ӏؔå ĩֵ࢙͔࢘ࠊ࢚ܪ Ɵ मʳ͕ݼƠ  ɕѢơݽƢɖ࢛͖ӐূÈ ɗնؕھW >ؖʴ ࢜͗ؗ
ڿ͘ݾय़ ¦ѣ Ч͙͚ ݿ Ш͛*͜ Ϻހۀ ࢝Ѥ͝ࠋ͞ ؘ͟ ࢞ہজo)»ࠌ¾ ϻֶۂށ ࢟$͠ࠍ͡ ƣࢠࢡ͢«ٻƤࢢͣʵ ॠɘəӑؙͤ
Ӓ gࠎͥܫۃ ۄϼ ؚ\ނʶͦރӓ؛Щ ¢ѥַ շͧࠏࠐ ॡӔބयոX ࢣ Ȗरࢤ ࠑ6ӕչպ ࢥۅޅܬYɚࢦӖ®ͨæ
Ī ָۆކܭӗࠒӘ ॢƥɛʓՎͩ؝ ɜƦ؞ʷәʸƧࢧͪÉ ŁŤ: ĈÿĔÊ ƨ؟ ī ֹӚؠऱࠓË ĵ ܮջलࠔ ʹͫއӛॣƩࢨՏঀৈͬ ۇϽ ƪ িç
ɝѦռͭވƫͮ ɞwƬࠕࠖӜɟƭս ŅءƮȗ ࢩމƯӝÌ ʺࠗͯۈ ۉ ۊފªɠ ࢪѧͰ ŜѨӞЪư× ӟՔZ ࢫۋঝӠ* Ͼیळآʻ
ӡأ ࢬۍѩͱދ ɡѪێzͲތƱ ।?ɢɣӢ ؤ ࠘ࢭލƲӣ࠙إè łťĻ ĉĀĕ rئʼऴɤͳʽ ֺӤվʾ ʿӥƳޏގgʹƴ pا بۏxপ ĊĒ´
ېϿ ॥ۑտव͵ࢮةͶࠚސÍ ࠛӦЫ+ӧЀӨɥƵࢯتրফ ցͷࠜࠝ h 6iƶ§ ےޑܯˀशɦK Șব ࢰۓѫޒ Ʒ7ࢱͺثषƸࢲͻˁ
०ƹɧɨөͼج ࠞࢳޓƺӪحé Ĭ ӫخЬւͽ ޔƻփ ˂۔ ەЁ ŃŦ; ċāĖ Ӭدसɩ;L १ӭșޕӮۖɪӯ˃Ƽք ƽL
ࢴذӰࢵۗঞkر ƾز7ӱȚۘ˄ӲͿࠟ ӳس ģĘµ ۙЂ २ۚօहࠠޖࢶشÎ ƿ˅ص ǀЃЄۛˆ[ޗ Ġĝ¶ ܰࢷۜޘɫࢸӴ३
ЅІӵɬǁɭভ ǂЭӶࢹࠡض ࢺѬ΄ ४ӷऺޙֆ΅ࢻ ܱ0ࢼط ࠢࢽޚǃӸظ ǄعM ęĞØğġ· ΆЇЈӹɮǅম ǆЮǇӺࢾࠣغ
५ӻ©ޛxRࢿػ Ŀև şޜ ǈˇؼ ŗǉএǊ ࠤࣀޝǋӼࠥؽê ņ ܲ·§۞ޞɯࣁΈˈ ǌЯӽ.ࠦࣂ ࠧΉ६ޟΊÏ ܳªޠаӾؾ
ޡѭǍ Љ  ǎࠨ ֈ۟ؿб Ǐ2 Čč ֻ۠ࣃـѮࠩ Њࣄ ७ǐɰɱӿفǑ5ۡقë šԀࠪ ։n८ΌÐ ۢޢǒ֊ ९@ɲɳԁك
ɴǓˉلqˊǔࣅ pࠫ GΎԂв ˋΏ॰ΐܴΑˌ Ћۣޣ "ԃΒˍ ࣆޤԄǕ֍ࠬ ۤΓ࠭ޥΔǖì
œঐ @°ܵۦަ ۥѯԅɵ ऻࣇǗࣈمí ۧЌ যî ɶhۨ֎ΕާǘïΖ ǙިΗ ǚ֏࠰۩ țWԆنг ˎΘॱΙ۪ܶΚð ķŧ; ĎĂēÑ Ǜ
ࣉѰ়׆ԇΛÙˏ\ܷΜهːΝ࣊ NΞީԈॲǜ࣋ԉॳ] ۫Ѝ ĸŪĽ ďăĐÒ ¯ǝ࠱ Ў!ˑ ࣌۬ ॴۭ֑«࣍وΟΠު࠲Ĥ E़࣎ Ԋ5
ɷۯ֒ۮԋৃ^˒ ܸ۰۱ޫ֓র Ǟ+˓ Џ=ԌyΡN ࣏۲ ࠳࣐ԍּऽ࣑֔ ܹ۳࣒࣓ى ॵԎȜެԏ۴ɸԐ<֕ ǟ,ࣔԑȝ۵˔
ޭΣ࠴ܺ۶࠵يΤñ ŘF࠶ΥޮॶǠࣕԒ۷ً࠷ ࣖ ˕ǡࣗΦ ԓ ॷ۸֖¬ٌ3ΧTޯ࠸ ɹiǢ֗w_ٍдΨ˖ Ԕࣘѱ ǣࣙ ΩَाǤ V
Ũò ɺѲ۹֘!ްǥΪ ॸǦɻɼԕُΫ ࠹ࣚޱAԖِ࠺ ࠻िежά࠼ࣛ ࣜѳǧࣝ έ3Ǩԗ%Ԙз ή ǩȞԙ֙Ԛࣞল ࣟۺ ɽ ّqৄί ࣠Ѵ
࠽ֽB֛֚ ԛ-࣡ΰ࠾Ԝْ ֜αǪॹβ ࣣѵγ ࡀࣤǫԝٓ Ԟ'δεࣥ֝ ɾǬܻȟ֞^ ۻА ԟٔ˗ीɿԠ)и ζǭHࣦԡٕࡁ
¯Ѷs֟ Ԣܼ!˘ԣ. ࣧѷη ࡂࣨǮrٖ¸ࡃ ǯȠԤ֠ԥ¨ ࣩۼ I'۾֡۽Ԧθ ι˙©Hκࡄ ԧ࣪ m}~ुٗۿйλ.Ԩʀԩ࣫ó
Ň٘ μࡅܽ܀ٙࡆ ࣬܁ 6ѸԪࡇ ˚ԫu`Ó ҄GԬ˛ ࡈ࣭ǰԭ%2 ܂c ѹ־zP2ࡉÔ ٚ܃ٛÚॺԮȡԯ  ν࣮ξʁ
Ȣʂ࣯οԱ֢ ॻπʃࣰࡊ܄ Ǳρ ȣςsٜк σ+лԲٝτυ߀φ˜ ࣱ܅ ʄǲ߁߂শ #χٞψࡋ ωٟʅ˝܆٠d c߃܇ ࣲѺ
ǳ١ࣳԳм٢ࡌ ߄ࡍܾ܈٣ԴȤ֣ϊ Б ܉  ʆѻ֤܊ϋ߅ό ʇ֥܋٤ԵǴࣴԶ܌٥ ǵ٦˞ ࣵ܍Ѽ߆ ूύ߇ ֿX׀ȥ߈Ƕ٧ώ
ॼԷ߉ृ֦٨ʈϏ C٩ࣶԸн`٪ࡎ Թ٫ Ƿ٬ Ǹࣷࣸϐׁࣹܿ / ǹࣺࣻǺ* j٭ॄоϑٮԺʉԻࣼষ Լࣽѽ¡ॅܐ ॆٯǻʊʋ[݀7Ȧ֧ϒ
ߊϓǼʌࣾԽٰܑ ߋ?ࣿϔࡏô
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ȼ ڬڢƦćƌĈ ڬìŊāļĽġí× ڬGԽ®.ѥʒΆ ڬڡĪá ڬǧփ ڬѦʓʾʔ ڬȽ ڬڣȾӇ ڬ͓בTĉƍĊ ڬīĢģĂĶĤĺ ڬǨѧeڬ
ƧċƎČ ڬĬĥĦăĻľħ ڬʿ"'גȿВ·ք͔pօ ڬǩ ڬNדΈѨГ ڬǗɕɖΉѩ ڬƨՁӈ̿³\ ڬØƛUâ ڬǪѪf
ɗǫֆ ڬ/ӉՂ͕ה ڬˀ ڬʕځДӊԢяqѫ ڬ' ڬ̞; ڬוƑזΊӋ7ǬЕ ڬǘǭɘə ڬƩЖ(îڑ ڬɚ͖ ڬΌևח ڬӌ
ɀˁ ڬֈ٧Ɂיטʖך ڬӍ ڬKӎѬ̀Ճ! č ڬƾ٨ɂ˂́٩ѭ ڬכǮѮ٪ǯ3 ڬՄ˃±ՅÀ$ ڬCӏ ڬţӐѯ͂Ն˄։
*ց ڬל ڬ٫ԣlǰ ڬ͗מ ڬ˅םԤЗѰĎ ڬǒ͘ ڬH ֊ΎןZѱ ڬנƿɛ´סւ©̟ ڬՇ ڬŶˆǱИע0
ÙJǀŷãڒ ڬǲ ڬYԥ=ӑΏ9ףqʗ ڬŰΐՈˇdCӒՉ ڬӓ̠ ڬC͙ ڬPǠSď ڬV: ڬΑ¯ЙѐѲ ڬˈ͚ץ ڬפ%Ǣï
 ڬˉ͛צ%ǳקΒӔѳǴК ڬǙɜɝΓѴ ڬƪՊӕ̓Ջǵё ڬQ̡̢Δɞr ڬÚƜƳƠä ڬÑW` ڬµsǶˊרg ڬΕѵ
ǁ,¯ˋשѠ~Ռ ڬĭŋĿڬתΖѶ ڬ ڬợ̤Ηɟˌ ڬª̥ ڬˍ͜ ڬŗ֍֎Θ֏Ƿѷ ڬǂˎɠՍˏ ׯBF̦ ڬӖՎ
LːǸ͝װðړ ڬ̨̧ױ ڬˑՏ֑ ڬwЛ˒ɡ˓ײhñ ڬѸi ڬǹѹ ڬNǡƴ ڬƃѺ׳+Ր ˔ѻa ڬڤŴ?ӗ٬= ڬÛƄŜå
Ñ]֒ ڬbՑ˕ǺÁ˖ʘĐ ڬƅѼ ڬjʙΙ״Κ;7ò ڬ ͞ ڬƒǻÇΛӘ8WМ ڬǚɢɣΜѽs ڬŝEΝ$ә F
KѡΞÂÂ ڬÜƙŘŤæ ڬaǼ3Нtʚ ڬ/Ӛ> ڬɃÓ ڬ˗͟ ڬОǘΟ¼Пǽ2 ڬÒ)¼ ڬɤ1ǾՒՓ˘ʛ( ڬѾk
ђ̛Ք¾ڔ ڬpµv ڬǿ°ԦӛΠѿÃf ڬӜҀ ڬHԧ>ΡР ڬĮó ڬįŌŀŁđ
Ǔ֓͠ ڬʜɥٿџ*ҁÅôڕ ڬΣɦ ڬΤ  ڬȀ҂٭ ڬԨʝ ͡ ڬ̩ ڬ, ڬ/ΥՕ֔ڂ ڬȁɧɨΦ҃˙ ڬՖ±ӝAڬ
֕ٮɄΧÍwʞ ڬӞ ڬ͢ ڬťӟ¤˚֖" ڬΨ҄ ڬIԾΩС ڬİōłŃõ ڬʟ-֗ɩՙ2Ʌ  ڬıŎńŅڬ
ȂɪΪÏΫά˛֘ ڬ:̪ ڬ ڬOǣږ ڬ! ڬТ ڬȃ֙ ڬԩ՚Ӡͅ՛֛֚ڗ« ڬȄ՜o ڬ1 ڬg˜˝ڃУӡԪ6}ڬ
Ӣ̫ ڬ ڬФ¬҅͆ĄÄ վ ڬɫԡԫ¶yͣ҆" ڬ˞ڄƓȅ؆έӣ¥Ȇ5 ڬǛȇcɬή҇˟ ڬƫХ(҈Ē ڬM؇ ڬί֜ ڬЦ?ڬ
՝Ӥѓ ڬ؈ͤˠ ڬЧˡ͇ΰ½4Ȉ؉αӥ҉ ڬX ڬÒˢШЩ ڬȉ¾ ڬ#ē؊Ȋ؋ˣєˤҊ،֝ ڬɐ ڬɭӦҋ͈ v֞βӧ8Ъڬ̭̬؍֟ ڬ
؎'Åژ ڬγʠ ڬδҌ²ڙ ڬ؏ٯȋ֠ ڬεÄ ҍʡ˥h ڬζҎ ڬʢ˦څЫӨԿ˧ҏؐ ڬө̮ؑ ڬ0 ڬƬЬȌҐöڬ
Ԭȍ·ÆηɮٰЭ՞¸̯ ڬڥӪѕ ڬؒ ڬƔȎؓθӫґЮ ڬǜɯɰιҒx ڬřʣچκ֡Ӭ?Õ ڬŦѢλؔؕ˨˩Ĕ ڬǃμғɱڬ
^˪νҔ͉̰ ڬӭտ˫ʤ÷ ڬˬͥؖ ڬŧӮѣξ˭ؘؗˮ˯ͧ ڬ֢ͦ ڬЯlؙͨ ڬ՟˰˱ ڬі˲˳ؚο¨֣͊ ڬYҕʥͩ ڬȏ  ڬї mڬ
 ڬͪ؛ʦ˴ڇаӯԭ ˵Җ ڬӰ̱ͫ؝ ڬ. ڬƭб  ڬπͬ ڬ֤؞ρͭ ֥Ê ڬԮՠ«ա؟Ôĕ ڬǄٱɆјς֦σڬ̲ ڬ
 ڬͮؠɲӱԯвyءz ڬгӲҗąÇ˶ր ڬɳӳљբͯzҘ֧τÏ ڬƕ آυӴ£Ȑд ڬǝȑɴcφҙ˷ ڬRеȒ¤أ ڬӵ ڬÆ ڬ
Ũ<9գ֨ ڬχ½ ڬԱդӶЊɵ˸ؤn ڬӷ¹ ڬXեж ڬڦĲŏŐĨĖ ڬũ9˹Հ ٲҚإзÕøͰئ ڬψ ڬƷ+ԲӸ³Èڬ
֩ͱӹٳ4n ڬ^ ڬզȓʧ ڬ ڬωқʨϊɶȔاϋҜ ڬÃͲ ڬњȕЋӺէ ڬόب6֪ ڬÉ ڬɇ˺ ڬȖʩʪº˻֫!˼ʫڬ
ʬD@ҝ͋ ڬŲύɷ4 ڬǦ{ȗը ڬĳőņŒ ڬɈ ڬ˽ͳة ڬڧƖȘتώ¬Ҟ и& ڬɸɹϏҟ| ڬRթӻ͌ժ¡ù ڬҠ, ڬª ڬ
 ڬ͵`ʹښϐ  ڬÉӼ ڬʭ ڈӽԳ ڬ ڬʮ ̳ϑϒثϓ ڬ}ډOșÊϔӾҡȚ3& ڬɺɻϕҢt ڬƮ5¦ėڬ
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ǅج_ٴϖحй~ ڬķ ڬӿ ڬVϗخк{  ڬu֬ËțɉϘ֭Ͷϙң ڬȜ ڬƗȝدϚԀҤȞл ڬǞ ɼɽϛҥ ڬƆҦЌٵAÓڬ
Ū©6®˾ҧ!ȟذԁҨ ڬƯիԂ͍լ ڬÝƘ&MūSçú ڬҩʯ ڬխ˿мȠ̀رʰ ڬԴ ԃڊϜ֮ϝԄҪ֯ ڬԅ̴ ڬнȡڬڛ
ћҫʱȢڋ ڬ ڬ زծϞ ڬڨسԆ̵ ڬ#Ե.ɾϟ̶Ϡb) ڬɿشϡÐϢÈϣ́  ڬկȣصҬض ڬԇڬ
ԶZطϤ̂ҭظĠԷȤհ̃Ү ڬعүԈغϥ̷Ϧʀȥػϧ<£û ڬձԸԉղؼϨҰ ڬԊ̸ ڬȦʲڍ̄ ڬ @ڌұڬְؽ
ȧֱֲԋʁϩȨ̅ؾʳؿڜ ڬͷڎ ڬȩʂʃϪҲȪـϫԌ¥ü[ ڬҳjֳ ڬԹ̆ʄоفִ ڬÎʴϬ"ق ڬԍ ڬɊ- ڬʅȫճմʵڬ
ԎDكĘ ڬƇ¡²пќ̇ҴلÌϭԏ ڬԐ̹ ڬǆ_ٶËϮمр ڬĸڝ ڬϯ5с ڬȬт̈نյه ڬֵ̉ ڬʆوϰԑ¦ֶ ڬϱ ڬÌ1̊ڬ
ĴœŇŔ ڬƸ̋=Ԓն ڬىʶуϲҵڞ ڬϳيً ڬͺַٌ̌ ڬշ̍̎̏ٷָֹ ڬ$ę ڬǔͻ ڬѝȭ͎§ٍÎʷ ڬ:̺ڬ
َ ڬdͼȮҶ͏ֺ̐ ڬϴֻ ڬϵ8ʸ϶ʇȯُo ڬф\Á̑A ڬϷҷ ڬِ ڬƹ°ոّĚ ڬƈҸ ڬQʈْԓɋ̒  ڬĵŕňŉýڬ
ű>ě ڬƢٓϸּ ڬƺĜ ڬşԔ̓ڟҹþ ڬګǇʉºٔ¹Ô ڬ̻<ڬŸ]хٕ0 ڬȰҺʹ ڬŹ ڬڀǈx¶Ðֽ̔ÿڬ
ȱ¿̕¸ ڬʺֿ־Ժԕ#ϹɌϺцϻٖF ڬԖչ ڬǉٸɍٗϼ٘ч̖ ڬĹ ڬʊԗ¢Ի|һȲÀϽԘҼ ڬȳٙϾڏϿ̗ٚ ڬ׀ٛԙڬ
ٜͽ ڬL шÍ; ڬƻׁ̘Ԛٹպʋׂ[ ڬ7e ڬǊ̙BEЀʌ+ ڬ׃Im¢ЁҽЂ$ٝB ٞЃԛҾ ڬÞŽǋŚèĀ ڬȴ ڬTٺɎщЄʍڬ
ź- ъٟͿ ڬǌ ´ڐЅʎ̚ ڬßưŻǍé ڬҿʏکĝ ڬJׄ ڬȵٻ@ ڬы٠ ڬ١ ڬP ٢ԜӀь ڬǟȶʐʑІӁڬ
Ɖ§Ѝ ڬڪ»ټŬԝўԼ¨٣Ї;ӂ ڬƱ»Ԟ͐ջ)  ڬƣ̼  ڬàƚƊŭƲƤêڠ ڬȷ¿ׅ ڬ٤ɏэ2׆k ڬЈӃڬ
žǎśÖ# ڬŠٽռȸ ڬپԟ̽ ڬż ȹю٥ ڬUսԠׇ̾ЉӄĞڬ
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įK½

ƈşČêźH٠ ŒJ٠ ŻĬH٠ ņëżİœŇú٠ Ƒ+þÿıňě٠ Š/Ŕĩ/û٠ ÊÚGG٠ ťĜšŕ/Ž٠ žŖ
Āŗ,īŦĝŮů

čײө̭Ϻ˧٠ ḫ̂ՄUƕβ٠ ƔƖ٠ ËÛÔÕ°٠ ϣϻُ٠ Ő.٠ Ǯؔg̯٠ نӪ٠ Ȼ7]ǯ֊ȼ٠ ѭهNӫȽ٠
Oǰd̰̱ؕϼ$٠ ̃٠ ̲˨̄֍٠ γѮϽ˩º֎Խ٠ ˪Ɨδ٠ ɦϾ׳ϿǱ̳Ƙ֏ɧȾ٠ ̴Ѐ٠ ̅٠ ÌÜÖ×٠
ŧ:Ӭ֑Þ٠ ̵Ϥӄӭѯ̶ؖЁ$٠ ǲѰѱӮ ̷Ђ̸֒ѲЃ٠ ~ˇ٠ ؗǳǴ9Є٠ ӯɨՅ ƙӰǵ̆±٠ ȿؘεӥɩЅ֓²٠
״Ն٠ ƚІɀ٠ ؙ1ζ̹֔ѳ ß٠ Շ@ӱ̺Їc٠ ƛԼ٠  Ɯ֕٠ ՈӅӆηِ٠ Ѵˈ٠ ؚƝǶǷ̻Ј Չà٠
ƞՊՋ̼Љ˫٠ ǡɪЊˉ֖̽Ռ٠ ƟЋɁ٠ ̾Սή٠ ѵˊ٠ ؛ƠǸVЌ٠ ơЍɂ٠ ƢՎ̿?Ўˬ٠ ӇTθ̀٠ ƣtɃ٠
ӈӲǹ֗́͂Ѷrӳ٠ 4وƤӴ (Տ٠ ѷˋ٠ ֘̇٠ ɫЏˌ̓֙Ր٠ OٟɄ٠ ̈́Ցίá٠ ƥՒӵͅА$٠
2ɅӦ"֚٠ Ӷ%ιѸՂ٠ ǺS<Ʀّ֛͆٠ ٠ ɬƧκƨ֜ɭ٠ ؝ƩǻhБɮâ٠ ͇ϥӉ>ѹ¢͈В˭٠
ՓՀɯ͉λμƪГǼɰ٠ Ѻˍ٠ ƫɆ؞6ӷՔ!٠ ؟Д֝Օã٠ ɱՖ֞ƬǢν͊̈͋Еˮ٠ Ӹ ɲƭӹǽ̉٠ ӊ>͌ѻӺ͍֟&ɳAä٠
ӋӻѼϦѽ͎֠Ж%٠ ӼƮӌ͏ ٠ ɇ)'\ؠp6ЗD٠ ИɈ٠ ͐ЙCѾɉU֡͑ѿК٠ Ҁˎٞ͒ϧӽҁءɊ٠
ӍɴӾ֢ՙ՚͓٠ آƯV͔Л!å٠ RМ ٠ ư@՛͕Н%٠ ҂ӎCjϨƱξ٠ ͖ϷОٜ͗Ʋ֣͘xv٠ οأπ٠ ͙П٠
2ρς٠ ֤ӿ˯ɵ٠ P ɋ٠ ͚̊˰̋٠ Ԁ͛՜ΰ٠ ˱?҃<՝¾٠
ſ̌՞٠ ԁӏ)?֥٠ ͜ىστ٠ ˲͝ؤɶ٠ ٠ Ԃ͞ɷˏ٠ Ɍɸ՟Ǿԃ͟Ӑ֦҄͠Р٠ ҅ː٠ ֧̍ɹ٠ Ƴǿ֨ͣ֩͢͡إɺՠ٠ ֪;٠
ɍ1٠ 7С٠ ̎]աɻ٠ ɼ&˳e֫٠ ɽƴբ¿٠
ì³٠



ĲŅŤŨŘƋK,Ī٠ āřŚũĎĳōùƀĴśŉ٠ ŜJ٠ ƌíĂăĵLĞ٠ ŪğŰIýĄĭ´٠
ďĠMġŀŝ.ŃĢLƁµ٠ Ɖűģ¶٠ üĐ٠ Ĥ+łƊîƂĶŞŊ٠

ïķđŲ٠ ئƵȀWͤ(ɾ٠ [اɿυyӑoТ֬٠ ͥ٠ ǣʀiУ˴٠ ȁ҆҇ԄɎͦФ3֭ ٠ ْ٠ ֮̏٠ ðĸĒų٠ ƍXWͧ ʁ٠
ūʂԅȂ̐٠ ƶХɏ٠ ēبʃφ҈Ӓϩʄ(֯٠ գǤ$Ԇ҉٠ Ҋˑ٠ ְ̑ʅ٠ ŢĮŴ٠ Iَʆةͨʇ٠ ƃƷդα٠ Ħҋԇȃ٠
ҌЦ٠ ñĹĔŵÀ٠ Ƅ̒ʈ٠ ,ƒ٠ zχψƸǥҍԈƹֱ٠ ̓ͩي٠ ֲ̔ͪե٠ զT˵>x٠ Ǧֳ٠ ԉͫϪƺͬ'£٠
ɐͭԊ5է٠ iִը٠ ʉ`˒Ҏԋֵ٠ ƻֶ٠ Чҏs»òĺĕŶ٠ تȄȅͮ թÁ٠
ƅ̕ʊ٠ Ɔ̖ͯԌ ٠ Ŭzԍַ٠ ָҐ٠ ąy ˶Ԏʋժի٠ ͰШ٠ Ć̗ͱω ٠ ŷՁͲثPϊ٠ ǧٓ٠ *̘ʌ٠ óbʍЩȆٔ٠ ˓ґ٠
ĻЪʎԏЫƼDͳ:Ьϋ٠ ĖʏجʐόҒӤoʑЭֹ٠ ¤ôļėª·٠ ӓԐʒʓЮֺʔɑ٠ ֻғ٠ ćt˷ԑʕլխ٠ ńƽԒȇd٠
ÍÝØÙ¸٠ ؓƾԓʹٝ ɒ٠ ̙ ٠ Ȉּ͵حͶDͷծ٠ uɓ٠ ƿȉ̚gʖ"خp_Яֽ٠ ˸ύҔǨǀ'mٕ٠ ǁ˹аկ٠
¢ȊXбʗ٠ ӔԔ دв1ǩώʘ٠ ɔͺհʙNձ"ղÂ٠
ϏÃ

ħҕԾǂ&־Җг٠ ǃдɕ٠ Ĩ еȋֿͻҗжͼз˺٠ {˔٠ ̛׀ʚ٠ ŋǄͽҘиǅϐ٠ ƎȌȍjй^
õɖ;ذճҙՃ٠ ĈҚϸͿEׁʛʜ
Ÿʝ5ׂқк٠ ÐÎÈÓ٠ Ҝ˕٠  ̜׃٠ ϑً٠ ԕ Ԗʞ٠ ̝ׄ٠ մׅǆϒ@eϵʟл׆٠ ҝ˖
ׇ̞ʠ٠ -Ɛ+ĉ٠ мɗ٠ <ӕҞнϫu٠ Ǫٖ٠ ̟٠ -M.٠ Ęԗ ȎҟԘ٠ Ҡ˗٠ Ϭ ϶ʡԙ
΄о٠ ȏҡ յ؆ϓEǇ8Ңп٠ ٌ΅̠٠ ̡٠ -ǈΆрQn٠ öȐ4ɘϭٗ٠ ң˘٠ 0ȑ9ȒնÄ
0ʢ٠ ŹY|&с٠ ĽľĿÅ٠ ÷Æ٠ }˙٠ ̢lշ٠ ŭʣҤԚא٠ ˚ҥԛ٠ ǉ٠ əʤոYԜ·=Έ; ٠ Ҧ˛
ŏøĊ٠ Ǌȓ8رΉ*ʥչÇ



ęزʦϔ)Ӗ٠ ǋ٠ ċҧϮӗԝ ̣!тպΊس٠ Łу˻¼ƇԿ٠ Ōǌב:фϕ٠ ƏȔΌ ٠ ţϖ
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0ʧȕג|х٠ ÑÏÉÒ٠ ~˜٠ ̤٠ ϗٍ٠ ӧ¡ΎԞջ٠ ̥דʨ٠ ŎƓ٠ ĚΏԟʩȖהҨԠ٠ ҩ
ɚشϘҪ٠ ٠ Ә'Ǎц٠ *ҫ٠ ΐqәϙʪϯʫчו٠ ő٠ ԡʬռӚҬшBkǫΑϚΒזkս٠ *f4
ZصԢ٠ ¥ǎ«٠ ضȗȘ7щ6٠ ԣʭAʮǏԤș̦٠ ҭъ٠ ϰыվ٠ Ү٠ ΓьɛȚʯ٠ ̧ؒэ
ΔϹFю8٘ח٠ R%ǐΕяC٠ ѐE؇ϛϜٙ٠ үțȜFԥԦΖё˼٠ Η `ȝטlҰ؈
Θտ3ր٠ Ǒђɜ٠ ұ٠ ӛԧ יط٠ 2 ظʰԨʱ٠ ԩǒȞךΙҲѓ٠ כ٠ عǓȟȠΚєʲցæ
¦Ǭ¬ غSȡΛѕʳ٠ ɝ_ػʴϝҳӜϱʵіל¹٠ ΜїȢϞ؉ɞΝw˽٠ ̨ם٠ מʶȣfјΞӨ؊
љʷɟ٠ ן٠ =ԪҴɠ؋Ȥʸ٠ B#٠ ǔњɡ٠ ʹ˝˞ȥΟʺؼ٠ ؽǕȦZΠ ʻւç٠ §ȧ
B˟^נ£٠ ǖћ ٠ \ˠˡΡȨǗȩٚ٠ ʼќb٠ ҵˢ٠ ؾǘȪȫΣѝʽè٠ ¨®٠ nhȬփΤ ˾
#٠ ؿȭȮΥv!٠ ϲǙў،ˣȯ؍סԫԬք٠ Qџ ٠ ـǚȰ5Φʾօ٠ ǭٛ٠ ӝԭҶفΧɢѠ˿٠ ˤ)Ԯ
̩עʿ٠ ǛϟϠҷȱףΨ(٠ Ҹ#٠ ҹ¡ԯȲֆ٠ פҺ٠ ևFӞ=ץ٠ ̪צ٠ ϡΩȳѡֈ9Ѣ̀
ӟԱһ́ԲǠé٠ © ¯٠ ӠԳҼɣ؎ȴקΪҽѣ٠ ǜѤ ٠ ӡԴҾȵ؏Եϳˀ ר٠ ҿ˥٠ قǝȶȷΫ A٠ ;ש
ѥ Զ٠ ̫ת٠ ̬ˁ٠ c{˂كԷѬ˃Ѧm٠ Ǟѧ[٠ wӀ̂Ӂ˄لԸrq˅ѨϢ
ӢԹӂ ؐȸׯάѩ٠ Ѫɤ٠ ӣԺӃȹؑԻϴsװ٠ }#٠ ։3a"٠ ǟѫɥ٠ ˆ˦aȺױέم
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ٙƯȋȌ͘мʁշ ڌСnʂֲֳ̮ ڌʃ ڌнʄʅɖո ڌ¢˫ ڌִ̯ ڌƢ ֵ͙ʆɗ ڌƍֶư¿ʇ¨ ڌҡԉبϰƱL͚Ңоڌ
пɘةˬ ڌϱ˭͛ϲ ڌȍԈл͜ا+рJ¸ ڌ,|ַ ڌʈ ڌƣ ָ͝ə ڌƎֹƲֺEֻ ڌң ڌԊԥٚʉсּ
̰٘Ƴт͞ ڌуˮȎֽ͟Ҥتչ ڌɚ͠¼ʊƴʋպ͡ ڌф̱־ ڌo® ڌȏҥÄֿԦ͢ʌջğ ڌÍ˯Ô
ɛͣռ׀ԧͤǽׁͥثҦ ڌƵ/ɜج ڌսʍ ڌҧ˰ ڌٛ%ȐhͦхվÛ ڌǾÆ¨ ڌDҨٜͧɝͨx
ɞͩԨ'ȑׂ~ҩц׃ ڌA̲ׄ ڌʎ ڌıʏ?Gԩ¹ ڌvҪ¯ ڌĿͪoƶE ڌĲҫч¾Ԫϳ ڌƷшɟ
"¹ºͫտÁƸщiʐׅ ڌҬ ڌƏׇ׆ʑրÜ ڌϴ¦ȒƹϵͬͭʒցÝ^ ڌъɠ̳ ڌʓƺ϶̴
©ԫƻȓͯͮҭ ԬւͰ ڌы ڌ ڌɡͱփԭͲǿͳحь^ ڌэɢخ ڌք ڌҮ˱ ڌٝ6jȔʹюʔօÞ
͵ȕϷدɣͶяw ڌʕ,˲BԮֆא ڌү ڌʖȖذԯƼ̔ʗ ڌԋرȀϸͷȗ_ ڌȘșʘ2>`בȚ ڌҰ˳
бزѐڃ%גͺº ڌ6ёɤ¿ ڌұ ڌТƽϭʙ̵ ڌʚ9Ϲ ڌ̶דԌƾțͼוͻהҲђʛ°և ڌƿѓ'ז ڌ
ªسȁͽȜ ڌÿaٹǀԱt ڌҳ˴« ڌ1ʜ;ח7 ڌaɥٞԲ» ڌԳpǁȝ ͿAє ڌǂѕɦ
Ȟט3ǃі&i ך ڌ יҴ ڌٟǄȟȠ/ʝֈĠ ڌÎ̕Õ ڌʞ٠ǅشb̷ל ڌ̖΄כʟ ڌїʠm
˵ҵԴ ڌјkם ڌzʡ˷˶ ڌj΅מ١)љ։5 ڌl ڌɧÅԵ֊ʢ ڌʣ,˸ʤȡ˹ ڌ¸ן
٢cȢȣΆ>q ڌ%њɨ ڌ-кصћڄǆ~Ҷќ ڌeȤ·נ٣ΈGΉ(ġ ڌÏ̸ ڌڋȥCҷԶɩѝǇ-Ҹ/
ҹ˺̗ ڌҺ٤ԷҟʥўסǈϺ ڌџ ڌѠһѡ̘Ҽ٥ʦԸҠʧѢעǉϻ ڌǊȦףΊ٦פΌ;Ģ ڌǋѣɪß
ÐÖ ϼϽҽȧ8ץҾѤ ڌҿ˻ض֍ ڌԍԎϾʨ=J  ڌDr֎ӀطDȨ֏ ڌӁ ڌōʩɫʪԹ"Ͽ
ǌ̙ʫȩΎʬ4 ڌΏѥ٧٨)ɬ ڌΐѦ̹צ ڌʭ ڌУԏЀ(Фʮѧ8 Αӂ ڌӃ˼ ڌ̺ק ڌԐЁ9 ˽ ڌӄԺ
:ȪרΒ٩Γ ڌ  ڌ¼;<שÀ̻ʯ°ٽΔrظ˾ ڌѨʰN
Ɛq* ڌƑh ΕӅ  ڌŞşWN ڌPĀ ڌȂӆ˿ ڌٺӇԻ̀ ڌղǍת-ӈѩ ڌǎȃӉ̼ ڌع+ڌ
٪uЂӊԑХ ڌӋ́ ڌ: ڌЃ Ѫ̚üԼǏ̛) ڌYǐӌ bЄ ڌƥǑȫȬΖѫʱ ڌŽЅ7Ѭāڌ



ĳ¡ѭΗѮغʲ ڌŎػѯȭׯΘӍѰΙѱ̜ ڌ¢̂̽װ ڌʳ ڌŴƨž ڌŠ ױԽ!̝ʴ?Ȯ ڌځŒԾ£ؼԒڌ
ƛ{ʵ ڌšPœà|ײ ڌʶ ڌԓԿΚѲȯΛԔ9 ڌsȰ}ǒѳΜ֑.̃ ڌӎ´ ڌȱӏӐՀɭΝѴ!׳-xڌ̾״ ڌ
̞ӑ٫ճѵýٻΞ ڌΟЦԕ˩ Ӓ  ڌӓ̄̿¾ ڌʷ ڌYƩZ ڌІʸ̟Π֒ЇǓΡ1Ѷáڌ
Ј ڌOĐ ڌЧѷ̠֓ ڌΣ ڌOĜęĚĝ ڌũѸؽǔ3M ڌēâ ڌŪǕѹؾǖ3M ڌĉĖãڌ
ŏʹȄՁؿǗ±È ڌĊä ڌŐʺȅՂـdմ ڌċđå ڌůǘՃȲ̀ ڌěæ ڌX:±ȳ} ڌČčç ڌģԖՄ<Љ ڌĆďèڌ
X M ڌćėé ڌūفЊ ڌڂĔê ڌQ  ڌ ֔ك̡قƒԗÀʻ.ȊՅ ڌĘë ڌŶȴӔȆՆ ڌĒìڌ
Űӕ٬ЯՇ ڌĈą ڌǙ0 ڌŀȵʼаՈ ڌĕĂڌ
Ɯ¤ԘΤȶ֕" ڌɮՉF֖sɯ ڌΥѺ ڌÁʽF ڌШʾΦѻ̢֗ ڌΧѼȷЋلɰʿĞ ڌΨЩԙՊ٭Ω̣ڌ
2ˀՋ֘م4<5ٮ ڌȸȹΪ*֙í ڌΫЪ¬ЌˁЫ˂ǚάӖѽ ڌC̅ ڌƓنȇЍt ڌĎڌ
²Ԥه²˪0֚î ڌԚՌԛǛՍ#έӗ̆ ڌӘՎ ڌŵĤĴ˃ ڌήy֛ï ڌeѾɱڌ
ªՏ˄#Ր$ίәѿ ڌӚ̇ ڌz( ڌű# ΰӛ [ ڌǜȺȻαҀ˅ ڌſЎǝҁð` ڌЮB҂̤ ڌӜ́Ց֜ăڌ



ĵӝ҃؆҄ ڌˆوŭβγ֝Ӟ҅ ڌƪδ؇͂ ڌŷ؈̓Ւ ڌĥɲٯε֞ յ ڌŔ³ ىԜ֟ڌ
Ůζ$η֠¥ ڌȼ£҆؉θ@ټ ڌˇيι ̈́ ڌĶŁķË½ ڌŢвً0κڅcHλ¤҇ ڌƀ´ǞȽ؊μȾ֡ڌ
īÅν֢ӟ³Ê ڌĸӠгξ؋Âˈ+ ڌÑĹţƁ×ñ ڌ،ͅ ڌƂUƔ ڌQŤłƕ ڌƦǟȿɀο>nڌ
Ɗ֣$ՓɁ͆ ڌ҈" ڌTpٰЏӡԝˉ ڌ؍ƖٌȈyՔӢٍ« ڌǠ҉ɳ ڌH͇\ ڌVŸ ڌŊˊپɂَIڌ*ٱ
ĮӣǡՕm ڌƃՖӤ̥Ǽˋ ڌĺӥдπ؎؏ˌˍ ڌǢ ɴ ڌƫ®Аɵ ڌŚ'f͈ؐ ڌĦ֤gБÇĄڌ
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[ǣ3ُF ڌƄśƗ ڌǤ?ɶ ڌħťŃ֥ ڌÂ6̈̉ ڌɃӦҊIρҋِ ڌÃӧ ڌԞǥؑςɄσԟǦؒˎ ڌτҌڌ
ЬˏJυҍ̦» ڌ,͉ؓ ڌː ڌĻӨеφؔؕˑ ڌө ڌŦ̊Ʌؖχ¥ّ֦ ڌT ֧֨֩ ڌ̋ ڌÃڌ
Ī.ՙψɆǧ  ڌɇ˒È ڌ1v ڌƅ&ω ؗ՚ϊɈò ڌH͊˓ ڌƝ8Ϯ ڌő ՛ɉ ڌӪҎ ڌĬْВڌؘ
Wжٓ0ϋچǨGόӫ ڌӬ̌ ڌI ڌĭ՜ύɊ7/ ڌļӭГ˔̧+ ڌ1̍ ڌƆ͋É֪ώɋϏǩҏ֫óڌ˕ؙ͌ ڌ
ŲǪKϐ ǫД ڌɷٲϑ֬Ӯ¯Æ ڌĽ =.ϒؚK˖ ڌӯҐ ڌŧзٔϓڇǬ؛ϔ ґ ڌӰ̎ ڌS!Ғǭ&Ǯôڌ
 ڌ(͍ƬӱµЕɸ ڌV)ǯЖL͎ ڌŹ՝̨ǰ ڈǱϕӲÌ½]ڊ ڌUźØ ڌŋٿԠǲғɹɺ ڌƇ՞ӳ̩՟_ڌ
ӴҔ ڌŨиٕϖډǳKϗӵҕ ڌŕЗCȉǴИ! ڌҖɻ ڌƞ˗Ɍ͏җϘɍfЙ ڌRٳϙӶձÇ ڌŖՠBÄԡڌ
Э˘˙؝ϚҘ̪5õ͑\ ڌ͐؞ ڌӷ ڌƘɎϛ˚@ Ϝ̏ϝɏ ڌĨkٴϞ֭ն ڌŗ·¦ٖ2 ڌӸ̐©ڀ' ڌաL֮ڌ
 ڌƧǵɐɑϟҙ˛ ڌńٵuКӹ¬˜Қ ڌ؟ÒƙĩŘŌÙö ڌƟ˝ɒ{Ϡɓ%Л ڌR&ٶϡӺ¶É ڌřբӻٗ2ڌ
Ӽ̑ ڌ͒ؠ ڌƮŜŻ ڌS¡@ءգМ̒ ڌӽ¶ ڌŅϢդե͓*ǶН ڌņϣǷ5˞ ڌZզ§̫·й˟÷ڌ͔آ ڌ
ŬӾϤ ڌأľAӿէɼϥқ$ϦҜ̬ ڌįԀǸըɽ ڌ͕ ڌ̓ ڌƭԁթОɾ ڌİǹҝϯø ڌƤϧ ˠlڌ
ų#ؤϨҞE ڌŇˡٷПԂ=ˢ ڌإƈժԃwիˣù] ڌŝżþƚԢԄ4լ;ɿ ڌƠխԅԣϩɔРڌ
ňϪ4ˤǺ֯˥ ڌƋ˦ְǻծɕ͖ ڌƉկ§̭հd˧ ڌÓơŉƌÚú ڌ˨͗ئ ڌʀٸϫԆµÊ ڌgԇϬֱڌ
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ȒҨ ЖȴDҨ Ý˻qή˼ĭЗɡ͏˽Į˃Ҩ Ã˾И ίҨ ȓΰҨ Ìɢįαβȵİ˄Ҩ ÍɣϥıϦǄҨ
 Ċ ǅĲγŮȶҨ ɤ˿Ҩ ẦȫM+ƟǆϧGҨ īòҨ Ĕůȷ́ɥŰĳ˅Ҩ ´;҃ɦϨ͐ϡҨ Øδ^Ѭf!
ĪÛóҨ ÕҟΓεЙҨ Ä͑˵ɧКЛǇǈϩ Ҩ Ĵ̂ƠҨ Þ̃Мǉζ̄ Нɨ͒̅+ˆҨ ĕηɩΔĵ ОɪПǊ
˨ǋǌРL̆ȬϪҨ ɫ̇űˇxơɬ̈EҨ СȸҨ ÖÎµҨ Ǎάѭɭ҄.ˈǎ̉ТϫҨ ͓ȔҨ УȹҨ Ĝč
ÅĶƢķҨ ,̊6Ҩ qȺǏҨ ĝ̋ɮФǐ7Ҩ ìɯ̌ȭƣ͔˩
§Ҩ

Æ^Хɰ̍ѮҨ üjR͕ɱ_Ҩ ͖ȕҨ Ïĸˉ͗ȮѯҨ Α\Ҩ ĠĹŲųɲ̎Ҩ ý_ˊɳŴH@m
¶ЦҨ ЧȻҨ θέѰ<!ШҨ aȖҨ $ȼҨ ·ÇßþҨ ĺ̏ƤҨ ѱ[ƥιҨ ЩȽǑҨ ϬΕ̐͘ϭ͙κ ȾɴΖ
͚ȗҨ Ъȿ(ĨҨ Ыɀ=Ҩ ̑"ЬɵЭѲЮǒҨ ͛ȘҨ íǓ8ɶ ɷ̒Ҩ {àôîҨ ͜șҨ ЯɁǔ
ñĻаɸ͝бļNҨ ¸ŵ9ȑҨ ͞ȚҨ *Ŷɹ̓ŷǕϮҨ ɺ̔Ҩ ë̕ѳĽlҦҨ ¯¨©Ҩ Ÿ͎ǖ8
Ҩ ҠΗλrҨ Ź͟˶ɻrǗҨ вҨ ҅ľˋѴ-wҨ g͠ˌɼҨ ҆ź ɽ̖Ҩ Θ͡ˍIŻɾǘϯ
ɿ̗Ҩ гɂǙҨ Ğ̘ʀдƦҨ *еĿжǚҨ áõ'Ҩ μż͢˷̙Ƨ/$ʁͣ̚ϰҨ ʂ̛Žˎѵƨ=²Ҩ |ˏ
(ͤҨ žɃŀ̜ȯǛҨ ʃ̝Ҩ Ινǜϱǝ̞зҨ ΚͥːʄſҢҨ ŁиҨ йɄʅmҨ кʆǞҨ }gξʇSłϢ
kǟˑʈ̟ƀǠҨ ̠ͦҨ ö)ġҨ ҐʉvɅҨ XɆŃ̡ƁǡƩҨ Λͧл̢ƂңҨ âĉҨ ńҨ Ņ̣
ņƃƄΜмŇŨOҨ ˒н>ο̤ňоʊ҇?Ҩ ̥ Ҩ 2ϲb˓Ѷп@Ҩ Νπț ̦ƅҨ Ȝͨρ
̧ɇŉ̨ƆƪҨ icр̩ƇҤҨ ãÿĢҨ ʋ̪Ҩ Wѷ̫ƈͩ˪Ξςͪ˫ʌϳǢƫҨ ʍ̬Ƭʎ҈ʏƭѸ˔ϴ
̭ƮҨ ȝŧʐMʑǣϵҨ ґʒсɈҨ V2Ǥσ϶Ҩ ҒɉͫҨ ŊτҨ ʓ˸ѹ̮ͬƉͭˬhlͮ˭ʔpǥƯ³
ŋ̯ưҨ ~¥Ҩ ĩɊA̰Ҩ ǦZɋ̱Ɗǧ9Ҩ ΟͯтǨYƋzҨ äĀģҨ ƌͰ˴ʕ̲ Ҩ yIsFҨ ÐĖāҨ ʖ
˕ʗƍǩ]ϷǪƱҨ 5̳ϸʘƲυуʙͱҨ ȞҨ ŌҨ φǫȰʚTZҨ ͲȟҨ ѫyΒҨ ͳχҨ ˮʹψ
Ƴ͵Ǭ"Ҩ ͶȠҨ фɌǭҨ 5ͷR4ʛ ƴҨ ÑėĂåăĤҨ ȡ`˖˗aғǮƵҨ ũҥҨ ÒĘĄҨ ō̴ƶҨ ÷ąĥ
ŎtҨ ¡ªҨ ˯̵хɍϹҨ YƷҨ -цҨ чɎǯҨ шKUҨ ȢҨ ǰPȐ̶u ϣҨ ϺƎɏ˘
Ǳ̷vϤҨ ÁҨ ¹È)Ҩ ϻѺ3Əb˹ʜщҨ ωǲ҉ʝBҔƸҨ ъɐҨ øïҨ U0$ǳϊʞ˙
.[ƹҨ ϋCΠdόыǴ7Ҩ ь`Ҩ эFCҨ ºÉæĆҨ юҨ ʟя Ҩ ȣ˚˛Ҩ ˰Dѐʠ̸ȱҨ ęɑǵҨ »Êçć
ŏ ƐǶΡwƺҨ ёɒǷҨ èû'Ҩ ċǸͺύђҨ ̹ƻҨ ŐEώǹǺƼҨ ҕʡѓɓҨ ʢєϼҨ ŪőϽʣƑ
Ϗƒͻ˺̺ƽ/ѕʤͼ Ҩ ĚɔҨ éùðҨ Čfͽ іҨ ʥϾҨ ʦ̻Ɠ˜xƾ:Ҩ ŒϿ
¼iΣ̼;ʧҡҨ ¦
½Ҩ ҖcjˁЀɕdΤҨ ;̽Ҩ їɖҨ ĎјœuѻЁҨ ͿȤҨ ¾Ɣ<˝OѼPŔϐҨ ĈǻϑљѽnnʨҨ Ħ ƕƖʩ\
,̾:Ҩ ďҗǼ JЂɗҨ ěϒʪŕ˞Ҩ ğΥƿ0ǽҨ ҘŖЃҨ ɘǾ˟ǀҨ ʫ̿Ҩ × ūϓѾŗkzҨ ¢°«¬
ĐǿҨ đƗњʬèҨ &&Ҩ ÙҨ £Ҩ 4ˠҙ
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¿Ҩ Ҟϔ˂oəΦҨ ҚŘЄҨ ɚȀQǁҨ HҨ ĒȁhsȂS3ȃϕҨ ¤±®Ҩ ћҨ řЅІЇЈҨ ќɛ>
ΧϖȲϗ#oҨ қʭѝɜҨ ŚˡўBϘ́śџʮҊ?Ҩ ŜЉQȄ"Ҩ ҋƘƙʯ]ȅҨ ЊѠϙŝʰ͂#Ҩ ȥ΄Ϛ
ѿpȆҨ ʱ̓Ҩ ʲWҀ̈́ʳҧŞ%ʴҨ ΅ȦҨ ʵͅȧş͆ѡЋҨ ŠѢҨ ˢȇЌЍҨ %ɝš͇Ҩ ͈ʶȈҨ VΆ͉ѣɞ#
ȨҨ ȳҨ ÀêÓҨ ɟŢЎҨ ЏѤŬˣʷАGȉ6Ҩ ţҨ Ë·Бҁˤѥ1%ʸҌҨ ÚϛΈ҂ΨҨ Ή
ħŤƚƛJAҨ ÔȊҍȋ˥ΊΩ˱ XѦҨ ҜʹѧɠҨ Nʺ1KВ͊Ҩ ˲ȌTŭϜ!Ҩ ȩϝΌ˳Ҩ ĬúҨ ť͋
ÜēҨ teҨ ϞҎʻҝҨ ʼѨГҨ ҏƜƝȍҨ ΪϟѩȪ˦ʽΎҨ ΫΏ˧ʾƞʿȎДҨ Ŧ͌ǂ
ǃLϠȏ Ѫˀΐ͍Е
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Ëųɰ̥ΆȢ˝ʠϼ ˞ϼ ùƭ͙ɱ)͚ϼ Õɲȣ5ȤʡĴ·0˟ʢϼ ̦;ʗϼ Έȉ
Öʣǹɳȥ͛ȊZ̓͜ɠȦʤǺϼ Âĵ̧.#ŦƮʥϼ [ ã8ϼ |¦Qϼ F-ϼ Ă¼ÿ
5Ưʛ$̨ϼ ĶΉ)Aϼ ̩̒ϼ ȋϼ ×ʦǻɴȧ͝Ȍϼ ̔͞ưɡ/9,ϼ Ãķ̪ȨŧŨĸʧ
Ʊ͟ΊĹũ4ȩB *Ƙϼ  ϼ ,ˠĺɵϼ ˡǩϼ 6͠4Cϼ Ʋɶ162ʨΌȪˢϼ ŪϪ
}§¨a

Ŵb

ÞɷˣūĻɸϼ äʟξ9ȫ϶ļȬˤϼ ă̫˥Ǽ̬͢͡ϼ \ åʜʝο ϷĽΎȭ˦ʩ
D͘Ȯŵͣϼ ϙ̭ϼ όȯ̮ΏIľɹɺϫϼ ʪ˧ʫϦȰͤΐƳʬΑϼ ȱʭϼ ƙύƴɻ˨̕Ȳʮǽ
Ŷ˩π:Β̯ȳ ͥϼ ȴʯϼ ~©ϼϼcϼ Ě˪ƚĿϬRϼ ͦȵϧΓϭϼ ̖*?ŷƵʰΔϼ ;Ǫϼ GȍϺ
Ϛ˫̰ɼƛMͧϼ Ÿ ȶɽ&̱ƶʱϼ ȎŀώƷϼ >ƸŹƹ Ϗƺ(ϼ ¾źȷɾɿρͨϼ ÄʀʘΕΖϹ
ßςƻ=ȸʲϼ O¿ÅàPϼ ŬϮϼ Ηȏ ̲ϼ ǫȹ̳BHϼ ŭ0̴ΘȐƜŁϯ±ϼ ͩȺϨΙϰ
̵̗ŻƼʳΚϼ ȑłϐƽϼ ̶ƾżȻϑ'ϼ ÌěĄϼ æçè²ϼ DȼϩΛϱ]ˬʴƿϼ ̷̘ŽʵΜS
ą˭ʁȽˮϼ éêë³ϼ ŃʶƝϼ Ǭ ǭΝϲ^ǮȾϒǀϼ ̸̙žʷΞϼ ʙńͪʂͫT

Íσ̹ȿʸǾϼ ªUϼ âĒϼ Ņʹƞϼ ´ìÎϼ ͬɀǿʺǁƟϼ ņʻϼ Ȁ̺ǂʚǃʼΟϼ ϛɁΠȒϼ ΡȓǄϼ
ȁ˯ϓǅ̻˜ǆʽϼ ˰ǯϼ íʾƠ1Ňϼ ˱ϼ τʿơ̼Σňɢϼ ŉϼ ĩŊſƀ/ˀϼ µƁΤɂ˲ˁϼ
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)ɍ ðЮЯ¡
áӜ1˛ñ ŋƷՄ òŌѼɎԂɏѽɐƸ|Մ ѾȩXՄ ԬƹxՄ 0ōӝƏƺƐՄ Ȫϰ
Ǿɑƻ˜ƑՄ ɒlԃƼ=ѿɓҀɔͷ~Մ ǿՄ ̔ƽ$а˝ƾбՄ oӞҁĹ{Oóˎв
ՂWԄԅɕ̩ȖՄ |҂ӟƒƿ̪҃гՄ ôՄ  ϋ ĺ˞ɖŎՄ ȀͺӠϱԭǀBϲՄ ŏͻ˟ǁȗ
ɗՄ Éӡϳõ̫ȘͼՄ Âͽˠ;ϴöͿ¹Մ ¿XдȫՄ Ő̟Ӣ̬ɘ҄1IеՄ W̭
Ø÷ԫ ̮őՄ Õ6Ɠ2$əՄ ÙĻ̯v̰Մ @ӣ̱҅ԮՄ Þ̲̳жԯ`Ԇ% 4øº
ù̴Մ ̵ԇŒœɚ8ú҆*Մ όϵзŔȬˡՄ ŕȭ_a*϶ǂ̶Մ ûƔՄ ɛ ȁü̷҇иՄ [̸
Ú΄йՄ Àșˢǃ¢
»Մ ŖˣӤк҈ǄxՄ oȂՄ лԈNϷDˤՄ ŗ%мMнՄ ΅ȃՄ ȄýŘřɜƕՄ ;ϸ'˥оɝ
Ԟɞ҉ȮՄ ΆgпҊՄ +ӥϹɟ̹ȚՄ ¼ӦӧрҋՄ ¯·´²Մ ԟсՄ ɠhԉɡþҌƖ
àǅт˦уՄ ɢhƗɣŚÿҍǆՄ ҎȯĀҏՄ ҐȰǇՄ śāӨĂɤǈՄ ăț̺ґՄ Ԡ#ф
ǉ̻ҒǊpԊYϺөхՄ ³°£Մ æȱɥՄ Ձ3цՄ Ŝq̼ɦ+ϻǋՄ Ą̽Մ ]̕ύ·ϼ?ą7ғ
ɧ̾ԋǌҔɨĆɩΈ̿Մ чɪŝJՄ Ş шՄ VƘՄ ş˧̀ɫŠ˨Մ ԺfώҕΉcщ
;ΊъՃɬļ˩ԱՄ šq̖ϏćҖɭĽ˪ǍՄ ԡɮȲՄ ĈϽĉ˫ԻɯŢՄ ϐˬɰΌcԲǎ˭ɱҗɲ=¤
¾kՄ rӪҘľϾ&ˏՄ ȅՄ ϑϿҙыɳьՄ ɴ Մ ÁɵԼΎ́ĊՄ ϒЀZdCЁɶˮ
˯Ώţ$ƙՄ ^͂Մ ÜċЂɷŤΐϓČՄ Ãs ̓ҚԳՄ ԢčՄ ɸԌэқɹȜĎҜƚ¥
Ðϔȳ!юɺՄ ԣяՄ ϕ˰ťǏƛՄ ΑՄ ďՄ Ŧ ŧΒ̈́ҝЃΓ˱Մ }ӫƜԴ
bΔsːɻͅȝՄ Մ yɼˑՄ RŨҞΕЄѐՄ ȆΖЅՄ ІӬ~ёɽђՄ Đ͆
đѓєΗũɾĒҟǐƝՄ ˒͇ΘԤ˲KȞǑՄ wЇēŪҠɿūǒѕՄ Ĕ͈ƞՄ ĕҡҢʀңӭ,Ǔі
Јǔ˳ҤƟՄ Մ ԍBŬŭ3͉ǕՄ їDȟǖՄ Ė͊ƠՄ ơʁјė¦
âҥĘyʂ§ԽƢՄ GEǗՄ ǘ/ʃiʄҦʅjՄ ȇΙЉՄ ԎęGŮʆ͋ǙՀ
;Њ ԏ ͌ҧĚĿǚՄ ƣʇљǛěњǜћՄ ԥЋՄ ůŰϖҨ ,Մ ňՄ ҩȴՄ ÄΚiű3˴
ΛȈՄ ãҪ%?.Մ !͍ƤՄ çǝЌ<4ҫzZĜ˵Մ Îϗʈƥ̗ʉΜΝʊќ¨
ä͎ƦĝЍƧʋԾLՄ ƨȉY8ʌҬt7=Մ Ԧȵ͏Մ 2eϘ˶L̞-͐ҭPHՄ ŀԵՄ Үȶ
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ÅΠ͒ўӯ˺ҴĠҵʑ9͓Մ ġџՄ ϛАΡԑ[ƩՄ 4gՄ ÝŲŁБՄ ±¸µ¶Մ ҶՄ ҷȸǟ
ÔΣԒ.ЩǠ͔ҸՄ ΤȊՄ ÖѠВĢ.bՄ +ӰГʒ͕ȠՄ ģ͖Մ ΥҹłДǡĤ˓Մ Φ/
ϜΧ˻ʓ9̙ԷǢ˼ʔҺʕªՄ èȹՄ ʖjԓǣѡһʗȡĥҼʘΨ͗ѢՄ ΩȋȌǤ ƪՄ ҽȺ
ΪϝϞpЕҾӱ͘ʙՄ ҿΫՄ Ԕ˽Ӳ?ǥՄ ӀUՄ 5eϟĦųՄ ȍՄ Ϡά˾ʚέ
ԕħŴŵ͙ǦՄ ʛ Մ ЖJԖǧmӁʜ7SՄ )ʝ>ĨѣՄ ĩ͚HՄ ʞ̚ϡǨʟ͛Մ ϢЗǩĪ
ήȎՄ ʠ˿,Մ ԗʡИӳѤՄ ӂίՄ ѥӴѦŶ ϣӃ2Ń̀KՄ ʢkƫʣʤƬӵī`ѧ«
ÑÊ½Մ ϤĬЙӄʥŷʦ ĭӅIƭՄ ԨʧӆȻՄ @ËÆՄ ʨ͜Մ ̛ΰlʩӇαК\͝ȢՄ ӈVǪ
ϥǫЛȏШF6ŸǬՄ βȐՄ ́ʪŹ͞ѨǭƮՄ źȼ]̂ƯȽ::Մ ԘĮŻżʫ͟ ѩՄ ʬ
ȑʭǮ̃Մ ӶՄ Žγ ʮ1δ¬Մ ×͠Մ Ⱦǯ> Մ ž9̄aįńεМİʯǰ
ʰ͡ԙǱѪӉʱSӊʲumѫՄ ÒÍՄ ϦǲНȒζЧՄ Ѭ ſʳ̅^Կǳư
̆CŅη<ıӋθЪՄ ӌǴѭӍѮՄ ƀv͢ӎОʴņӷӏ0ͣȣՄ ӐιՄ ȿNՄ ǵӸƁʵƱ&ʶκͤ
λȓՄ Ԛ'ƂƃʷͥǶՄ OȔRʸƄĲƅԸՄ ʹ6Մ ʺn'ͦƆѯՄ ȕՄ ƲʻѰ#ѱQ
μӹӑŇПǷĳ˔Մ ʼͧՄ ԛĴƇ(ʽͨ"Ӓ *Մ ɀʾȤɁՄ ƈɂνξ̇Մ ĵͩƳՄ Ɖο̈̉ T
ӓӺPͪӔՄ ϧπϨӻ̊Fӕʿρͫ>
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ÓòäԴ ɹԴ ԠΞ3˴OԴ ɺҔVԴ ÎÐԴ ÝNЗɻş̾Դ Š0Ӣ/И[ǃыԴ ҕΟԴ
ƙ ԋǄ˷ΠԴ ьӣщɼ˸˹ē̿ ǅԴ Ĕ̀ Դ ɖ'ĕ˺ҖXԴ ,/ȨΡчɽ́Դ Ė͂ƚԴ
ЙyΣ̓ǆԴ šϿ=ŢɾҗԴ Ҙɗ}ΤӤ+ɘԴ ҙVǇԴ áΥ#Қä́ɆԴ âɿ˻ƛəΦΧƜԴ
ãΨ.ӥͅʀţė#˼Դ åʁэǈĘюǉÌÔŤқǊԴ ąǋЀʂКęҜΩԴ ó͆ȩǌťҝ,Ϊ͇Դ
ЁΫ˳ŦҞ8Դ
ŧ¸

æǍԌ ˽άԴ ͈ Դ ӦяԴ έή˾Դ ԡ\ŨɚԴ ̻ԭԴ Ȫ9ũ]˿^ ǎ
Ɲʃ:ɇ͉ίѐʄ4Դ ΰȫԴ ʅ̀́͊ǏёђѓԴ єӧ ɛԴ ;5Դ ЂǐшӨѕʆі¡
w͋%ԆgŪαūŬ̂Դ Ѓ͌ǑԈβ͍ʇ¢Դ ǒҟŭ¹
ïçÕԴ Ůγ͎Ҡʈ͏ǓԴ ҡrԴ ǔԍ<̃ө ҢԴ ң Դ ìþôĈÖԴ ̽ɜδ ε̄0U!
ȬζԴ ӪǕԴ ʉ͐Դ ƞʊɈ͑ηʋїԴ θȭԴ ЄǖЛҤӫјʌ8Դ ĉҥӬƟʍ&љԴ ɝĚԎI
ŕ*Ǘ͒Դ ʎ͓ʏҦʐě(ƠԴ ʑ͔Դ C̅ι͕\͖PԴ ĜhԴ ͗ҧʒɉ'͘Դ ԫɸʓůɞԴ ̯=ԮԴ Ŗǘ
ӭǙȮӮԴ c͙Դ ҨWǚԴ њǛ2ϾʔĝɊ͚κћʕќԴ λȯԴ Ѕ͛ǜeqŰμűŲĞ̆
ơʖǝѝǞ£Դ ʗºǟ»¤Դ w͜ԉν̇ԯўʘ͝¼½
õ͞Դ ɟǠԴ ԏʙ~ğ̈Դ Ƣ_Ġɋ͟ξџҩʚųԴ ġ¥Դ ðëԴ ʛѠԴ ̉
ǡԬҪlʜԐ̊Դ ʝ͠ԑο̋ԒǢԴ ʞiԴ ѡҫGʟѢԴ ԓ̌ӯĢʠkɌԴ Ҭɠ)
5ʡQ͡ʢȰʣŴģ͢ŵǣԴ "jԴ uМǤ̍ ҭʤπͣԴ ρȱԴ Ү"kƣĤНƤԴ ĥͤүʥŗς 
̰ҰɡσƥτυQ(ѣԴ  ¾R¿¦Դ ɢǥS+̎ӰұʦͥҲʧφͦԴ ʨmɣʩŘʪ-ͧ
ĦͨƦԴ Ԕʫ2ӱѤԴ ͩǦӲ7Оħ̏ʬԳĨʭχlԴ ҳψԴ ͪǧԢLԴ ĩѥ6ĪԱԴ ̱ǨҴɤωƧѦ
ѧӳŶɥԴ ѨԴ ҵWԴ íÿöĊ×Դ Ҷ Yhʮ| ѩÀԴ ÷ȲԴ ī̐` ҷǩƨ§Դ ҸXǪ
ͫԣǫԴ ҹHŷɦͬʯ|ӴIѪ¨Դ ԤɧʰŸZԴ ;ПǬԴ ̲sРԴ ǭȳȴʱ ʲǮҺԴ ĬiƩ
Nĭѫһǯ©Դ Ź"ͭԴ СJ{̑ĮźǰԴ ҼYԴ ϊ̒ƪ)ТªԴ ̳ϋУǱԴ Żԇ̼ǲФѬό̴
įѭİ!«Դ ıͮƫԴ řǳԴ ӵ4ǴƬԴ ʳmԴ ǵІʴ ̵ʵrύP!Դ ώХԴ ԕżŽʶͯ
ЇЦȵϏgĲnžǶԴ ѮҽӶDʷѯÁԴ ĐǷѰԴ ϐͰTϑʸͱɍԴ ѱҾӷFʹMѲ
ʺͲſ̓ӸƭԴ eǸ>ѳǹѴ¬Դ ̶ԊxѵԴ ЧŚǺ̔̕Դ ĳͳƮԴ x̖ʻϒԴ Ԗ`Ѷ%ѷÂ
đɨǻԴ ĂøñԴ ƀϓjҿ^ʹӹǼѸԴ ӀϔԴ 4 yЈϕШӁԴ ЩKѹJĴЪƁɩԴ ӂϖԴ Ư*ԗǽd
͵ǾԥԴ ĵͶưԴ _.ЫϗԘǿƱԴ ĶUͷsӃʼƂԴ ƃķЉĸśʽ̗ʾӄʿȀѺԴ ȶϘЬԴ ̘̙
ˀȷȁƄӅˁϙ ѻԴ Ʋ˂6KĹѼȂԴ ɎȃӆѽÃԴ ØƅƳȄ̷˃Ɔ®Դ ƇϚЭЊϛЮӇ%¯
ĺƴԴ ˄ͺЯA̺ӺаĻ̚Դ бȅȆļвƈɪԴ ѾƉ˅ͻ7ˆѿӈҀԴ г)Դ ˇͼԙϜ̛ԚƵÄ
ċ.Ľ̜Դ ßӻҁˈͽȇ҂҃Դ ù;ͿϝԛӉaԜȈԴ Ć҄HľдƊɫԴ Čàúć Դ ȸƶˉɏ
ˊ҅Դ ĿԴ ȉԦԴ еȊ҆ϞӼ}$Դ ȹϟԴ ԧϠ˵Դ ϡȺԴ ӊɬˋԴ  жȋÅ
āϢ1Ƌ̝q΄ŀ̞Դ Ł΅ӋˌŜϣˍ*°Դ îĀûčÞ±Դ зèăÙԴ zиϤ#5²Դ Æ?ΆƷ
ϥ̟ȌйłȍԴ ƌŃˎ·Դ кȎńƍӌˏϦΈ6Դ  Դ Ή ԨԴ ӍLBɭΊːЖӽ҇
ŝˑɐԴ Ņ{Ћ̠˒ȏƸÇԴ Ēɮ˓҈Դ Բ'3Դ ņԴ ΌԩԴ ҉ЌƎ-Ȼ˔ƏԴ ȐȼȽ0лӎ
ԪҊԴ ȾӾoȑƹԴ ӏϧԴ ƺԝ̡ϨЍԴ ƻ˕+/ϩ˖ƐԴ мȒOȓoӐҋԴ ȿϪ
ӑȔb Դ ˗нŇ̢Դ ЎňӒɯϫɑȕΎҌÈ
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ÚüéԴ ˘Դ t˶]ΏɒԴ ӓϬԴ EȖԞụ̑ϭЏԴ о?А˙ƼԴ FcŉRptӔ˚$Դ ӕȘӖҍ
ɀu~Դ ŞvӗɰԴ șБGf-Ϯ̤1T˛ 9̥Դ ŊΐƽԴ Ƒ̦˜ΑbCŋ̧Դ ӿҎÉ
ĎԀ ˝ȚҏԴ ˞pƒ̨ԁƾțԴ fɱ<Ґ˟ґԴ ϯΒԴ Вϰ̩ˠϱ³Դ ŌƓӘȜ
пȝҒˡрәԴ ˢΓɁȞƔӚˣϲΔ´Դ ̸ō̪ŎсˤŏµԴ ƿ˥туZȟdԴ ǀ˦ (
@ΕDԴ ӛ!zɲ˧EÊԴ ÛýêԴ ɳAԴ Ő̫ғϳԴ ԂГϴфȠ Դ ˨ΖԟӜ˩ɓőӝ˪1Η
ϵɂԴ ɴȡԴ ȢД˫ǁȣ̹ˬ϶̬vɕԴ ŒΝǂԴ ȤӞ˭̭ϷSԴ ϸɃԴ @ƕԃȥ
2ЕˮхœϹъԴ ˯ΘɄƖ[ϺΙԴ ,ΚԴ ÏÑԴ ƗϻԄn7ц˰MԴ ӟɵ3ϼԅɔɶԴ ӠɷȦ
Ą:ӡ˱Λ>̮Դ Ü$Ŕ ȧԴ ϽɅԴ ďB˲&ΜƘ&Ë
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Þ1ɑ̈іðɒ"Ԥ ˀαh͘ӕƷԤ ñZƓԤ Јuòņ˄ɓЉȷԤ ҫnɔ˅ˆó̉ŖƸ
ЊԈ+ЋԤ ȉ͙όԤ ôƔӖύЌԤ ƹӗƺ̊їЍԤ Ȋ͚ˇˈ͛ӹɕ̋ȣԤ ɖ̅Ҭ̌ɗԝ,ɘ͜T
ÍÃ´)Ԥ β̍͝јõ̎ƻ͞ҭsԤ ώγ`(wə#ȤԤ ЎԉЏzƼ˺Ԥ ŗ̏͟ɚ̐ҮƽАԤ љ͠
ŘɛӘԤ ö̑ƕԤ ϏɜӺԤ ÷ƖәƾБԤ ϐøřɝ^#Ԥ ϑƿδ͡њВԤ ȋ͢ϒ
ӚùŚśɞ̒ГԤ Дү7˻ɟћќBԤ ŇԊԤ ѝȸԤ εϓɠӛԤ ЕǀŜўͣϔ
˼ú̓ҰȌûŝџұϕǁϖЖԤ ̔ƗԤ _ѠȹǂϗԤ ЗͤҲϘŞǃrԤ ½Ä¾ИԤ ßͥ̕ɡѡaϙɢ̖ȥ
çԋЙ{ȈԤ ȍϚԤ µƘӜ ϛКǄԤ ÉӝǅWѢЛԤ ÎͦˉRͧӻɣ̗ȦԤ ×̆UɤԞ0ѣɥͨ"
àèºËÏØԤ 'ǆşɦӞ pԤ ü#ƙԤ ϜӟɧǇӼ Ԥ ǈζͩϝѤМԤ ȎϞͪ˽Ԥ ѥI
~ňˊɨ8Ԥ НŠ-ͫϟ
ÐÅ¶Ԥ ý̘Ԥ ¿Æ/Ԥ š̙ͬѦɩ̚ҳǉԤ ѧ`Ԥ ǊӠþˋ~ÿѨԤ ĀƚӡϠ)Ԥ ϡ0ŢѩɪaT
Ϣη&vԤ iǋ9ǌɫӢFƛԤ ӣɬāԤ ѪȺԤ О ̛ͭѫĂ̜ͮҴПԤ ϣǍ ͯϤѬɭ̝ȧ
РԌСѭǎԤ ȏͰˌˍbӽ ̞ȨԤ ăɮUɯТѮϥĄѯɰͱ̟Ԥ ͲȐԤ wȻԤ ÔąǏ˾ͳθȼɱҵУ
ŉԤ f%ˎԍФĆţ;ȽćϦɲԤ $ƜԤ Ť&̠ˁҶȩĈǐԤ ӤĉťŦɳ̡ǑХԤ åǒιʹϧѰЦ
%ȑԤ =ɴЧǓĊШǔԤ ѱǕ˿κ͵ϨċˏːԎԤ ȒͶˑ˒&Ӿɵ̢ȪԤ KS!ҷ̣JԟČѲɶ̤
ϩҸ˓ѳ<Ԥ ɷ̥Ԥ AԆv̦ЩɸӥǖԤ ǗӦ1˔ҹčѴK%̧Ԥ Ď̨ƝԤ ďƞ=ɹѵɺͷ̩Đ˕
ЪѶҺƟɻЫԤ Ԥ ѷȾԤ ÕđǘSλȿɼһЬԤ ŊԤ μͺ˖ԏqĒŧŨɀ jɽ?Ǚ
ӧēũ:J̪ǚ.Ԥ éxҼ>ɾЭԤ Ɂ2ӨǛԤ 7̫Ԥ ɿVʀʁѸ<Ԥ ѹԤ ̀ͻ̬ʂѺcϪ
ǜө̭|ЮԤ Hͼ˗˘ͽӿʃ̮ȫԤ ˙ʄŪǝ̯ЯҽϫǞԤ ;ȓԤ ѻɂԤ ÖĔȇͿνɃʅ˚ҾаԤ ŋ
ṵ̄˂ҿȬĕѼԤ ĖŬ9ʆ̱ǟбԤ ä_вѽԤ ˛ʇŭǠ̲гӀϬԤ дѾӁƠʈCеԤ 
ǡӪė˜ӂĘѿBԤ pęȔǢԐԤ ȕԤ ҀɄǣԤ ξNԑжĚŮůɅ ϭʉ?Ԥ ӫěŰűʊ]зԤ ĜkǤ
Ōʋ̳ȭԤ Ųc̴ơӃųҁ ƢԤ ŕԤ ҂ɆԤ ́ĝ̵ӄĞŴ҃ӅϮC'и
ÀÇÁ*Ԥ ·@ӬϯqǥԤ Êӭ̶҄йԤ Ñe˝˞΄ԀʌWȮԤ Ù̇ӆ̷ʍԠğ-ʎ΅̸
êӇiDLO˟ VŵԤ æEοΆlyԤ ãd.Ԥ ©Ԥ M Ԥ *ŶɇƣӈOƤԤ ϰ
ƥʏк҅ϱʐōӉ҆ʑ·$Ԥ ̹Ԥ xɈǦԤ :ΈXƦԤ ϊĠϲ҇ǧԤ ΉȖԤ ÒïԤ ¦°±Ԥ ¸
rӊhǨ Ԥ ΊȗԤ  ʒ̺LbXлԤ ΌȘԤ ë҈҉ǩԤ ġƧӮϳм Ԥ Ǫӯǫ̻Ҋ
πAϴ̼"ǬˠԤ ŷΎYŸІʓZȯԤ áì»ÌÓÚԤ Ģ̽ƨԤ ŹΏн,Ԥ ԁģԤ źΐ̾Ʃ;ҋDƪ
ŎԒԤ ϋӋоҌʔΑY$ĤʕϵǭԤ ¼ˡԓпʖрԤ ʗ Ԥ [ƫЇԔ





/Β̿ҍĥŻҎԤ ɉĦсԤ ŏǮ̀Ԥ ̂ħǯԤ ԂʘҏɊԤ ΓҐɋ϶Ԥ ΔmȰĨ́ʙԡĩzʚΕ͂т
ɌĪӰʛ̓ȱԤ ˢīϷȲǰԤ ˣʜ̈́˃ǱƬԤ ƭĬґĭԤ ŐĮуǲфԤ ҒΖԤ Ʈǳ+Ǵo!ʝͅǵԤ ғɍ
gϸ3żҔʞŽįˤʟҕԕԤ ΗșԤ ӱİ˥ӌ4{ʠ͆ȳԤ ıϹʡΘӍԤ ǶӲ͇Җt
җF̃ρΙl3˦˧ԖԤ 2͈Ԥ ςdх ő˨ԗԤ 84ӎĲ˩˪ԘԤ Ϻ˫ ҘƯԤ ҙΚ
ӳĳžſʢ͉ĴҚʣΛ[Ԥ íǷԤ ĵPsΜԤ îƀқʤΝ͊Ԥ ÛÜÝԤ ÈԤԢԤª Ԥ Ɓ¡
¢

âĶʥ͋Ҝʦ͌Ԥ ʧσϻΞӴԤ ķ͍ưԤ ǸцҝĸŒˬʨчIԤ ӏkM˭ˮ͎Ƃ
шu!щԤ ȚΟjԤ τƃʩʪƄԣԤ ӵG͏ъԤ țΠ˯˰eԃʫ\ȴԤ ҞɎ
Ĺ@ʬ]ʭыҟϼ5-ʮΡ͐Ԥ ȜԤ ƅG|ĺʯ͑Ԥ ӶĻƆƇʰ͒ь£
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Â ǹԤ ϽǺƈΣϾƱэԤ ΤȝԤ ļPNԤ юӐяυƉҠǻƲԤ Ɗt Ԥ ΥȞԤ nĽ˱}ʱƋ
φΦʲΧԙ˲ʳҡʴѐԤ ϿǼχΨЀҢƳԤ ԄʵңɏԤ ^\*ǽԤ ƴӑЁʶ͓ȵԤ §²®«Ԥ ԅE'
ӷľ˳ӒĿҤǾ>Ԥ œԚԤ ǿԇfmҥԤ ƌΩ͔ёӓ˴}ŀ͕Ҧђ¤Ԥ ¹ѓԤ ŁԤ ЂȀ Ӕ˵ҧԤ ȟʷ
ƍłє)Ԥ ΪȠԤ ψ oŃ˶ yʸƎԤ gΫQʹά̄ԛ˷ʺҨʻѕԤ 6RԤ (ȁ˸ńҩȂƵԤ ,έ
ҪɐԤ Ӹ5ƏƐʼ͖ȃԤ ŅЃȄԤ Ŕȅʽ͗ȶԤ ήHȡʾƑʿ6Q˹ԜԤ ЄȆωίЅ+ƶԤ Ȣΰ(
¨³¯¬¥
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ÜԈ ė˦Ϫ̦ĘѬɻӟԈ Ɗ˧#ЫЬȹɼƋę¤ɽ̧Ԉ ЭӶȷԈ ȺԈ ƌ$NԈ ȻԈ
όĚϫ%˨°¢ɾ6Ԉ u˩ɿ̗ӷ˪ʀѭʁЮԈ ɞ0Ԉ Ŵ>>̨Ԉ ǨӠ˫vύƸ¾Ԉ ûѮԈ ʂԈ
ŵěǩƹԈ ΄̩Ԉ ˬ 4΅Ϭ*ѯΆЩԈ Ĝ̪Ԉ Ǫώʃƺǫ̘Uw˭·PʄƍԈ 5VѰǬ&Ԉ ̫=Ԉ
ϏϭΈӡʅƻǭԈ ̙ΉϮԈ ƼǮѱ ʆˮǯƽԈ Ŷĝˢ<ΊӴԈ ȼԈ Ǝ'ЯԈ ̬8Ԉ ʇԈ
c(ƾǰԈ ϐΌаʈŷ˯ǱԈ ŸӸԈ ˡϯӢǲc@̭ѲбԈ ʉ̮Ԉ ˰ĞŹΎϰ)ѳΏЪԈ
dɟΐԈ ϑğϱʊƏӂ` ϲ˱ӹԈ ʋ̯Ԉ ̚Α˲EƐӃ˳ĠϳԈ ӣʌϴΒ˴ΓQ¯¿Ԉ ÕԈ
ԇh%ӄвƑϵʍϒѴԈ ƿǳгƒ϶ʎ4ʏ̰PԈ ѵTԈ ̱?®Ԉ Ɠ˵ġдеʐȽʑƔ*ѶʒΔ̲Ԉ ɠĢж
źǴiԈ ģƕƖ@ϓǵǀԈ ŻӺԈ ѷɡԈ Û WĤjԈ āΕӅiĥ˶Ԉ ΖOԈ Ćӆż˷ʓƗ
õǶĦ˸ѸɢÀ
óëÖԈ ̢ ʔkѹħʕ̳зԈ ĨԈ Ƙ|lϷ ƙ¨Ԉ ѺΗԈ ̛Θ̴ʖªΙϸԈ ѻɣǷԈ ϔxийʗŽ˹Ǹ
ĩклΚƚ^ĪѼʘΛ̵Ԉ žѽӯǹA̶Ԉ ̜Ǻ+˺Ԉ ʙ̣Ӈjʚԃ ʛΜԈ ̷ǁ
мӈſīƛӉѾ?Ԉ н6˻ǻΝоʜ̸ɎԈ ϕĬ̹Ǽ̺ƜBϖɤ+˼ʝ©ʞпԈ ²ĉĊćñ´Á
OÂ

üǂǽ̻ѿXȾӻԈ yҀɥǾԈ 9 ҁĭԈ ƀĮрǿсԈ ӰɦʟƝɧԈ ̝įӼԈ ƁCԈ ӊLȿӋ˽Ԉ Y
Ȁт҂ʠ̞İ҃ʡ̼ɏԈ ҄ɨԈ ̽ƞʢ8D̾ƟȁÃı̿Ԉ уȂӤϹʣ҅¯Ԉ zɀԈ ӥĲƠơʤ̀ȃԆ
ϺȄӦȅ́҆ĳƂ˾ȆԈ ǃʥфȇĴхȈцԈ ʦ͂Ԉ ҇SԈ ēÄċÅԈ ĵmǄԈ ƃΞĶǅÆ
×˿¡ȉϻ̓ķʧӧȊԈ чӌӮȋʨàĸ̈́ƢȌԈ ɁΟԈ ҈҉1ͅӍшԈ ӱĹ
ӎlǆȍϼҊĺˣ͆¶Ԉ щW͇ɐԈ ąĻ¢Πnļ`Ԉ ÝȎ͈£ȏϽԈ ɂΡϾԈ öĽ́ҋɩ
ČҌľҍʩҎƣъԈ ³"Þ÷čµԈ ̟Ͽҏ,̂ʪҐӽԈ ǇĿґ&Ԉ ŀ͉ǈԈ ĎҒ,£Ȑ
̠~¡-̃ʫғӾԈ ЀE7ΣЁǉыԈ (͊ǊԈ ƤŁȑԈ ЂFϗwЃҔÇԈ ý͋Zҕʬł̄
ЄȒьӏ̅¤Ԉ ʭ͌ǋʮ7ŃҖȓԈ Ӑ͍ǌȔЅFΤІҗ[͎ɑԈ ΥɃԈ Ǎȕ ɪԈ ƄΦҘɫԈ ҙΧ
ҚGԈ "ßøďԈ .ǎԈ қKԈ эҜ/͏ǏńЇԈ àìáԈ eΨƅʯǐʰ ӿԈ ЈȖϘΩЉʱ͐ɒ
юԀяҝȸÈԈ ĒɬʲԈ ӑɓɔHѐҞԈ ӒrǑȗЊЋȘΪЌʳmɕԈ ΫɄԈ ҟDҠŅ͑¬ё
ƥņђIԈ §άԈ Đ¥ŇҡșѓԈ ň͒ǒԈ ҢέԈ âíãÉԈ ô«ЍңɭJЎԈ ŉ͓'̆ԁєZԈ Y
ӓ͔Ǔ®ŊԂԈ ŋ͕ǔԈ ŌԈ ϙōKЏԈ ʴѕԈ Ɔʵ͖ɖԈ АA#БȚǕԈ ɅήВ
«Ɖ̇ʶƦ Ҥί͗Ê
ØþîԈ \іԈ Ƨΰ͘ҥ]͙Ӕʷ͚ɗԈ ʸҦїԈ ϚГαQДŎ̡Ԉ βɆԈ ǖγɘЕŏϛɮʹƨԈ 0Ǘ
ɯțŐ̈ҧɰԈ ӕШ°јԈ ʺ͛Ԉ ǘȜӨȝaδϜʻ͜RԈ ƩεӖ͝ҨЖʼȞԈ ʽ͞ƪ̉¬Ǚʾ͟ə
őљњȟћ͠ҩԈ ζɇԈ ̤ӗ͡ʿԄŒҪˀη͢Ԉ ќҫœҬӘԈ θɈԈ ƫɱˁ̊ǚЗCͣԈ ŔͤǛ
ӲιfȠͥË

RÌ

ä{ͦәƬ¦Ԉ Ƈŕѝƭ·Ԉ ŖϝϞb˂ȡǜ¸Ԉ ŗkǝԈ κϟȢИ1§˃yͧŘ̋Ԉ ЙMўLřКƮɲ
˄oԈ ҭɳȣԈ ĔÍđÎԈ ŚpǞԈ Ȥ̌ȥӳɴȦЛ¹
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åïæԈ џ2ɉɊԈ Ϡ-МҮ˅ƯˆϡśȧǟԈ ˇͨԈ үɵȨԈ Mө2̍ ¨ˈλͩԈ μɋԈ ҰɶB
ˉ̥Ӛpˊԅ3ұˋνͪԈ ϢН|ɚО3gԈ .ͫǠԈ ξҲȩԈ }gϣ}ͬȪͭҳԈ οɌ
ϤПˌhŜ ±Ԉ ɷIŝ̎ҴɸԈ ŞРGԈ ˍqԈ ĈşˤˎѠ¦ŠͮԈ šԈ ăѡπҵɹxÏԈ çðè
Ţ̏ѢρԈ ϥţСҶˏưːϦŤ©ȫ:Ԉ ͯԈ ȬV9ȭς̐σɛˑƱԈ ťͰǡԈ zŦҷ_τs$̑
ѣҸӛ;˒ȮѤԈ ŧͱǢԈ ȯӪŨ̒Ӝũҹ˓υͲԈ ˔rԈ ѥӫȰТŪ̓Ԉ 5φoҺ˕ȱԈ ˖n
Ùɍ\ƲūÐԈ ÿsԈ )ǣǤ]һ˗χͳºԈ ÚĀ!Ԉ Ѧϧ~ʹѧУǥԈ é!êԈ Ŭ͵;Ԉ ĂvSѨ
ùψϨ˥[qԈ ĕͶUӬȲФ˘Ҽ±Ԉ ϩŭХ¥^Ƴ˙ŮҽXͷԈ _Ԉ ѩªӝ<˚Ԉ ˛
Ąȳӵ˜ƴωԈ ůtǦԈ ú/˝ҾԈ ȴ ̔ӞŰҿ˞ͺɜԈ ò:f{tѪӀϊͻ½ĖűɝЦȵƈ
eHŲѫbNԈ ӭųƵƶͼJԈ ˟ͽԈ Ô dϋ;ӁT u̕=Ԉ Ʒɺˠ̖ǧЧȶͿÑ
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²ªԖ ӵÑВԖ ˠ̷їȐƊοԖ ΙÒ%јȬĩȭb)ˡљԖ ȮˢԖ њBƋԖ Ī̸ʤʥÓĚ#πÔћȯӞԖ
ГuӂšӾԖ ȰˣԖ ½ӹE2̹Ԗ $̺ӟȱŢȲˤ@Ԗ ̻ӠƌρʦʧԖ ʨ*ě̼ς+ќ̽hԎԖ
ДӃΚΛ̾σѝԖ ӄўȳʩȴԏȵ˥ȀԖ ÕԖ ȑȶȁȒʪӿԖ Еƍ˦ȷџȸ|Ԗ Ö˧ѠȹĜ̿ţԀԖ
Ǝ×n(τƏ˔Ɛ˨ѡԖ ѢѣԖ ΜʫξӅƑԖ υƒŤӆīѤȺ̀Ԗ ˩ӇѥgØMȻԐѦȼ́˪Ԗ
ѧƓЖѨԖ ÃÈËԔԖ ¼˫Ԗ ÙťŦȽȾ#SԖ ³«Ԗ ЗЎƔŧԖ ÚИԖ ѩBƕԖ
φƖǞχˬĬƗԖ ʬÛĝ͂ψÜѪ̓АԖ ǟZωԖ ˕Ƙ Й{ϊȿȂԖ ѫȓƙԖ Ν̈́Ѭƚ˭Ԗ ͅ?Ԗ
ԕ˖ƛÝКʭԖ ӡ ĭĮɀˮԖ yƜŨԖ Ɂ˯Ԗ pɂӺԖ Ƀ˰ũΞŪѭԖ ЛѮӈūɄoԖ #
˗Ɲ,&ʮ7МԖ L˞Ӊ˱ɅԑѯɆ͆˲Ԗ ɇ˳Ԗ ŬӢʯ͇ΟɈ˴ȃԖ į͈yVѰϋɉƞН
pc͉˵О[jƟŭԖ ӊTŮƠόԖ ѱȔơԖ Þ8ȄɊПԖ ͊ǠԖ ѲȕƢԖ Î¾
 Рѳßǡ?Ԗ ȖàСԖ ТУƣsqůԖ ˘ƤύA7˶İԖ ώ͋͌˙Ԗ Πáɋ Ѵ
ӋѵɌʰɍԒ ѶɎ͍˷Ԗ ͎ǢԖ ˸ŰԖ ɏ˹ѷƥϏƦФѸԖ ɐ˺Ԗ ӣıĲɑ˻-vɒ͏˼Ԗ 
Хɓȅ˽FǣF3â˾ѹԖ Ρh͐͑ϐѺɔ͒YԖ ͓ǤԖ ϑ!ЦɕЧѻ*ĳ9Ԗ Ѽ͔Ԗ ӌqƧԖ \ǥ
ɖ˿Ǧʱ'UԓãԖ ä űԖ d̀Ӝ͕Ĵ͖ĵĶåʲԖ ӤæķĸǴ!Ԗ ɗ̂Ԗ ѽçϒȆѾƨŲ
c͗Σ'P.ѿɘ͘"Ԗ ͙ƩШԖ ǧϓ]˚Ԗ Ҁȗ:Ԗ Τi Ĺҁəĺɚ ȇԖ ΥȘԁɛɜè̃
%+҂șϔԖ ҃ȚéVԖ ҄ț Ԗ Φê҅H̄҆Ԗ ´zj҇ȜƪЋ^ϕԖ ë
ӍĞЩ҈ì̅xɝíʳԖ eϖ͚Χ͛ϗwɞ̆͜Ԗ `ǨԖ îΨΩϘ͝Ϊϙɟï҉Ԗ ΫðҊɠƫ̇ҋԖ ȝ
ϚƬԖ ]ǩǪƭϛƮųԖ ά̈Ưӝ_Ļ͞ļ ñʴԖ ӥĽľIW<Ԗ ɡWԖ ò̉Ԗ 8 ϜȈ̊ĿԂ
ϝ͟͠QԖ ЪҌҍɢ̋ȉԖ /ϞưԖ ϟóŴԃԖҎ͡Ԗ  ŀέҏԖ ɣҐ

oԖ ô̌Ԗ ;ӻґƱ̍ЫI^"Ԗ ͢ǫԖ Ԗ ήϠӦEͣ(ЬԖ ЭҒ(ŵԄԖ ɤ̎Ԗ ¦õʵғJ 
µ¬Ԗ ίöҔɥŁɦΰҕƲŶԖ ɧ̏Ԗ Ԗ łC÷ʶʷ̐ȊƳԖ ЮҖ'4ԅԖ җԖ 4ƴҘЌɨ̑Ƶ
ɩ"ҙЯҚɪ̒ NԖ ɫRQӎ̓ɬқԆԖ ǬͤʸʹͥӶɭSȋԖ ҜȞƶԖ ӏаƷԖ ͦǭԖ ͧϡʺ
αͨʻɮͩ~ɯӐбԖ }øŃńɰ̔ƸԖ ϢԖ ҝȟƹԖ ƺ̕Ƞù̖Ņƻ5Ԗ βͪҞ̗ņԇ
ɱ̘ 3ҟɲӧ0ŷԖ bͫMɳͬӨɴϣӑвԖ өúŇňɵ̙ƼԖ ¶Ԗ γƽ%ǮͭЍ!Ÿ
гϤͮʼͯ@ɶŉԖ ûдԈеԖ üUŹԖ Ŋa̚źӒŋҠŻԖ ̛Ԗ XOԉ&ɷrԖ ͰǯԖ żýҡþ
ǰϥͱ˛Ԗ ҢȡԖ жңzŽԊ
§зɸŌԖ ̜žԖ ÿδfʽɹſԖ Ϧ>t:ĀϧōȢԖ Ͳ̝Ԗ ӪŎŏɺƾԖ εϨ;|̞Ҥğʾ
ƀɻƿāиnԖ Ă̟ƁԖ ӫ)Őőɼ̠йԖ ӓ̡ƂǀiԖ ƃ Ӭʿͳ$˜̢ҥԖ ɽкԖ ăԖ ˟-ʣʹϩ
ǁǱǲ͵ϪҦԖ ɾ̣Ԗ ·®Ԗ ĠH_ˀͶȌɿŒлԖ PġͷϫĄҧϬʀ<мԖ Éζ œJąN
ǂ˝eȣKнԖ KоԖ ȍʁӭǃ̤Ԗ ҨԖ ϭǄпǅĆϮŔȤԖ ʂ̥ӮͺˁӯʃTȎԖ ̦ćOԋрGs
ͻǳԖ ҩDǆԖ Rͼ˂=ŕӔ˃1ϯԖ ĢĈсʄ&Ԗ ͽǴԖ ĉҪҫǇ̧ӕĊҬʅ;Ԗ ͿǵԖ ҭCǈԖ Êģʆ
η˄ʇ~ʈϰӖтԖ уҮk1ʉ̨фԖ ӷʊȥԖ wȦԖ ʋ̩ү̪ҰԖ uԖ 6ǉӰǊ˅θ
хұϱċʌ̫цԖ ΄ǶԖ ι΅ˆʍ ӱʎϲӗчԖ Ƅ>ӲΆʏƅԖ \ǷԖ ̬ǋӘϳ·ҲϴΈκʐŖ
λΉv ̭ҳʑ ˇ
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ÌČϵʒ әtԖ ˈčĤΊ϶ĎҴϷʓǌшԖ ʔ Ԗ ¸¯ Ԗ щm}ǍԖ ʕ̮Ԗ Ԍ
ŗď$ŘʖҵʗԖ Ԗ ϸǎǸǏlY2Ԗ ˉĥ ϹҶ ϺʘǐԖ ǹΌϻԖ Ï¿Ԗ ̯Ɔ
Ä¤ÀԖ fϼ[AϽ.ъԖ ¹ϾԖ ǑӼ/dˊǒԖ º°¡Ԗ ʙыԖ ĐԖ ϿǺǓЀXřǔ
ˋ ĦЁ0ҷΎБԖ ǻΏЂԖ Å£ÁԖ ǼΐgԖ ҸȧǕԖ ŚΑҹЃΒˌԖ ΓǽԖ ԍǖˍˎΘ
ǾӳЄԖ ӴśŜʚ=ьԖ μm`5Ӛ ǗƇԖ ʛ̰Ԗ ҺȨ9Ԗ ¥ЅʜŝđэԖ юԖ Ӹˏː
ĒяԖ ІħʝԖ 6ʞνȩxDkʟēԖ ̱ƈԖ һҼĔ̲{ѐԖ ҽΔӽΕʠƉԖ »±¢
ĕˑё Ԗ ђǘЏrԖ ĖѓԖ ҾȪǙԖ ÐÂԖ ¨Z˒˓ėĨaЇĘҿL̳ȏԖ ©ǚ̴ӀǛЈԖ ǿΖЉ
Çєǜ,lŞȫԖ Η̵Ԗ ÆǝЊӁӛѕʡԖ ÍęşŠʢ̶і
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ò̶cΗɵ̷hբ ЍXѢǋĆЎťɐբ ć%қɶԤɷҜɸբ ǌբ ЏЈӸɹАǍƟբ 9Θբ ǎ̸ѣӹǏբ
ҝɑǐբ Ĉԥĉɺ˭>LɻˮɼҞՄբ Ιȭբ ̹Ȯ˯Ӻ(ՓĊբ ԦlБӻѤբ ԧ Ŧŧɽ̺(բ
?ϱВГɾċҟǑբ Ҡբ ҡɒǒբ ǓϲɿƠǔzrΚ˰Λe¦բ Μȯբ ơʀѥǕEǖ²բ ÞÔÀբ
v"ŗΝ!Ξ4/Ѧբ Č̻č˱¦ՔǗբ Ңɓǘբ ՟̼ңʁɃǙ̽ʂOʃ¢Յբ ΟȰբ ̾Ժբ
ʄȱ˲ӼՕĎբ ԨДď˳բ ʅΠ˴Đ 7բ ŨΡ˵˶ǚũҤǛƢբ Ի˷ƣբ ԼʆƤǜ©բ đƥբ
ϳЕ)@Жբ ϴЗИʇĒբ Йǝ ɄǞ̿6բ ɅAʈ9բ ҥiѧǟբ
ʉ ˸BҦѨբ ȲΣКբ QʊѩҧЛʋŘӽҨʌΤ̀բ ҩΥբ ̪ēӾ.ĔŪҪӿМǠѪբ ́Qբ
Φɔբ НȳǡО*͂ūǢբ ĕƦբ ̓ĖʍΧ̈́ėwբ Ŭ3ҫПΨ˹բ ˺řΩР ҬΪСʎ ³բ
Āɕʏѫբ ТǣĘУŭɖբ բ ŮΫͅ'ԀůҭǤƧբ Үάբ ϵԩʐƨǥբ ɗբ zέբ
ФǦ˻ǧԪ!͆үբ ԫʑ5ę˼բ Ě͇ʒd+ բ ȴήբ ʓ͈%xԁ/͉բ ʔ͊Ұίբ
ԬěŰűʕ͋ǨѬբ ϶ХǩϷĜЦ,Ʃբ `ΰЧբ ұɘǪբ ԂϸŲ{Ɇբ ʖ͌ȵ˽ԃ͍Ֆ?բ
ѭǫ"α͎´բ
ÁåÕբ 8բ Ѯβ͏γШʗɇբ ЩǬĝЪ&əբ :δբ / ԭ9 eCҲբ ҳɚǭբ
εҴʘ̰˾բ ȶζѠ̭Ԅ˿Ğҵʙηբ θȷբ ιЫ ̀բ κ́1λբ ¤DųŴ0µբ Âբ
Ԯ#ŵŶʚ͐բ _ȸbʛŷ!Ÿ§բ Ьmğsբ μȹբ Ҷɛբ ŹԅЭЮǮ͑ҷsՆբ ̂ʜNǯO^ƪբ
̮͒¿źŻżĠ̃բ ԯġŽžʝբ kբ Śǰʞ͓fբ ѯϹϺνЯ ǱTբ k͔բ ɜ,բ
âŖʟĢբ բ Ѱ ѱѲբ îҸ7բ ʠ|ϻCſҹբ ξ͕բ ʡ͖a ͗Һբ }аһģ̄lҼՇբ
ѳǲƀο͘ƫĤ5¨բ ҽπբ YԢρƁςƂƃĥ̅բ ϼ͙£̯σ͚ʢĦ¶բ øτҾDʣбԆ6բ
ԱħƄPʤ͛բ (ѴǳĨвƅɝբ ʥ8բ £ΖƬ5ՂĩՈբ ʦ͜բ ÍE͝d̆Īƭɞբ Ʈբ
ăǴ͞ǵԇŻīªբ Ĭ͟Ưբ ̈¥բ RυǶբ ɟϽFҿʧӀʨբ ԲĭƆƇʩ͠Ƿբ ǸĮгƈɠբ
ʪѵբ Ԉ͡ưǹѡ¥įՉբ ʫ͢բ Îİ̉Ӂ ~φд«բ <#Ց̊ıͣƱ·բ =j[բ Ãæ;՝
ѶχͤѷψеƲբ ͥǺԽբ ӂ§Іɡωʬ'բ Ąʭբ ԳĲƉƊʮͦZբ ɢJѸբ śǻͧբ
Ƌϊ˩ԉg#Ӄ]Ƴբ ĳͨWբ pѹբ ӄϋբ ŜǼբ ʯͩԴǽѺӅʰcĴӆ[ƴ¸բ =ɣբ όG̋բ
Ծɤ̌-բ ƌ*̍̎բ Կʱɥբ Ïբ ѻԊM°ԋʲӇբ ƍɦύ̏ǾHբ ¤ĵƎƏʳͪ,բ ʴѼբ ӈώբ
ƐϏ~Ͼ̐)Ӊբ ʵӊ6բ .ԌжӋɧբ Պ+"բ aբ ǿ`Ⱥʶ&$ƑՋբ ӌзʷĶ̑բ ʸͫբ
ÐHͬɈ̒FSȀՠɨ¹բ ÄçÖբ ʹ7բ ķ̓ѽϐբ Ѿϑѿϒиʺɉբ Ӎɩȁբ Ƶ\ԵȂtЇȃͭӎբ
3Ȼբ ͮϓͯ±йȄԍҀĸŝ̔ȅ¬բ ƶҁϿϔ҂ĹŞuȆբ ҃ՌʻͰgȇ҄բ bբ Ԏ8Ȉբ ʼͱբ
1Ͳӏȉк ʽϕͳI̕բ ̲ԏʹʾ@Ӑϖ͵բ лϗɊK}բ :բ м]'ԐƒȊբ ӑjȋբ
ЀϘӒYͶӓʿĺuբ нˀ҅˫բ ϙȼբ Ӕɪբ ӕоͷ̱҆҇҈ˁϚբ ϛȽբ Åè×üբ Ʒԑ0ɋբ
q̳Ԓ˂ՙĻ ˃Ϝºբ éͺƸ˄ƓļӖmϝͻբ V-Զ1%բ :բ ̫Ϟͼ˅ӗϟпբ ¡ɫբ
&Ϡ̖ƹբ ƔɬĽˆͽբ ľ;ƺբ ĿƻȌЉԓŀӘȍբ ҉әȎр̗ˇ՚ŁӚ0ϡͿբ łсȏբ şˈɌբ
.nȐ̘Ƽբ ӛȑҊӜȒƽ»բ


ê|ЁтϢԷȓբ ôуŃƕӝˉӞˊϣфբ ÌхȔȕҋբ
ń¼

õԔLvˋҌɭբ oȾϤ{Iӟoբ $΄ƾբ ҍԕ4Ւ-ˌ̙w΅ƖȖբ ҎԣŅцˍ)ҏբ pΆ
<чŠˎƿˏӠՍբ ņ·ǀբ ïшŇ̚ːӡ¨բ ąȗȘˬ̛Վբ ùӢբ ňΈǁբ ӣɮșբ ß;Æ
ØщԖfբ Ñԗ̜̝ȚˑΉբ ŉΊǂբ ț̞ ȜՀɯȝъ
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úXЊԘ˒ыȞ2ӤҐբ ȿϥьբ Pэǃ˓hբ ŊΌǄբ ȟЂюӥq ɍբ Aґ
ǅҒƗя˔š+Tբ ԙǆȠѐբ Ӧɰբ ÇƘӧբ Ճёȡբ ЃԚŢ̟˕ғɱȢUբ ˖բ ɲբ ñû
ŋΎǇբ àÙÈբ ÚђɎբ Òԛ̡̠Ө˗Ώբ GΐVբ ҔԜMҕȣЋԝȤΑө̢Տբ ˘2բ *ԸȥJt
̬Sƙ$̣բ ЄԞţ̤˙ƚKӪrϦΒ½բ Éբ ƛЅՐբ ϧɀբ ӫɳբ ^Ќ˚ѓȬ
ՁŌ բ ҖȦբ ӬϨբ ōx̥բ ýӭŎ¢ȧբ ë̴ԟ˛՛ŏӮ˜ϩբ öєϪ˪Nӯ
Û˝ѕȨƜӰϫіҗաբ ì̵ԠΓ˞՜Őӱ˟ϬΔբ ÷ԡŤyˠƝբ ãő̦Ӳɴբ ÊWԹˡҘϭї®
ðþËÝáíբ ÓϮϯјǈˢΕBӳљҙ¯բ ÿ ŒӴբ >Rբ āȩњћӵ3ќˣ̧
ÜˤU_n̨ϰɏ˥Ӷբ 2ǉբ Қ՞ӷœ Ȫբ ŔǊբ Ăȫѝў˦4˧ ̩բ äŕy¡i
óɁɂ˨ƞ\џ¾
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Īʓ͡ȄՍ śiҞʔơ̢ іՍ Ա0Ս ϸ{ỢʕsɵȅǤՍ ʖYՍ ҟɶՍ ġ_jƑʗǥʘҠՍ  Ս
ĢΣБҡŜ̤ʙxԿՍ ŘȆ̥̚Ս 3 #`ВҢՍ ʚ͢Ƣ̦ԀCʛͣßՍ éôĊıՍ
3ƣΤ͗ȇͤǦңʜ"ͥїՍ ɑΥГՍ ćȈΦϹɷʝ̧ԁјՍ ċ ɒ̨ԂͦՈՍ Ō1gՍ ƒՍ
þʞљŝњàՍ ģ6ћ̩EќՍ ʟͧՍ ҤɸȉՍ ōͨQҥȊǧՍ łҦҧȋѝՍ ĄʠДўҨՍ ÊÌՍ
ř Ơ̏ Ս ÃØÑÎ´áՍ êõČĲՍ ļȍƤΧ͚ȎǨ7ҩʡΨ џՍ ɓΩqՍ
č͘ԃʢՉ ҪdՍ ΪɔՍ öɹʣ̪ǩЕͩՍ ĎVɕ)vDՍ ԲʤҫɺՍ ĈďőâՍ
ĽȏЏԄʥЖȐ͑ȑͪҬѠՍ ɖΫЗՍ ĳȒђ7 WҭՍ Œ@ƥƦʦͫҮʧάͬՍ ľƧέИ*ѡՍ
ŞͭǪՍ ɗήЙՍ ĿȓϺbКzʨͮՍ ίɘՍ Ń̫FƨүȔDՍ ĂԝȕͯҰѢՍ ëəұȖЛՍ
5şƩAʩWŠҲʪΰ ãՍ ĴškŢ̬yʫƪՍ ĵ"̭ʬα̮͒ʭҳʮѣª«ńȗͰȘţ̯Ս
ÄÙÒÍ¬ÅÚÓÏäՍ Ŏhǫ?ҴFՍ βͱՍ ҵՍ īĐĶ5Ս ăɚɛʯƫƬ1Ս ŅҶԅǬՀåՍ
Ĥș R ®¯ŏʰҷՍ ņҸŤҹѤՍ ÆÛÔÐæՍ ĥԜϻѥՍ ʱͲՍ ҺɻHՍ
ŚγМ̜ϼ̰ƭ°±÷K ƮɪδçՍ ķiεɫНȚѦ Ս ňζԳ'ОǭՍ ìƯɼʲțԞʳ ɬՍ
һɽȜՍ ĬťʴηXŦ̱Ս ÇÜÝÁՍ įƓ̖ưҼʵ|ѧՍ ɜθПՍ đ͛ԆͳʶՊ'ҽʷιʹèՍ
ŧ,ǮՍ ĸκ̲λUՆ̳ʸNѨ²³Ēѩ0Ũ̴µՍ
ĉG8̵ҾՍ ēɝμѓ8ҿ ν͵Ս ɞξРՍ Ĕ!Ӏȝѕ Ӂʹ.9̶Ս ŉ$ ԟȞ̷Ս ÈÞÕÖՍ
ʺѪՍ Ͷ^ԴՍ ũԠ:ʻ̸;Ɣ̹ȟՍ Ū!Ս ƕʼ!ɭՍ ʽѫСʾƖԇӂ¶Ս
íĕÿՍ ʿѬՍ Եοl̝ˀͷɮՍ ԶˁӃɾՍ ϽТƱӄ˂Ӆ˃πȠУѭՍ ӆɿФρԈʀՍ ˄ӇѮՍ
ʁūSӈʂՍ Ʋςԉ˅Ƴ<Ӊˆσ!Ս ϾХτ̗ƴӊՍ ˇͺՍ ǯԡ̺υϿˈͻɯՍ
A"Ԋ-ӋЦˉ ѯՍ ӌφՍ ˊƵЧŬѰՍ ʃˋШՍ ŭԷ=mͼѱ Ս fɟՍ ԢŮƶƷˌͽȡՍ
#ЩEԣYvƗ̻Ս ǰˍѲȢ=ѳȣѴՍ ůZՍ ӍχՍ ɠŰƸˎ̼ˏӎűȤՍ ӏՍ
ː;ƹψ0ЀωЪŲӐˑ^ͿՍ ϊɡՍ ͜ԛZ˒Ջӑ˓ϋՍ ˔Ս Ӓȥ˕ЫՍ Ь_ԋӓ˖ ȦՍ
/Э:ƺӔ˗ƻѵ·Ս
îĖĀՍ ˘%Ս ̽sόՍ ѶԌЁgύnӕ˙ɰՍ ӖʄȧՍ ÉЮ˚Ƽ Ս ĦȨC˛Bų̾Ս
ïѷѸώ)˜Ŵӗ ¸ϏՍ ɢ`oՍ #˝̿cӘՍ ЂЯϐ̘ȩƽәѹՍ ԸOӚՍ ̀ϑƾ'́Ս ͓Ȫ+ƿ>͂Ս
ŵѺtϒǀ˞Ŷӛ˟ϓѻՍ P΄Ս ė΅ϔXѼŷՍ V*Ս Ŋʅ9 ̓ŸՍ Ӝ.Ս ˠΆԤϕ̈́ԥȫՍ
#pˡԦŹӝȬՍ hаźǁӞˢӟˣ"[бѽՍ ˤ·Ս ӠJՍ Ǳȭͅ˥ԧlՍ ϖɣՍ
˦͝ԍ+ՌŻӡ˧aΈՍ ΉǲՍ aӢʆвՍ )JOTՍ ѾԎm}Q}?͆Ս ѿ$|˨ǂ%¹Ս
Ƙº

ŐЃǳżӣȮՍ ͔ŽΊԏɤžǃӤԐгȯдҀՍ ЄſǄ̞ƀɱȰՍ ˩ҁȱеӥ҂Ս Ծ
˪Ό˫ǅӦHǴ»Ս 4ȲՍ 4GǆӧˬbՍ ĘęĚՍ ø¼Ս Ë½
ħƁԑɥ@ǇӨԒжq҃Ս ԨƂǈǉ˭ȳՍ ЅзϗԓǊө҄Ս Іǋ̟ Ս ҅pӪ҆
ƃиȴՍ йԩˮԹǵՍ ɦϘкՍ ǌc҇˯҈ӫȵΎǍՁՍ Ժ˰ӬLՍ ðùěĹ
лǎϙ͞ȶΏǶƄӭ˱.\҉Ս ϚмՍ Ի˲KՍ Ĝ͕Їϛ$ӮΐwՍ ĝΑɧϜє  d
Ňʇȷȸ&%Ս ɨՍ ϝΒՍ ʈҊՍ ƙȹ\Ս ЈrЉнȺǷՍ ɩϞоՍ ʉՍ ԪƅǏǐ˳]
(ǸпtҋՍ ƚՂՍ ӯLՍ ЊƆǑ̠ IՍ ˴ $Ӱ¾
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ąϟрՍ xʊϠҌȻՍ ԫƇǒǓ˵[Ս Ћсϡǹ{ǔӱҍՍ ǕϢԬȼrǺՍ ƛՃՍ &MȽՍ ĭƈ˶ϣ-Ɖ͇
œƊǖǗ˷ΓȾՍ Ğ̙ԔjՇՍ úϤUЌȿΔҎƋӲ˸ϥΕՍ 2тϦɲу<͖Ս āŋĺ Ĩ¡ĩ¢ŀ£
İĻŔ¤Ս eфՍ ğ2ŕ¥Ս ɀ˹ʋɁхՍ ҏ˺ ɳRՄՍ eцՍ ˻ΖՍ ǘϧ͙˼Η6ӳ ϨΘ¦
/Ǚ̡ IɂՍ ˽ ҐɃчӴґՍ ƌш Ս Ɯ ˾ΙՍ щԭNԼǻՍ >ΚՍ ˿͈͉Ս ƝɄ
ъɅԮ̀ҒɆǼՍ ǚϩΛғ́ҔΜӵՍ ~̂ӶʌՍ ӷʍɇՍ /ыfǛǽԕьɈҕՍ эɉАԖ̃ю*Ս ƞՅ
ӸʎɊՍ ñǜӹ¿Ս Ġ,Ս ƍǾǿ̄Ӻ̅Ϫ,Ս &ϫՍ ЍԗƟT̆BƎӻ̇ϬΝՍ ̈ΞՍ Ӽɋ
ĆɌяƏSՍ Łɴ̉Җӽѐ§Ս ЎёϭǝȀԘkҗՍ ~̊͊͋Ս ̋]Ǟ͌ԙɍ
ȁ̌uǟԚҘҙPϮՍ Խ̍ӾʏՍ yMՍ òȂԯ̎uϯo1Ս ûϰ̏͟Ққ̐ϱΟՍ ϲΠ
üʐ͍̑ʑϳϴȃՍ ŖǠǡ+-%Ս ƐҜՍ ͎͏Ս ( Ս wʒՍ Į &̒ϵΡ;͐Ս ŗ(Ǣǣ̓Ɏ
ó̔ҝ϶nՍ ýϷ̕͠ӿzɏɐÀ
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ĕ+ǅsǆ˩ϱҍ χѐυǇɕʱʲķ˪ƁGҍ ĸ˫ƨҍ ̤ϲȴҍ Dϳҍ ϴҍ ψƂɖǈˬϵɗȎɘƃҍ
W ϶ə˭Ȥωҍ
áíâҍ Ϸ<ȏȐҍ ͨϊ#ˮuǉƩҍ ҍ ѧɚѸҍ ̥ȑҍ ͩ΄ϸё-ɛҍ ƄĹϋόҍ
ĺcƪҍ ǊɜƫHWɝʳ̦Lҍ Ŗ̑΅ҍ ±Ï1½²ÐÂÀҍ ĻϹҍ ȵҍ 6lϺђύɞ-ҍ
ě҆*fώɟѣ ҍ 4ļϏϻҍ àǋqʴɠ˯ҍ 3;Άʵҍ ³ÑÃÄ´ҍ ϼҍ ϽNǌҍ ȓѓ·Ͼȶҍ
Ҋ ö!Έ'Ͽ̨\8ʶҍ 7҅ˤͪdϐɡѤҍ e˰ҍ 5ǍΉЀєϑϒɢҍ ã̩ͫǎ˱ȷ ȥ
7Ǐͬ!˦ǐΊҍ µÒ0Å¶ҍ 9Ƭҍ Ľvҍ Ёȸҍ ÷w#mϓƅɣǑƆ ҍ ä̪Ȕ˲Ƈ
̫`ҍ 2bЂɤ˗ɥƈΌ̬Ŵɦľʷҍ 2ȦЃϔҍ Ŀƭҍ åȹȍ̭ЄȺͿ҄ҍ ɧҍ Ĉ̮t
Þȧʸǒҍ ĒƉ.ŵǓnҍ ·ÓÆÇ
ø˧|^ɨ҈!ɩ̯ҍ ΎƊ̰˨˳ƮŀЅɪ̱]ҍ ȕ̲lҍ ɫІΏŁxɬ̳˴;ʹ
ЇłѨʺʻΐҍ ѹΑҍ ͭΒЈBҍ ŃЉҍ Ȼҍ ù˵Њτńxɭ̴˶ŅT
Ĝ҇ͮϕɮѥҍ e˷ҍ ĦΓ }$ʼTIΔ ҍ óǔņʽЋȼҍ ĵѕΕɯƋȽҍ ɰҍ č ~ҍ ¸Ô0È
Ŷҍ æîçҍ tЌŇȖJҍ ĝ&ͯf ɱѦҍ io̵@ǕǖƯɲ˸Ȩ ҍ ňΖҍ Ѝ̶ҍ ŷǗ
iіŸʾɳ Ⱦư
Ėʿɴ&ɵ˹ ,ҍ Ηǘ їˀ.ҍ ȗΘ̷˘ҍ zȿҍ 4FX'ugĶ ȩΙ%Ź
ҋX"ˁǙϖҍ }ŉƌƍɶ˺ǚҍ ЎΚɷ:˂ҍ ҁΛǛҍ Ͱ$ϗ˻ЏǜƱҍ ;yҍ Pǝ
ĞͱА˥ǞΜҍ ¹ÕÉÊҍ Ù˃БǟΝ˼:Вɸѩҍ ĉǠ Ϙɹǡϙҍ īƎƏɺ˽Ǣ
ı)Ξʭ ɀ̸Ͳҍ ɻ˾ҍ ĲŊϚɁɼ˿ȪГ̹_ҍ ïè
Úúðҍ ΟǣϛǤ̀ДGƲҍ ͳΠ(ȫΡǥϜҍ ѺЕɂҍ Ȭ˄̺>ŋ˅ҍ ɽZˣјɾ҉Ō ɿ
ʹ̻ȭΣ=&ϝҍ ōЖҍ /ɃǦҍ ÝǧΤʀ@Ŏ́ҍ 5љźˆʁƐҍ ôǨUЗMҍ ÛϞϟ̼ƑʂИʃ̽̂
Ċ Йʄ̃Ȯҍ ʅ^ҍ ēƒК̾Ż+ҍ ºÖËÌҍ ŏƳҍ <vҍ ЛɄǩҍ ß_њˇҍ ċМʆ\ȯ
dȘҍ НɅǪҍ ďŐОʇ(őVҍ éћƓʈˈҍ șpҍ ûП, wʉ̿ ˉҍ õŒVРN
ʊ̄ҍ Č ҍ »×ÍÎ



ề̅Сʋ]ќҍ Т́ҍ ѻ͂Υʮҍ ѼQУɆҍ Ѫœnʌ̓ѝ ҍ ƴѫʍ ̈́φҍ ȰΦͅ|͵
ğҍ ĠƔФʎh̆ҍ üý¡ҍ 3¢ҍ ¿£ҍ Ŕ>͆Ѭǫ¤

Ǭ¥

6Χǭ*"ΨǮҍ ўͶƵŕХ$ҍ Ŗ̇ƶҍ EʏϠyΩʐżџЦҍ þY*͇ΪЧŗ`Ш
ÿK(σ ЩR͈ҍ ġЪЫǯ˙Ь¦Ҍ
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ĳ͉Ϋʯҍ kά͊ƕǰƷҍ ͋̈ҍ Cѭ#ˊ͌ͷ˚̉Эҍ ͍Țҍ Юɇҍ ̊ѽ
ĀK͎ρŘЯ§ʑ͏̋ҍ ĢаřбǱ˛ǲ̌вϡҍ έHѠʒή%Ƹҍ Žҍ гɈǳҍ ĐŚдʓ̍=U
ëOʔˋƹɉ͐͑ƺҍ ĬśƖƗʕaIҍ ā̎ʫѡmҍ ÜƘеҍ ͒țҍ ¼Ø1Áҍ ŜϢҍ 9ˢaƻƼ¨
ϣǴҍ ϤǵƙжȐ͓ҍ ĂăĄ©ҍ ñҍ ¾ªҍ ŝ«ҍ Ȝ͔ίҍ ˜͕qҍ DǶзŞʖˌ-¬ҍ ħOs
ģиşй˝Ƿ̐кϥҍ ѾSˍˎҍ ų̑Lҍ Šˏːҍ ͖zɊǸΰҍ лɋS̒ȱҍ ǹ҃jˑ̓
мɌҍ αʗϦʰϧҍ ̔Cҍ žǺ̕ȝQ! ҍ ͗Ȟҍ /ɍϨҍ Ѯƚƛʘϩҍ Ɯ͘ѯβƽ
?ҍ нMҍ đšоʙ͙̖Ţ˒ҍ ĭţƝƞʚҍ ąʬѢҍ ìgZǻ̗Ťпʛ͚̘
ėo͛Ȳγ"[ҍ ĨɎǼҍ ĮťƟƠʜ̙ǽҍ Ć̚ȟpYŦ{ʝ̛ҍ Ĥр8сǾ[̜тҍ ŧδ
у͜ҍ ?ǿҍ ȳʞѰ'ҍ ͝ҍ Ȁѱr~ҍ ȁ+Ϫ͞ҍ /͟ҍ ҂ɔ͠˞ҍ Ũҍ ɏȂ ˓фɐ
ơũεҍ ζ͡Ѳʟƾȃηҍ ʠ̝х̞ƿϫҍ цҍ ® Ǆʡʢчθҍ Ūҍ Ƣ͢ѳιB
Ѵ ƣƤʣbȄ¯ҍ ĩɑκȅҍ EλūȠшҍ ĥ.щȆ˟ȇ̟ъϬҍ ɒŬѵҍ ſ̠
ͺ,ȈͻŭμFҍ ȡͣνҍ ĔĘį°ćęİҍ òĪĚҍ Ůǀҍ Ďҍ Ĵȉcҍ ыɓ
ξ Ѷʤѿҍ ο)AϭϮҍ ʥҍ ƥˠͼ˔{Ȋǁҍ ǂrůJ ҍ Ʀ)ͽʦ%ҍ hȢҍ ьP
kπͤjͥϯǃҍ ѷŰƧAʧȋҍ ʨ̡ȣͦςűэʩ̢ͧҍ юŲ ˡ̣яϰҍ Ҁʪ˕˖ҍ ƀȌ
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ͯ%ŀʩKȬƯżҰ ɋҰ ЅHưҰ ßƱŽ (ʪҰ õCȞɌІƲΌ¢Ұ þȭɍҰ ҌɎʫʬҰ
5Ƴȟɏ˫Ұ Ұ Â'ž+ҝҰ Ͱɐ̰ſҰ ƀѣΎɑˬȠҰ ҍȮɒŏȯҰ &lLЇ#ƴ˭Ұ
Ő̱˧8ˮuҰ ćŁѤЈҰ ЉIƵҰ Ĉőɓ_ƶҰ Vĉ$ƷΏPʭύҰ "ƸҰ ɔ^MЊ ƁҰ
ȇΐ̲Ұ ȰʮЋȱҰ ŒĊΑҰ ͱΒͮɕƂƹΓώҰ ! Δ˯ЌϏҰ ̳hȡċ ɖҧČЍL̴ ϐҰ
č˰ƃҰ ̵ЎȲƺΕҰ ɗ˱ЏƻΖϑАƄҰ gΗБɘƼϒ£Ұ Ìϓ`Ұ ĎҰ Ͳѽ5ʯəœҰ
ȳƽďΘɚ ȢҰ ҎɛʰʱҰ ł Ұ ȴƾʲƅҰ ĐВҰ ÍØÎҰ đͳ!Ι̶ҜɜV)pƿʳҞҰ ¹'Ұ ƆĒҟϔҰ
ēȈГǀΚҰ ДȵǁҰ ʹѥŃʴɝŔĔЕɞ̷˲Ұ ɟ˳Ұ ЖȶǂҰ àƇ"ʵҰ öǃȣɠϕqΛ¤Ұ
ÙѦΜɡȤҰ µÃ½¾Ұ éW͵̸iЗ˴ИҰ ê˵ȉ̹ωĕЙN̺Ұ ùy)rǄ˜˶КϖҰ Ȋ`ΝҰ
ÚÿïҰ îҰ /˷ƈҰ ÷ѧńʶʷĖҰ ҏǅΞǆҰ ΟǇѾɢϗǈƉҰ !jɣ˸ЛǉƊҰ ˹Ұ
ƋɤϘМΠɥŅ|qƌҰ Н̻Ұ ОȷҰ R˦ѨOҨvɦ̼˺Ұ Ͷj̽ʢǊŕПϙҰ ɧ˻Ұ
Ŗ*WǋΡ ǌėƍҠҰ ȋ̾ϊ*Р¥Ұ á̿ΣҰ СȸҰ ȌɨΤϚТҰ rɩ˝ǍҰ ĘҰ
ϛͷęΥУBҰ ФĚХ˞ǎ˼sҰ ҐϜҰ 6Ǐѿʸ ƎҰ қMŗJҰ 6 ʹҰ
ϝŘɪȍɫřʺʻҡҰ ґɬЦHҰ ĀƏҰ Śśɭ˽ǐ¦Ұ ÈҰ ˾ǑҒҰ ϞЧ#ǒ˟9˿ШҰ Ȏ̀ΦҰ
ЩȹǓҰ åě ́ȺTʼѩҰ P̀ȏʽ~ ́ҩ+Ұ ņҰ Ï͂̂ʣѪȥĜ#:Ұ ҀĝŜŝɮ̃ǔҰ &ϟҰ
Ɛ;ҁǕʾ ͺǖƑҰ ,̄ƒҰ ƓɯϠЪΧɰŇѫЫ Ɣ§Ұ āȻ<Ұ ̅̆ѬĞʿҰ ɱ̇EˀѭҪ-¨Ұ
ϡЬ2ЭǗXǘ̈ЮҰ ғ4ϢҰ ΨǙ҂QϣǚƕҰ Я̓Ұ ΩǛȐˁǜŞаҰ şȼğ̉FǝϤҰ
.ͻΪ̈́ͼΫɲĠб Ұ ȑͅ"Ұ вȽǞҰ ¶Ä¿À·ÅÁÆҰ Ȓ˂ѮҰ ϥǟġϦ͆YҰ /̊Ұ & Ұ
oѯͽf˃ɳƖҰ г͇Ұ ɴ˨Ѱ̋ɵҫ0дɶ͈̌Ұ ;k͉ʤǠŠtϧҰ ̍ƗҰ е͊Ұ
Ϳ1lжɷšKĢзɸ̎GҰ æÐâÉҰ ɹ̏ȓ˄ѱ [ҬģҰ Ƙǡˠ̐ϨtάĤиɺ͋̑Ұ
έ ʥǢйϩ©Ұ Ñ,ǣήĥίǤĦ7ҢҰ Ţ͌ңҰ ͍ȔҰ ÒȾɻ̒ ϪǥҰ ãΰ̓IҰ
2ZQJÇҰ Ұ ąɼ к1ǦϫҰ лἁϬмOaϭҰ ͎ȕҰ нȿ=Ұ ÛĂðҰ
íøҰ ̕Ұ çħǧˡ͏ɀɽ˅ϮҰ ɾ̖Ȗˆ%Ǩ̗ҭ0ǩҰ ţ̘͐ʦ}F3о=Ұ
nп4р8̙сϯҰ ҔɿˇˈҰ ň Ұ ˢĨƙǪҰ ĩ҃ĪʀˉīŉˊҰ т͑Ұ uɁǫҰ уĬфnªҰ
ȗ«

Ó͓͒βƚʁ[ĭwҰ ҄γʂ {ϰҰ ҅ Ťťʃ>fδ?̚x Ŋˋ
ƛʄϱǬĮϲǭεˌįхǮƜҰ ǯƝѲŦİцʅ̛͔ˍҰ ζ͕Ȧη3XϳҰ ҕʆvɂҰ ΄θʇ҆ ч
\ƞҰ ΅{ŋˎʈŧҰ ͖ιȧı̜ʉҮĲшʊb̝ϴ¬
äʋ҇ǰҰ ºĳҤҰ Ũa%κ>ϵҰ ]ƟҰ ̞͗Ұ »ƠĴҥҰ ũ͘|λ϶Ұ ͙̟
ÞΆʌơǱˣʍ͚ˏ͛GҰ ñμǲ҈<̠щʎ ̡Ұ ̢ƢҰ Ộ͜ъν ːҰ ͝EҰ Ć Ūūʏ̤ǳ
òξǴ҉?̥ыĵŌˑǵҰ ÜʐϷ@ĶϸϹҰ ҖǶοǷҰ Ŭ͞]ѳwAƣҰ ʑ̦Ұ ϺǸǹŭьBƤ
˒͟ŮķэʒeϻҰ ʓҰ xɃǺҰ Ą̧ʔpCƥҰ úyĸzǻϼ

Ȩ®

Õc̨7ѴюҰ ʨ̩͠җ˓ǼƦȩҰ ĹяѐʕёѵƧ9ϽҰ ^ƨҰ ·πĺůђʖŰǽϾҰ ϿѶόҦ
͡ȘҰ ɄǾ(˔ѓɅҰ űρҰ gmҊʗƩςЀҰ ĻƪҰ ͢șҰ єɆ@Ұ Έѷō˕ʘŲ¯
ûǿȀҰ ü:ų$Nc̪Ұ è°Ұ ¼±Ұ Ŏȁ˖dҘ²
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ăɇҰ Öͣ˩Ѹ\ʙŴļѕʚ̫ͤҰ ȚbσҰ ×ɈR˗Ұ ýѹkʛҋ ˘Ұ óhͥʧDŵz
Ŷ̬ͦƫ}ŷіƬҰ ìYͧҙ˙ȂƭȪ ÊїјSљѺ¡ôτ ŸњʜŹȃҰ ЁѻiȄҰ ʝ̭
Ʈ;Aͨʞ̮ȫҰ źͩѼ_$υTҰ ҚSћɉҰ ËëÝҰ o~ msҰ .ЂҰ ΉĽφќҰ dț
ʟѝЃҰ ȅȜȝͪχўЄҰ џͫҰ ΊψͬˤeѠDҰ ˥ľѡȆϋ-˚Ұ Ұ ŻɊU˛
ʠ˪ZʡүĿѢU̯ͭ³
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Ȧ¡Է

÷θϞǃԷ 5ϟͧѬͨѭԨ7ǄԷ ǅӖŪѮɌ1̑mԷ ˼ĊѯUϠɍ<˖ЪԷ 1\Է
6ϡɎ˽ċХ®ū Է 6ȧԟЫɏŬɐČ̒ЬԷ črKԷ Ѱ`ǆϢԷ ϣͩԉɑ'U9°Է
ÚƖӗ˗ѱԷ ˍӘ̓jԪĎѲɒͪ̔Է n Ϥɓď˘ЭԷ ƗԊ˙ͫιƘԷ әsLǇϥԷ
ŭ ̕ѳϦĐŮѴԷ ԗɔѵȨԷ ÞѶԷ ÛЮЯzůɕEѷǈԷ ȩđԋǉԷ ś̖Է ƙɖѸǊ'¢Է
Ȁͬ oĒѹѺƚ£Է ē̗ƛԷ KӚκ˚bŰѻǋƜ±Է ĄȪǌаԷ ˾ĔѼǍϧɗĕ˛Է
Ե ɘr&˜ӛRԷ Է б˝əLԷ λϨVв̘#Ėѽɚͭ.Է ԜcűȫԷ ɛԷ ėŲų2˿μĘ̙e'
ŜԠԷ Է ӜƝɜͮŴęг"ǎѾѿǏԷ ȁͯϩԷ ӝд Է ;dҀȬԷ ˞ĚԡԷ ě̚ƞ
νϪͰȂɝͱ0Ĝ˟Է Ӟɞtŵ²Է ßԷ ĝƟ(cҁɟ4̛ˠ
ĞӟƠɠͲŶежǐ҂҃ Է ξͳԌɡM*зԷ ŷӠϫϬǑ̜҄Է ɢ̝ȃʹЦğ҅ɣ͵̞Է ĠŝͶӡ$
ȭο=҆ɤ҇ɥиԷ âԷ Sɦ>йԷ ġ̟QԷ ԍŸ&,̠Է ӢV³Է ąȮ Է πĢŹˑ ҈
ͷȄԷ ̀ǒ8ɧģˡԷ ź҉ɨ̡кԷ Է Ԏϭɩ Է ȅԷ 7ŘρȯˢǓҊԷ ɪ.
ŻřǔϮԷ ϯ ĤԢԷ ȆͺЧԷ ĥuԷ 2ȰϰԷ ́ĦҋXϱɫ?ˣԷ ɬ/żˤӣơɭ̢^Է Ҍ;|
ԏɮͻԷ $>ςǕлԷ (ɯмŽӤ нɰ̣șԷ ħ(ӥ˥ҍԷ ˎӦ̤ɱԫĨҎɲͼ̥Է ҏȱW-ǖо´
ĆȲ+Է ÝpԷ Ԙɳ:ȳԷ ҐȴԷ ìDž Է ˒ɴґԷ ԙпԷ ƢbрҒϲeŞӧғXƣ
NӨϳɵ̦ȚԷ ȵǗԷ ȇͽ~ȶԷ Ϛө@ϴҔϵԷ ;]Է Æ×ÒÓԷ ҕͿԷ ɶ̈-ӪufԬĩҖɷ ̧
 ț @-сԷ ̨ƤԷ җȷǘ~Է ɸ̩ҘǙ϶ǚҙ NԷ σIhǛԷ  Է τϷԐɹ
k̪]ШĪҚɺ̫Է ̬ƥԷ ӫυƦīқǜƧԷ ̂Ĭ ϸɻ˦Է #΄Է ȸԣтɼſɽA̭9Է Aw
ҜȹǝԷ ĭԤԷ }Ӭşɾƀµ
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gհ ҭɚհ Ʋʒ ҮТʓųүʔΡ̻հ ȝհ ƳԋƊJҰʕΣ Ľ˱հ ̑ľ<УʖĿ˲Ѫհ ʗհ ұɛ
ȞΤհ ,հ Ϻŀrϻɜ˳$հ "ƴհ Զʘ ΥҲŁϼǞհ ϽФǟѫǠҳłҴΦհ ҵΧ
̒ΨҶɝǡѬհ Ωȟհ ̼ǢՖΪv հ ! հ ҷհ Ҹaհ ϾŃХǣ ҹ:հ \հ ˴Ǥ̽$?
ń̾ հ Ƶ?հ 'Ц*հ ѭҺԌƶǥ̿һհ Ջɞհ ԷΫ˵ԍ̀ҼЧհ ҽ}հ Ш ԸʙՌհ ҾɟV
̡Ԏwʚէҿʛ́հ ӀPӁԏ9հ άȠհ ӂɠЩհ Ƌɡʜ˶ƷW͂©
ăέЪհ ȡήѕŅ˷հ ʝ̓ԹίpԺ̓Ǧ"$հ ՍʞӃbհ ̈́ӄ ΰxņ˸հ αȾNͅʟըŇӅʠβ͆Ѯ
ƌ˹ԐƸ հ ƹԑƍňӆʡγ͇ŉ˺հ ǧȢ]δЫ=ѯհ O͈ƺհ ȣε˻˼ζՎհ Ԓհ ηȤհ ɢʢȿɣհ Ь/8ˣ
ʣȥŊ3Ӈհ Ŵ՜հ ѰԓƎɤհ ɀЭθϿѱհ Ѳհ bǨհ úԔ3ιЮհ ÑɥN̞Яհ κ,
ỜǩƏհ ɦհ ÎаƐxհ ė հ Óλ ѳհ ɧǪհ ÏбʤƑŋ͉հ Fԕ͊Ɂ
B:Ѵμƒʥӈν͋հ Ō͌(հ Ӊaհ ĄōвƓɨհ ξ]հ Û s* հ Ȧհ ѵǫTʦȧʧƔ
+ȨοгӊѶհ дǬ˽ŎӋƻհ πհ ƼԖ˾ӌհ h̢ԗ͍ʨŏ%i͎ªհ ğǭǮհ ºհ ŵǯ˿ϰA
D Ӎ͏=ʩρ͐Ő̀2՝հ CøÜհ ʪѷհ ƕς͑ӎʫ͒Ԙʬ͓ɂհ ʭӏѸհ ǰȩȪσе9հ Ӑτ
՛Ѐő͔ հ ӑɩǱհ ƖŒЁOƗʮӒ՞Âկυ,հ ͕φ4¥ɃχԻ rǲvӓœ2հ _Ŕ!ʯթŕ%ʰψ ѹ
P͖ հ ӔɪZհ ~жjԼŖӕǳհ ѺƘӖωзհ ʱ͗հ ӗɫհ иϊԽʲ8ʳ5͘հ ϋȫհ ʴ̣ԙ͙/ŗӘʵό͚
ѻǴ ʶƙ Ѽ«

¶¬

ĘԾʷѽǵհ Çƽ́әհ ṳ̀Ԛ͛ʸժӚʹύ͜հ Èƚӛʺώ4հ đ1Řy
HɬǶհ ÝʻԿ0;ʼϏyհ ϐհ E̥ԛ4ʽիřӜʾϑհ ÔÞÕ հ g"ŚԜɄԝӝ հ śհ й ՀʿXՏ
ϒȬհ ӞɭǷհ ƛԞклǸ͝ӟհ Ŝƾԟ̂Ӡհ ŝƜˀϓ͞հ Ђ̃Ş͟հ ˁ͠հ Ɲϔ͡ˡԠ͢Uӡ˂ϕͣհ Ր˃Ӣɮ
Öß×հ Ħм˄ͤ0ͥɅհ ͦƿհ FKŶϖнӣϗ7գհ ĒоϘɆпű̙հ ČȭȮ˅ƞǹհ ˆͧհ ûͨԡşј
ϙȯհ ³¿¼½@հ ħcհ Ձ0Ցհ ЃрƟѾѿհ ˇ3Ղ}mՃ :հ Ӥɯ
. )ͩӥˈȰˉƠŠӦϚͪհ ϛȱհ šհ ҀWсˊҁհ Ϝհ ЄтϝɇуL̚հ ǺфȲϞіQͫơ
Ѕϟŷn ̔҂հ ՒdˋƢɰհ ƣԢх#ǻͬ%̄՟հ ȳƤǼհ ӧɱYհ ͭQӨˌϠͮհ ˍͯհ >ɲհ Rհ ϡ^
ԣ̅өհ ˎ̜̝ԤzˏլŢӪː{ͰAհ Ĩɳǽ;հ ІцϢŸ̆t҃հ ţчհ ӫɴͱհ ǀˑ҄ƥԥ ҅Ǿ
Ť!ǁհ ƦӬZɈш˒խհ Źť҆[ǂհ zհ ӭɵǿհ щƧȀЇӮ˓ϣͲ8հ Ϥȴհ ӯeȁ
̕Ŧ"ɉsȂͳհ ɊъϥԦ6
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Éȵ<ыհ Ӱɶհ 6ьźo[̖ հ ŧʹհ ӱdȃ˔эհ ЈȄюƨȅՄǃհ 'ԧ հ 7Ȇ
ȇ͵qȈ#ŨӲ ¡հ Ͷհ Ʃӳ˕Ϧͷհ Љnհ kհ (Յȉ̇ϧЊǄհ Ӵհ ǅ(я҇҈հ Rƪc
Ϩȶհ ӵɷȊհ 6#Ż̈ȋ̗҉հ ϩԨӶ̉i ®հ Êհ ҊԬũ?հ Ϫհ ӷɸհ Ūƫϫw
ҋЋҌհ ˖ҍհ ͺϬՓհ żȌ˗ͻɋհ Ƭϭ̊pƭӸ ¢հ Hɹȍհ ѐՆ˘9ǆհ Ќ̋ūͼհ Ք˙ǒհ ſ
ёՇ˚ȎՕȏ հ Žՠհ ØàÙհ ̦ԩͽ˛ծŬӹ˜Ϯ;հ ɌђŭͿӺҎհ ˝հ äīհ ´À¾Á¯հ Ë
;ȐЍŮѓ$հ lհ  ԪǇєհ ȑՈȒ̍ϯЎ̘ȓӻհ Ӽ|հ Ȕ̎-˞΄ӽȕ
îЏůӾ˟ӿjҏհ Ðհ žահ ԀɺȖհ բȗŰ#հ ·±µ»°
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Ä²

ïϖҖִ Ģִ Õƹִ ôϗŽִ ßϘ!͝dӓӔǥUִ ӕϙִ ēјϚ͎ϛӖǦִ ûɁϜ iģӗʞϝִ͢ Ĥͣƺ
îƻՏžӘʟϞִͤ vִͥ әɱǧִ ċRǨƼִ ɂϟљִ ÖƽՐ̟Ӛִ ü͞Ցͦ`֫ĥʠϠͧ
ýִͨ Ćq>5ִ ¾ÎÉÊ©ִ ӛɲǩִ à ͩӜ њִ Ƀ4ִ éʡҜ6Qִ áϡͪӝ̠ªִ Ӟɳ
ÜǪ0ſ?lִ ĔՒŵ̡ʢƀִ õ@̢ӟɴִ =$ϢƁĦӠ3ϣͫ«ִ ħ"ƾִ ӡ_ִ ČĨӢʣϤ&̣
ðϥՓͬƿĩӣʤ|uִ Ʉћִ þͭɅǫƂӤʥՔҝִ êʦҞT ҟǬִ ɵϦҠ-ǀִ ִ ֕ϧќ̝ɶϨлִ ӥϩ
Ϫ;̤ʧͮǭִ Aִ ƃ!ŻʨͯKִ мՕŶ̥ʩƄִ Oִ нaպĪӦǮִ ҡƅϫѝִ ʪͰʫӧbӨ1ջ
#ִ ɆՖўɷǯџִ ө]ִ ɞϬ'ִ̦ ϭɇִ īǁִ̧ ʬkͱʭ֬ĬʮϮͲִ ʯͳִ Ӫɸǰ
ġmʰ8+ִ Ĝ8ĭӫǱ³ִ ñѠӬɹǲѡִ ͏ǳӭʱʹɟҢִ wϯִ̞ }̨ĮƆǴִ ǂՙѢʲ͵ɠִ Ӯɺ
ң~ѣcnZִ ϰɈִ ¿ÏËÌִ ֞ʳƇɻִ ʴͶռϱ̩սǵǃִ ѤǶоѥǷҤͷӯӰʵվ ִ ϲ/ִ ʝ
ϳfɡʶįִ ɼѦǸִ ϴѧɢİ֭ıϵ%ִ Ĳ ִ ֖ǹִ̪̫ ĳ ִ ǺѨ nӱĴӲʷտҥ
ɉѩִ͐ ӳɽǻִ ÛѪʸƈ(ͺִ â϶̬ɣ ִ ϷɊִ ĕɾ֟ ʹƉʺo ִ ĵͻ,ִ Ӵɿ
ÝѫʻƊͼִ × ҦϸƋʼB9ʽϹͽִ #ɋִ ĚʾѬǄִ Ėѭҧ;´ִ Ğ.ִ hǼӵʿͿ\Ҩ
Ѯҩ:̭Ӷ-ǅִ ˀִ ӷʀִ ɌzҗĶӸ Ϻִ ɍִ ӹʁǽִ čķˁ#ִ̮ ãϻĸ̯˂Ӻ˃wִ Ɏ
<ǆ՚̰ӻִ ÿ͟՛΄˄֮ĹӼ˅ϼ΅¬ִ ĺΆִ ˆ·/xҘĻִ̱ ɤѯϽ՜ִ Ͼɏִ ͑ϿѰǾִ ӽʂļΈִ Ç½
{ѱɥĽˇ֯>ӾˈЀΉ7ִ ľΊ+ִ ˉK2րˊ Ŀִ ֗3ӿʃִ ԀʄSִ ƌЁ͠ymִ ŀˋִ͒ Ђɐ
ˌ͓пѲЃցˍΌɦִ ԁʅǿִ 2k՝0ְŁԂˎpִ ԃCԄ՞ִ Єɑִ ł ̲ԅҪִ ԆʆѳЅ՟ɧʇִ ԇʈ
ƍІΎǇՠƎԈִ Їɒִ ˏΏɓЈҙŃԉːЉΐִ̳ ΑLִ LաƏńԊˑx"Ņ̴ִ Ɛųрņ0ɰϕҫµ

Æ¶

Ā͔с̵ ͕ȀΒԋִ äЊЋтȁѴԌdւRִ ØɨѵȂ͖ȃΓִ ɔЌִ ĝԍǈ֠ Δɩִ öSŇ̶Ԏʉ
Ĉ˒ΕԏȄΖňΗƑȅִ ĎѶɪŉΘ˓ֱŊ˔ЍΙ
ò˕փִ ÷ďִ ŋѷȆִ ƒբѸȇΚԐ̷ִ֡ ƓЎ"ǉգƔԑ˖Λɫִ ѹȈԒѺЏҬуƕԓք
ѻօ˗ȉ֘ҭִ АYִ Ԕʊ˘Ѽִ Ǌդԕִ ¡¼ִ ÀÈִ ֢@Ү¥ִ ͗Ȋ!żүִ ԖÒ
,ԗj˙ΜVִ ֆEƖƗ˚Νִ ƘБևѽŌɬִ ֙˛Ԙʋִ ԙʌִ ҰȋֈTΞִ ōǋե̸Ԛ
'Οԛb[Óִ ΠPִ !Ȍ)ұզѾȍִ ԜʍȎִ ˜фCƙִ Вɕִ iГѿŷ˝M˞ԝִ֣ ŎΡǌ
͘4ҀԞŏ̹˟ִ֤ Дִ էԟa̺ˠֲŐԠˡ4Σִ Еɖִ $ȏˢƚȐҲִ ΤǍִ ƛЖ7ԡִ ˣΥ
։őƜƝˤΦŒԢǎִ ΧǏִ Ψ֊ ƞƟ2Ωœԣȑ+ִ хцը̻ Ԥ˥ЗΪ%·ִ ğ^Ȓִ ҁȓҳթ̼ԥҴִ Иɗ
Ԧʎҵ-ִ $:ǐ˦Ȕ%ִ ֚ȕ҂Ȗִ чȗҶUΫǑִ Ŕִ ʏִ ĉȘ ˧JDִ̽ āҷժșҸִ άM
ëŕԧŖִ åЙέɘȚ҃țήƠȜִ /ִ Ԩʐȝִ ÞȞ ˨ơ)ίִ Ċ ˩Ƣŗִ æŘVִ řΰǒִ ě 1ȟ֛
<ҹҺКI˪Śԩ˫Лαִ ˬβִ ćśrի)ҕִ֩ ÁÐÍÑ¸
Ġ^Qִ ͙(̜Мִ҄ ш5НŸ̾Ƞһִ γƣvլδWǓִ 3εִ _ִ Ҽխǔִ֥ *ִ ¢̿¦
Ǖ˭əYˮIծ̀Ԫִ ˯ζִ ǖȡԫȢҚ˰η˱θɭִ DJƤcιB9˲Оqִ ҽԬ(ԭկҾִ ˳κ
yհԮщGԯ˴ȣrִ ъПы:ŜԱ˵λҿִ 7ьƥ˶ŝ́͂ ִ ˷ִ ʑִ Ăė=
£ăμǗ1˸ǘձŞִ̓ Ę҅EƦԲ˹ƧȤִ ÙӀРƨ˺şԳ˻Сν§ִ jТǙȥִ̈́ øĐÔִ Šξǚִ ¤Â¨
Ʃ҆УӁӂ±҇Ȧɚ҈οƪ˼πɮִ ֍šƫƬ˽lŢ˾Фρִ Ӄ Դ;ִ ֜˿Եʒִ Ǜ̀ ȧF$Ȩ
NţZςzӄӅִ ɛХ҉ִ ȩ́ԶȪҊִ ̂σэ&Է̃ȫτ9ӆִ Цִ ЧԸюḠXsԹ®
çìèִ ʓШяӇִ Щִ ǜͅЪѐִ ͚ȬԺʔЫǝ6ִ ԻЬִ ͛ȭŤղҋXִ Ȯ
̅υǞ̆ƭťԼЭҌӈִ Ŧǟִ ֎̇֝Ӊִ Խʕȯִ ̈͡tֳ̉ŧԾ̊{φִ ӊ8ճǠִ֦ ŨӋִ '
}ҍԿЮՀ ~Ȱִ ɜЯҎִ ȱ֏ũgմՁ̋χִ аɝִ бʖȲִ ùđִ Ʈв Ղִ Ưгψ?̌ohωՃ
Ūϊ ִ їյ ͆`Մִ֧ ūӌӍնҏŬϋưȳִ ёҐ[Ŵ¹
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ÚĄíִ ʗ*ӎִ ђґдeǡȴOִ Յ.Ʊʘό̍Ʋŭִ͇ ŮӏeՆHtƳWִ ̎ύִ ąώPеs ̏ůִ Շ#
Nȵ֑ȶ͈жѓִ ϏǢִ ՈҒϐ\ʙȷϑִ *ϒִ úĒִ Չзִ ̐͜є|֒ȸִ ȹF͉Պʚִ ƴ&ғ
ǣȺ͊̑ 5ִ֪ Ȼқ̒ƵȼӐºִ óȽŰӑ̓Ź̔͋ Ջִ֨ ӒշǤ Ⱦ%ִ ]űִ֓ Aиִ źȿ.ϓ
ƶŲҔ̕ ִ йոՌִ ̖ϔִ ɀ֔ Hgִ Ʒкչ"Ս̗6ִ fuƸ͌;,̘ɯִ Վʛ
ęʜ̙͍̚ѕі̛p»
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¾ȱ5Л4Ȳı҇МƢӟ >ˮӟ Ór̼`̽ƣӟ áϝӟ ǡӟ ¯Źʯӟ Ê˪҈˯ȳӗåНȴ̾˰ӟ
ÍОƤΪȵæʰϞӟ
Öӟ ×ńПȶ̿˱ӟ ¸ӟ §ӟ ȋӟ Ńүƥӟ
Ï#Рȷ-çʱӟ °҉ʲСӟ Ë+ ҊȸӘèТ!̀ӟ ¶1ƦϟϠӟ äʫӟ 9~ӟ ȌʳLӟ
Jҋwȹ˲ǰӟ Уȍ$ӟ ʴϡФӟ ҽʬӟ -ǢӟÐŅХ"Ĳ2ӟ ±ӟ 0ΫƧϢ ӟ ņmǣάfŇӟ
Ҿé ӟ Ȏʵӟ ́˳ӟ ÑňЦ"ĳέӟ ¨©ӟ ¥<<:ӟ Ⱥ˴ӟ ŉ͂ʨ˵ŊЧȻ̓˶ӟ 9ȼШ'ӟ Zӟ
Ì˷ЩήϣŋȽ˸Hӟ ¹̈́Ǥί˹Ōƨӟ ͅӟ µЪȾˡȿō3.Ĵ[Eʶӟ ²ǱƩ˺ЫϤӟ êӟ
ºȏˢ͆ЬVƪs?Όӌӟ Э͇ӟ ΰ͈ˣ͉Юƫӟ ЯȐƬӟ ëŎаɀҰɁбӍӟ

ª

Î͊˻ɂвnαӟ ³ŏгɃұɄдɅϥӟ ÒҌеʷɆcKӟ ɇ˼ӟ Ô1 ǲβįӟ Äγ˽ж
ÅҍɈƭʸɉ˾Ʈ
ÝȑƯӟ =ӎӟ ¦®¬«ӟ 2NҲɊyɋ͋˿ӟ Ɍӟ Ύδ͌ǳε ӟ ҎɍźʹɎưϦӟ ìʺ) ҿz
ɏ˫ҏ̀ɐәíзɑ͍dӟ Ώζ͎ʩŐӟ Ǵηи ӟ й͏ӟ ӊ́ӟ кWƱɒθӟ ι͐ʻƲӟ л͑
ɓ̂őʼŻӟ κ͒ oмɔ͓̃ӟ ͔ǥӟ îżҐʽнӟ ï̄Žӟ ðžſɕоɖ͕̅ñʾӟ GȒɗʿƀȓ͖͗
ɘ ґ̆əӚòпɚ̇͘ϧӟ '3nҒǵȔӟ RLғHр!͙̈ӟ ó{ӟ ôӟ õ3сӟ ͚Uӟ Ƕtö̉т
Ϩ7ΐΑ͛λуƁӟ Œфɛ8ɜхɝƳϩӟ =@̊ӏӟ 4ƴ÷Ϫӟ ȕҳƵӟ ƶ ˀ͜ΒOM
AΓΔμ͝øœȖϫӟ цȗùчӟ Ŕ͞Ҕ)Ƃӟ ĵӟ ҕϬOƃӟ ĶӐӟ ͟шȘƷνӟ ɞˬ7̋ɟӛúщɠ 
Εr͠ǷξBbϭӟ ûοmҖ̌Ƅӟ 6XƸӟ jB6ɡ ̍ӟ .ӟ ?Ϯϯɢϰъӟ ɣ̎ӟ ыșӟ Ζπ͡ˤ͢ɤ̏
ͣǦӟ ˁьӟ ̐ƅӟ ŕȚɥ˂țͤƆӟ ɦ˭җe(üͥ
ÞVTϱӟ ̑Ӏӟ ΗρͦǸς ϲӟ ý̒Ƈӟ Ŗэɧ8ɨюɩPϳӟ σӟ ϴҮ˩þτɪӜPƈӟ ͧ̓ӟ ÿ
Ω#υяƹφ*ӑӟ ķĀ5ɫϵā̔ӟ ϶ȜχƺƉӟ Ӂɬѐȝӟ ͨёȞQψӟ Øђѓƻӟ ĂfƊӟ ˃-ŗ˄
Θ1ͩʪ$Řє ӟ ѕXωͪҘǹȟӟ іȠRӟ ãăřŚɭ̕Ƽӟ ÕuҴƽ̖6Ąĸ˅%ӟ ¿(Ϸƾąϸ
ÆɮǺȡˆɯǻȢї5ӟ Ć̗ӟ ĹӒӟ Ӌśȣ̘ ӟ .U !Ϲӟ Ƌҙϊ\Ǽӟ Ι4ͫǽϋC˨
Ϻɰјӟ ҵɱϻɲљϼ;ӟ ßȤ ӟ *ʧbɳgњɴͬeӟ ǧӟ ɵ̙ƌ\Ǿƿͭ̚Қ ӟ όқĺǀ^ˇćӟ ɶl
ћȥǁӟ â̛ɷќǂƍӟ Ù ĈѝǃϽӟ ӂϾӟ ĉˈϿ"ӟ ĊƎƏ Ɛӟ CЀӟ ċ̜ӟ ͮҶǄvČˉˊӟ Κύͯǿώİ
ȀͰˋӟ ̝Ƒӟ ǅǨǩͱwўЁӟ џͲӟ čŜȦɸ$ҷ%ӟ ѠȧɹЂӟ D̞ƒӟ ˥ͳ̟ɺѡʹxӟ ΛϏoȁϐЃ|
Ӄɻˌˍӟ Ļǆӟ ŝ͵̠Ѣɼ̡ҜǇ¡



»ͶƓҝŞӟ ÚϜǈӓЄӟ ѣͷӟ ÃЅѤĎļˎɽ}Ȩ¢·@Іǉ_ɾ̢Sӟ ÀDѥ>
àȩQӟ Çďӄɿʀӟ ÛѦĐѧӟ ÁǊΜđϑ҆ǋgѨӟ Ǫӟ ÈǌĒ*ѩYӟ ̣Ɣӟ ѪȪǍӟ ¼Â½ӟ Yē8T
şaΝˏǎѫǏӟ Ξː̤Їӟ Ѭӟ Šͺ̥ƕҞšѭӟ Eӟ ЈxӔӟ ͻǫӟ 0' ʁŢʂĔ̦~ӟ ʃh
ÉӅʄӟ Ѯ/ӟ ͼĽѯĕʅ̧ӟ ʆ̨Ǭͽt+ĖѰʇ;̩ӟ ţͿdŤǐϛʈ̪Ȃӟ qȫӕЉʉťʊėiЊ
ʭӆˑǑƖȃӟ ĘѱѲʋѳҟƗǒЋӟ ę̫Ƙӟ ҸĚŦŧʌhӟ ҠěȄӟ ʍiӟ ѴZӟ ĜJҡ˒
ΟΠҢ˓Aѵʎ,ӟ ǭ/Ũң !̬ȅӟ jӟ ʏ̭Ǯ)Ҥ̮ӟ ĝƙӟ Ǔҭũ΄ŪGĞ˔
ҹğūŬ]̯ǔ£
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´Ρϒ"qϓʐĠѶǕӟ ˦ǖ Ȭ΅ƚ{ӟ ѷpӟ yѸġľ˕ʑЌWӟ ĿĢz_ʒ̰Ǘӟ ƛģѹFӟ ʓ̱
ŭ%ϔѺ(̲ӟ FϕЍӟ cŮ˖ҥƜʔ ӟ Ў]ӝNӟ Άǯӟ ѻĤ2ȆѼӟ ΣpΤҦ˗ĥѽʕ/̳
ʖa`7k[Ӟ#Ѿ,ӟ ů·ҺǘϖĦȇǙӟ ħ̴Ɲӟ һŰűʗ,ǚӟ ҧ Ȉӟ ʘ̵ӟ Ҩŀ˘ʙŲӟ ̶
ΥuʚҼĨѿ ӟ ЏIҀΈvАӟ Ӈʛ˙˚ӟ ŁǛӟ &ųБВs;ӟ ÜҁҩƞǜГӟ ӈʜ˛˜ӟ ł
ƟДʝȉ̷Ơӟ ҂ȭĩӟ 9ʞ˝˞ӟ ˧ЕҪϗ&ӟ ʮΉӉ^S ӟ ĪʟҫMǝ}ӟ ī̸ơ
ΦϘI҃ʠŴ |ӟ ʡkӟ ̹Ҭϙ ʢlȊӟ ȮΊ+Ж:ӟ ȯ Χʣ˟Зӟ Ĭ̺Kӟ ИǞˠǟŵ҄Ǡ
0ȰӖЙʤŶʥĭ̻ ӟ ΨϚĮŷ҅ʦŸ&К¤
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č̟Ӳԏ ɱ̅ҨpdԂģэɲ ̠ԏ ι6ͬ˘ ťюЕԏ 7Ǉԏ Ŧ̡ͭƥҩŧɳqȱԏ ЖҪА ӳ;ԏ ͮȔԏ
± Ɋκɴ˞ԏ Ĥ̢(ԏ rҫ9ЗɵsȲԏ `̘Иԏ яͯԏ ȳĥѐɋ)ϔԏ ёɌɶЙԏ ɷ̣ȕͰЏђcͱ1¶
ėѓĦєӨɸԏ К$¡NӴԏ xȖԏ Ҭ7ɹ2\ԏ ɍͲ̇SЛԏ ǈԏ ǉ ħ˟ҭĨѕd1ȴԏ і
ҮМQԏ ͳȗԏ Bԏ ̤̈үĩˠԏ ¥ĉĪīȵɺ]ԏ Ĭ̥ԏ û̦Șˡ%Ǌԃĭԏ ĠĮIŨɻw їɼ3̧
đʹȶϕBlԏ ɽ̨ԏ јǋԏ AҰϖɾ̩ȷԏ ò͵̉¦
ĕ λͶ̪НǌОԏ `įӓԏ ŞTԏ ϗũɿӔVǆԏ [Ϙͷkԏ ÌÑԏ ұљԏ șԏ ÖÎ
μͺ˙Ū#·ԏ ü̫ԏ ПoГ®ԏ ×Åԏ " ϙū њԏ ͻȚԏ ћɎǍԏ ˢʀŬǎ̬РǏ
̭ҲϚСe̮ȸԏ ɏ ̊ԏ ϛǐТνƦƧ@ԏ ĝɐԏ Ǒ< ˗ǒƨԏ ̋ Ʃ0İ̯ԏ ӕŭŮʁrǓ
ůͼӖǔϜȹԏ 8ıќԏ țͽϝԏ ξ f2ѝ>ԏ ʂ̰ԏ ÈàÚØ²ÛÜԏ өУԏ ÝÏ¸Éԏ οǕϞŰ ̱ў¹
Ğaԏ 5;ˣʃűӵԏ . ϟԏ ÙÒԏ πϠŲџԏ ͿȜԏ ?ɑǖԏ º̲ҳϡʄ̳Ⱥԏ ɒkǗԏ Ӫ Фԏ Ѡ3
4.ȝ Ϣԏ ʅ̴Ȟˤ ̵Ԅ ԏ ӗ ųŴh̶ǘԏ ѡԏ Ĳ˥˦ԏ ǙʆJN̷ѢХ@ԏ AʇqOӶ³.ʈӘ
ρRϣŵ)ѣԏ ȟԏ #ɓǚԏ ϤЦ̸̹ Чԏ ʉ1ƪʊŶCѤǛԏ ѥaԏ lD˧
§ĊĳĴȻʋȼԏ ĵԏ ý̺Ƞ˨%̻ԅDԏ ġĶIŷʌ̼EѦʍ̽ԏ ĒϥȽϦnԏ ʎtԏ ɔ
ĎҴ ʏ̾^ԏ ó΄̌ǜ¨ԏ ɕƫԏ p΅ѧԏ ŸķȾǝƬԏ ѨɖǞʐϧԏ ǟӰʑШʒȿԏ c̿ȡ˩ҵ̀Ԇĸ
0̙ҶgԇĹѩʓΆԏ ς· ʔŹʕǠЩ»
þȢ˪ҷ uԈĺԏ ́Kԏ ͂PmΈźΉŻżĻ˫ԏ әļŽžʖ̓ԏ ҸѪĽ˜ԏ şľǡˬʗԏ ƭĿ ŀ
ȣϨԏ ˭Ъԏ ӫʘˮj¼ŠǢԏ ſΊ˯ ǣƀѫƮԏ Ыʙ̈́ɀԏ Ѭɗԏ ďæôĘԏ õǤŁ˰ɘ
ÿѭ6£ʚǥӬԏ ęҹБӷԏ «öĀĚ¬ԏ ̍ѮəƯΌ˱/¤ԏ ưҺϩʛͅ/ԏ ðĢԏ ÊáÞâ½
ëʜЬƁЭg!<ԏ ƂƃǦϪ͆ʝ͇Ɂԏ ѯɚԏ ȤǧЮʞšʟ˲hѰӸԏ Ύȥԏ ʠ͈'˳һƱʡ͉]
Ƅɛʢ˴ƲɜΏyƳԏ ʣ̆Ҽʤԉłʥΐ͊ԏ ҽѱʦΑ͋ԏ Βԏ ȦѲϫԏ ÷āě
ҾQЯѳfΓ͌u ʧϬаԏ ŃϭǨԏ ƅΔ͍Ѵʨ͎ҿʩ͏_¾
ċ&ӹԏ z˚ Ɔ?<ԏ ń7ǩԏ ͐Εӭԏ Ӏбʪ\ԏ вƇɝΖΗ˵ԏ ŅtKԏ ƴņӺԏ ƈŇϮǪ
ʫoʬԊFi4ԏ ǫƉΘϯƵԏ zԏ Ɗ͑LӁƋѵԏ Ѷϰ{=ƌѷ0Ӛ
ʭ̚ӂʮԋňѸiΙ͒ԏ ˶¡) ԏ гӃ ӻд¿
ãĂìԏ ɞԏ '͓ƶӄƍѹLԏ ͔ӒǬϱΚӅ>ԏ Ţе ʯsԏ vƷԏ ©ĆΛӮ RƸɂǭԎ
äѺ ʰӆƹǮ´ēϲŉƎѻʱƏǯªԏ жӇЎӧ¤зԏ ӈ͕(ǰϳԏ Ѽɟԏ øïĈğùçĐČԏ Ĕϴ˛OƐ
ѽ~ԏ ʲ̎σϵΜӛԏ ΝӉ϶ԏ ӊ͖ƺǱиѾŊ͗ƻʳɃԏ Ξȧԏ ǲӱʴйѿʵ͘Ʉԏ ʶ̛ʷԌEҀʸΟ
ŋ͙Mԏ ҁɠ9ԏ ÀƑbʹ˷(ԏ к%6¢ʺӜŌ˸ԏ τϷƒ҂ʻƓǳԏ ͚Mԏ #!ԏ ƼǴӝ˹Πυԏ ̏ϸ
ǵȨȩǶ'҃ʼӞԏ ƔΡ̜Ӌ͛ʽƕō҄ʾ͜ԏ ̐лŎɅǷмԏ ҅Σԏ ŏϹ/҆ԏ $ƽʿ͝Ɩ*нÁ
ßÂ

íӟǸ φԏ ͞ƾԏ ămχj̑ǹ҇͟ԏ åψωϺΤϊϻˀ&҈*ԏ Ĝ҉ŐǺɆˁǻ;ԏ ҊΥԏ Ą̒ϋϼΦӠS
ą̝ӌ͠˂ԍő˃|ԏ ćǼ¢ǽ˺оԏ ˄͡ԏ ú˅ɇɡԏ Ėˆ˝ԏ ñϽΧ%ό
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èӍϾ9+͢˻Ӽԏ ӎwƿTВŒӽԏ ˇԏ #ɢǾԏ ǀӡǿ }ύ̓Ȁҋԏ ΨȪԏ "Ͽ}ȫˈ˼Wԏ !ԏ ËÓ
Ɨ3$ͣҌeUԏ ҍɣ&Ҏԏ ɤӢUԏ :ȁώ{ЀȂǁԏ œҏԏ ˽ŔпҐԏ ȬˉӣVԏ ̔ȃCр˾Wсԏ Ƙŕ=Xт
Ȅ£ȅДԏ ӾXŖЁԏ ȭ:ԏ ґɥȆԏ ϏŗуҒԏ ғɦЂȇȈԏ ԁG=ԏ Ωԏ :ȉϐ!ЃҔȊǂԏ nЄY
ɧԏ ÔÆԏ Ѕ;ƙɨΪ~˿ԏ ̕ȋ̀Ȍфԏ ƚŘ>хԏ ΫӤ,ԏ ҕɩȍԏ ɪІ-ԏ ӿPř
ϑ ˊάǃԏ ӯˋҖɫԏ ̖έЇ ԏ җvԏ ÐÇԏ " 8ƛ+ͤԏ ήȮԏ ҘyҙŚ́ԏ Ɯśц-ч
ίƝƞӏЈЉˌ^ԏ ˍͥԏ ҚɬZԏ 5шƟɭΰ4̂µGɈZԏ ɉЊαӐϒÃԏ éîêԏ ɮ|ϓȎщԏ β
ˎǄȏͦ ˏȯԀԏ Ơx̞ԏ ȰHơқγЋъԏ ҜɯFԏ ƢδҝЌːţ?,ԏ Ҟεԏ ҟɰ
ƣζͧҠˑͨӑŜҡ˒ 2ԏ η[ԏ ̗Ȑŝ̃*ыԏ ˓ԏ Ңb ȑԏ Ƥ$ͫң˔+ԏ ǅԏ J,ӥ̄"
ŤYҤȒԏ 58Ӧͩҥ˕θͪԏ ҦЍHҧ-_˖ȓьÄ
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ŋη!҇¶ ԞzЅ҈ˮԟ שІɯ Ԡʿȓ Ľ֞ƚͫ˯Ư ĤȔŎͬ ˀ ŃG¾˰ưȕ Vbԡ
ŏͭ˱לʢ֟ Ȗ& ɰ Q  .Ї öó ѭ҉ƱȗBԢ Јɱ ʣҊθ ɲ֠ιd˲κʤ ɳҋ
ҌŐG ˁ Ѯ·ҍѯЉ§*Æ ºѰ Њ Á÷ Ι˳ͮ$Ћ?ם $ͯ a ΚdȘ
/ׄ/˴Ͱőƛ6  ˵ ġ~ӟƲ[ͱ ŌŒҎ øāĀĂ ɴЌҏ ƳЍЎѱșҐœԣ˶ׅ
ŔʥґɭCԤӠ wH ħί֡D#WԥЏ ęɬA*µҒ,= ѲАͦƴԦ˷ λ
ԧ| ŕғȚŖJ Бɵ˸ ΰ˹Ԩ˺Вμ ŗӡӢuӣLΛțνԩ Xξǫ˻ ԪӞ¾Ȝοԫ˼ГÇ
SԬ˂ Ӥ'k ˽ŘͲ ȝΜ';ř˾ Д˿ πBjҔÝƵ̀.<˃ תʦ˄ ҕͨ ŚҖȞśâ
ŉ Ǭɮρӥԭҗ0Ԯ́Е ʧҘԯ ŜמŝҙǭӦ˅ Ş׆t Ɯς Ν1fȟ a ĐĚđÈ
̂ ƶЖşƝЗҚŠ-=И̃ן -ˆ ˇ ĥͳԱz Ēšқ ĢσƷ̄ʨ
VȒ̅̆ӧԲҜṀЙ ÂĦēģĈÄÉ К Գ+Դ ԵˈȠ Ƹ+Զ ȡɶɷ ԷׇȢτȣ 
&ɸ ɹ֢)ϋ*;̉Cʩ̊ Eɺ֣Ţ ţƹƺ̋φk֤ χǮҝ Ը; ĴȤǯƻYҞ
ѳ(Лʪҟ\ã Ŋ{ 9̌ҠӨԹ ҡѴМҢԺ ԻН ĔОψʫөӪ ©̍ e֥
ĻƼԼПƞȥңʹ Ê ùUăôT Ĩɻ Zɼ¯Ҥ ԽנР Ťҥӫ ³ˉ bҦťʬl QC5ҧ
ĵȦǰcŦ¢  ̎ ƽС Ծ ɽɾƾԿ̏ȧË Հˊm ǱȨΞТω N£±Уϊ ՁФ'ō ǲ
3Х8)ŧʭȩ ֦ ǳȪҨ ĶȫǴƿҩȬ Ɵ7ǀЦΟȭӬ ȮɿʀȯǁՂ>RȰ ĺЧȱή8Ҫ͵ Ì
úĄąõä ĩ: Mˋ 3ШoҫŨʮȲ֧ ϋǵȳҬ ķȴǶǂũ) ӭ όЩՃ ǃЪӮO
ʁ:nǄ¬̐ ҭ Մˌ8 Үȵ ֨ͶՅӯ Ū¤ȶ EǅЫύǆͷQӰ̑RlÍ
eoЬώӱ үūՆ̒FӲ ǇϏN̓ϐ֩ ʂЭHå1ϑՇˍҰ üÿ ΠЮϒՈˎ¨Î Яұ ֪ .$
ļǈՉаƠȷҲ Ï ûUĆýæ ĪʃÐ ŬO ՊˏŭՋ Ռ̔ΡȸÑ Սː ǉб7ҳʯȹ֫ ϓǷ¥
ĸrǸǊŮҴ > 4ӳՎÞ ʄʅǋՏ̕אȺÒ ǌв»Ȼҵůx ơȼǍг ʆʇȽǎՐ̖ב
ՑˑȾ 9̗ҶՒ fŰ& ʈ Փ{ ʉ̘ҷՔ %Օ˒ űʊՖ ˓ ʋ<Ų Ҹ6ѵдҹ
Ӵ ӵ֬Ƣ@̙ՙ՚ "ç īʌ ʍе֭ϔǹ ՛ ƣp Ǐж§՜ßȿʎʏpǐ՝̚ג6Ó þć
Σͺͻϕ ľI¬ Ď ĹqǺ̛ǑҺɀ Ƥϖʐǒ?^һ̜Ӷ ͼ̝ס ƥ  4зדɁҼǻè
Ĭϗ՞Ių՟̞Zͽ Ô ĉĭěÕ˔ ҽиʰ˕ #ՠ ʑc֮© Ϙ̟ α<׃Ŵ°й
S̠ա˖̡̢ բJ ĕ}̣;Ǽ ń֯¥½̤הŵͿ ĊǓգ̥кϙ Ŀ£лʱҾ/Ö˗ ӷ Ӹм¶x˘դ н
iɂϚ,̦9 ׯե˙Ƀ ҿŶKоϛӹ ʒп р̧ עβ ̨ŷ ̩с ǔтוsӀŸʲT
Ņ'7Ǖ#ʓ̪ǖ[ զէɄϜը̫уϝ̬ Ϟ ċéĮêĜàӺְѶѷфӁթv"ֱ@̭ ϟŹժ̮хϠ
ѸӂцyӃƙӻ̯ Ӽ Ʀr̰ϡʳ ʴ̱זϢ ի¿ Τ̲ӽӾɅǽ ѹѺчӄլֲ%̳խ̴Ɇ+À×
̵ëìØ̶® Υɇӿ ˚ף Φш¯˛qӅԀ 2Ǿ °˜̷(̸ :ź -ԁ̹¼ Ԃծ˝ nŻկ˞
ʔżǗ̺̻հ̼Ɉԃ ƧֳP Žӆɉ ϣщձ ƨ̽Ϥʵ γִϥ̾Ɋgí ņղֵǿ̿ɋ  Ϧ
ŀɌ(ֶ žϧȀ ďſϨʶ\ȁɍԄ˟ ƀӇ̀ gɎϩճ́ʕ͂װϪʷ ˠ̓ʸˡ ӈ̈́Kͩͅ ϫʖ%մԅ
ƁȂ ǘˢ͆΄5Ӊɏ յъ ն¦ʹɐշ ʗыӊ͇ δַϬ͈Wո͉ьϭ Ϯ" эչˣӋ Ǚ|͊΅!
Ԇָ¢¼͋½ƂΆ ԇH»͌ Ԉî


ĝ͍պӌƩ¸, Č¸²юΧƃջjȃ Ł0ռ͎sϯս łɑǚƄ · ŇױԉվΨԊ
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č ±&AƅտȄ ȅƆրƇײ ªց ˤ]ԋ ƪɒϰ Ȇɓ¡ חɔȇֹ BhӍ
ǛяϱNӎƈǜւ փѐ ƉԌ¨͏ԍO ǝΈ͐ϲ͑ǞԎ  ѻ2քɕ- ӏǟƊ  ƋϳȈ
Ѽ¦ʺӐ2ά ΩϴƌʻɖAtϵօï įʘ ǠёԏP+ ђʙ ˥® İεֺ ͒ֆ͓ѓ
ĖєPIѕ !϶^ ĞטƍΉƎ²Ϸ ÃıėğÅ Ԑ׳ևΪ 4Əϸ ƫɗ ӑȉֻ3"Ù ,
  ͔פƬɘ ǡіK=ȊmӒə! ʚїӓ͕ D³YΊֈ͖јϹ͗ Ϻ ։˦Ӕɚ 1ȋȌ֊͘љE
ѽӕњͧɛǢ͙ ɜ י ɝӖ״ ֎ר ˧֍ uƐð ňּƭɞ҅ɟϻ.
͚ϼ֏0Ό_  S͛  ȍ i ћ˨´ ɠ ԑ¹ǣǤɡԒԓʛֽ
͜ϽԔ֑ΎΏƑ֒͝ќ Ú ѝѾɢӗ]֓͞ϾÛ ƒϿȎ ΫƓ͟Ѐ֔vЁXЂǥɣ ʜ¡ ˩´ GўʼӘ_@
͠˪֕ ɤ ʝџ·ә µ ֖ ԕ֗͡ Ԗñ Ĳʞ ԗ¹ǦǧɥԘw־ΐÜ ĳĘĠ ԙ˫ѠֿΑh
`$Β ץѿ¤ѡy)έ֘ Ѣ ƔԚ«ɦ « ΓRΔ* ѣʟ Ǩ ךӚʽɧ͢ D
Ҁ(ԛǩˬѤΕ ҁѥ҂׀Ζƕ֙>FJ Ɩȏ ƗLͣL֚҃ ӛѦ כȐɨӜԜ~ F֛ ӝǪͪʾ
`5 ʠѧΗΘѨצáº҄ ѩʡ}֜ Ѫªɩ ԝ˭֝ קѫ Ʈɪ ȑɫͤЃׁ҆% ? Є
ζׂ#ƘMͥѬò
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ÛÓÄ

Ƣ˩ՠ ŒʙʚȐ˪ԱͻѻѼՠ ώʛՠ ƝлɘѽȑˍϏϐjՠ œʜ\z7
ƞмə́cn˫&Ѹՠ ȼB*ǆՠ Բ͂ԘDҽˬ&ʾՠ Ҿˎɚՠ ʝ[Ȓҿ˭Գ ͼɛѾѿՠ ϑ[
ȓԙнͽӀՠ Nʞʟϒоՠ ϓՠ ԴǇFˮ;ǈӁՠ Сп7Ȕˏϔϕ̓ՠ ^b̈́JрɜͿ
˯ȕͅԚȽ˰ʿՠ ˱͵ԛ˲՚ӂ˳ϖՠ ɝȾԜȖǉӃ˴ϗ΄ՠ ТсzˀтCrҀՠ J˵ɞȗӄɟ ՠ .Ӆ
ͭ5ӆːуҁՠ Ϙʠՠ ΅ՆȄϙфΆ҂ՠ Ǌ·ȿՠ /ȘӇ˶ԵOՠ хɠFǋ͇͆ՠ ҃Փ҄ӈɡͮ)ՠ ˷'ՠ Уl˸ș
Țk˹Έ˺ț8ՠ Շՠ цPQΉӉRɀՠ ǌӊՠ Ӌ_1ՠ ƂǍӌ˻5Ί͈ՠ Ţʹ$ԝe՛ǎ˼{Ό
įϚʡчΎIՠ ˽'ՠ ŸΏ ՠ ÜĈúûՠ gΐՠ ƨǏΑՠ ī*ϛΒ˾Ϝ§ՠ Ʈ Ց҅Å
ĕՠ vՠ ФϝӍ˿Γ"ՠ ʢϞsǐӎՠ ʣϟшՠ ԶǑȜȝ̀wYՠ ǒɗ$́̂ӏщɢɁՠ ̃Δՠ Ӑˑ
ХԞȅ͉̄ՠ ҆ ȞӑϠъՠ ՈǓՠ .ЦЧыϡԷ ՠ ȆՔՠ Ӓ ՠ -ʤʥ̅ȟՠ Ϣ\ՠ ŽǔΕǕˁS$ɣ
Ζɂՠ ĭԟɃ˂ՠ ÔƀĮՠ ǖɄՠ dnШ͊Rͯ Η*ɤ ՠ b&ՠ ŹCΘԠǗѹՠ ÝĉüýÆՠ Ư`̆
Չՠ ʦϣ 2ǘӓՠ Ǚ͋͌3Պ҇ՠ 0 Ӕ! ՠ ɅɥӕѶwǚӖϤΙՠ ϥʧՠ ԸǛȠȡ̇Κɦ
ȢϦԹ1ь˃ɧ¨ՠ !՟ǜЩЪэϧ(ю̈ ӗ!ՠ  $̉Λ̊҈Әяǝ#4Μՠ 4ʨՠ ԺǞȣȤcΝ©
ΞɆՠ ɨ҉ә̋2ǟӚɩҊՠ Ϩʩՠ ϩԻѐ Uՠ ͍ɪԼZ͎ҋՠ ̌Οՠ ҌЫȥdʪ̍Ȧՠ Ǡ˄ɫ
"ёϪԡЬҍÇՠ @˒ɬҎՠ TԽǡ͏Ԣӛ̎ϫΠҏՠ Րm͐ՠ ȇɭՠ Ґ˓ђɮɇՠ Ջ̏Ӝ˔ՠ ƩӝӞ
ΡKՠ ͑ϬȧǢ͒ՠ Эѓϭ̀WȨӟґÈ

ÞßÉ

İ~ԾɯΣɰՠ ǣՠ =ǤӠ̐ϮΤǥ͓ՠ ţͶԣΥ̑՜ ӡ̒ϯΦՠ ı|ΧʫєΨȩɱ
ư˕ՠ îïΩɈՠ ƃӢi3ΪǦ͔ՠ ŤͷԤΫe՝ǧӣ̓ϰάՠ ĲϱέʬѕTήȪՠ ՌD)ՠ ^ɲ͕ɉՠ źԥ
ðÕ½ñôªՠ àĊþÊՠ Ʊaՠ Ӥaɳoɴՠ ϲʭՠ ӥ˖Uՠ ĳ4ίʮіHɵՠ ҒӦї ғҔɶMՠ ӧ˗
#ҕԦɷ8«ՠ ЮјϳȈ͖pҖ¬ՠ 'Ɋՠ 6ϴЯϵҗǨ͗ՠ ʯ}ՠ ̔Ͱа3Կ̕ΰՠ Հǩȫfα
϶ՁљǪ˅Sՠ ̖βՠ ϷӨՠ бҘȬ_ϸϹ͘ՠ ǫ& ՠ ɋԧ͙ՠ в}г͚/ө̗ϺγҙË
,ͬoϻ)+ՠ õÖ×ՠ дњҚ|қՠ ʰћϼqՠ ͛lՠ øØՠ Ҝ+ǬӪҝՠ ' ՠ ӫ˘ՠ Ň̘ҞӬќ̙G+
Ͻʱՠ 9Ͼ͜ԯtEfՠ (ǭѝӭ̛̚еǮӮɸɌÌ

ťŦŧÍ ƽƟ:ĖƲ<ՠ Ɣřՠ ƄėƳŨƕ>Ĩՠ AĘĴĵũƅŔՠ ƠƣƜŠƦՠ ƍAơՠ ęĶƴŪƿūƵŬŕƪՠ ŭ>ՠ áċÿĀ
ĚÎ

ŚƖƧħƶŮ-Ɔՠ ,?:ՠ śƾƎķƷůƗƇŰƈşՠ ƘŜՠ ƸšŖՠ Ɖě@űƙƊĩՠ ǄĸĹŲ?ŗ
,őǀųƫ-Ƥǅՠ ĺƚƁŴƹƺ<Řՠ ƏĜĻ
Ƭ̜δȭՠ ҟԨEu8ҠgϿxՠ ]ՠ ӯ˙ՠ ʲ̝ўҡӰՠ ƋǯhЀ͝ՠ ǁHȮ̞Vՠ ƥV(Ёџӱ
ӲЂՠ ӳ˚ɹՠ ļЃεˆѠҢՠ Ӵՠ ƌǰӵЄ ͞ՠ ǂȯȰ#ɺՠ ĪՂ̟ңЅѺ
Ľ~̠Ӷӷ! ՠ ƐĦ9¡ՠ ˛ǱҤՠ ȉɻՠ ҥӸǲȊmiҦ˜ɼ Ïՠ ĝʳӹɽѡ
ȱІζ)ԩ͟ Ӻ̡Їηՠ Ս̢ӻ˝ՠ +˞ɾՠ ŵӼ̣ӽԪՠ Јʴՠ žɍhȲ̤θPՠ ǳҧՠ ȳ͠kɎ
ʵЉѢՠ ȋՕՠ Ӿ˟ ՠ ͡ɿˇ̥Ҩj.ӿ̦Њι¢®ՠ ͱ2ȏʀ՞ՎѣNՠ ǴжзЋ̧vԀLՠ ԁЌՠ Ԃ`W
ƑĞľՠ ]ЍѤՠ ҩԃ/ɏՠ ԄѷҪՠ Ȍʁ̨̩κ"ՠ Ĭѥ̪͢ՠ â¯ՠ ãČāÐՠ ƻˠʂ
ĿЎ̫ԅʃՠ ˡҫՠ ˢͣɐՠ ԆˣѦՠ rԇ̬xˈҬ¾¿Żύʄՠ čÀäÙ°ՠ åĎ±
ƭʅиԈOqʆѧՠ æĂÁçď²ՠ èĐăĄ³ՠ ǵɑՠ ňIpQѨՠ éóÂêö´ՠ ëđąĆÑ
ſʇ%ѩҭˤ̭йՠ Џλՠ ˥ʈՠ ŀАͺ̮ԉʉՠ ǶҮՠ Տʊͤͥՠ Ƿүՠ s̯μԊʋҰՠ Бʶՠ ԋX
ͲԌ̰νˉՠ ǸѪՠ ̱ξȴͦԫ ɒՠ ǹұՠ ğ66ʌο ̲Ւՠ ÷Ò
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ƼXՠ ʷ̳ѫҲՠ ƒĠŁՠ t ԍ̴ˊµՠ ˦ʍͧ ՠ żՠ ĒÃìÚ¶ՠ íēć·ՠ ʸВȵԬҳ ɓ
πՠ ѬʎҴ1ρԎǺ̵{ՠ 0Ֆՠ =ǃġłՠ ̶ͨǻ̷ҵГςՠ ͳu0ѭҶՠ Дʹՠ ՃȶG̸σ
ǼȷՄ#ԏҷՠ ЕτɔԭȸԐʏɕՠ ȍՠ ԑ˧ʐՠ ǽˋυȹ̹YҸՠ ȺЖЗѮɖ̺φǾʑ ՠ Ȏՠ Ԓ˨ʒ
ƓĔՠ ĢˌȻՙՠ ʺИѯՠ Ŷχ* Ѱψǿԓ̻ЙωȀͩՠ ŉՅʓͪКк%ʔՠ ģŷŊ£¸
ŃyZѱҹՠ ʻЛѲՠ ŋ̼7ȁҺՠ ńМԔѳНͫՠ ŅŌņ¤¹ՠ ōʕ(ȂѴԗ%ʖϊԕՠ Оʼ
Ŏʗʽϋһʘՠ ŏƛŐ¥ºՠ ŝ5ПLՠ ȃ ՠ ;Ԯ"ՠ ĤK%̽y̾ҼԖѵ̿Рՠ Ş;ĥ¦ՠ BόM
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ŉŶ3̃PϼŷΘ ىł ԘÇ̄՞ך՟! ىʠ ىŀŸΙՠ˜ ىÜŊŃŁÝð ىŧ) ىŏĩı ى8Κ ўى
í ̅ԙǛכTԚvȞ ىա˝ɂ̆˞ ىԛËџÁ ىفQʡ ىүלfΛ̇ǜ ىŹϽ ىǝѠRɃԜ ¬¡źΜ
̈Ͼբ¼ɄԝÑ ى̉ ىŻgǞ̊ ىӏ*Ʌ9Ӑh˟å ىԞםҰұΝطæ½¶ ىP5գѡϿ ىżA
Ξ̋%ǒΟդÙĕ ىÈˠE ىΠΡǟ ե̌Ѣ® ىI½ ىԟѣמ0lԠ ىʢ Â ىÈˡ ىŕ ىզѤ
Ǡ!ЀȟןǡV ىŽiǢ̍Ё ى%jէ̎̏ըɆ Ė ىȠʣ ىթɇ ىŐĪĲÛԡ ىӑѥ
&Ђ ىԢժӒנoիסӓė ىȡÔɈΣҲ̐Ѓˊ ىլӔžխˋ̑ɉԣ ىծѦ̒ ىpɊЄկ̓ʤظ
 ǣ>̔Ѕע ̕ ىɋԤĘ ىҳӕѧˌS8- ىDwʥ̖LJհ̗ І ى%q̘ ىȢɌ¥ձ̙ʦJhſÉ̚ѨЇ
ѩʧ̛ ىԥ ÓT ىʨѪӖ ىʩףղפӗ ىōŴīĳ̜ ىԦǤ̝ ץѫЈԧę ىƀ§ ى$ճϖצƁմѬЉ
ѭʪק· ىeΤǥ ىƂЊȣ ىҴӘ̞ƃÊ ىɍ«յ̟ն̠2 ىշѮ ىԨÒҵ¹ѯәո ىϻרЋ̡كƄչ̢ 
ƅԩ ىa ىϗѰȤ)Υ ىʫѱӚ ىp̣ ƆԪ ىҶ#ɎMպ̤ѲЌñ
šˢɏ ىFǦѳЍB ىőĬĴ ى-EÊ̥¨د ىÃ ىˣ ىŜx·ջ|cɐӛ ىĄĐîćăç ىąđĎďò
Ţˤɑ ى7ƇË̦Ў8Φ ىūƈǧ=̧Џɒ ىŖӜѴˍӝǑ ىńАռGӞ[GБǨ ىعĿ#¯5ҷ ىΧƉ̨$ѵN
-ϱ¾T ىҸRɓԫВÌyC ىս˥{̩ӟ ىӠ ǩѶϵГƊվ̪ѷДԬ ىʬ ىɔԭÄɕЕտƋΨ
ŔZ ىրƌԮΔÄĂ]3̫̬ց̭ 1 ىւѸóc ىǪΩשȥɖu̮ ىª ى: ىΪѹЖïS\è
>ѺϘҹӡ)˦EЗԯ̯ ىŋƍփ̰ѻИƎK ىŬƏǫǬ̱¢ ىŗΫƐé ىƑȦ ىƒO ىЙƓά ى̲ غѼʭ
¿ѽǓέ+ ىƔӢɗƕ» ىɘӣǭ̳ȧ ىքѾ ىǔ̴ ىҺC̵Кˎˏ( ىəЛǮÙ× ى°ӤΕ̶ ىМ
ǯѿϙһήHÍ̷Нː ىÎ˧ ىZί]  ىօ;ԱΖ ô ىŝɚɛӥ(ΰ ىҀǰɜ¡ֆ
ƖrȨ¿ɝԲԳ̸Оˑ ى¢Ɨև̹ҁПƘK ى؆;?Ǳ̺Рõ°α̻@̼ ىػԴÆ6Եذ ىÀ ىӦ҂؇q
ֈ҃ ىĵ҄϶̽Ï։ɞöϚGdɟӧԶ÷
ţ˨+ ىĶ҅Ϸ̾֊ɠɡ ىBɢǲ̿ȩȪ҆ ىС ىԷz؈Т ىƙӨɣ^U ىөɤҼӪɥУV̀Ф˩ ى
ϛ_Α҇ӫ ىβzɦХ֍Ը ى±ʮ ى֎ ى7ƚ֏́҈Цƛγ ىŭƜ?ǳ͂Ч ىŘδƝШø ىŤ˪+
Ø*¼ɧĒ ىĆÞ ىśyԹ҉תӬǴ ى ىľ6Щ̓ЪX ىĈß ىŅϜҽӭQ؉ Ы ىļر,2̈́˒
Ů^ǵkͅԺĚ ىĉà ىĭȫ؊Á ىĽ؋£֑Իě ىĊá ىů ǶǷ͆ ىŨ͇֒لƞ͈֓²ЬĜ
ċâ ŰƟǸǹ £ ىŞҾҿεؼĝ ىČã ىűƠiǺ͉O ىŇ͊ǻ¤͋ЭĞ ىơЮr ىčä
Ļ،ɨζҊ/ɩЯ֔ ىʯ ىŌɪ ىبŲƢǼ@} ù ىť˫ ىŒĮķ ىǕ)η͌ɫ؍Լ֖<ˬ֕ ى
͍ϝ/Ӯҋ؎͎а˓ز ى,Å֗͏N˔؏ ىƣǽǾ͐бxԽ< ى< ىȬؐ{ӯԾ ىɬؑM֘Կ& ىӰ
ҌؒӱθƤӀӁ͑˕  ى6ɭՀú ىŦ˭ɮ ىϞɯϲɰӲ ىʰɱι֙ ىÐˮ`֚ ى˯֛ ىʱ͒ӳW
֜˰Ӵ͓ ىՁՂՃ ى$˱´κ ىӵɲǿɳ͔ؓ ىϸɴȭ͕ƥ֝F֠֟֞' ىû ىņв
ƦȮȯ͖4͗ҍгê× ى֡͘ ىƧÆ ىʲɵλ3͙ ىϟӂҎ#֢ƨд֣֤ ىҏ ىAӶƩʳ4 ىƪ ىň͚ՄՅ͛!
şÇƫ֥ɶϠɷе֦ ىʴµӷ˲֧ ىɸ ىŎŵįĸ ىƬж ىƭз ىҐؔӸμν ى7'֨͜ґ¥Ʈξ ىų:g=
ř®οȀنؽŠ֩_֪ɹϡ*¦֫ ىØ˳,ȁ˴ة ىQπs ىՆɺÀاɻ ىƯ1 ى˵֬ ىǖ9U͝Շ ىI0
ȰؕɼρҒ/͞ ى˶֭ ىŚςưиü ىĹғϹ͟ÑÏ ىϢϴF¾Ã ىʵ²Ԗɽȱ ىՈ5ǗӹҔׯ/Չ
֮ҕ ىȲȳӺɾՊՋ ֯ ىH ىDؖɿσҖ¸ϣйְ ى.ʶ ىƱؗ ىƲȂȃ͠§+ ىӃҗτ͡Ȅؾ
ՌֱƳֲкÍğֳ ىʀ ىȴؘυ.¸ϤлִýҘʷ ى% ىœİĺ ىϥ͢Ս . ىՎֵ ֶʟWĠ
ӻՏPװӼȅ ىƴ¤ȵ ىʸױȶͣм˖ġ ى:Mt ىϦӽҙؙͤн˗ ىʁ ͥسÌͦо˘ؚ ىƵ@ͧп
ƶрȷ ىCÕHӾ ىʂ؛ʃַ þ
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ũӿىوه4˷  ىԀʄҚײSȆՐ ىƷсȸ׳ʹ ىLȹͨт˙ ىȇƸָ|қԕÚëʺ ى˸ֹ ىҜφχҝͩتLى
ϧƹΒ"ԁ״ ىdʅƺBͪу1}ث ىԂʆͫ ىʇфֺͬʻͭȺē ىƻ?Ȉ х ىՑ6ӄ¹ͮʈĢى
W ͯԃȻ ىӅ9Rֻ ىؿӆ\ق-ʉцּ ىʼҞԄ ىϺч,Ͱֽ'م³ Y˹־ ىÿֿ ىͱشƼصģى
˺׀ʊ ىԅҟψʋ ى³ʽ ىȉҠϨ~ׁͲׂ .OX ىƽu ىȼ"ϩʌ2ͳ׃Ȋ ىƾׄ© ىʍԆƿ"ʹׅшǀKى
ʾʿ#¨m*Ւ(؝ ى͵ ىȋ>Ͷ©¶ ىԇͷn2Ā ىŪщÂ ى׆ ىȌ ׇҡԗ ىҢˀى
ϪӇԈң؞ъض ىͺͻы(؟ ىlȍͼì ى˻ ىˁωϊ´ ىجՓǘ˼ʎbͽь˚ ى
ǁ0 ىeэ ىԉʏ1wDĔؠ ىǂmj ю˂ ىϋȽ ىԊ; όՔĤ&˄˃ ىȎÚى
[Ⱦ ىǃ˅3Ϳ ىـՕՖÒʐĥ˽ ىʑ ىύǄÉJҤяÅ˾ ىˆ¬ ىʒء ىaȏȐªى
ϫǅԋΗĦ ىǆאҥ ىҦI ىԌ~ՙ"0ȑʓ ىAآώ ӈʔבħى
Ȓҧϳѐ;΄גҨ¦ ىёȿ ىȓ!ђΓ Î ىÖǇ=Ȕ΅ѓ$Y ىΆϬԍ±Ôʕϭєד՚· ىѕى
˿הʖ ىÓǙϏΈn ىǈ«ɀ ىӉԎΉأǉוʗ ى$ȕVҩԏ ىµ ىǚ'՛ΊȖ ىԐv`ԑȗ ىǊіsى
tʘÕ¯ӊϮʙї ىזҪˇؤ ىbȘșN & ى՜ح ىϐϑ ىǋ՝ ىÐ̀  ىǌººϒΌȚǍח јىˈ! ى
љʚ ىخԒ Uʛǎԓóט ىț̂њϓҫ˛ΎʜĨ ىǏћ ىϰ»ԔҬإΏќ ىӋfϔΐk ى5ӌӍ"#4ى
ҭˉ ىÖǐȜȝ ѝʝ ىɁʞئϕҮӎϯיāى
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Gˁի ӂ]˜ЫȖի ŌñĂի sɂӃ_yʳի ¨Ɔի ̼ȗի CɃǔɄͳǒɅЬի ÙßÂÚà±ի ÛíåæÊի
ը Ŭ˂ ի ōòăի P˝ѿǕԜҀɆ0ի ͺի KȘτ<ӄɇșի Ӆ˃ի DžóĄի Ń˞ҁ˟υ
ŝӆƇӇt1ͻ ի Țի ˄ի ņӈˠͼ*̽ի ŻƈǖǗbͽի Ŗ̾5ǘՙի ŞӉƉɈͩɉ;ӊ
ôЌЍ6țˡՕɊի áի ƊͿի â¯Ëի ŭ˅ɋի şAǓʴЭԝЎի :ի ĬuЏЮ#Ի!6ʵ
ĕՖ!¡ˢʶի żƋǙǚˣɌ҂ի ʹʘӋի Ȝի ȝˤ҃ǛԞ҄҅Ȟի QЯʙի φ¦̿`΄ɍ҆Ì
ĭ7ի ǜ;΅ΆɎǝӌ˥#zի ՊaӍ ի ˆɏի Ǟχ·ǟɐаΈ҇ի ψʚի ӎˇի ӏՋωի ҈A.XбϊԟА҉
вʷ+г ˦Ήʸի дҊϋ@Ǡɑҋի 9ɒɓȟɔի Ӑόի `wБ̀2ͪ"ӑի Œի ƌǡӒ5Լ_ӓ5Ҍ²
Ӕɕի ŎþĊի Ƞеƍʛӕɖȡի ի ́жի Ӗύի CÍի Ƃ˧7Ȣώͫի Ϗի ҍѼɗի Ǝ%ի Ə{
ɘΊի ϐʜի ի ՚əKзի иВйӗի Әϑի Zի ŏFի ċ˨к2ǢәϒлÎի õի ǣϓГªի ϔW
£ˈի r2Ӛӛի Lի ČмÏի ƃ˩ͬ«Ҏի нҏϕ"Ґɚի Ӝ ի ˪ӝի оի ˫ΌǤ͂Ԡ 
$ի ö<Д{ˬի ãիժ
ĀÐ

Ő)ի ĮŇŮĖŜĞėňąƅի ğŚŔź(ի ®į÷Ġ°ի ÿčի ŗĘśIŹŠšİŢի ţŶāĆŕŅıůHęĚ
Ĳի Ɛn՛ի ľƑ|@ƒѽ³ի Üîçè´ի Ӟ4ի Ɓի ĳBի Ɠ"ȣի Eɛп ԡb
ŤԢǊʹрϖ¤Еի сɜǥ˭Խɝ0ի ȤтƔʝ ի ǦϗΎ/̓ԣґhϘΏҒի 8ȥի у/ϙxɞΐ ,ӟˮϚ}ғ
ʞфϛͭի ˉɟի Ж х'ԤҔҕ˯Җի ͮ ɠӠ˰Αʺի ˊɡ̈́Ȧի kΒի ťӡϜǧ̷ˋϝͅvի ˱Γ
Ď Ǩu.ɢцի Ýïéäµի ƕRի Ӣ ɣի ͯƖΔAҗǩчaЗӣ$ի zի Ӥˌի Fɤш&ԥҘ˲
ԾƗǪǫ˳Εɥի ӥщ˴Ƙ͆ҙի ǬϞΖȧԦOӦɦ0ի gΗի ŦՌRSÑի ĴΘի ƙȨȩ˵ӧ˶ϟ¶ի Өˍ
ő)ի ҚИϠΙқϡъȪի ƚի Йɧыԧ=˷$ի ©Ћ̸ҜˎϢКի ƛի ĵħի ˸Κի ĜɨǋьԨ*ª
ϣʟի ÞðêëÒի I ɩի ЛэǭɪɫȫmΛʻի Ϥʠի өˏɬի ŉĶĨի wӪ˹ΜXի ю
˺ΝǮ͇ԩ ɭȬի Ɯҝի øМНɮΞcի ìÓ
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ďԪɯի &ϥի ӫːի n,ǯ̹ի Ϧʡի ǰϧ~Ǳ͈ԫҞeԿի Ɲ ƞի ϨΟի ɰʢʣ˻ǲMO՜ի ƟΠQի 4
.16ǳի ϩʤի яϪ͉ϫʼ˼Ǵoի ǵ#ѐёɱ͊Ơ'ҟի Ϭʥի ˽ԬΡ˾¡՝ի ˿yի ¢ 
ŧՍSȭdҠˑի ŘɲђӬԭҡ̀ի ŽơǶǷ́ɳի ѓ̂͋·ի > ի ķùġի Σ ի ӭ
(ɴє'¥Ңң̃Ҥի ŨԮǌǸxe£Ӯɵի ѕTǹϭɶΤȮի ȯf̄Ƣ͌ի Ǻ͍̅"̆ǻL͎
ӯі̇ƣpҥի Ϯի ǼϯtОƤїɷի & ɸի ɹʦʧ̈ǽƥǾ՞ի ϰʨի Ʀǿɺ͏͐ԯ͑Ƨјի Пɻљ'%!Ҧ
Հ+Ȁȁ!8ҧի Վ̉Ӱ˒ի ӱ[ƨӲի ϱʩի ի Ȃ¥њћӳի Տ˓ϲpɼի ȃ͓͒ի Рɽ ԱҨ%̊
ՁƩȄ/̋ΥɾÔի ũUՂɿќƪ͔ի ȅϳ@Ӵ̌ҩի gΦի ě¤ѝÃÄĐ}sƫў̺¸
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юĢś9Lǋςѻ ˖̆ģʟʠpѻ ȍɘяѻ Ј̇ѻ ŜəʡƄͲDѻ þȟѻ
зŊQ !ѻ ѦĤѻ Ǻ̈Σ5ʢʣѷѻ ĥƅѐɚσ%Ɔѻ ɛ ѻ ˗ѻ ¹̺ͳ'ʤʥѻ
1«¬ѻ Ô?Ƈǌʹ7ʦѻ óǍȎɜτЉ͵ѻ (Њɝŝ#ѻ Ħѻ Ƞǎѻ º̻\ɞʧѻ ѻ
³®¯ѻ äѻ uɟ˘Şʨи>ѻ ħυѻ »̼̽ ɠѲ ѻ 1ѻ ƈѻ zѻ
HЋѻ φѻ ̉ǻѻ áĨͶşȡѻ ¥0ѻ 0´°± ѻ ȢǏ ʩЌȣѻ Šĩͷѻ
̾)̊ёɡ<ǐѻ ѧȤ̋ѻ Īơʿɢ˙McЍǑѻ ЎȥBѻ χ̿ǒšɣǼɤ$Ɖѻ
ђ5Ţţɥ˚Ǔ ѻ ī˛Ɗѻ Џ̌ѳ̍ *ѻ 6ͺѻ ͻ͎йɦͼƋѻ f̎ѻ ͽǔ";ƌѻ
̀ǕΤĬ ˜АʪѸѻ Ťǖ]eĭK ѻ ɧ˝ǽ̏ΥĮ,ɨ̐˞ѻ į˟ƍѻ Б̑ѻ ͿǗ́̒ѻ
:iİNˠѻ ѓ7ťŦɩˡǘ#ʫǙƎѻ ıƏєψѻ ǚѕˢВωѻ
ῗBŧɪǾɫƐѻ ɬˣѻ ö@ŨГɭ̓ ѻ ¦¡¢ªѻ ̔ǿѻ /Ȧѻ ʬѨѻ
í΄̕lɮǛ΅ϋѻ o^ѻ ĲƑіPόǜƒѻ ̖ѻ ƓɯΆǝũ/ѻ Д'·ѻ
Έ̗̓ΉЕύѻ Ж̘ѻ Ǟ&.ȧΊѻ ÄËÅѻ ̙`ѻ ÕÌ¼ѻ ƔǟYǠˤƕɰ˥Gѻ ѻ
ѩǡЗ]ѻ їĳŪūO˦ѻ ѪǢѻ ̈́кΌŬȨĴώǣƖѻ ѫɱИȩѻ ͅjŋʭɲŭѻ
̚_ѻ ͆ɳјĵЙѻ ȀkVƗϏѻ Þ˧ѻ Ķɴfɵѻ ÖÍ½ѻ ZΎ̛љPƘѻ
КHѻ ϐ3TǤѻ ɶ˨ȁ̜ΦķЛɷ(˩ѻ ɸ˪ѻ /Iǥѻ ×Î¾ѻ ƙΏлȏѻ ŌмʮʯǦМɹ˫ѻ
v¿YXǧˬƚɺѴѻ £¤{ѻ ÛǨĸʰНJѻ Ů ΐCѻ ͇Α̝њɻǩΒϑѻ ѬΓǪѻ
ĹSϒ̞ѻ ƛћɼϓǫƜѻ ̟Ȃѻ ОȪɽϔѻ ΔǬ͏нOΕǭʼ%˭Пѻ РΖ̠оȐȫѻ
СȬɾΗѻ ͈Θ̡ȃ &̢ˮĺʱѻ ʋ̣пΙĻʲϕѻ

ů
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ûOü©Օ )ӻ ЊǢ̮ҕˬ§Օ ϪǣĥҖ6 ɏՕ Ē̯ʂҗЋʃ̰ɐՕ ĚԿҘ̚Օ
2ЌՕ øƳԗЍՕ āԘǤwҙՕ ą΄˭ˮԲʄɑՕ Č̫̱ʅՑĦGʆ΅9Օ
¬ēěMăĆč®Օ ʇFՕ Օ *Ά̲¡vǥЎÃVħў ƴ°Օ џn8Ӽ˯ĨҚǦƵՕ
ѠʈJǧՕ ѡӽќ ʉ˰˱ĩwźǨՕ ՀѢқǩ̛Օ Ȼ·ЏՕ +ԙАѣǪՕ
ǫÈ̳ҜѤՕ ȼΈ˲˳Ή¦ʊ̴iՕ ǡʋ̵ʌѥБĪʍ̶Օ ΊȽՕ ԚŻżʎ -Օ
ϫ >ŽīѦƶՕ ԳʏҝɡՕ ϬӾū˴ʐžՕ Ⱦӿ̷Ʒѧ±Օ ġɢǬՕ ՁFҞǭ̜Օ
ƸǮǯ̸XѨՕ |̹Օ ĬՕ ϭĭB̺GՕ ʑAs ]Օ ҟɣ@ΌԀɒɤՕ ҠՕ
ʒ̻3љҡʓΎ̼Օ ѩҢңȺ̽Ҥ¯Օ r˨ʔ̾ɓՕ ĮՕ ſΏ̿"ƀHʕΐ Օ
ŬҥԴ̀Օ ҦɥǰՕ ʖ̬ԁ́oՒҧʗΑ Օ ͂ƹՕ ҨɦՕ įƺ¤ǱВѪ0Օ
ԛ<ҩՕ '̓ƻՕ ɔҪʘ̈́ɕՕ ҫjRҬՕ ͅȿΒћTΓ͆Օ ҭΔՕ ɧՕ
ɨǲ˵%ɩՕ ƼϮ?u-:ҮÉՕ ĢɪǳՕ .Ԝ͇үՕ ʙѫՕ Iɫ- Օ
ʚ͈KǴѬʛgҰƽՕ İ͉,Օ Г=ϩДұ ƾՕ ΕՕ ýÿþÊՕ
ù=ϯЕΖԹ˦P%˶ՂՕ é²×ØÙՕ ЖϰΗѭՕ ıЗǵՕ И^ƁǶʜԝ!ƿՕ ǷƂՕ
Ճ0ĲЙËՕ
ĔĜMĂćĎՕ ɬ'$Օ ĳՕ ԞĴ@ʝǸҲՄՕ ΘɀՕ ŭ˧ǹƃҳʞԟǺѮÌՕ ė͊Օ 4Օ
ΙՕ КΚԠʟXbՕ ǀĵGĶՕ Λ9Օ ЛǻМʠ;ɖՕ ҴǼ͋ǁѯՕ ķxǂՕ
ǽƄԂ˷'НՕ ҵО͌YѰՕ ʡ͍Օ ĸǃԡǾП Օ Ԣǿ͎ҶѱՕ РcϱΜСҷkɗÍՕ
ģɭՕ Ѳ¨ѳҸ8Օ P7}Օ ɮѴՕ ҹɯ_Օ ƅĹϲĺƆ5Һ¨Օ dΝAՕ
ȀԣĻ˸ԃļһʢ͏gՕ ˹Ξ͐ÄIȁњՕ 2Ο˺˻Π¦¢ϳՕ ɁՕ ϴȂ?Ρ͑Օ
ȃТҼǄՕ ԵʣҽɰՕ ĽZJȄBѵ`Օ ȅK^͒ҾÎՕ ĤɱՕ ѶՅҿ̝Օ Ƈľ"Օ
ʤ+zӀʥɂՆՕ DĿѷՕ ɃΣУՕ ɄԄ ɲ_ Օ Ȇϵkǅ ̞ʦΤ˼ɘʧƈՕ
ʨ<¥ ѸӁʩŀʪΥ:Օ ͓ǆՕ /ŁФƉɳÏՕ đʫ̟5ӂQӃʬΦ#Օ ΧɅՕ
ĕĝNĄĈďՕ ʭ#Ɗ˽ԅǇՕ ¡#ǈȇХΨ ʮ͔ə³Օ ʯ͕łƋƌԆЦRƍʰѹՕ
[ԇ1Օ ΩՕ ЧΪШӄl͖hՕ Ń͗YՕ ȈƎΫЩǉʱ͘ɚՕ ŹՕ "ά͙Å̠ȉǊʲƏ(˾Օ
϶Ъέ#͚Ȋ˿´Օ ӅɴȋՕ ʳ Ɛ̀ԈѺʴήՕ ίdՕ ȌԤȍ<&ѻՕ ͛ӆՕ
ƑńԉŅ́̂ՇՕ Ы/̃ӇǋՕ HΰՕ ʵ̭Ԋ͜5Փ ӈmα"µՕ
ʶ̡¢̄͝ |ԋ Օ ņZrʷʸѼӉЬŇӊʹβ͞Օ γՕ ̢Ԍ̅Ӌ6Ϸ̆!Օ
ԥƒWʺ͟Օ ň͠ӌʻi:ѽ¶Օ ͡ǌʼԦʽǍԍQ̇Օ VʾŉѾՕ ʿ͢Օ Э)Ŋ̈̉·Օ
ˀͣƓδЮ ƔӍՕ ŋӎЯˁŮԎӏ˂εͤՕ ůՈՕ HɵȎՕ аȏƕ˃ϸ˄ȐͥӐՕ ζбՕ
ϹŌвȑӑՕ ηՕ 4q̊yѿՕ ƖpθҀȒՕ ӒιՕ ӓɶՕ ǎōӔՕ κ3Օ
ԧŎƗƘ˅ͦӕ6λͧՕ ŏ,Օ Ӗɷ`Օ ̋Őƙ˩Օ μɆՕ ŰSƚ˪гνԏͨǏՕ ?ӗ Օ
[őӘՕ әξՕ Œҁ$0$$Օ ƛœԐ҂T%οͩÐՕ
ĉONª҃Օ πͪӚͫȓ~ԑՕ дȔϺ~е4ͬɛՕ Չ҄ӛụ̏¸Օ Ğęğ¹Օ
Ɯ̌̍Ȗ*҅Օ ŔǐԨȗж҆ȘՕ Ǒј£ɜՕ ;ǒՕ űˆ7ρɝˇƝՕ зŕƞӜˈς;Օ
иșσCӝՕ ŖͭǓՕ ϻй¤ˉǔՕ ˊ2τ8ŗӞˋυͮՕ eφՕ ĊĀ«Օ
χ҇ӟÆsŘD˫ȚӠˌͯɞՕ ҈ ѝˍ̎̏řͰƟ.Օ ψfՕ ŚϼϽ>ωKțǕՕ ǖA҉Օ
zǗՕ Ųˎϊ̐ɟˏƠҊÑՕ Ġː9ơȜՕ æõñöºՕ tкȝՕ ӡ Օ ìÚÛ»ÜÝÞՕ
л ϾϋӢ Օ ɇՕ ǘԩмҋȞՕ нaśWӣˑͱՕ ɸŜԪՕ ųȟaͲՕ
оȠƢȡmJȢǙՕ ŝxǚՕ )ό̤ԒӤȣп˒ՔǛÒՕ ċύԶԫȤр¼Օ ˓ӥՕ ɹՕ
ώͳ̑ՊՕ Ŵȥ{Օ Օ ӦɺȦՕ q ӧՕ Ɉ˔ԬȧՕ ՋbсҌՕ ӨөՕ тȨϏEՕ
ϐfՕ Ş,ԭ1ҍՕ !(ƣӪ˕ϑʹՕ ӫϒՕ ŵ˖ϓ̒lƤՕ ɻşԮՕ Ŷȩ͵Օ
˗{ƥϔEŠ%Ȫ\Օ ˘ͶӬ Օ šՕ ԓͷn˙ǜՕ \¥у Օ @ȫŢƦ&˚yՕ
ҎՌҏ&̥ÓՕ
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ĐՕ ç÷óò½Օ ϕՕ ӭɼՕ ϿЀфϖԺ˛uţӮȬpՍՕ îí¾ßàáՕ х!ЁϗӯՕ
цƧȭ˜ԯ/ǝ¿Օ ҐoԻՕ ЂȮчƨӰՕ ϘEՕ UЃЄшϙԼ˥̩Ťӱȯ̓§Օ êÀïLLՕ
Է щՕ ɉ}>Օ ŷ˝Ϛ̔h˞ƩґÔՕ ĘɊՕ jȰҒÁՕ ëâՕ ъƪcͺIՕ ϛыՕ
ЅІ ϜԽ˟̦S1̕ՎՕ èÂãäåՕ ԸьՕ 3ϝэՕ ĖÇ*Ϟ.юȱ+Օ
=яϟǞ£ƫ&ÕՕ úЇϠԾvťӲȲ̖ՏՕ ôðՕ ѐƬȳӳՕ ϡɋՕ
ŸˠϢ7ϣɠˡƭՕ DȴЈϤёӴՕ  Օ ђȵƮˢԱȶǟՕ Ɍϥ̧Օ ӵɽՕ
̪UͻԔɍŦƯӶԕѓȷєՕ ѕŧӷɾȸՕ Ӹɿ(ͼՕ ]ˣіưӹ̗ՐՕ ɎBϦ̨Օ ʀŨ̘ӺʁՕ
ƱCՕ ЉCϧe ғˤϨͽũ̙Օ Ū;ǠՕ ƲͿҔԖtȹїFÖՕ
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1rє ļNĽɟ ɲΦfє Ə̘'Qє ľëIє ̙˼^Χє  ĿɳΨŀ̚Łčє
ǧɴ-ʰє nǋ@є є :ɮZЉΩ̛ǨѐłĎє ďΪ2ßͰ є ƐΫŃ̜є άǌAє
̝Zʱ̞έ Đє ̟¡ìo!ʲ$є Ǎ¢Рє àń є đŅͱí̠ǩáņĒє ЊͲǪƱє
ͳήɵē£̡Ĕǫё<є ίŇͩǬɶȻʳ эє Gʴ̢є ȼ¤ΰṇ̌є ̤ŉα̥ǭŊС1Ƚє
ɷĕє 3ɸȾтʹǮ͵|є ŋ[ʵ̦βͶє ¥̧Ōє ōТ¦ȿЋγŎĖє Hʶ̨є
îʷɠ˽ɀδ%ŏgͷє Ƒє ėε4є NŐɡőɹζwє ηʸє Ęoͪǯє
бǎǏ̩є θǐє ̪Œ§ïιJʹRє вœ̫ є ¨˾˿̬ʺ̭̀ǰκŔɁvє
ðę Ěє ©ɺěє λ*є ª>=є «ɻує +E" У5ɼμє Ǳɽƒʻͫ¬νǲʼɾє ξʽє
οǑŕє ñɱπͺє ͻ òρǳʾє гǒǴ;Ǔє дK"ɂє ǔŖɃ́є ǵɿє
ͼhͽǶ$Ʋє -Ǖє ̮ŗ̂Y_ς}є ;ͿB#ŘSσє ̯є ɢ6Ĝřє
є τʿє еǖǷ;Ǘє ̰[ˀ,υє PǸƳǘφє ж®̱̲ʀχє ƓЌ̳Ǚ`є
ƔɄɅˁп̃є â¯ĝє ˂ʁє ǹψɣ΄є lЍóǚє 5mє ωǛє ΅ŚФ ̴Ǻϊфє
VGє ϋǜśє +ôόǻ˃ʂxє ̵ŜfЎɆύǼʃƴє ǽʄє
ǝ˄̄ǾώɇJђ°Ϗǿʅ0є ĞKΆ±ãȀ"ȁ.юyє ˅̶є ğŝϐǞ~є
Х ̷Aє ̸ ²õȂˆʆє ɤ($ȃϑˇȄʇƵє ̹̅ЦȅĠ·є ³є
̺̆ƕȆɈŞє Ɩє ϒǟşє ϓяŠjє ˈƗє ̻´öϔȇ)ʈΈє ϕǠµϖє ɥ¶хє äšє
ˉ÷øЏ̼̽L%ƶє ϗ(є ˊʉє 9ȈˋɉˌƷȉùє aє є ƸeˍА̇є ˎƘє
åȊˏɊƹȋúΉє Ϙє û·ʊє ¸ɋiːє ̈,WЧȌġŢє ȍTƙˑͬ¹ϙȎWʋє
є ̉8Ϛȏţʌϛє ̾ȐΊȹє ƚºüϜ˒̿є оȑýǡє #»цє æŤє Ɍ¼p `є
ȒʍШťjϝȓƺ6ŦĢє ȔRє ɦ̀ є ƛ˓ͭ½ɍє B̊LģŧɰXɎ˔ƻȕþє
ΌϞБĤȖhє
ȗɧȘϟ¾Ϡș˕ʎє ϡ˖є ¿ĥЩṸũє ͂ŪÀÿϢȚ˗ʏє #˘Sțϣ˙̓Ȝʐ є
ȝUĀɏВĦūє Ȟʑ<Ŭ̗П7Ϥє ȟʒƜ_PϥȠ˚ʓє Ɲ˛̈́є
4Ύ ΏiɨŭʔϦzє ƞHāϧє Xʕє ħÁ2є 9чє ˜ϨIͅє Ĩ͆ГƼgє ˝bє
ĩȡΐÂk{є uT>@dє ͇\'͈ϩȢ%ƽ0є ͉̋˞͊qȣƾє çȤÃΑΒє
Ä&Īє ѓ͋Ů\Y͌Ϫȥʖ є Дʗ͍ ̌c Γ&ϫÅq!Ъůє ˟Ɵє ÆĂϬЕ3ɐє
͎7ϭΔє ˠƠє ˡăĄЖ͏͐Űʘ:űє
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є Çʙīє є È+є ąЗ͑͒Ųʚɑшє Ĭ Ыųɒˢ̍Ȧʛƿє Éє Ε(̎Ŵє
ˣơє зˤ͓Ⱥє -˥є ĆʜϮ^Êϯє ƢV͔є .Ǣ є ĭŵЬ ɓ*̏ɩŶUϰє ƣє Ëє
lȧʝǀO є щΖpŷɪє Ƥ͕є ͖Ÿ̐͗ϱȨʞǁє ÌʟĮє ЭÍOuÎrȩǂє
ÏįЮ ͘ΗŹє źЯʠ/є ΘИCΙє ÐΚΛćȪÑ.Żİє иȫϲǣє
ĈЙ͙͚Dʡϳє żƥƦsΜє ϴ˦є ɫ)аŽє ϵ˧йÒ,ıΝє Óє ΞMʢǃɔžє
͛̑˨͜϶!Ǆє mъnſQє ȬʣɕКĲƀє ĳϷƁͮȭʤÔϸȮ˩ʥє ˪Ƨє є
ϹȯɬƂÕèɖƃє aƄΟ˫ɗЛϺȰʦє ˬƨє ?ȱƩƪ͝ ʧEє ˭ƫє Ǥ*кє
ĴÖsє ×͞Cє ĉˮɘəĊϻĵє МĶƅdє ϼǥDє ċН͟͠FʨϽє Ͼл)є
ΠыΡ/Ɔɭ є e ̒˯͡ϿȲʩǅє ČcȳЀFȴє Ƭ˰ͯє ? kMǆ&є
Ǧ'мє ͢Ƈ]˱ͣ/ȵʪǇє нȶɚɛє éƈє ̓ͤ˻˲ЁƉ=є ͥ˳ОЂȷʫǈє ˴ƭє
ͦ̔˵ͧЃȸʬǉє ķØЄÙє ÚʭÛɜьΣƊΤє tє êє ̕ƋͨƮ˶bɯƌĸє
Ĺ8ЅÜє ΥІ˷ÝǊє Þʮĺє tv]є ʯĻє ƍсЇƎЈє ˸Ưє
ư˹ɝɞ˺р̖є
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¯Z7ûǡ*Ȼϰ °͕eĮǢ8
µ!ϰ 3 ɜ˙ȼϣϰ ϡJ͖Ʒϰ ̠@ü͗ǣʤS ϰ ϰ *Nįϰ ϰ ʥƕϰ bC
Ƚ¼jrϰ Ƹϰ ϰ H̡ϰ Wϰ ýʦɩİήþϰ ]Ŏωŏjϰ VƖ
˚χȾǤ̢ƹŐıϰ ÿƺɪEĀ½ȿϰ Kǥ͘ő˱+͙ί˲Œϰ ϖƻǦāƼϰ Ĳœ Ă˳ ëŔ
͚Dŕϰ ,̣ʧăǧ¾cǨʨUì͛ϗɫϰ 'ƽŖϰ ΰ̤ ϰ ʩƗϰ ĄƾEɀĳCʪʫ
i¿ąĆɬ sϰ ŗ̥[ćǩ-ɁɂϤϰ [˴͜α̦Ǫ̧ϰ OĴϰ «tϰ P
3˵͝ÀǫQϰ ̨ZŘĈǬƘFřĵϰ ǭɃɄɭ ϰ ÁɮĶϰ 4ʬɯķǮ͞Fʭɰϰ Q
͟ʮϰ ̩͠βĸϥϰ ͡ƿŚϰ í^"ÂĹϰ ˶ǯ̪ȹ̫ϰ Ã̬̭ʯĉǰÄśϰ ϘǱ͢ǀ
iÅĊ4ɱ̮ϰ ƙʰ˷ϰ Ϣǲċǁϰ ǳɲȸγŜ̯ϰ _ŝϰ ČVɝ˛>ɳ̰-îɅ8
g ĺ˸ϰ ͣ9ϰ ɆÆϙϰ ¶ǂ ϰ ˹̱˜!ɴ̲ǴïǵɇǶͤϦϰ ʱƚ
ʲϊ˺̳ :Ƿɵƨϰ ͥǸ̴ϰ ÇčͦǹϋGͧϧϰ ǃÈ̵ϰ ðŞşɶϰ ĻŠɈšƩÉͨ
ͩXϰ ͪǄŢϰ 
·ǅϰ L.Ϛϰ ̶ͫǺ˝δɉÊͬţ̷ϰ ͭǆËbϰ ͮǇ;ϰ ¦ɷ̸ͯǻͰεͱ;ϰ ƛ
¨Ť6ǼĎǽR:ϰ n§®©pϰ ñϰ ʳBƜ˻ļϰ Ͳǈ<ϰ ʴ˞˟ʵ$ζSHͳϨϰ ʹʶ
ďʷRĽηĐ͵ϰ Ͷǉϰ ̹ͷfľǾť̺ϰ ̻ʸϰ (ϰ ǊŦϰ ʹ̼ͺ
̽đǿɸͻȀƝȁĒ/Ɋɋϩϰ ē˘ˠͼͽϰ Ȃ ό ̾;ȃƪÌͿʺ˼̿ϰ Íŧ
ɞÎĿŨϰ ÏύÐȄ ɌÑòɍ9ϰ ƞʻ˽ϰ ǋȅϰ ÒĔȆώȇϪϰ ¸ǌũϰ ¬)ϰ Ȉ
ÓȺȉPƫϰ %Ūˡ̀ϰ ΄ʼϰ óƬȊTϰ Ǎ ́ϰ %΅θŀϫ

ū

ªÔɹÕΆŬϰ Ɵʽ˾ϰ ±0Ơ?˿ϰ ǎɎŁǏʾʿϰ »ĕĖȋɺ=
¹ˀϰ ė ˮɏkϰ ϛȌ·ǐϰ ²ĘΈ Wɻϰ ϰ ˁơϰ ΉǑŭϰ 5Ίuϰ ¤¢
Öϰ ôŮɼϰ ł7ɐƭ0Ńϰ ǒůϰ ̀ ͂ˢ˂ õIɑȍ&Ϭϰ ˃
́>ϏȎŰϜϰ ΌǓűϰ ϝ×̂ɽ ɾƮvϰ gŲϰ ȏɿ̓̃ιęΎXʀ̈́wϰ ʁ
\̄ųĚeΏȐ˄ʂ/]lϰ ȑʃB#̞+Ȓ"ʄϰ ˣ̅ Ŵʅΐɒϭϰ ȓ%ͅκϰ öl
ɟØTλƢÙěΑμ̆ŵ̇͆ϰ ƣ˅`ϰ ΒǔŶϰ ϐÚĜĝȔʆŷ͇ϰ Ğˆϑ?ańϰ 2kϰ Ǖ
¡ˇɠˤŸʇÛ&G ʈϰ )̈ˈỬϰ oŅȕ˥ǖ'D aȖ1xϰ ɡÜ͈K͉y
ɢψ˦͊zϰ ˧̊Γν͋ȗ͌{ϰ ˨ˉɓȘˊɣmŹɔșΔȚ͍|ϰ ̛h÷@Lɕ}
(źΕÝʉξ͎~ϰ ŻțΖǗż̋ϰ ͏ȜʊưɖϮϰ ˋ̌ϰ ȝʋϰ ğˌɨȞʌΗȟ ʍq
1 ϰ ˍϰ ņŽΘ̜Ƞʎžϰ 2mϰ _φɗϰ ϞǘſΙǙ<ϰ ͐οĠ
ϟÞ̟ȡʏƱϰ ,$ϰ ßŇƀ˯πAϰ ºǚƁϰ ġΚȢϒȣΛȤƂϰ =
ˎʐƲYȥʑƳ
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Ć7

ļĢÍ/èßӇ ĮŁӇ ºÒŢ*ŲćţĈ%ōӇ ÷İŅӇ ¦®
àѷϏʕ̸ɫӇ ¯§°Ӈ .0Ӈ ŽǄЯʖ|ʗаʘȑϿӇ ңʙ˯˰Ӈ ǅͷбʚ̹ѸӇ ʛ̺Ӈ вOȒӇ ЀƸȓӇ žhȔſЁ
ƀ Ӈ Ǳѹϐʜ̻ɬӇ ±¨©Ӈ ҤQгɷӇ ЂXȕӇ ̫BʝɖʞǆƁpʟͺ̼oӇ ͻɗӇ ɕ`ɸƂʠЃ
»

ĉĤ1ņıĊĦĀӇ ÓĲĳŇáċÆ5ČĴ+Ӈ ĵøӇ ų#ÔÕč,éӇ ňêŎöÖĄӇ â&%ĞĶĽģ&Ť
ŭŏ(Ӈ -Ӈ õŷÉűĎķħ
źͼϑ˫ʡɭӇ ҥʢдɹӇ еOӇ ĭ¼× Ӈ ,72Ӈ жƃɘəӇ ƄYAӇ ď)Ӈ ̬ȖWϒЄӇ ҦʣS˱
Ǉͽ̭η˲ȗ ȘӇ ɺșӇ ɚʤdЅqӇ - ʥ;̽ƅ˳Ӈ ŴƆǈǉʦ̾Ӈ ľ˴8\Ӈ Ƈ̿ǲӇ ІzǃзӇ и
йͿӇ кɻӇ ϓǊ ϔӇ įłӇ ƹӇ лɼȚӇ ̀ǳӇ Ӈ ǋƈTț́ǴƉϕӇ ҼȜƊϖӇ ²ª³
ťɽӇ θ˵Ƌ͂Ӈ ҧʧ˶˷Ӈ ƺӇ Ӈ ;˪ϗӇ ιƌϘwӇ ɛӇ мɾȝӇ ¡´µӇ ŉȞκϙнӇ о
Ø΄̓NϚ Ї 
ŦɿӇ Đ#āӇ ƍӇ ˸ʨЈпӇ ΅Ӈ UȟVȠϛЉӇ ʩЊӇ ʪ̈́ǌ˹{ǵAӇ ƎЋӇ _λG]Ƕ ҶӇ ¢¥
Ҩʫ˺˻Ӈ ǍΆͅрʬ͆ѺӇ r·Ӈ ̮ȡsӇ Ϝɮѻ9ϝ˼ҽӇ <͇ǷӇ !ϞΈҗʭǸӇ сʀӇ μϟʮ̯ƏϽ
|Ȣʁʯǎ˽ȣӇ ɜΉfӇ ɯΊҘϠͶȤ͈тƐ˾Ӈ ƑǏyʰҙRуLЌӇ ɝӇ фʂӇ ŸŃӇ ãѼcʱɰ
£¶«·Ӈ ̰ΌϡȥӇ ̱νʃƒ"ʲЍӇ ҩʳ˿̀Ӈ ƻȦӇ ξ́ƓȧǹӇ ͉Ӈ ̂ʴƔʵЎΎӇ Ҫ хʄ
ʶ͊ǺѽЏцϾӇ ƕƼΏѾчӇ ɱȨ͋ȩϢ9̃Ӈ А ѿȪnӇ dTƖшʷ͌ɲӇ щ^Ӈ ҚƗǐʸ͍
ǻȫқȬ̄ΐο̲͎ъӇ Ƙ͏ǼӇ ̳:͐ҀɞƙǑыҁϣӇ Ù̅ΑEӇ ̆ƚʹБΒ͑Ӈ ǒ҂Ϥϥ͒q̇Ҿ
ȭҷʺВьГӇ ΓYӇ ʻ"Д҃ȮЕӇ ëƛvʼZNӇ эΔӇ ЖbǓʽɟʾǔӇ ҜƜǕǖʿ͓ȯЗ

Î

½ŐőŰŌđĂӇ ÊӇ ç'ń6¾ŧëӇ 3Ů0ĿğżӇ ĸùӇ ŹÚĒìŒ
4юπӇ ҫˀ̉̊Ӈ ǗΕ͔яˁZ҄Ӈ tΖӇ ѐϺӅӇ ёΗӇ ȰҸVρђӇ ҝ;ǘǙ˂͕ Ӈ ˃͖Ӈ ѓʅF
ҞƝǚǛ˄͗ȱӇ "єΘǜˬς˅̋Ӈ ɠfΙ̴Ӈ σƞӆ͘ѕӇ ɡӇ rPȲӇ Gҹ@ˆkȳӇ іƟҺӇ ҅[ї ̌
tʆҿӇ ƠϦӇ lΚ̍BǽИјϧˇƽ҆љȴǾӇ ɢΛϨӇ ҇HӇ 5ʇӇ ͙ҕϩӇ ΜɣӇ ǿ ЙК
ơȀȁȵȂӇ њΝӇ uʈӇ ЛћΞǝ˭τR̎ȶӇ ˈ͚Ӈ ¤¸¬¹Ӈ Ҭ̏Ӈ ?HӇ ȃ`ȷ͛ȄI͜ќӇ Ο͝Ӈ ѝʉF
Π҈ў@Ρ̵ȸӇ ɤӇ џʊˉМӇ ƢǞuˊҟˋѠӀ
ĠΣɳȹϪѡjUӇ ƣυφϫΤǟʋ НӇ ѢΥӇ ƤОП҉Ϭˌ͞ɴӇ ƥȅȺώ<ѣȻӇ {a_̐ˍJ
~ˎ̑̒Ӈ >Ӈ ȆȇϭȼРСȈӇ ˏ͟Ӈ ѤʌȽӇ ĨѥːΦ͠=̓Ӈ ŵ=Ǡǡˑ͡ȾӇ 1̔Ʀ͢
úä¿ТӇ ǢΧѦϮ ̕Ӈ ѧУѨ˒ͣɵӇ ҭ˓̖̗Ӈ ǣΨͤs˔\ҊӇ ѩΩӇ ƾȿӇ χɀcɥΪϻȉ
ǤΫǥҋϯϰɁͥѪ̘ӁӇ ҮQvPӇ ѫʍӇ ƧҌƨǦwҍϱgmӇ ѬάӇ һψȊp Ӈ ѭʎ
ϲ̙ ƩФӇ έɦӇ Ҡǧ˕[ХӇ үʏKgɂӇ ͦKɃCJCӇ ûÀӇ Ұ˖̛̚Ӈ Ǩήͧx ͨҎɄӇ Ѯί
ұ ϳˮӇ ǩ̜ΰЦɅ̝ӂӇ Ҳ˗ѯʐӇ ̶ƪͩҏɧƫǪѰҐhɆϴЧӇ ҳʑɇͪӇ ωϵαƿ̞ɈWn
ϊ^ѱͫѲ˘Ƭ̟ӃӇ 8ɨǫѳ˙ͬɶӇ Шz!a̠Ӈ ƭ϶LӇ ˚D]Ѵ˛ɩ ɉȋ

Û

ÁœŔ'ŕ3ēĩ)Ӈ Ïí.îüĔŨŖӇ ÄĬ$Ӈ ŊĕŗĜŘӇ ĹýӇ ŶÈÜĖĪ(řӇ +$Ӈ ÂŚś6 ė/ă
ŀůÐġĘÝӇ ËåӇ 2 ÇÞũęŪ*ĺï Ӈ ÃŻÅŋðīñŜŝӇ ĻþӇ ūąòӇ ÑóôÿĚŬŞӇ Ìæ
ě4ĝş
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εyʔɔϹӇ ύҔǂ̪˨ǰƷѶ˩ζ͵m
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ĵɗҙ σɩɈDҙ τcυ5ҙ ȭ͉Ζҙ ˼͊̉ɪϽ͋Wɫ̊ɉҙ ŖƻѭǞφǟҙ ǠѮǡ̋Ͼχҙ
h Ȯ͌ˉˊ͍ѺɊҙ ̅ь̌ҔŗϿɬҙ ѻɭˋEҙ Ɔҙ ɮ˽ǢHǣ̍Ѐ Ƽҙ ƽэΗ̎ɋ
ƓŘˌǤ̏ƾřΘҙ kҙ Ķɘǥҙ ѯƔƕɯ ҙ ɰȯ͎πŚЁɱ͏ҙ SƄ@ˍЂY
ΙǦΕюɲΚҙ .cҙ ĎØĦҙ 1Ѓҙ ψƖЄ͐ҙ  ҙ ѼFFҙ /ǧҙ ƗIˎ Ѕҙ ś̐ƿ
΄яІҙ ɳЇ͑ҙ ѐωl
ė5Ƙ͒̆Ǩ̑ǀŜЈ͓̒ϊҙ ͔Ȱҙ ŝǁѰɴϋғҙ ɌΛ͕ё΅όҙ ύђƙəҙ ώҙ Љɚ ҙ ѱɵϏς
¢͖̇ɶЊ>ǩҙ ͗Lҙ Û̈`̓BҕŞ]B̔͘ҙ &ΜşƚЋɷƛ ϐҙ +̕ǂҙ ЌɛǪҙ £̄ɸЍЎǫǬ
Mҙ Ü̖ȱǭЏNѓϑҙ ²ɹϒǮ,XYҙ MȲҙ Аɜǯҙ ǰΝƜŠ̗ҙ !ƝǃǱ˾dҙ ͙ȳ
ďǲ3ɺБVɻϓҙ ѽɼˏҙ .ҙ ΆєƇɽ ɝǳǄҙ ɾ̘ҙ ûҙ  ҙ EϔȬɞǴΞ m
ķ@ǵҙ e
ҙ bɿВɟҙ ГɠǶҙ Îšƞ^ϕfҙ ˆʀДҙ ͚̙ҙ + ѕːЕҙ ˅KіʁҖŢЖʂ͛̚ҙ Ѿʃˑ˒
ƈǷҙ ·їЗҙ ʄ̛^Nҙ ѿʅǅ6ϖTΟţǆҙ јϗǸn
³o

!ħĨň'ÝüÒҙ ºĖņĸ#ҙ Ę»ÓŊĹăęŔҙ ±¤Þĺŕҙ ĻĄҙ ËŒŉ¼
ŋ¥¦ßý½ĩ
ƟИʆѲʇЙʈǹϘҙ Π7ҙ ̜͜ɍ͝ʉ̝Ɏҙ К͞ҙ ʊǺL ʋȴҎҙ ΈΉV͟ΊΡʌŤЛ
ϙљΣƠ:Ϛҙ _ҙ ǻ̞ťƉ˓Ǽҙ Мɡǽҙ Τ͠HΌНҙ 8ѳ˔њŦОʍ̟͡ҙ ͢ȵҙ ̠ǾҀҙ ŧ̡4
ǿҍʎϛПʏ̢ɏҙ TΥǇћ0РϜpҙ ļAȀϝȁҙ Ũ0СʐaʑТʒ Ϟҙ ̣ơќǈȂ
ǉ9̤Уʓȶҏ̥?ҙ ̦ͣʔϟgҙ ϠФũȷȸҙ Ū̧Ǌҙ ȹūƢʕ˕ʖХCȃϡq
Đ˖Ų̆Ϣҙ ȺOΦҙ ЦɢȄҙ ̩:ҁҙ §¡¾Ěҙ ˗ƊͤΧ]ͥοdҙ Ȼŭƣʗ˘ʘЧҐҙ bʙ˙Gҙ Ƌ7
ǋ6Ѵȅ˚ͦȆǌҙ ѝΨʚ?ҙ ҙ Ů̪ ҙ ƤO̫[ξѬƥШʛP̬ҙ ҂ʜ˛˜ҙ ƌȇɐʝ̭ҙ C̮
~r

¿s

àù&ěąŌáþÔҙ Ī*ĤōÀâóö¨Áҙ ĆÏҙ ŎÂĜīÃҙ ÍÄÿĽĬ
ĭȈҙ Į;ƦЩʞ̯ͧҙ ãäåҙ ©tҙ uҙ ľɣȉҙ įć$æªҙ ҃ʟҙ ƍҙ ƧΔ˝ ҙ ʠ
ҙ ̰ ҙ ǍȊʡZʢ̱ͨ ҙ ҄ʣ˞˟ҙ Ǝȋҙ Jůǎ8ҙ ŰƏͩўЪҙ ƨP̲ǏџƩЫʤ̳ɑҙ ű
ȼѠˠGiZƪ-ˡҙ ϣЬ`ґvҙ «ͪˢˣŲƐͫųЭaҙ ЮѡǐȌ ҙ ҅ʥˤ˥ҙ ƫ̴Яʦ̵Ѣȍ
҆ʧаɤҙ ŏŴ̶ǑȎΩƑʨ˦бҙ ŵ̷2ҙ Qвɥ9Ϊҙ ʩ̸ˇǒҙ XҒϤг<˿ϥҙ ȽͬΫҙ ΎͭϦдҘ
̀Ŷάˈȏ ̹ɒҙ ϧѣρȐʪ˧˨ŷ̺Ƭȑw

Ðx

ÅİĿôçıÙèĀÕҙ ĝÆĲÌ¬Úҙ đ'éĈĞêŀëÇ(
ѤWέȒ̻еҙ ȓȾȿͮήжϨҙ ҇ʫ˩ҙ ƭR̼з̽ѥy

Öz

Ēğĉ÷Łìā×ҙ ĥí´ҙ µ"œÈõēø"$łҙ ¶ҙ îĂŃĠ·*®ńïĊ%ҙ ċÑ
ðúĕġČŐ#¸ҙ ĔÉĢŅŇ))ñĳҙ ő¯°ò%ÊĴ
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ģjиȔϩйʬɓҙ ͯɀҙ ϪȕίͰͱɔʭƮŸ˪ҙ ϫƅU˫ȖϬҙ ɁΰͲKҙ кɦȗҙ (҈ȘǓʮϭɧ
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пζʹ-˴ ҙ Ʌҙ ƴQ̃UŽη,рʺѶȤҙ ϵсѧǘʻȥ[ҙ Ɇҙ ҋA˵ҙ ƵȦD˶ҙ SθтѨ϶ ʼϷ
ž́4ҙ ſƶȧ˷˸ѩ˹ιҙ Α>κуѪ \ʽϸҙ ѷƀƷ1ʾ͂Ȩ |ҙ ¹Ѹ ˺RΒJ=̓фҙ ͺɇ
ϹхƁ̈́Ǚλ2ʿҗȩǚҙ ϺȪμͻ˻ͼɕˀƸҙ цϻчϼҙ ƂͅǛҙ ˁIΓνͽѹ;ǜҙ ǝ˂ƃɖ͆; шƹ
щ<\ъ ҙ Ҍ˃ҙ ƺͿ͇ы˄͈ѫȫ}
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March 5, 2019
The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Chairman
Committee on Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Patty Murray
Ranking Member
Committee on Health, Education, Labor and
and Pensions
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Alexander and Ranking Member Murray
On behalf of the National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO), representing the
nearly 3,000 local health departments across the country, I write to thank you for highlighting the
importance of immunizations to keeping our communities healthy through the hearing entitled,
“Vaccines Save Lives: What Is Driving Preventable Disease Outbreaks?” Local health departments are on
the front lines responding to emerging health threats, including vaccine-preventable disease outbreaks.
Vaccines are a cost-effective tool for protecting children and adults against serious and potentially fatal
diseases.1 Vaccines have been proven to be safe and highly effective at reducing disease rates when
public health recommendations are followed. Immunization has been one of the most successful public
health measures available to populations worldwide, with an unparalleled record of disease reduction
and prevention. This is not just an issue about children. Vaccines across the lifespan are important, lifesaving measures, particularly in our efforts to protect those who are at-risk or most vulnerable to
contracting a vaccine-preventable disease.
Local health departments are key participants in our nation’s immunization infrastructure, with 90% of
departments reporting that they participate in direct immunization efforts.2 Beyond service delivery,
local health departments also promote the importance of immunizations through education and policy,
and they monitor, prevent, and control disease to reduce the health risks and financial burden of
infectious disease cases and outbreaks. Local health departments also use community, provider, and
school-based immunization coverage rates to assess and ensure protection against vaccine-preventable
diseases.
However, there are real and perceived barriers to achieving optimal immunization rates to keep
outbreaks at bay and our communities thriving. According to NACCHO’s 2017 National Assessment of
1

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (1999). Impact of vaccines universally recommended for children —
United States, 1900–1998. MMWR, 48(12), 243–248.
See NACCHO’s 2018 Forces of Change Report, available at http://nacchoprofilestudy.org/forces-of-change/
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Local Health Department Immunization Programs, over half of local health department respondents
report vaccine hesitancy as a barrier to their immunization programs, with lack of vaccine education and
confidence also noted as barriers.3 Local health departments play a significant role in communicating
with parents about the importance of vaccination, and often provide training to healthcare providers on
how to strongly recommend vaccines, such as the human papillomavirus and influenza vaccines.
While vaccine hesitancy puts many at risk, it is not the only factor contributing to lower vaccination
rates. The CDC recently released a study examining vaccination coverage for children age 19 to 35
months, which found that the percentage of children under two years of age who had not received any
vaccination quadrupled during the last 17 years, with the lowest coverage among uninsured children
and children living in rural areas. The researchers offered two reasons for this change: access and
affordability. Some families believe they simply cannot afford to vaccinate their child. For others, there
is no hospital, health department, medical center, or pediatrician close to home to facilitate access to
them.
Unfortunately, while working to address these barriers, many local health departments are operating at
a diminished capacity due to budget pressures on federal, state, and local governments. In the area of
immunization, that means that there are fewer epidemiologists to track the spread of diseases and
identify pockets of underserved areas within the community with lower vaccination coverage rates.
There are also fewer nurses to staff immunization clinics, provide vaccines, and conduct outreach within
communities. As several states and counties across the nation are currently experiencing outbreaks of
vaccine-preventable disease, it is important that we continue promote vaccine confidence, while
continuing to work to improve access and affordability.
Simply put: vaccines are the best defense against the threat of vaccine preventable diseases and play a
vital role in protecting the health of communities. Immunization has been one of the most successful
and safest public health measures available to populations worldwide, with an unparalleled record of
disease reduction and prevention. The success of vaccines highlights the importance of continued
vigilance in promoting vaccine confidence and access.
Given this evidence, NACCHO strongly urges all levels of government to collaborate with community
stakeholders in addressing misinformation about vaccine safety and lack of accessibility to immunization
services. We support strong immunization requirements to maintain high immunization rates and
protect communities from vaccine-preventable diseases.4 We call on the federal government to
continue support for local efforts to protect people from disease through high rates of immunization.
Thank you again for raising the issue of vaccine-preventable disease amid the ongoing measles
outbreaks and looks forward to working with Congress to address this problem. Please contact Adriane

3
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See “Local Health Department Immunization Programs: Findings from a 2017 NACCHO Assessment,” available at
https://essentialelements.naccho.org/archives/10940
4
See NACCHO’s Policy Statement, “School and Child Care Immunization Requirements,” available at
https://www.naccho.org/uploads/downloadable-resources/16-01-School-and-Child-Care-ImmunizationRequirements.pdf
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Casalotti, MPH, MSW, NACCHO Chief of Government and Public Affairs at acasalotti@naccho.org or 202507-4255 if you require additional information or have any questions.
Sincerely,
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Lori Tremmel Freeman, MBA
Chief Executive Officer
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[STATEMENT OF SENATOR CASEY]

Pennsylvania has worked hard to improve the percentage of toddlers up-to-date on their Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR) vaccine from a recent low of 87 percent in 2012 to 93 percent in 2016.
1A1 This seemingly small change is crucially important, as measles
is the most contagious serious childhood infectious disease and population vaccination rates need to be 93 percent or higher to prevent
community outbreaks. 2 Keeping measles vaccine rates high is also
essential for populations that are especially vulnerable, such as
children in their first year of life (as the first dose can’t be given
until age 1), people with immune system disorders, and people taking medications that suppress their normal immune functions. And
measles is not the only vaccine-preventable disease that regularly
causes harm. The United States experienced 13,439 confirmed
cases of Pertussis (‘‘whooping cough’’) in 2018, including, and 10
children died as a result. 3 Our health as a nation is dependent
upon a robust system of immunization to keep us all healthy.

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

1
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/HealthStatistics/HealthyPeople/Documents/current/
state/iid-7-4-measles-mumps-rubella-mmr-vaccination-coverage-level-children-19-to-35months.aspx
2
https://www.who.int/immunization/sage/meetings/2017/october/2.—target—immunity—
levels—FUNK.pdf
3 https://www.americashealthrankings.org/explore/annual/measure/pertussis/state/PA
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Recommendations for live viral and bacterial vaccines
in immunodeﬁcient patients and their close contacts
Medical Advisory Committee of the Immune Deﬁciency Foundation
Principal authors: William T. Shearer, MD, PhD,a and Thomas A. Fleisher, MD,b
Participating authors: Rebecca H. Buckley, MD, Chair,c Zuhair Ballas, MD,d Mark Ballow, MD,e R. Michael Blaese, MD,f
Francisco A. Bonilla, MD, PhD,g Mary Ellen Conley, MD,h Charlotte Cunningham-Rundles, MD, PhD,i
Alexandra H. Filipovich, MD,j Ramsay Fuleihan, MD,k Erwin W. Gelfand, MD,l Vivian Hernandez-Trujillo, MD,m
Steven M. Holland, MD,n Richard Hong, MD,o Howard M. Lederman, MD, PhD,p Harry L. Malech, MD,n
Stephen Miles, MD,q Luigi D. Notarangelo, MD,g Hans D. Ochs, MD,r Jordan S. Orange, MD, PhD,a Jennifer M. Puck, MD,s
John M. Routes, MD,t E. Richard Stiehm, MD,u Kathleen Sullivan, MD, PhD,v
Troy Torgerson, MD, PhD,r and Jerry Winkelstein, MDp
Houston and Shenandoah, Tex, Bethesda, Columbia, and
Baltimore, Md, Durham, NC, Iowa City, Iowa, Buffalo and New York, NY, Boston, Mass, Memphis, Tenn, Cincinnati, Ohio, Denver, Colo,
Miami, Fla, Shelburne, Vt, Seattle, Wash, San Francisco and Los Angeles, Calif, Milwaukee, Wis, and Philadelphia, Pa
The present uncertainty of which live viral or bacterial vaccines
can be given to immunodeﬁcient patients and the growing
neglect of societal adherence to routine immunizations has
prompted the Medical Advisory Committee of the Immune
Deﬁciency Foundation to issue recommendations based on
published literature and the collective experience of the
committee members. These recommendations address the
concern for immunodeﬁcient patients acquiring infections from
healthy subjects who have not been immunized or who are
shedding live vaccine–derived viral or bacterial organisms.
Such transmission of infectious agents can occur within the

hospital, clinic, or home or at any public gathering. Collectively,
we deﬁne this type of transmission as close-contact spread of
infectious disease that is particularly relevant in patients with
impaired immunity who might have an infection when exposed
to subjects carrying vaccine-preventable infectious diseases or
who have recently received a live vaccine. Immunodeﬁcient
patients who have received therapeutic hematopoietic stem
transplantation are also at risk during the time when immune
reconstitution is incomplete or while they are receiving
immunosuppressive agents to prevent or treat graft-versus-host
disease. This review recommends the general education of what

From aBaylor College of Medicine and Texas Children’s Hospital, Houston; bNational
Institutes of Health Clinical Center, Bethesda; cDuke University School of Medicine,
Durham; dUniversity of Iowa and Iowa City Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Iowa
City; eState University of New York, Children’s Hospital of Buffalo; fImmune Deﬁciency Foundation, Columbia; gBoston Children’s Hospital; hUniversity of Tennessee
Health Science Center and St Jude Children’s Research Center, Memphis; iMt Sinai
Medical Center, New York; jCincinnati Children’s Hospital; kAnn & Robert H. Lurie
Children’s Hospital of Chicago; lNational Jewish Health, Denver; mMiami Children’s
Hospital; nNational Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Bethesda; oPrivate
practice, Shelburne; pJohns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore; qAll
Seasons Allergy, Asthma & Immunology, Shenandoah; rSeattle Children’s Hospital;
s
University of California San Francisco; tChildren’s Hospital of Wisconsin, Milwaukee; uUCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles; and vChildren’s Hospital of
Philadelphia.
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Key words: Live viral and bacterial vaccines, primary immunodeﬁciency disease, severe combined immunodeﬁciency disease, cellular
immune reconstitution

Discuss this article on the JACI Journal Club blog: www.jacionline.blogspot.com.
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Immunization with live viral or bacterial vaccines is a known
hazard to patients with serious immunodeﬁciencies of T-cell,
B-cell, and phagocytic cell origin. Although the risk of acquiring
live vaccine–related disease by means of immunization might be
well known to families of severely immunocompromised
children, the concept of parents, relatives, or nonfamily members
(who have not been immunized or who have been recently
immunized with live vaccines) serving as a source of infection to
an immunodeﬁcient patient has not had sufﬁcient attention.
Succinct information on the risk of inadvertent spread of live or
attenuated viral or bacterial infection can be found in the Red
Book: 2012 Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases
section on immunocompromised children,1 and the previous
recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.2 Recommendations are made for the 4 principal types
of primary immunodeﬁciency: T-cell, B-cell, complement, and
polymorphonuclear leukocyte. The appropriate and inappropriate
vaccinations of primary immunodeﬁcient children as provided by
the Red Book (Table I) are reviewed with comments by the
Immune Deﬁciency Foundation Medical Advisory Committee
members based on their collective clinical expertise.1
For B-cell primary immunodeﬁciency, such as X-linked agammaglobulinemia and common variable immunodeﬁciency (CVID),
vaccines to be avoided include oral poliovirus, yellow fever, live
attenuated inﬂuenza, and live bacterial (eg, typhoid [Salmonella
typhi, Ty21a]) vaccines (Table I). Table I mentions the uncertainty
of risk and effectiveness of the measles and varicella vaccines for
immunodeﬁcient patients because of the lack of speciﬁc evidence
for protection. Most antibody-deﬁcient patients treated with
intravenous immunoglobulin do not have the capacity to generate
protective antibody responses. Patients with X-linked agammaglobulinemia have a predilection for central nervous system
enteroviral infections, including oral poliovirus vaccine infection,3
and rarely, this complication has been encountered by patients with
CVID with severe hypogammaglobulinemia.4 A study of 50
patients with X-linked agammaglobulinemia given BCG vaccine
as infants did not reveal systemic infection, suggesting this immunization does not pose a major risk (personal communication,
Sergio Rosenzweig, MD, October 4, 2013). Although proscribed
by the Red Book: 2012, there are no reports that patients with
CVID who received attenuated live inﬂuenza vaccine became
infected or spread live virus to others.1 It is also true that close contacts immunized with the live inﬂuenza vaccine rarely, if ever, have
transmitted the virus to patients with CVID.5 On the basis of current
recommendations and the variable level of T-cell defects, it is
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CVID: Common variable immunodeﬁciency
HCT: Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
Hib: Haemophilus inﬂuenzae type b
SCID: Severe combined immunodeﬁciency disease

unclear what level of risk for vaccine-acquired disease exists in patients with CVID. This might be related, at least in part, to the later
onset of CVID that results in a different pattern of vaccine exposure
compared with X-linked agammaglobulinemia. For IgA deﬁciency
and IgG subclass deﬁciencies, current information suggests that all
vaccines are considered safe. It is uncertain that vaccinations will
be effective for patients receiving replacement intravenous immunoglobulin therapy.
For patients with severe T-cell deﬁciencies before immune
reconstitution (eg, severe combined immunodeﬁciency disease
[SCID] and complete DiGeorge syndrome), no live viral (oral
poliovirus, measles, mumps, rubella, varicella, yellow fever,
herpes zoster, smallpox, rotavirus, or live attenuated inﬂuenza
virus) or live bacterial (BCG or S typhi, Ty21a) vaccines should be
administered. Immunodeﬁcient patients who have received
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HCT) but who continue
to have incomplete immune reconstitution or are undergoing
immunosuppression should not be given live viral or bacterial
vaccines.1 For the patients with HCT with full immunologic
reconstitution, individual assessments of the risk/beneﬁt ratio of
live viral vaccines should be made by clinical immunology
experts.
In patients with partial T-cell deﬁciencies (eg, partial DiGeorge
syndrome or Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome), the Red Book states that
all live viral vaccines are to be avoided, although inadvertent
immunization with the measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine has
not produced clinical infection.6 Individual assessment of a patient’s
immune status is recommended before consideration of any live
viral vaccines in this group of patients. Live measles, mumps,
rubella, and varicella vaccines can be considered with the above
caveats. The Red Book: 2012 recommends that a level of 500
CD4 T cells/mm3 be required for immunization with these vaccines.
Children less than 6 years of age must have higher levels of CD4
T cells to consider these immunizations (ie, 1-6 years, 1000 CD4
T cells/mm3; <1 year, >1500 CD4 T cells/mm3), as recommended
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.7 Although
recommended for HIV-infected children, these levels of CD4 T cells
are consistent with the lower range of age-matched healthy children.
On the other hand, inactivated viral vaccines can be used safely, but
the degree of effectiveness depends on the level of immunocompetence in the patient at the time of vaccination. Pneumococcal,
meningococcal, and Haemophilus inﬂuenzae type b (Hib) vaccines
are recommended for these patients because they are T cell–
independent antigens. In addition, seasonal killed inﬂuenza vaccines
are also recommended because they could provide some degree of
protection with little or no risk to these patients.
The determination of immune competence in post-HCT
children with SCID would include lymphocyte subsets (eg,
CD3, CD4, CD8, CD20, and CD56); proliferation of lymphocytes
to normal ranges with PHA, anti-CD3 antibody, and recall
antigens, such as Candida species; and production of antibodies
to recall (eg, tetanus) and new (eg, bacteriophage phi-X174) antigens. Parents need to be made aware of the risks of inadvertent
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is known about vaccine-preventable or vaccine-derived diseases
being spread to immunodeﬁcient patients at risk for closecontact spread of infection and describes the relative risks for a
child with severe immunodeﬁciency. The review also
recommends a balance between the need to protect vulnerable
subjects and their social needs to integrate into society, attend
school, and beneﬁt from peer education. (J Allergy Clin
Immunol 2014;133:961-6.)
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TABLE I. Immune Deﬁciency Foundation Medical Advisory Committee recommendations for immunization of children and
adolescents with primary immune deﬁciencies
Vaccine
contraindications,
Red Book: 2012

Effectiveness and comments,
including risk-speciﬁc
vaccines*

Severe antibody deﬁciencies
(eg, X-linked
agammaglobulinemia
and CVID)

OPV,à smallpox,
LAIV, YF, and
most live bacteria
vaccines§; consider
measles vaccine.
There are no data
for varicella or
rotavirus vaccines.

Agree with statements on XLA
but little vaccine-related viral
infection is seen in patients
with CVID.

Less severe antibody
deﬁciencies
(eg, selective IgA
deﬁciency and IgG
subclass deﬁciencies)
Complete defects (eg,
severe combined
immunodeﬁciency,
complete DiGeorge
syndrome)
SCID given HCT

OPV,à BCG, YF
vaccines; other live
vaccinesk appear
to be safe, but
caution is urged.
All live vaccines§k{

Effectiveness of any vaccine is
uncertain if it depends only
on humoral response (eg,
PPSV23 or MPSV4). IGIV
therapy interferes with measles
and possibly varicella immune
response. Efﬁcacy of pneumococcal
vaccination is not documented
in severe antibody deﬁciency.
Consider measles and varicella
vaccines.
All vaccines are probably
effective; immune response
might be attenuated.
Pneumococcal vaccine
and Hib are recommended.
All vaccines are probably
ineffective. Pneumococcal
vaccine and Hib are
recommended.

Careful assessment of immune
competence is required
before any live virus vaccination.

Partial defects (eg, most patients
with DiGeorge syndrome,
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome,
ataxia telangiectasia)

Selected live
vaccines§k

Complement

Persistent complement
component, properdin,
or factor B deﬁciency

None

Phagocytic
function

Chronic granulomatous
disease, leukocyte adhesion
defects, myeloperoxidase
deﬁciency
Predilection for BCG vaccine
in acquired infections

Live bacterial
vaccines§

Effectiveness of any vaccine
depends on degree of immune
suppression. Pneumococcal,
meningococcal, and Hib
vaccines are recommended.
Effectiveness of any vaccine
depends on degree of
immune suppression.
Pneumococcal and Hib and
meningococcal vaccines are
recommended.
Consider Hib vaccine if not
administered during infancy.
All routine vaccines are probably
effective. Pneumococcal and
meningococcal vaccines are
recommended.
All inactivated vaccines are safe
and probably effective.
Live virus vaccines are probably
safe and effective.
No reported live attenuated viral
vaccine–induced infection, but
caution is urged.

Example of speciﬁc
immunodeﬁciency

Category

Observations of
PID physicians#

Primary

B lymphocyte
(humoral)

T lymphocyte
(cell-mediated and
humoral)

IFN-g–IL-12
pathway defects

Live virus and live
bacteria vaccines,
depending on
immune status§k

BCG§

Agreement

Agreement

Weight of clinical evidence
does not support strict
avoidance of all live viral
vaccines. Documentation
of adequate T-cell numbers
(>500 CD41 T cells/mm3)
is required.
Agreement

Agreement

There are very few data on live
vaccine other than that for
BCG.
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Adapted from Pickering LK, Baker CJ, Kimberlin DW, Long SS, editors. Red Book: 2012 Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases. 29th ed. Elk Grove Village (IL):
American Academy of Pediatrics; 2012.
Age-related levels of immunocompetence proposed by the CDC are as follows: <1 year, 1500 CD41 T cells/mm3; 1-5 years, 1000 CD41 T cells/mm3; and >6 years, 500 CD41 T
cells/mm3. These can also be used for patients with HIV.
IGIV, Immune globulin, intravenous; LAIV, live attenuated inﬂuenza vaccine; MMR, measles, mumps, and rubella; OPV, oral poliovirus; PID, primary immunodeﬁciency disease;
XLA, X-linked agammaglobulinemia; YF, yellow fever.
*Other vaccines that are recommended universally or routinely should be given if not contraindicated.
All children and adolescents should receive an annual age-appropriate inactivated inﬂuenza vaccine. LAIV is indicated only for healthy subjects 2 through 49 years of age.
àOPV vaccine is no longer available in the United States.
§Live bacteria vaccines: BCG and Ty21a S typhi vaccine.
kLive virus vaccines: LAIV, MMR, measles-mumps-rubella-varicella (MMRV), herpes zoster (ZOS), OPV, varicella, YF, vaccinia (smallpox), and rotavirus.
{Regarding T-lymphocyte immunodeﬁciency as a contraindication to rotavirus vaccine, data only exist for severe combined immunodeﬁciency syndrome.
#Opinions of consensus of PID experts who authored this policy statement.
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CLOSE CONTACTS
Close contacts of patients with compromised immunity should
not receive live oral poliovirus vaccine because they might shed
the virus and infect a patient with compromised immunity. Close
contacts can receive other standard vaccines because viral
shedding is unlikely and these pose little risk of infection to a
subject with compromised immunity.1
Particularly important are annual immunizations with inactivated inﬂuenza vaccine; scheduled periodic pertussis vaccine
(Tdap); pneumococcal vaccine; measles, mumps, and rubella
vaccine; and varicella vaccine for older contacts whose routine
immunizations might not be up to date.
The only vaccines pregnant women should routinely receive
are the Tdap and inactivated inﬂuenza vaccines. However,
mothers at high risk for a child with primary immunodeﬁciency
and without an up-to-date immunization history should also
receive pneumococcal, Hib, and meningococcal vaccines so that
maternally transferred IgG antibodies can protect the potentially
immunodeﬁcient newborn child during the ﬁrst few months of life
while deﬁnitive diagnosis and treatment are undertaken.
If a varicella rash develops in a close contact after immunization with the varicella or zoster vaccines, the risk of transmission
to the immunocompromised subject is minimal unless blisters
develop at the site of the vaccine administration. In this case
isolation of the patient is recommended, and varicella zoster
immune globulin could be given prophylactically. Treatment of
the close contact or the patient, if infected, would consist of
intravenous acyclovir or oral valacyclovir. Killed trivalent
inﬂuenza vaccine is preferred for close contacts, although live
attenuated inﬂuenza vaccine can be given to close contacts
because of its low rate of transmission to other subjects.1

HELPN-012 with DISTILLER

EXAMPLES OF INADVERTENT TRANSMISSION OF
LIVE VIRAL VACCINE–RELATED INFECTION
Vaccine-derived poliovirus
In 2010, an infant in South Africa received 3 doses of poliovirus
vaccine (oral vaccine at birth and inactivated vaccine at 10 and 14
weeks of life) before identiﬁcation of his diagnosis of SCID.10 At
10 months of life, the child had fever, vomiting, tonic-clonic
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seizures, and acute ﬂaccid paralysis. Poliovirus 3 was identiﬁed
in a stool sample and cerebrospinal ﬂuid. Viral analysis revealed
vaccine-derived poliovirus, and the child was left with lower limb
paralysis.
In 2005, an Amish infant in Minnesota who had not been
immunized with oral poliovirus before diagnosis of SCID had
fever, respiratory tract infections, failure to thrive, bloody diarrhea,
and anemia.11 A stool specimen revealed the presence of live oral
polio vaccine–derived poliovirus. Fortunately, the child had no
ﬂaccid paralysis, and a successful bone marrow transplantation
cleared the vaccine-derived poliovirus from her stool. An extensive
investigation of the child’s Amish community of several hundred
persons revealed the presence of high-titer neutralizing antibodies
to poliovirus 1, and many of these subjects had stool specimens that
were positive for vaccine-derived poliovirus. Altogether, 35% of
this isolated community had serologic or virologic evidence of
the vaccine-derived poliovirus, including the patient’s 3 siblings,
who had never been immunized with either the oral poliovirus vaccine or the inactivated poliovirus vaccine. This outbreak of a
vaccine-derived poliovirus infection shows how in an undervaccinated community vaccine-derived virus can spread to others and,
in the case of the child with SCID, might lead to vaccine-derived
poliovirus infection and clinical disease. Beginning in 2000, only
the inactivated poliovirus vaccine was available for routine use in
the United States and Canada.12

Vaccine-acquired rotavirus
Since 2009, 9 cases have been published describing rotavirus
vaccine–derived infections that have threatened the health of
children later discovered to have SCID.13 Because rotavirus
infection is a diarrheal disease causing high morbidity in infants,
efforts to produce a vaccine that reduces the incidence of acute
viral gastroenteritis in infants older than 3 months of life were
certainly warranted. The reports of acute illness associated with
vaccination in children with undiagnosed SCID led to a modiﬁcation in the package insert to warn against use in immunosuppressed infants so as to avoid vaccine-related disease in infants
with SCID. However, the American Academy of Pediatrics has
recommended that all infants be given this vaccine at 6 to 8 weeks
of life, a time before infants with SCID typically have serious
problems, and thus an affected infant would likely not receive a
diagnosis. Fortunately, the implementation of newborn screening
for SCID should identify infants with SCID early enough to prevent the accidental administration of rotavirus vaccine to these
affected infants.14 There have been no reports of household contacts spreading rotavirus disease to infants with SCID.
LOSS OF HERD IMMUNITY IN THE GENERAL
POPULATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR CHILDREN WITH
PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY
For many decades, the public has grown complacent with the
rare occurrence of potential deadly childhood infections, such as
pertussis (whooping cough), measles, mumps, and rubella. The
advent of effective immunization is most certainly the reason that
these former scourges of pediatric infection became rare. The
public has a mistaken belief that these diseases are gone and will
not return, resulting in more children not receiving standard
childhood vaccines. In addition, some parents have a suspicion
that childhood immunizations have severe side effects, including
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vaccine-related infections and provide signed consent for the
child to receive live attenuated vaccines.
For complement deﬁciencies, early components (eg, C1, C2, and
C4) and the late components C5 to C9, all viral vaccines, can be
administered, and pneumococcal, Hib, and meningococcal vaccines
for the early- and late-acting complement components, respectively,
are strongly recommended because of the predilection of
complement-deﬁcient patients to acquire these bacterial infections.
Therefore all childhood vaccines can be given to complementdeﬁcient patients, with special emphasis on the pneumococcal and
meningococcal vaccines using both the unconjugated and conjugated forms, as appropriate, to retain protection levels of antibodies.8
For white blood cell disorders (eg, neutropenias, chronic granulomatous disease, and leukocyte adhesion deﬁciency), all routine
childhood vaccines can be given. Patients with chronic granulomatous disease should not be given the live bacterial vaccines, BCG,
and Salmonella Ty21a. Similarly, patients with IFN-g–IL-12
pathway defects should not receive BCG and Salmonella Ty21a
vaccination because of their predilection for these infections.9
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INTEGRATION OF THE IMMUNORECONSTITUTED
IMMUNODEFICIENT CHILD INTO SOCIETY
The protective instincts of parents for the child who has an
immunodeﬁciency must maintain a balance with the needs of the
child to develop socially and educationally. A limited study of 16
infants with SCID treated with HCT reported a signiﬁcant deﬁcit
in mental development and psychomotor validated scale index
scores in the ﬁrst few years after HCT.18 In a larger number of infants with SCID receiving HCT in the United Kingdom, Titman
et al19 reported an increase in behavioral disorders and neurocognition problems. A related study of cognitive and psychosocial
outcomes in 21 children treated with HCT for hemophagocytic
lymphohistiocytosis found that affected children had a lower
full-scale IQ score of 81 compared with national control scores
of 100 or sibling control IQ scores of 99.20 A high level of support
at school was necessary to prevent affected children from falling
further behind their classmates. Whether these problems are only
a consequence of the chemotherapy given to these children before
HCT or infections is not known. Regardless, development of the
child as a social being is extremely important, and the child
cannot remain housebound for fear of infectious susceptibility.
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The authors urged long-term systematic follow-up of these patients to make possible early recognition, effective measurement,
and proper school interventions to address these conditions.

SUMMARY
The development of immunizations for common bacterial and
viral infections has represented a major advance in the battle
against microbial organisms that constantly threaten the welfare
of humankind and particularly the pediatric population. However,
the alarming increase in nonimmunized persons could lead to a
return of the epidemics seen in the past. Although the beneﬁts of
immunization to the general population have been enormous,
special caution and considerations must be made for subjects with
primary immunodeﬁciency disorders. Subjects who lack adaptive
and some cases of defective innate immunity are at considerable
risk when immunized with live or attenuated viral or bacterial
vaccines because their complete or partial lack of immunity might
prevent them from halting the growth and spread of the vaccinederived live infectious agent. Close contacts might carry vaccinederived virus and cause the horizontal spread of the virus to a child
with primary immunodeﬁciency. Special precautions must be
taken with family members to avoid live poliovirus immunizations, but almost all other vaccines can be given with appropriate
explanation of the risks and beneﬁts of immunizations and the
very low transmission rate to immunodeﬁcient subjects.1
Killed vaccines will not cause infection in immunodeﬁcient or
any other children. The fear of increased community-acquired
vaccine-preventable diseases should lead to adherence to and
completion of recommended immunization schedules in the
community to reinforce herd immunity, such that all vaccinepreventable diseases become exceedingly rare.
Immunodeﬁcient children who have attained full immune
reconstitution after bone marrow, blood, or cord blood stem cell
transplantation might have sufﬁcient T-cell responses to protect
against exposures to horizontal viral infection, but careful
evaluation of the degree of immune reconstitution of an HCTtreated immunodeﬁcient patient must be made before live viral
vaccines are administered. This precaution for proper immunologic evaluation has been reinforced recently by the development
of central nervous system vasculopathy secondary to vaccine
strain varicella in an undiagnosed child with dedicator of
cytokinesis 8 (DOCK-8) deﬁciency.21 However, immunodeﬁcient
children who have successfully reconstituted immune function
after HCT should not be isolated from society because of their
equally important need to become part of normal society. School
attendance is essential for their neuropsychological adjustment.
Children with some of the common immune deﬁciencies (eg,
X-linked agammaglobulinemia, partial DiGeorge, and IgA
deﬁciency) or with a narrow infection phenotype (eg, X-linked
thrombocytopenia) can be immunized with live viral vaccine
(other than poliovirus), but the advice of a clinical immunologist
who cares for immunodeﬁcient children is strongly recommended
before immunization regarding the risk versus the beneﬁt. Education of families with immunodeﬁciencies is a must to avoid
complications of live viral vaccines. Further information on the
management of immunodeﬁcient children and other patients can
be found at the following Web links: the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man Web site (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omin/);
the European Society for Immune Deﬁciencies Web site
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the development of autism, despite overwhelming scientiﬁc
evidence to the contrary. Clinical and epidemiologic research
has witnessed a disturbing resurgence of these childhood
illnesses. Adding to this potentially dangerous situation is the
evidence that newer vaccines with extremely rare side effects
might provide a shorter interval of protection compared with
older vaccines with a higher rate of untoward reactions, even
though reactions were conﬁned to a very small proportion of the
pediatric population (generally 2 per 100,000 injections).15
Without herd immunity to the infectious epidemics of the past,
unimmunized members of society not only fall prey to morbid
and possibly lethal infections that will spread from children to
adults but also the reverse. Herd immunity to poliovirus, for
example, protects against wild-type poliovirus transmitted by
newly arrived immigrants from other countries where poliovirus
infection still exists. Herd immunity also protects against the
spread of vaccine-derived live poliovirus infections. Parents
who elect not to vaccinate their children are actually placing
themselves and their children at increased risk of serious infection
and even death.16 A case in point is that pertussis infections are
now being seen in tens of thousands of young infants from largely
unvaccinated communities. In the 1940s, when the pertussis vaccine was ﬁrst introduced, the number of US pertussis cases
decreased from hundreds of thousands annually to an average
of 5000 cases per year.17 However, starting in the 1990s, the number of pertussis cases began to increase, with a recent peak of
41,000 cases per year in the United States. This has prompted
new recommendations regarding reimmunization schedules for
children and adults.
The threat of pertussis and other childhood communicable
diseases to children with immunodeﬁciency is particularly
alarming. The increased risk of disease in the pediatric population, in part because of increasing rates of vaccine refusal and in
some circumstances more rapid loss of immunity, increases
potential exposure of immunodeﬁcient children. The immunosuppressed subject is particularly at risk in crowded living
conditions because of the spread of these diseases by aerosol
droplets or through the oral-fecal route.
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(www.esid.org/), and the Immune Deﬁciency Foundation Web
site (www.primaryimmune.org).

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Educate parents and physicians about the critical need for
maintenance of herd immunity in the population at large. It
is particularly important for family members of patients
with defective T and B lymphocyte–mediated immunity
to receive all of the available standard immunizations
(excluding live poliovirus).
2. Avoid live viral and bacterial vaccines in all patients with
signiﬁcant T- and B-cell deﬁciencies. Early diagnosis afforded by newborn screening for low numbers of T cells
with the T-cell receptor excision circle assay will alert physicians and parents of the need to avoid live viral and bacterial vaccines, including the live rotavirus vaccine, which
can produce severe diarrhea in infants with serious T-cell
compromise. For any infants born into an extended family
with a history of infants with life-threatening immune deﬁciency, defer all live viral and bacterial vaccines until the
infant has been tested to rule out a serious T-cell immunodeﬁciency. This precaution is particularly important for
high-risk families living in states that do not have T-cell receptor excision circle–based newborn screening for serious
T-cell deﬁciencies.
3. Determine the degree of immune reconstitution in patients
treated with HCT, enzyme therapy, or gene therapy before
live vaccine treatment. Vaccinate only after consultation
with a clinical immunologist proﬁcient in the diagnosis
and management of primary immune deﬁciency who can
explain the risk/beneﬁt ratio for parents or patients.
4. Balance the need of the immunoreconstituted child to be
protected from exposure to infection from live vaccines
and close contact–transmitted vaccine-derived infection
with the need of the child to integrate into society
and develop social and learning skills in group
environments.
We thank the Immune Deﬁciency Foundation (Marcia Boyle, Founder and
President) and the afﬁliated institutions of the authors for their support of this
project. We thank Janice Hopkins and Janelle Allen for assistance in preparing
the manuscript.
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[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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